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An algebraic method of spin operators was developed by Jha and Valatin to solve (a) the Hamiltonian of 
the isotropic and anisotropic xy model in a one-dimensional lattice of N spin 1/2 particles and (b) the 
partition function of the Ising model in the absence of magnetic field in two dimensions. The pair of 
fermion oper!ltors used to explain BeS theory in superconductivity were shown to be related to a set of 
spin operators of Jha and Valatin in a very simple way. Onsager's Lie algebra for diagonalizing the 
partition function of the Ising model was found to be included within the said commutator algebra of the 
spin operators. The structure constants of the algebra are so simple as to allow the entire algebra to be 
casted in one general commutator equation. In the present paper, the author presents the proof of a 
general equation from which all sets of commutator relationships existing among the elements of the 
algebra directly follow. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Set of spin operators 

In an attempt to diagonalize the xy Hamiltonian (iso
tropic and anisotropic both) in one dimension, a set of 
spin operators A~X,A? ,A?, and AjX was introduced by the 
author and Valatin. 1 These operators are defined as 

N 

A XX 1 "ax' z.... aX 
I =2U Ja J+lai +2 a i + I - 1 i+P 

J=1 
(1. la) 

N 

A~Y = t ~a~aj+laj+2 ••• aj+l_la~+p (1. Ib) 
J=1 

N 

A? = ~ ~aja;+la:+2 ••• aj+l_la1+p (1. lc) 
J=1 

N 

AjX = ~ ~a~aj+la;+2 ••• aj+l_la~.p (1. Id) 
i=1 

where aj, a~, aj are the Pauli operators defined at the 
lattice sites j = 1,2,3, ... , N -1, N of a ring with peri
odicity conditions aj+N = aj, a~+N= a~, a;+N = aj. The set 
of operators defined in (1. 1) could be briefly written as 

(1. 2) 

where CI,/3 stand for any of the x,y indices. The mixed 
set of commutation and anticommutation rules of a oper
ators are given by 

(1.3a) 

so that 

(1.3b) 

and 

(1.3 c) 

a)This work was done by the author during his stay in the de
partment of Physics at Queen Mary College, University of 
London. 

By introducing the spin raising and lowering operators 

(1. 4) 

with the associated property 

(1. 5c) 

the author defined an alternative set of operators At, 
A;-, A~+, and A~- which could be written in the abbrevia
ted form as 

N 

A;"'=Lo<jCl}+lCl}+2"'aj+l-lo<]+P (1.6) 
j cl 

where the symbols c, d stand for any of the +, - indices. 
The set (1. 6) has the following property: 

(1. 7) 

The symbol t indicates the adjoint operator. 

If we use the notations 

(1. 8) 

the two sets of operators (1. 2) and (1. 6) would be relat
ed through the equations 

(1. 9a) 

(1. 9b) 

(1. 9c) 

(1. 9d) 

The algebraic properties of these AI operators were 
exploited by the author l to diagonalize the Hamiltonian 
of the xy model of a ring of N spin ~ particles, to diag
onalize the transfer matrix of a set of spin ~, arrang
ed on a rectangular lattice and interacting scalerly with 
nearest neighbours in the absence of a magnetic field. 
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Recently, Felderhof2 has used the AI operators to diag
onalize the transfer function of the Zero field free fer
mion model. 

The number operator nk and the pair operators b" and 
b; used to explain the BeS theory3,4 are also related to 
the AI operators in a very simple way. 

We define 

(1.10) 

where a", a; are fermion operators. If we further define 

nl. =m ... = 1 - n. - n_k and mk= - m_k=n. -n_.,(1.11) 

it is easily seen that 
1 2l\ 

bk = 2 "l ~ A;+sinkl, 
" 1=1 

1 2N 

bt=-~ A--sinkl, 
" 2NI=1 I 

1 ~ 
mk=2"l.0(A;-+A;+)coskl, 

, 1=1 

- 1 ~ '(A+- +A-+) 'nkl m"=-rL.Jt I I SI , 
21\ I =1 

with 

k = (21T / N) y, Y = ~ , 1 , ~ , 2, 0 0 o. 

(1. 12a) 

(1. 12b) 

(1.12c) 

(1. 12d) 

(1. 12e) 

The lie Algebra of Onsager5 is generated by starting 
with the elements A~x and AI'. In this way he obtained the 
set of operators AI' and Aix~) with the relationships: 

(1. 13a) 

(1. 13b) 

(1. 13c) 

The quantities A? and Alx~} derived in the more sys
tematic treatment of the author's spin commutator 
algebra do not appear in Onsager's work. However, 
because of the relationship (1. 19a), AF can be derived 
from the quantities Ai'. The relations (1. 13a),(1.13b), 
(1. 13c) then coincide with the equations (1. 22a), (1. 22d), 
(1.220 respectively. The set Alx~) does not appear in 
Onsager's algebra because the sets A? and Ar are not 
known separately iu his work. So while Onsager's alge
bra contains only (3N -1) independent elements, ours 
contains (4N-2) independent elements. In fact, the addi
tional set A~XY) of our algebra is needed to construct 
projection operators of the eigenstates. 

It is further noticed that the pseudospin operators X"' 
Y'" and Zk as introduced by Onsager obey the following 
relations: 

[x"'Yk]=-2iz k, ly k ,Zk]=-2ixk , lZk,Xk]=-2iYk' (1.14) 

These elements come into the spin commutor algebra as 

1 ~ , 
x + iv = - .0Axxe·kl 

k ,k 2N 1=1 I , 
(1. 15a) 

(1. 15b) 
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, 2N 

t "'AI",,> 'ukl z.= 2N L.i I S1 , 
1= 1 

(1.15c) 

and can be identified with the fermion operators as 

xk=-m", yk=bk +b1, and z,,=i(b1-b.). (1.16) 

B. Properties of the A, operators 

Since the AI operators have a useful periodicity of 2N, 

(1, 17) 

so that the definitions (1, 2) and (1. 6) initially valid for 
any positive integer values of 1 (Z> 0) could be extended 
to even negative integer values of 1 (l < 0) by writing 

(1, 18a) 

(L 18b) 

The following identities, however, hold for each 1 not 
equal to a multiple of N: 

For 1 = 0, the following identities are true: 
l'i 

A~x=A~Y= - t 0a/, 
j=l 

A~x~) = 0, AA») = - iN, 

N N 

A~-= - 2: ~(1 + a/), A~+ = ~ t(1- a/), 
j=1 j=1 

For 1 =N, 

AN =-AoU, 

C. Number of independent elements in A, 

(1. 19a) 

(1. 19b) 

(1. 19c) 

(1. 19d) 

(1. 20a) 

(1.20b) 

(1. 20c) 

(1 20d) 

(1. 20e) 

(1. 21) 

Although we have defined 2N operators for each of 
A~x,A? ,A?, and Af"' the existence of relations (L 19) 
and (1. 20) implies all of them are not linearly indepen
dent. A check on the number of independent operators 
shows that there are (N -1) A:'Y), (N -1) AI{XY), and 2N A~x 
or 2N II.jY independent elements. Alternatively, we can 
say that there are (N-1) independent A;+, (N-I) indepen
dent A;- and 2N independent A;- or A;+. So altogether we 
have (4}\, - 2) independent elements in this algebra. 

D. Commutation algebra of A, and its significance 

The elements of the set Afx, A¥Y, At, and Ai' generate 
the following algebra: 

(1.22al 
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(1. 22b) 

(1. 22c) 

(1. 22d) 

(1.22e) 

(1. 22f) 

The elements of the alternative set A;+,A~o ,A;o, and A~+ 
have the corresponding algebra: 

(1023a) 

(L23b) 

(1. 23c) 

(1. 23d) 

(1. 23e) 

It is further seen that Al~) commutes with each ele
ments of the set A~X,A? and Ap'. Also, 

[Al~',t(A;-+A~+)]=O, (1. 24a) 

(1. 24b) 

(1.24c) 

The introduction of the symmetric and the antisymmet
ric operators AiXY) and AfXY) reduce the algebra consid
erably. 

II. GENERAL COMMUTATOR EQUATION FOR THE 
ELEMENTS OF THE ALGEBRA 

The fact that there are only (4N-2) independent ele
ments in the spin commutator algebra indicates that 
there exists considerable symmetry in structure con
stants of the algebra. 

We introduce an operator UZ([,m) such that 

(2.1) 

=01 ifl=m. 

For [, l'~ 1, the set of operators A~a or Aio could be 
written in the form: 

N 

AVB=~ L;aj;Uz(j' + l,j' + [' - l)a~'+I" 
j' =1 

N 
(2.2) 

Ar~ = i 6ajUZ(j + 1, j + [-I)(J~+p 
j=l 

where j, j' = 1, 2, ... , N are dummy indices and the sym
bols QI, j3, Y, 15 stand for any of the x, y indices, If we 
impose the conditions on [, l' to be 1 ,,; [' ,,; l- 1, then in 
this domain the entire relationships (1. 22) could be put 
in one general commutator equation: 

[A ",a AY~ ] -cBYA"~ + C",6 A Y8 + a"'YIi A ii~ + a86 Ii LI y(i 
" I - '+1' 1+1' (f""l-l' ~l-l" 

(2.3a) 
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where the structure constants are defined as 

liX=-i, liy=i. 

The indices with bar imply x = y and y = x . 

III. PROOF OF THE GENERAL COMMUTATOR 
EQUATION 

In order to prove the general equation (2.3), we 
state two lemmas and first provide their proof as 
follows: 

Lemma: For [' ~ 1, 

[Af.B, a;] 

= c"'{U"(j, j + [' - 1 )a1+1'} 

+ ... + ajol' +3uz(j -[' + 4,j + 2)af+3 

+ aiol' +1 U'(j - [' + 2, j)a~+J 

+ cB'{ajol' UZ(j -l' + I,})}. 

Proof: By definition 

[A VB, a;] 

N 

= t "6 [af a~, +1<0. +2 ••• a~, +1' 01aJ, +/" a;] 
j' ==1 

N 

= t r; {[af, aj]lF(.i' + 1, j' + l' - 1 )aj, +/' 
j' =1 

(2. 3b) 

(3.1) 

+ aj. UZ(j' + 1,j' + 1)[~, +2' aj]U'(j' + 3,), + l' - I)a~, +1' 

+ ... + a; UZ(j' + 1,.i' + 7' - 3)[a~, +1' -2' a;l~, +/' -1a1, +/' 

+ aj, UZ(j' + I,}' + [' - 2)(aj, +1' 01, aiJaf' +1' 

+ aj.Uz(j' + 1,j' +!' -1)[~, +/', am. (3.2) 

If we use the relations 

(3.3a) 

and 

(3.3b) 

then (3.1) directly follows from (3.2). It would be noted 
that there are altogether l' + 1 terms on the rhs of (3.1). 
Lemma 1 can be extended to hold in the doamin 
1 ,,; [' ,,; [ - 1, and we can write 
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[A~a, O~+I] 

=C"O {UZ(J' +1 J'+l+l'-I)oa } , J+l.,' 

+ OJ+I_3 U"(j + 1- 2,j + 1 + I' - 4)oj+'+I'_3 

+ ... + oj+I_I' +3U"(j + I-I' + 4,j + 1 + 2)01+1+3 

Lemma 2: For 1 ~ l' ~1-1 

[A~a, U"(j + l,j + l- 1)] 

= C10'jU1+1' UZ(j + l' ,j + 1- 1) 

+ C1{oj_PZ(j,j)01+" _1U"(j + l' - 1,j + 1- 1) 

+ oj_p<(j - 2, j)o~+I' _3uz(j + l' - 3, j + 1 - 1) 

(3.4) 

><01+1+1' -2 + UZ(j + 1,j + 1- 3)ot+I_P'(j + l,j + 1 + I' - 4) 

xoj.,.1' _2 + ... + W(j + 1, j + 1- l' + 3)0},,_I, +3 

(3.5) 

where C = C2 = 1. (These have been introduced for easy 
reference. ) Note that for a given 1', we have only 21' 
terms on the rhs of (3.5). There are l' terms for each 
of the coefficients C1 and C2 " 

Proof: We prove this lemma by induction. Assume I' 
to be fixed. We then work out for different 1'" l' + 1. In 
the simplest case 1 = l' + 1, we have by definition 

[A r.e, UZ( j + 1, j + l' )] 

=~ t oj. U"(j' + l,j' + l' -1)01, +1" U"(j + l,j + 1) r i=1 ~ 
N 

=~ ~ [oj,U'(j' + 1,j' + I' -1)o~,.", U"U + 1,j + 1')] 
i' =1 
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N 

t 6,[0;, U'(j + 1,j + Z')]U'(j' + 1,j' + l' - 1 )01, ." 
i' =1 

N 

+ t Eoj. U'(j' + 1,j' + l' -1)[01 • • '" W(j + l,j + 1')], 
i'=1 (3.6) 

since [U'(j'+I,j'+Z'-I),U'(j+1,j+l)]=O. Further, 
N 

t 6 [0" Y , UZ(j + 1, j + 1') ]U'(j' + 1, j' + l' - 1 )01, .,' 
i' =1 

N 

= t L: ([oj., OJ.1]U'(j + 2,j + l')U'(j' + 1, j' + l' - 1 )0"1, .,' 
i' =1 

x UZU' + 1 ,j' + I' - 1) oj, .,' + ... + U'(j + 1, j + I' - 3) 

X[Oy,Oj."_2]UZ(j + l' -l,j + 1,)uz(j' + l,j' +1'-1) 

x uzU' + 1 ,j' + l' -1)01, .1' + U'(j + 1,j + l' - 1) 

(3.7) 

If we use the relation 

(3.8) 

in (3.7), then all the l' terms for the co-efficients C2 

of (3.5) with 1 = l' + 1 are reproduced. It should be noted 
that the terms in the coefficients C2 of (3.5) occur in the 
reverse order to the terms of (3.7). Hence the first 
term of (3.7) is the last term of C2 in (3.5) and vice 
versa. 

We can Similarly expand the terms of 
N 

t L:o;.uz(j' + 1,j' + l' -1)[a1 •• "U'(j + 1,j + 1')]. 
j' =1 

Using the relation 

t[a1, aj] = a~aj, 

aU the terms for the coefficients C1 of (3.5) (with 1 
= [' + 1 are reproduced. This time the sequence of terms 
in the preceeding expression and those of C1 in (3.5) 
remain the same. 

Assuming (3.5) to be correct for 1, we try for 1 + 1 
(I' being fixed) and thus evaluate [Ar.e, U'(j + l,j + 1)]. 
By definition 

[A r.a, U'(j + 1,j + 1)] = [,4f,s, U"(j + l,j + 1-1 )O"j.,] 

= [A~a, U'(j + l,j + 1-1)]aj+1 + U'(j + 1,j + 1- 1) 

= [Apa, U'(j + 1,j + 1-1)]aj., + W'(j + 1,j + 1-1) 

N 

X L:[aj, U'(j' + 1, j' + l' - l)a~, .1" oj.,] 
i' =1 
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= [Ar,a, UZ(j + 1,j + 1-1)]a~+1 + WZ(j + 1,j + I-I) 

N 

xI:; lay, a~+/]UZ(j' + 1,j' + I' -l)a~'+I' 
j' ::::1 

N 

+ WZ(j + 1, j + I - 1) L; a; UZ(j' + 1, j' + l' - 1) 
J' .1 

= [A~8, UZ(j + 1,j + 1-1)]a~+1 - UZ(j + l,j + 1-1) 

xa~+laJ+IUZ(j + I + 1,j + 1+1' - l)aj+I+I' 

- UZ(j + 1,j + 1-l)aj'.,_I' UZ(j + I-I' + 1,j + 1- 1) 

Xaj.,a~." (3.9) 

where we have used the relation 

(3. 10) 

Assuming the validity of (3.5), we can rewrite Eq. 
(3.9) as 

[Ar,8, UZ(j + 1,j + I)] 

= C 1afa~." UZ( j + l' , j + l) 

+ af_3Uz(j - 2, j)a~." _3uz(j + I' - 3, j + Z) + ... 

+ af-/,.1 UZ( j - I' + 2, j)a1.1 U'( j + 1, j + l)} 

- C2{u
z(j + 1,j + Z)af.,Uz(j + [+ 1,j + 1+ [' -l)a~.I." 

+ UZ(j + l,j + 1-l)aj./-lUz(j + I + l,j + I + I' - 2) 

Xa~.,." -1 + UZ(j + 1,) + 1- 2)af.,_2 

x uz(j+ I + 1 ,j+ [+ [' - 3)a:+I+I'_ 2 + ... 

+ UZ(j + 1,j + I - l' + 2)aj.I-I' .2uz(j + [+ 1, j + l + 1) 

- C2u z(j + 1,j + l-l)aJ.I-I,Uz(j + l-l' + 1,j + l-l) 

Xaj.,a~." (3.11) 

As C2 = 1, we have kept the second and third terms of 
(3.9) as the first and the last terms in the bracket of the 
coefficient C2 of (3. 11). All the other terms in (3.11) 
arise from [A~8, UZU + 1,j + l-1)]aj." The last two 
terms of (3. 11) cancel since 
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and 

= UZ(j + 1,j + l-l')aj.,_", 

We thus find only 2l' terms left in Eq. (3.11) which 
are exactly those obtainable from (3.5) provided 1 is 
replaced by 1+ 1. Thus what is true for I is also true 
for l + 1 in (3.5). Hence the proof. 

Proof of the general equation (2.3): By definition 

[A~8,ArD ] 

= [A~8, ~ E ajUz(j + 1,j + 1- l)a~./J 

N 

= i I; {[A~8, anUz(j + 1,j + 1-1)a~., 
j=1 

+a;[A~8, UZ(j + l,j + l-l)]a~., 

(3.12) 

We can see through (3.1) and (3.4) that each of the 
commutator [A p8,aj] and [Af.8,a~./] produces l'+l 
terms. Similarly it can be seen through (3.5) that the 
commutator [A p8, UZ(j + 1,j + l- 1)] gives rise to 2l' 
terms. We can further check through equations (3.1), 
(3.4), and (3.5) that, within the sum of the rhs of (3.12), 
(Z' - 1) terms of the first line together with the (l' - 1) 
terms of the third line cancel with, (2l' - 2) terms of the 
second line. The effective contributions are from the 
first and the (l' + l)th terms of [Ar,B, ail, the first and 
2l' th terms of [A~a, UZ(j + 1,j + 1- 1)] and the first and 
the (l' + l)th terms of [Af.a, a~./], There are thus only six 
terms left within the summation of the rhs of (3,12). We 
thus write 

N 

+ ~cO!r L;aja~."UJ!(j+ [',j + [-1)~., 
j=l 

N 

+ iC86 L;ajUz(j + 1,) + 1-1')aY.H,a'j., 
i=1 

N 

+ ~ 6ajaja1." UZ(j + l',j + 1- 1)a~., 
j=l 

N 

- ~ 6aWz(j + 1,j + l-l')aj.H,a~.laJ." (3.13) 
j=1 

The third and the fifth terms in (3.13) are combined as 
follows: Since 

N 

~c"'rLaJa1."Uz(j + l',j + I - 1)~., 
j=l 

N 

+ ~ 6ajaja1+1' UZ(j + l', j + l - 1)a~+l 
j=l 

N 

= i 6~(ajaj - ajaj + 2ajaj)a1." UZ(j + l',j + 1- l)a~., 
j=l 
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IV 

= ~a"YeB ~aj+l' UZ(j + l' + I,} + 1- l)a~+1 
j=l 

where we have defined 

a"Y=-i(a"aY+aYa")=l, if a=y, 

= 0, if a * y, 

eB=-i, ifi3=x, 

= + i, if i3 = y, 

and 

=x, if a,i3=Y. 

(3.14) 

(3.15a) 

(3.15b) 

(3. 15c) 

The fourth and the sixth terms in (3.13) can be similar
ly combined. They give the expression aB6 e"Ar~I" 

Equation (3.13) can, therefore, be written in the final 
form as 

[A"B AY6] - cBYA,,6 + C,,6 ArB + a"ye Aii6 + aB6 e 11 yif 
I" I - l+l' l+l' t1~I-I' r.y!J.I_l" 

which is Eq. (2.3). 

The structure constants cBr or C,,6 are derived by 
comparing Eqs. (3. 3a) with (1. 4a), (1. 4b), (1. 4c), while 
a"r or a B6 and BB are obtainable from (3.15). Hence the 
proof. 

IV. DERIVATION OF THE COMMUTATOR EQUATIONS 
OF THE SET OF AI OPERATORS 

All the commutator equations (1. 22a)- (1. 22f) stem 
from the g<~neral equation (2.3). This derivation is re
stricted in the interval 1 ",. 1 '" l' - 1. However, we can 
interchange the indices I and I' and exploit the relations 
(1. 19) and (1. 20) to show that they also hold good for 
1 '" l' '" 1- 1. The case 1 = l' is trivial. Hence the com
mutator relations in (1. 22) are valid for any l, l' > O. 

Example: Let 0 = i3 = y = 6 = x. We have from Eq. 
(2.3) 

(XY) 

=-iA1_I , if 1", '.,;l'-1. 

If we interchange land l' and use the relation 

Ai~V = - Af::I, 
then 

or 

[A :;: , A ~x J = - iA i=rl if 1 '" l' 0 l - 1. 
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(4.1) 

(4.2) 

Hence, combining Eq. (4.1) and (4.2), we can write: 

for all 1, l' > O. (The case I = I' is trivial and is excluded 
in these proofs). By suitable choice of a,i3,y, and 6, 
other relations in (1.22) can be easily derived. 

The commutator equations in (1. 23) are derivable 
from (1. 22) if we further exploit the relations (1. 9) and 
(1. 19). For example, 

(4.3) 

When the commutator on the rhs of (4. 3) is expanded 
and the relations in (1. 22) are used, the value is found 
to be zero. Hence, IA;:,A;+]=O. 

V. DISCUSSION 

The algebra of the Al operators has been used by the 
author and Valatin1 to diagonalize the symmetric and the 
asymmetric xv Hamiltonians in one dimension, to di
agonalize the partition function of the Ising model in two 
dimensions in the absence of magnetic field. These 
solutions were also arrived at by Lieb, Schultz, and 
Maltis'" 7 through the use of fermion and fermion quasi
particle operators. Their method is however, beset 
with some difficulties. The translational symmetry of 
fermion operators are broken by the Jordon- Wigner 
transformation~ H In higher dimensions even with nearest 
neighbor interactions, the Hamiltonian involves a poly
nomial of fermion operators roughly of order 2N for a 
system of ",[2 spins. The translational symmetry can be 
retained only if we consider operators which are com
posed of an even number of fermion operators. It is 
possible that because of these fermion operators, their 
methods remain one dimensional in Xl' model or two 
dimensional in the ISing model, and an extension to 
higher dimensions does not seem possible. The present 
algebraic approach gets rid of the fermion operators. 
Felderhof2 has used the Al operators to diagonalize the 
transfer matrix of the zero field free-fermion model. 
The author is at present looking into the possibility of 
generalizing the commutator algebra of spin operators 
in two dimensions which may lead to the solutions of x,' 
model in two dimensions and possibly the Ising model 
in three dimensions. 
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A nonlinear scalar field theory in isotropic homogeneous 
space-time 

J. A. Okolowski 

221 Irving Street. Chester. Pennsylvania 19013 
(Received 22 May 1978) 

A classical nonlinear scalar field theory in isotropic homogeneous space-time of uniform negative 
curvature is considered which admits a singularity-free spatially localized dynamically unstable solution. 
The associated field energy is obtained as a finite positive quantity only for suitably restricted values of a 
"size parameter" which measures the degree of spatial localization of the solution. The static flat 
space-time limit of the present field theory as well as a physically appropriate limitation on the 
magnitude of the field energy are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With prescribed metric tensor components gl""' a 
Lagrangian density of the generic form 

L = ~gl"">It ,I" >It ," - f, f = f(gl"", >It), 

leads to the field equation 

~'J-
(_ <>-)'1/2l"I""(_g)1/2>It 1 +_c_ =0 

,., b ,I" ," d>It 

(1.1) 

(1. 2) 

for the admissible real scalar field >It. In the presence 
of isotropic homogeneous space-time geometry char
acterized by the line element1 

ds 2 = dt2 
- R 2 l dx2 + sinh2X (de2 + sin2 e d¢2) 1, R =R (t), (1. 3) 

the field equation (1. 2) takes the form 

!. ~(R3 a'l' ___ 1_ i.. (sinh2x a>It) 
R at at sinh2x ax V ax 

_ 1 [..i.. (Sine a>It) +_1_ a
2
>ItJ +R 2~ ~\; 4) 

sinh2x sine ae ae sine a¢2 a >It ' 

which can be specialized to 

1 a ( 3 a >It ) 1 d (. 2 a>It) 2 of Ii at R at - sinh2x ax smh Xa-x +R o>It =0 (1. 5) 

when the scalar field is spherically symmetric. The 
latter field equation can be derived from the Lagrangian 
density 

(1. 6) 

Consequently, the field energy (E) associated with a 
static solution of (1. 5) is obtained by evaluating the 
functional 

.oo{ 1 (O>It)2 } E[>Itl = 47TR3JO 2R2 aX +f sinh2xdx (1. 7) 

at such a solution. 

The purpose of the present work is to study the singu
larity-free, spatially localized, static solution of (1. 5) 
for a specific classical nonlinear model field theory. 

II. A SOLVABLE NONLINEAR FIELD THEORY 

For a theory based on the Lagrangian density (1. 6) 
with 

(2.1) 

and time-dependent parameters 

(2.2) 

expressed in terms of the positive, dimensionless con
stants O'o,O'u and 0'2' the field equation (1. 5) becomes 

1 a ( 3 a>It) 1 a (. 2 (J'l') 3 Ii at R at - sinh2x iiX smh X ax - O'[)1Jt - 0'1 'l' 
(2.3) 

It is easily verified that the singularity-free static sol
ution of (2.3) is given by 

'l'o(x) =(!~) 1/\sinh2x + a),l/2, (2.4) 

provided that 0'0 = 1 and that the constant dimensionless 
"size parameter" a obeys the relation 

a = ( 1 + ~~~ )'1. (2.5) 

To compute the field energy (rest mass), Eqs. (2.1) 
- (2. 5) are substituted into (1. 7) with the result 

where 

Q(a) = a1 /2(1 _ a)'3 /2(1 _ 20 )tan'1 (1 ~ a r /2 

+ a(1- atl( 4a - 3). 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

A physically admissible, positive field energy exists 
only if 0 < a < ao ~ 0.142, the quantity ao being the root of 
Q(a) = 0 on the interval 0 < a < 1. Therefore, (2.5) leads 
to the inequality 

(2.8) 

Furthermore, from (2.6) and (2. 7) it follows that 

the maximum value of the field energy occurring when 
a:; 0.036, hence, 

iJE E 7T 
aR =Ii -;;'(0.150) Ql' (2.10) 
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Thus the requirement 0,1» 1 ensures that 

oE E 
- =- «1 
oR R ' 

a condition necessitated by our tacit assumption that the 
field does not significantly alter the prescribed space 
- time geometry. In the limiting case of small particle 
sizes (0'« 0'0)' the field energy 

, 1T2 (3 ) 1 /2 
E=- - R 4 Cl 2 

exists as a quantity independent of Cl l' 

Under the coordinate transformation 

r= ro sinhx 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

with ro a positive constant having the dimensions of 
length, 2 the solution (2.4) is transformed according to 

~ (2ar2 )1/2 
>Vo(X)=>Vo(r)= Ql1

0 (r +ro2at1/2, (2.13) 

which takes the limiting form 

(2.14) 

by virtue of the limits ro - DO, 0'-0 performed in such a 
way that the product ro2a remains finite and equal to an 
arbitrary positive constant Z. In the static, flat space 
- time limit (ro - 00, R/ro - 1), it follows that (2.14) is 
the static, particlelike solution of the field equation 

o2<I> _l~( 2o':I»_3Q1~<I>5 (2.15) 
i3t2 r or r or - 4Z ' 

in conformity with a previously investigated, Lorentz
invariant classical field theory 3 of which the present 
work is a generalization. 

III. DYNAMICAL STABILITY 

Let us now consider the dynamical stability of (2.4) 
when the perturbed solution is given by 

Hx) () >¥ (X, t) =>¥oCX) + -'-h- 17 t , 
sm X 

in which the function 7] (t) satisfies the equation4 

together with the initial conditions 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Moreover, the dimensionless constant k appearing in 
(3.2) may be either purely real or purely imaginary, 
and 

I HX)I I -.--« I>¥o(x) , for ,1.>0. 
smhx 

The result of substituting (3.1) into (2.3) and retaining 
only terms linear in ~ is the eigenvalue equation for k2 

and ~, 

~" (X) + F(X) ~(X) + k2 Hx) = 0, (3.4) 

where 
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(3.5) 

Equation (3.4) must be supplemented with the appropri
ate boundary conditions for a singularity-free, localized 
perturbation 

. [~(X) ] HO)=O, hm -'-h- =0. 
x. ~ sm X 

(3.6) 

That the k = 0 solution of (3.4) with the boundary con
ditions (3.6) has at least one zero for X> 0 follows from 
considerations based on the function 

G(xl= 6(30'-1) +~O'(l-<:L <F(X) 
(sinh2x + a) (sinh2x + 0')2 

in combination with the differential equation 

u" (xl + G(xJ u(x) - 4u(x) = 0, 

which admits the solution 

u(X) = (sinh2x + 0')-3/2 sinhX, 

subj ect to the boundary conditions 

u(O)=O, lim u(x)=O. 
x·~ 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

Hence, we infer5 the existence of an essentially unique 
solution of (3.4) with no nodes occurring for positive 
values of Xi the associated minimum, negative eigen
value k 2 having - 4 and 9 -15/0' as upper and lower 
bounds, respectively. Because k is purely imaginary, 
the perturbation term in (3.1) increases with time6 in a 
dynamically unstable manner. 

To calculate the approximate minimum value of k 2 we 
employ the Rayleigh- Ritz procedure. For this purpose 
it is convenient to introduce the new independent and 
dependent variables 

P= cos-l.{O'1/ 2 (sinh2x +O')-1/2coshXr, (3.11) 

0,,; P < Po == cos-1(a)1/2, w(P) == (cos 2p - 0')1/ 2~(X). 

By means of the latter quantities (3.4) is transformed 
to the equation 

wl/( )+a(1-O')(1+k
2
)w(P) + 6O'w(p) +16w(pl=0 

P (coS 2p-O')2 (cos2p-a) , 
(3.12) 

which leads to the variational principle 

15{'2=0, y2=J
P
O{W 1 (p)2_( 6a~(P)2) -16w(P)2t dp , (3.13) 

o cos p - a J 
contingent upon the normalization condition 

(3.14) 

the boundary conditions 

(3.15) 

and the definition 

(3.16) 

We choose a trial function of the form 

w(P)= - (cos 2p-O') asin-+bsin-, (2)1/2 (1TP 21T P) 
Po Po Po 

(3.17) 
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1.7'5 

CJ" 

FIG. 1. The approximate value of (- k2(j)1/2 as a function of (j 

for the lowest eigenvalue ~. 

where a and b are variational parameters constrained by 
(3.14) to satisfy a2 + b2 = 1. By minimizing the result of 

2255 J. Math Phys., Vol. 19, No. 11, November 1978 

combining (3.17) with the definition part of (3.13), and 
then using (3.16), we obtain the relation shown in Fig. 
1. Finally, we have 

lim(- k2(T)11 2;' 1. 88. (3.18) 
u~o 

IUnits are chosen such that the constant of gravitation and the 
speed of light in a vacuum are both equal to unity. 

2R. Adler, M. Bazin, and M. Schiffer, Introduction to Gen
eral Relativity, (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1975), 2nd ed. 
p. 406. 

3G. Rosen, J. Math. Phys. 6, 1269 (1965). 
'In what follows, we assume that R(t) is a continuous function 
of time for t 2! to. 

5For example: R. Courant and D. Hilbert, Methods of 
Mathematical Physics (Intersclence, New York, 1953), Vol. 
I, p. 458. 

6G. Birkhoff and G. -C. Rota, Ordinary Differential Equations, 
(Blaisdell, Waltham, Mass., 1969), 2nd ed., pp. 39-41. 
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Energetically stable systems 
Bart Demoen, Paul Vanheuverzwijn,a) and Andre Verbeure 

Instituut voor Theoretische Fysica, K. U. Leuven, B-3030 Leuven, Belgium 
(Received 5 April 1978) 

For quantum systems as well as for classical continuous systems energetic stability is defined. It is proved 
that stability, supplemented with a cluster property, characterizes equilibrium states. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently Pusz and W oronowicz1 considered an equi
librium condition for quantum mechanical systems 
called passivity. 

It is the aim of this paper to introduce what we call 
energetic stability which is weaker than passivity but 
nevertheless yields the same results as far as equi
librium is concerned. 

In Sec. I we define energetic stability and prove that 
it is implied by passivity for general quantum systems. 
We prove that energetic stability also implies a corre
lation inequality which together with some cluster pro
perties yields KMS states or equilibrium states. 

In Sec. II we treat the continuous classical case. The 
setup of the classical dynamical system is inspired by 
the one given by Pulvirenti2 where dynamical stability 
is discussed. We only give a formal discussion of the 
perturbed dynamics and start the rigorous discussion 
from the correlation inequality in order to avoid un
interesting technical conditions. The derivation is the 
classical analog of the one given in Ref. 1. 

I. QUANTUM SYSTEMS 

In Ref. 1 one starts from the pair (;4,0') whereA is 
the C*-algebra of observables and 0' ={O'tttER is a 
strongly continuous one-parameter group of automor
phisms of A describing the time evolution. If x E A 
such that the limit 

. 1 [ 11m -t O't (x) - x] '= 6(x) 
t -~ 

exists, then x E D( 6), the domain of 6, the infinitesimal 
generator of the group 0'. Pusz and Woronowicz con
sidered the system as no longer closed but acted upon 
through a perturbed dynamics O'h satisfying 

d~/X) = d;[6(x)]+iO'Z([h t , x]), O'~(x)=x, 

where {ht hE:lO,T 1 is a differentiable family of self
adjoint elements of A such that ht = 0 for t i[O, T]. A 
state w on A is called passive if the work done by the 
external forces is positive. 

(2) 

In Ref. 3 the relation of this passivity condition with 
open thermodynamical stability is discussed. 

The main idea of the present paper is to investigate 
the consequences of the energy change under the in
fluence of a sudden (at time t = 0) external local per-

a)Aspirant NFWO, Belgium. 

turbation hE A of the original dynamics. Then we let 
evolve the system in an isolated way, analogous to 
Ref. 4. In contradistinction with Ref. 1 where the 
perturbation ht as a function of t is arbitrary, we 
consider its natural evolution, given by 

ht = O't(h), t? O. (3) 

The energy change in the time interval [0, t] is then 

t.E(t) = f t ds w [ O'~ (d ~~(h))] , (4) 

o 
where d; is given by (2) [expression (4) is formally 
equivalent to Ref. 1, (1. 8)1. 

Now we express the tendency of the system to evolve 
to a stable position and introduce the following notion: 

Definition 1. 1: A dynamical system (A, 0', w) is 
called enerr;eUcalh' stable if for all h = h* E A n D( 6) 
and all t E [0, El, E '~. 0, 

t.E(t) -'" O. (5) 

Notice that this condition expresses the fact that the 
energy of the system does not increase, which is a 
natural thing to ask for a stable state. We speak about 
energetic stability because the system is conSidered 
to be thermally isolated (compare with Refs. 5-7). 
Note also that passive states1 are defined by an inequal
ity like (5) but with the oppOSite sign. 

For t? 0 and any h=h* E A nD(6) define 

Ut = 1 + .0 (- i)n 12t dS 1 1051 ds 2 ' •• 1sn
-1 dS n 0'5 (h) ••• 0'5 (h), 

n",l 0 0 1 n 

(6) 

where the sum and integrals are in the uniform sense. 
Note that Ut satisfies: 

(i) Ut E A n D(6), Uf Ut = UtUf = 1, 

(ii) ~~t = - i 0'2t (h) Ut , Ut =0 = 1, 

(iii) c4(x)=Ufat (x)Ut , xEA. 

Now we have, 

Theorem 1. 2: The dynamical system (A, 0', w) is 
energetically stable if and only if for all t? 0 and 
h=h* EA nD(6) 

w (ut~ Ut ) ?O, 

where Ut is defined by (6L 

(7) 

Proof: As in Ref. 1, by partial integration we obtain 

t.E(t) = w[ d; O't (h)] - w(h) - Cds w[ 0'~60's(ll) J. 
~o 
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Hence 

~E(t) = n w[ Vi a2t (h) Vt ] - w(h)}. 

First suppose that the system is stable, then due to 
the continuity of t- w{a~[dat(h)/dtJl- we have 

(8) 

w[ o(h)] '" 0. A s this inequality is also valid for h re
placed by - 11, w[o(Tz)l=o, yielding the time invariance 
of the state. Using this invariance, we get 

w[Vi a2t (Jl) vtl- w(h) = w[I(t)l- 2w (Vi 7 Vt) 

where 

I(t) = Vi eio Vt + [au (11), Vt l} 
Using (ii), one derives 

dw[I(t)] = ° 
dt . 

Hence w[I(t) 1 = w[I(O) 1 = 0, and (8) becomes 

~E(t) = - w (Vi ~ Vt) 

Therefore, stability implies (7). 

Conversely, suppose that (7) holds. Then the above 
computations can be done in the reverse order if we 
prove that the time invariance holds. But this is easy 
from the Taylor expansion of V t , 

Vt=1-iht+O(t2) .• 

According to Ref. 1, Theorem 2.1, a system is 
passive if and only if w(U*(o/i) V) '" ° for all V E Vo<A) 
n D(o), where vo<A) is the connected unity component 
of the group of all unitaries of A in the norm topology. 
We have: 

Corollary 1. 3: A passive system is an energetically 
stable system. If the system is energetically stable, 
then for all h = h* E A], D( 0), 

w (17 ~ h) ? 0. (9) 

Proof: It is clear from (6) that for all t? 0, 
h=h*EAnD(o), andalsoVtEVo(A)nD(o), therefore 
the first part of the corollary follows from Theorem 
2. 1 (Ref. 1). The last statement follows also from 
Theorem 2. 1 (Ref. 1) using again the Taylor expansion 
of V t . -

As the inequality (9) is the only condition used in 
Ref. 1 to derive the KMS condition from passivity, we 
can formulate, among others, the following result. 

Theorem 1. 4: Let <A, a, w) be an energetically stable 
system and let{T,.}cEG be a locally compact amenable 
group of automorphisms of A commuting with a such 
that (weakly clustering) 

lf1,.{w(XTC(Y)]} =w(x) w(y), x,YEA, 

wherelh is an invariant mean over the group G, 
then either 

(i) w is a KMS-state for Some inverse temperature 
{3? 0, or 

(ii) w is a ground state .• 
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II. CONTINUOUS CLASSICAL SYSTEMS 

Consider (K, w) a Lebesgue probability space, where 
K stands for the phase space, w for the state or mea
sureo Suppose there exists a self-adjoint algebra A 
(s. a. with respect to complex conjugation), which is 
dense in L 2 (K, w) and on which a Poisson bracket is 
defined, i. e., a bilinear map {. , .} of Ax A into 
Ll(I<,W) such that: 

(i) {f,g}={],gr, f,gE A (: means conjugation), 

(ii) {,f,g}=-{g,f}, f,gEA, 

(iii) {fg, Iz} =f{ .15, h} + g{f, h}, f, g, h E A, 

(iv) the sesquilinear formf,gEA -w({.1,g}) defines 
an essentially self-adjoint operator L on A, 

w({J,g}) = (iL f, g). 

(. ,.) denotes the scalar product on L 2(K, w). There 
exists a subset B of A of essentially bounded functions 
such that B is a core for L. Furthermore we suppose 
that exp(-e /2)B <;;, B. 

Finally we suppose that 

(v) there exists an automorphism 1 for the algebraic 
structure of A and thatI2 = 1, 11 =If, 1{j, g} = - {If, Ig}, 
1(8 ) ~ B, and that I extends to a unitary operator on 
L2(1<, w) (J=time reversal). 

A system (K, w, A, {. ,o}) with the properties 
(i)-(v) is called a classical physical system. 

Now we introduce the dynamics. Suppose we are given 
a derivation 0 of A such that 

(a) for allfEA, at{j)=Z"",o(t"/n!)o"fconverges in 
L2(K, w) to a strongly continuous group a=«(lIt)tER of 
* automorphisms of A and such that B is a core for 6. 

({3) 'fI t E R, 'fI f, .15 E A : at{f, g} ={ (lItf, atg}, 

'fItER,lat =a_tI. 

Although conceptually clearer, the condition that 
exp(-L 2/2)B '=B, might as well be replaced by 
exp(-H 2/2)B ~B, which is perhaps easier to check 
in applications. In the free one-particle case, for 
example, one can take the C; functions for B. That B 
is left invariant under exp(- HZ /2) is easily shown us
ing the Paley-Wieners theorem. 

A system {K, w, A ,{. ,.}, a} with the properties 
(i)-(v), (a), and (13) is called a classical dynamical 
system. Such a system is called a KMS system if there 
exists a constant f3 ? ° such that for all f, g E A : w({f, g}) 
= - (3w{j 0.15). 

Modulo some other conditions on the dynamical sys
tem we could now proceed in the same way as in the 
quantum case introducing a perturbed dynamics. We 
will not do that but immediately define energetic stabil
ity as follows by a correlation inequality (cf. Corollary 
1. 3.). 

Definition 2.1: A claSSical dynamical system 
{K, w, A, {. , .}, a} is called energetically stable if for 
all h EA: 

(i) w[ o(h)] = ° (time invariance), (10) 
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(ii) w({h, 6(h)}) ~ o. (11) 

Nevertheless let us sketch formally how we proceed 
from the perturbed dynamics. For h == h, (2) becomes, 

where ht = at (11). A formal solution is given by 

aj =exp(26 + {', h})t exp(- 6t). 

The energy change is then given by formula (4). Imply
ing the stability as in Definition 1. 1 yields first that 

w[ 6(h)] "" 0 for all h == Ii E A , 
hence w[ 6(h) 1 = 0 (time invariance of w) and then 

d~ w(a~[ 6(h t )]) I toO "" 0, 

implying w({h, 6(h)}) ~ o. 
Now for arbitrary h we get 

w({h, 6(hn) + w({h", 6(h)}) ~, o. 
USing the time invariance of w, 

0= d~ w(O:t{h,h})lt=o= :1 w({O:t h, O:th})lt=o 

= w({6h, h}) + W({h, 6h}l. 

Combining (*) and (**) we get the conditions of 2.1. 
Notice that for any KMS system (11) is satisfied; indeed 

w({h, 6h}) == i3w( 1M 12)? O. 

Let us now proceed with stability as in Definition 
2. 1. The state is time invariant, hence there exists 
a self-adjoint operator H onL 2(1<, w) such that for 
fEA, 

atf = Utf = exp(itHlf, 6f = iHf. 

Using (iv) the inequality (11) becomes, for all hE A , 

(L h, Hh) ~ o. (12) 

Lemma 2.2: The operators Land H commute strong
ly if the system is stable. 

Proof: The time invariance of w yields 

w({ O:t], g}) == w({J, 0:_tR"}). 

Using (iv) one gets 

(L Utf, g) == (ud f, g). 

As A is dense inL 2(1<, w), 

L Utf= utLf, f EA. 

Again, as A is dense, L as well as u_tL Ut are essen
tially self-adjoint and L = U.tL Ut and the lemma 
follows .• 

As Land H strongly commute they have a common 
spectral decomposition written as, 

H == kXR EdF(E, A), L = kxR AdF(E, A). 

Lemma 2.3: For a stable system the joint spectrum 
a(H, L) is contained in {(E, A) E R21 0, ~ Or. 

Proof: Take the bounded continuous function 
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exp(- x2/2), x E R. Then from (iv) for all h c 8 
- exp(-L 2/ 2) hE 8. 

From (11), 

(L exp(-L 2/2)h, Hexp(-[2/2)h»O. 

By Lemma 2.2, 

(Lexp(-e)h, Hh)?O. 

It is clear that L exp(-L 2) is a bounded operator. As 8 
is a core for H, it follows that for all <J; E !J (H) 

(L exp(- L 2) w, Ii 1jJ) -, O. 

The joint spectrum of L exp(-L 2) and H is given by 
(A exp(- A2), ~J E R2 such that A exp(- A2) E? 0 or 
EA"" O •• 

Lemma 2.4: For a stable system the spectrum 
a(H, L ) is symmetric with respect to the origin, i. e. , 
if (E, A) E. a(H,L), then (- E, - A) E a(H,L). 

Proof: From condition (v) on w, it follows that 
W· I == w. Therefore, for all f, g (C" A 

By (iv), 

(Ll,gl=- (U],!g). 

Therefore, 

IU=-L. 

Analogously, from condition (13) on the evolution, 

After differentiation at t == 0, 

({,Hg) =- (If,Hlg). 

As 8 is a core for Hand IHI, 

IHI=-H .• 

Now we are in a position to formulate the final result. 

Theorem 2.5: Let{/\, w, A, {. , .}, u} be a stable 
dynamical system and let G be a locally compact 
amenable group T of *-automorphisms T K' g E G of A 
commuting with a and such that Tr {f, h} =={Tgof, Tgh}, f, 
11 E. A. Assume that w is weakly clustering for T, then 
either: 

(i) the system is a KMS system for some f:l> 0, or 

(ii) the system is a ground state (H =0). 

Proof: Under the condition of the theorem, we are in 
the situation of Proposition 4.2 of Ref. 1 and we get 
that the spectrum a(H, L ) is additive, In view of 
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 the spectrum is on a line passing 
through the origin, L e., (E, A) E a(H, L): A == f:lE with 
some finite 13 ~ 0 and L = 13H, we get a KMS system, or 
the line coincides with (A, 0), AE. R, The latter case 
corresponds to H = o .• 

Note that we defined w to be a ground state if 
w{f6g) = 0 for all f, gE A, or equivalently H == O. This 
is motivated by the KMS relation 
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~ wa({f, g}) = - w{fog) 

and letting i3 tend to infinity. 

Let us discuss here the example of the ground state 
of infinitely many free particles. 

Consider for K the classical phase space of infinitely 
many particles: x E K is given by x = (x II i EN), XI 
= (q j, P i) E R2v satisfying the local finiteness condition 
and let W(j), fEf)(R 2v ), be the classical Weyl operators 
(for more details see Ref, 8). Take the Hamiltonian 

H(x) =0 P~ 
i 

inducing a quasi-free evolution 

at W{f) = W(exp(tL)j), 

where Lf={f,p2
}. 

Consider the state 

corresponding to the ground state of infinitely many 
free particles with density p. Then consider (/<, wo,p), 
the Lebesgue probability space induced by the state 
wO,p' It is easily checked; this space satisfies all con
ditions of a physical system except (iv). 

On the other hand, the state wO,p is clustering for the 
automorphism group of space translations. Further
more wO,p satisfies the stability condition, i. e., for 
arbitrary (\)i=I''''LO) A; complex numbers and 
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{f1)1:!, ... ,n' fl E f)(R2v) we have 

Wo p~Z; \w(f.),{B ~W(f/),H}}) 
, • 1 

=2p B \'A/WO)W(f1 -f.)] 
k ,I 

x f (exP(ifl) ~~ exp(- if.) ~~k ) (q, 0) dq . 

Notice on the other hand that 

yielding H = o. 

lW. Pusz and S. L. Woronowicz, Commun. Math. Phys. 
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Relativistic quantum kinematics on stochastic phase spaces 
for massive particles8

) 
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It is shown that to every Galilei-covariant nonrelativistic stochastic phase space representation of a system 
of massive particles, whose generator is rotationally invariant, corresponds a Poincare-covariant relativistic 
representation sharing the same generator. The stochastic phase space probability densities of the two 
representations overlap in the limit of nonrelativistic velocities in the laboratory frame. The relativistic 
representations give rise to covariant and conserved probability currents at stochastic space-time points. 
in complete analogy with their nonrelativistic counterparts. This parallelism extends to the existence of a 
global representation of the proper Poincare group in L 2(0, which is reduced by each subspace of L 2(0 
spanned by the set of phase-space wavefunctions generated by some stochastic phase space representation 
of an pure states of the system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of phase space has not, as yet, received 
as much attention in the context of quantum mechanics 
as it did in classical mechanics, due to the uncertainty 
principle which prohibits the simultaneous illfinifelv 
precise measurement of position and momentum. How
ever, the concept of stochastic l'allle for a set of non
commuting observables makes possible the introduction 
in quantum theory of the notion of probability distribu
tions on sf ochasfic phase spaces consisting of stochas
tic points which are not sharp but spread out to an ex
tent that is in keeping with the uncertainty principle. 
The resulting theory (cf. Ref. 1 for a review) has a 
physical interpretation which is entirely consistent with 
the conventional one, and helps to bridge the conceptual 
gulf between classical and quantum statistical mechanics 
in the nonrelativistic context. 

The concept of stochastic phase space was introduced 
also in relativistic quantum mechanics2 in a manner that 
was consistent with the Newton-Wigner concept of 
localizability of relativistic particles, i. e., by assign
ing to one-particle states probability densities which in 
the limit of infinitely sharp position measurements 
coincide with those proposed by Newton and Wigner. 3 

Naturally, since the Newton-Wigner probability density 
is not Lorentz-covariant, neither are the densities 
introduced in Ref. 2. In fact, no probability density in 
configuration space alone can be expected to be a 
relativistically covariant object, since configuration 
space volume is not a frame-independent entity. How
ever, the local rest-frame volume4 in the phase space 
r is Lorentz invariant,4 and this opens the possibility 
of introducing into the quantum context stochastic phase 
spaces on which one can define covariant probability 
densities. 

In purely physical terms, we carry out this task by 
setting up a coherent array of elementary detectors5 

57(X(mpl) at all points (q, p) c..R4 x V:l, where q = (qO, q) is 
a sp~ce- time point, and p = (po, p) lies in the forward 
mass hyperboloid 

a) Supported in part by a research grant from the r-;ational 
Research Council of Canada. 

(1. 1) 

The procedure is, in operational terms, exactly the 
same as in the nonrelativistic case,5 except that we use 
the proper Poincare group P: instead of the Galilei 
group to relate the confidence functions of the elemen
tary detectors in a state of motion in relation to the 
laboratory frame of reference to those of detectors 
that are stationary in that frame. 

We begin with an origin-based elementary detector 
9(X6~~) whose triggering signifies the presence at time 
1=0 of a particle of mass m within the volume Ll. of the 
phase space r =R6 with the probability 

I x6T~(x;k)dxdk. (1. 2) 

" 
Here we assume, as in the nonrelativistic case, that 

(1. 3) 

(1. 4) 

and since for any 4-vector jJ =: V(,;,l the zeroth compo
nent is a function of the 3-vector p, we consistently 
suppress it in indexing of the confidence functions X~~p) 
with which we shall be dealing. 

An equivalent but more compact way of describing; 
the role played by this origin- based elementary detector 
would be to say that 57 (X6;O» is supposed to detect at the 
instant f = 0 the presence of a spinless particle of mass 
in at the origin-centered stochastic phase-space point 
(o;X( 0'1) x (O;X(O'») whose confidence function in phase 
space is x«(j')(X)X(Q') (k). 

By taking9(X67'~) and translating it in space-time lo 
the point q, we obtain the (q;O)-based detectorQ(\~;O» 
which fulfils the function of detecting the presence at 
time t = l / c of a particle at the (fl., 0)- centered stochas
tic phase-space point (q, Xl:;'») x (0, X(;»), whose con
fidence function in phase space is 

(1. 5) 
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To obtain j(x~~p» at the general point (q;p) from n4 
x VIm) we consider an inertial frame that moves in 
rela+ti~n to the laboratory frame at the speed u corre
sponding to the 3-momentum p, 

P = mu(l _ u2 / e 2)-1/2 (1. 6) 

and whose origin coincides with that of the laboratory 
frame at both the laboratory time t = 0 and its proper 
time t' = O. Thus, if we denote by Ap the pure Lorentz 
boost6 from this new frame of reference to the labora
tory frame, and write 

,_,-1 k'-A-1k x - H pX, - p, (1. 7) 

we shall have6 

,0 (0 U'X) x =1' x -c ' ( 
2)-1/2 

1'= 1-~ (1. 8) 

( ° ye-
1 )-1 x'=x-u X ---x·u ye, 

1+1' 
(1. 9) 

so that x' = 0 for x = 0, whereas k =p for k' = 0 and k~ 
= me. By taking duplicates of the elementary detector 
j (X~:n~) and attaching them to various space points q' at 
vari~us times I' =q'o/c in this new inertial frame of 
reference, we obtain j (x~~b) by a procedure identical to 
the one previously carried out in the laboratory frame. 
However, in keeping with the special relativity principle, 
the observer who is at rest in the laboratory frame 
obviously has to identify j(X~'76) with j(X~~~). where 
q = A;lq'. The characteristic function X~;:? (x, k) which he 
is going to obtain when the accuracy calibration1,8 of 
this elementary detector is carried out in the laboratory 
frame has to satisfy the equation 

(
1- k·p .\ X(m) (x k) = x(!?) (x' k') hOpO) Q;P' Q ,0 , , (1. 10) 

where x = Apx', with Xo = qo, and k = Apk'. The factor on 
the Ihs of (1. 10) represents the Jacobian implicit in the 
change of variables of integration due to the trasition 
from the rest frame of the detector to that of the 
observer, 

dx'dk' = (1-~) dxdk= (1- :0:0) dxdk, (1. 11) 

and takes care of the normalization of x~~p)(x, k) with 
respect to r = E.G. It should be noted that since simulta
neity in the rest frame of the elementary detector does 
not imply in a relativistic context simultaneity in the 
laboratory frame, the observer stationed in this last 
frame has to carry out the accuracy calibration in such 
a manner that a positive reading of j(x~~~) should 
signify the presence of a particle in the infinitesimal 
phase- space volume dxdk around (x, k)E: r with the 
"preponderancy" X~~~ (x, k) dxdk (cf. the Appendix) not at 
the instant qO / c of the reading, but rather at the labora
tory time XO / c, where 

xO = qO + c-1u.(x - q). (1. 12) 

With the resulting coherent array of elementary 
detectors the observer stationed in the laboratory frame 
can measure probability densities in the stochastic 
phase space 
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r<,;) = {(q, P;Xo<.';;P Iq, pEn3} (1. 13) 

at all instants t=l/e. Indeed, since Xq~~J in (1.10) is 
independent of qo, it follows from (1. 5) and (1. 9) that the 
confidence function measured at any fixed momentum p 
by an observer stationed at the point q in the laboratory 
frame is actually independent of qO. In fact, we can 
easily compute from (1. 9), (1. 10), and (1. 12) that 

( k'P) -1 (m)[ +p.(x-q) ] 
X~~(x, k) = 1 -W XO x - q p2 + 2m2e2J 

(1. 14) 

xx<m) [k_L (kO_ p'k )] o me pO+mc 

In sec. 2 and 3 we show that we can associate with 
every nonrelativistic extremal stochastic phase-space 
representation of the quantum mechanics of a single 
spinless particle a corresponding relativistic represen
tation having the same generator5 eo,o(k), and that this 
representation gives rise to a relativistically covariant 
probability amplitude <P.(q;p) on r<,:;) for every pure 
quantum state if and only if eO,o(k) is rotationally invari
ant; furthermore, the probability density associated with 
each such amplitude becomes approximately equal to 
its nonrelativistic counterpart of momentum P'" mU 
provided the confidence function X~~~ (x, k) has a suffi
ciently narrow spread in the momentum variable k. 

In Sec. 4 we show that a covariant and conserved 
probability current j~(q) can be associated with the prob
ability density 1 <pe(q;p) 12 by the method employed also 
in the nonrelativistic case. 

In the concluding section we discuss the import of 
these results on the concept of localizability of a 
particle moving at relativistic velocities. We also show 
that, in complete analogy with the nonrelativistic case, 
the set of phase-space wavefunctions assigned to all 
pure states of the system by any stochastic phase space 
representation spans a closed subspace of L 2 (r) in 
which a globally defined representation of P: induces an 
irreducible representation. 

Not to lose sight of the essential physical features of 
the problem under consideration, we concentrate 
throughout this paper on the case of extremal represen
tations for pure states of a spinless single particle 
system, where the particle is assumed to have a non
zero rest mass. The generalizations to mixed states, 
to nonextremal representations, to many-particle free 
systems and the inclusion of spin are all a matter of 
routine, and do not warrant special consideration. The 
case of mass zero particles poses, however, special 
problems, and will be dealt with separately in its own 
terms in a future paper. 

2. COVARIANT PROBABILITY AMPLITUDES ON 
STOCHASTIC PHASE SPACE 

In nonrelativistic quantum mechanics for a single 
spinless particle, the extremal phase-space represen
tations were obtained5 by associating with the (q, p)
based elementary detector a normalized state vector 
eq,p so that 

XII (x) = 1 e".p(x) 1
2

, Xp(k) = 1 ell,p(k)j2, (2.1) 
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(2.2) 

where ell" was related to eo,o by a ray representation 
U(q, p) of the group of pure Galilean transformations 
G. e., coordinate translations and velocity boosts), 

The probability distribution on the stochastic phase 
space 

associated with the density operator p was 

p(q, p;e) =h-3
(CIl ,D I pcll ,,) 

where (·1·) denotes the inner product in L2 (m.3). 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

The existence of a density operator go,o that generates 
a nonrelativistic stochastic phase space representation 
[and which, in an extremal case,5 equals I eo o)(eo 0 I 
where eo,o gives rise to an e"" that satisfies '(2. 1), (2.3) 
and (2.5)] turns out7 to be a necessary consequence of 
the conditions of covariance under the Galilei group that 
were imposed on the stochastic phase space probability 
density p(q, p;e). The existence of the generator go • in 
turn implied marginality conditions that related p(q, p;e) 
to the conventional probability densities (q I p I q) and 
(pIp Ip) in position and momentum, respectively. For 
such a result to hold it was crucial that the confidence 
functions X" and X,I at the point (q, p) E r were the out
com~ of rigid translations of the confidence function Xo 
and Xo at the origin: 

X.(x) =xo(x- q), x.,(k) =Xo(k- pl. (2.6) 

The principal aim of the present section is to carry 
through as far as possible the same program in the re
lativistic context. Thus, we shall assign to the state
vectors of a spinless particle probability densities 
Pe(q;p) which transform as scalar quantities under the 
action of P:, and which (in a sense to be made more 
precise later) are well approximated by their nonre
lativistic counterparts p(q, p;e) when the measurements 
are performed with the subset of elementary detectors 
from the coherent array described in the Introduction 
that move at nonrelativistic speeds in relation to the 
laboratory frame. It should be realized already at this 
stage, however, that since the confidence functions of 
this array of detectors are not congruent, 8 no margin
ality conditions can be expected to hold in a strict 
sense. B Indeed, by (1. 14) 

x~;n;(x, k) = (1-~) '\~~6 (x + ~~~o~~2, Aplk) , (2.7) 

and according to (1. 6) and (1. 9), 

Aplk=k_p (Y- 1:Y ;~) =k-P+O(*), (2.8) 

so that there is congruency in the sense of (2.6) to an 
approximate degree if and only if u2 / e2 « 1 and kO '" me. 

Consequently, as a leading principle we adopt the 
requirement that the relativistic formalism on each 
stochastic phase space (1. 13) should be approximated 
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by its nonrelativistic counterpart in (2.4), where the 
correspondence between these two stochastic phase 
spaces should result from the usage of one and the same 
coherent array of elementary detectors in both cases. 
The distinction between the two cases lies therefore 
exclusively in the assumption as to which group of trans
formations-Poincare or Galilei-applied to the array 
of stationary elementary detectors will reproduce the 
correct confidence functions of those elementary 
detectors that are in a state of motion in the laboratory 
frame. This means, however, that in its own rest frame 
each elementary detector Y(X~~~) had undergone one and 
the same accuracy calibration regardless of whether it 
was intended for use by relativistic or nonrelativistic 
observers-the difference between these two types of 
observers reflecting only the differences in their per
ceptions of this calibration once they move to some 
other inertial frame. Thus, if primed variables refer 
to the rest frame of y (X~~~), then the confidence function 
associated with this elementary detector assumes in 
that frame the form of a product of the two functions 
appearing in (2.1), namely, 

x~,~b(x', k') = I e""o(x')j21 eC!', o(k') 12 (2.9) 

where eQ',o(k'), and therefore also 

c"',o(X') =h-3
/

2 fexp (-~ q' .k') elll',o(k')dk' 

are normalized elements of L 2(m.3), and where according 
to (2.3) 

eQ,o(x')= eo,o(x' -q'). (2.10) 

Hence, by (1. 7) and (1. 10) we can write 

x~~~(x, k) = (1- :0:0 ) .11 eo,e(A~x - Ai,lq) 12Ieo,o(Aplk) 12 

(2.11) 

provided we set eo,o(x) = eo, o(x) for all xO ERI. 

In the relativistic case, the pure states of a spinless 
particle can be described in the momentum represen
tation by normalized functions ~(k) from the space 
L~ (m.3) with inner product 

(~I I ~2) = n,t(k)$2 (k) d/1 (k), d/1 (k) = (k2 + m 2e2)-1!2dk. 

(2.12) 

In L~ (R3) the representation of the restricted Poincare 
group P: is 

[uta, A)I/J r(k) = exp (~ k • a) ~(A'lk), (2.13) 

and therefore the time evolution of each state of the 
system is described as follows: 

Ut~(k)=exp (-~xOkO) ~(k), xO=et. (2.14) 

Our aim is to assign to if t$ an amplitude I/J.(q;p), qO 
= ct, that transforms as a scalar under the action 
of the Poincare group, i. e. , 

[Uta, A)I/J Je(q;p) = I/Je (A-1 (q - a);A .1p) 

for all AE P:, and is such that 

Eduard Prugove~ki 
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is a probability density, which for small velocities u, 
i. e., for P'" mu, and x~~J (x, k) sharply peaked around 
p in the variable k, Pe(q;p) becomes approximately 
equal to (2.5). More precisely, we require that 

-3 A A 2 (u2 
) Pe(q;p)=h l<e'l,pIUt~)1 +0 CT ' (2. 17) 

(2.18) 

The appearance of (me)1/2 in (2.18) is due to the fa£t 
that, according to (2.12), in the relativistic case II/!(k) 12 
is a probability density not with respect to dk but 
rather with respect to 

(m 2e2 +k2t I/2dk= (me)-I [1+0(~)J dk, (2.19) 

where v denotes the 3-velocity associated with k. 

At P = 0 in the laboratory frame, we can satisfy (2. 17) 
if we adopt 

~'e(ct, q;O) = (meh-3)1/2 Ie:, o(k)(U t~)(k) d{..l (k) (2.20) 

as the sought-after probability amplitude-the choice of 
the measure d{..l (k) on momentum space being dictated 
by the requirement of relativistic invariance. Since all 
inertial frames of reference should be equivalent with 
regard to measurements performed in identical manner 
in relation to each one of them, (2.20) should hold also 
in the rest-frame of the detector j(X~~l,»' i. e., we 
should have 

where we have set by definition 

A (k') ( ) 1/2 (i 'k') - (k') e.,; 0 = me exp Fqo ° e'l',O , 

and ~'(k') was obtained from ~(k') by applying to it 
U(O,Aj,I) in accordance to (2.13), 

~, (k') = $ (Apk') = ~(k). 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

The probability density P.(q;p) measured with j(X~~~) 
in the laboratory frame equals the density p;(q';O) 
measured with j(X~~;) in its rest frame at q' = Aplq. 
This is consistent with the choice 

which, combined with (2.21) and the definition 

e.;p(k) = e.,; o (Aj,tk) , 

leads to the expression 

I/!.(q;p) = h-3/2 I e;;p(k)$(k) d{..l (k) 

upon noting that d{..l(k')=d{..l(k). 

According to (2.2) and (2.3), 

e.,o(k)=exp (-~q.k)eo,o(k). 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

Let us insert this expression into (2.22) and use the 
result in (2. 25). Since q' . k' = q. k, we obtain 
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e.;p(k) = (md /2 exp (; q. k) eo,9(A-~k), 

which in view of (2.13), is equivalent to 

e.;p= (me)1/ 2U(q, 1\,)eo.o. 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

The functions I/!e(q;p) defined in (2.26) are our candi
dates for probability amplitudes on the stochastic phase 
space r(~) introduced in (1. 13). Since our ultimate goal 
is a relativistically covariant theory, we have to 
establish when these functions transform as scalars 
under the action of P:. 

Theorem 2.1: The linear mapping 

Ue(l): ~(k) I-I/!e(q;p) =h-3/2 (e.;p II/!) (2.30) 

has as a range a linear space l!1e which does not depend 
on l. In this space the irreducible representation 
[;(a, A) of P:, defined in L~ (IR3) by (2.13), induces a 
representation Ue(a, A), 

Ue(a, A)I/!e(q;p) = h-3/2 (e.;p I U(a, A);), (2.31) 

under which I/!e(q;p) behaves as a scalar quantity, 

Ue(a, i\)l/!e(q;p) = l/!e[A-I(q - a);A-Ip], (2.32) 

if and only if e",o(k) is rotationally invariant in kER3. 

Proof: Let us denote by l!1e the range of Ue(O). To see 
that Ue(qO) has the same range IYI. for all qO E RI, note 
that if [; t denotes the time- evolution operator defined in 
(2.14), then by (2.26) and (2.28), 

Ue(ct);= Ue(O)[;t~, (2.33) 

whenever ~ E L~ (R3). 

To verify (2.32), we observe that 

[;-1 (a, A)[;(q, Ap) = U(A-I(q - a), A-I 1\,). (2.34) 

The relation (2.32) then follows from (2.29), (2.31) and 
(2.34) if and only if 

(2.35) 

for every proper Lorentz transformation AE L:. 
The equality (2.37) is certainly true if A is a boost in 

the direction of p, since then we have 

(2.36) 

This truism becomes evident as soon as it is recalled 
that, in accordance with (1. 6)-(1. 9), Ap can be viewed 
as a pure Lorentz boost that takes us from the rest 
frame of a classical particle of rest mass m to a frame 
in which the same particle has 4-momentum p. Conse
quently, if Ap is followed by another boost in the same 
direction, then the net result will be a boost to a frame 
of reference in which the same particle has 4-momen
tum p' = NIp, and therefore (2.36) holds true. 

If, however, A-I is not a boost in the direction of p, 
then NI Ap is not a pure Lorentz boost, but it can be 
reduced to the form Ap • • R, where R is a Euclidean rota
tion. 6 The rotational invariance of eo; o(k) ensures that 
(2.35) stays true, and therefore provides a sufficient 
condition for (2.32). Conversely, this rotational invari
ance i~ also a necessary condition, as can be immedi-
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ately seen by setting in (2.35) p=O and taking AE SO(3) 
to be an arbitrary Euclidean rotation. Q. E. D. 

3. RE LATIVISTICALL Y COV AR IANT CONTINUOUS 
RESOLUTIONS OF THE IDENTITY 

The interpretation of iJ'e(q;p) as a probability ampli
tude that gives rise to a probability density Pe(q;p) on 
r(~) in accordance with (2.16) is consistent if and only 
if 

(3.1) 

for alll E Ill, and for an arbitrary normalized element 
~(k) of L~ (R3

). But this criterion can be restated in the 
form of a condition on the mapping U(qO) defined in 
(2.30), namely that lJ(l) should be an isometry between 
L~ (R3) and a closed subspace of L 2(r). Since this sub
space would have to be the range of U(l), and therefore 
it would coincide with the set Ine defined in Theorem 2. 1, 
the condition (3.1) can be restated as a request that 
U(l) provide a unitary transformation of L~ (R3) onto 
the closed subspace /1ie of L 2(r). 

Theorem 3.1: If the functions l]Je(q;p) assigned to each 
~(k) E L" (JR3) in accordance with (2. 26)- (2. 28) at a 
fixed choice of generator eo o(k) transform as scalars 
under the action of L:, then' 

I 61>: (q;p)~Je(q;p) dqdp = I 3 P* (k)~(k) dJl (k) (3.2) 
E E 

for arbitrary ~(k), ~,(k) E L" (JR3). 

Pyoof: Using the unitarity property of the Fourier
Plancherel transform in the q-variable that is obtained 
when (2.28) is inserted in the expression (2.26) for ifJe 

as well as in its counterpart for cf>e, we deduce that 

IdqI dpcb:(q;p)<J'e(q;p) 

= mc I dp I dJl (k)k -61 eo, 0(11. j}k) 12 <p* (k)~(k) (3,3) 

at each fixed value q0,=,JR1• Reversing by Fubini's 
theorem the orders of integration in p and k, we observe 
that the rhs of (3.3) is equal to the rhs of (3.2) if and 
only if 

I leo, o(Aj,l k) 12 dp= (mc)-lko (3.4) 

for almost all kEJR3• 

To establish that (3.4) is indeed true, let us recall 
that by Theorem 2.1 the functions iJ'e(q;p) transform as 
scalars if and only if the generator of the representation 
is rotationally invariant, i. e., if and only if it can be 
expressed as a function of Ik I, or, equivalently, of 
mc kO: 

eo,o(k)=e(mckO), kO= (k2+m 2c2)1/2. (3.5) 

However, in that case we have 

eo, 0(11. j,lk) = e(111c(A j,1 k)O) = e (p • k) (3.6) 

and therefore, by reversing the roles of k and P 

eo,o(Aj,l k)=eo,o(p'), p'=A-~p. (3.7) 

Introducing p' as a new variable of integration and re
calling that P-01dp is invariant, we get 

I leo,o(Aj,lk) 12 dp= I leo,o(p') 12
:

0
° dp/. (3.8) 
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To complete the computation, we have to express Po 
in terms of p'. Hence, we decompose P into its orthog
onal projection P" along k, and a component P.L orthogo
nal to k, 

and submit p' to the same decomposition. Since p' 
= A-;p, we have, in accordance with (1. 6)-(1. 9), 

(
,v .p/) (, Iv I ,) 

Po=y PO-c =y Po- cP" 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

k=mrv, y= (1-~) -1/2 = (I11C)-lkO, (3.11) 

Inserting the expression (3.10) for Po into (3.8), we 
arrive at the conclusion that (3.4) is satisfied if and 
only if 

(3.12) 

for almost all values of k on the unit sphere in JR3. That 
this is indeed so follows from the fact that 

(3.13) 

is an even function of p;" which makes the integrand of 
the p;,-integral in (3.12) an odd function. Q. E. D. 

The physical significance of the preceding two 
theorems is that they establish the possibility of con
structing for every nonrelativistic extremal stochastic 
phase space representation of a one-particle system (or, 
more generally, a system of any number of noninter
acting massive particles) with a rotationally-invariant 
generator a covariant relativistic representation, which 
shares the same generator, and therefore for which the 
respective probability densities at low laboratory-frame 
velocities approximate each other in the sense of (2. 17). 
Computationally, the method of relating these two rep
resentations to each other is very straightforward: the 
generator eo o(k) of the nonrelativistic representation is 
rewritten in 'the form (3.5) as a function of mcko, and 
then by (2.28) and (3.6), 

cq;p(k) = (l11d/ 2 exp (; q. k) e(p·k). (3.14) 

As an important class of examples, let us consider 
the optimal stochastic phase space representations. In 
the nonrelativistic case, these representations can be 
constructed1,5,8 from vectors eq,p which represent co
herent states and in the momentum representation 
assume the form 

In (3.15) the parameter s plays the role of instrument 
characteristics for the class of optimally accurate 
coherent arrays of elementary detectors, and is pro
portional to the imprecision of position measurements. 
The relativistic counterpart e~~~(k) of (3.15) is then 
easily computed by the above-described method: we set 
in (3.15) q=p=O, and then rewrite the common genera
tor in the form (3.5), thus obtaining from (3.15) 
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(3.16) 

From a purely mathematical point of view, the signif
icance of Theorem 3.1 lies in its displaying a whole new 
family of continuous resolutions of the identity9 in 
L~ (E3

). Indeed, denoting in general by Imfl the projec
tor from L~ (E3) onto the normalized vector f r-:: L~(R3), 
we can write 

(3.17) 

This is in fact only a restatement of (3.2), as seen when 
both sides of (3.17) are applied to~, and afterwards the 
inner product with ¢ is taken. 

In the next section we shall see that in the limit of 
sharp position measurements the probability ampli
tude </!e(x;p) becomes related to the conventional con
figuration representation10 

I/!(X)=h-3/ 22-1/ 2Jexp (-i X.k) $(k.)dfl(k) 

of ~(k), in terms of which the inner product (2.12) 
assumes the form 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

It is therefore noteworthy that e.;. provides a continuous 
resolution of the identity also in the context of (3.19)
in the precise sense that is implicit in the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 3.2: For any rotationally-invariant generator 
eo,o(k) belonging to L~ (m.3), and for all ¢, ~ E L! {:(3) 

(3.20) 

N = 2me J~(m)(k) d (k) = 2me 11- 112 
e in Xo fl in eo,O ". (3.21) 

Proof: Combining (2.26) and (2.28), we obtain 
<7 

in J cp:(q;p)a? I/!e(q;p) dq~ 

(3.22) 

by using the unitarity property of the Fourier- Plan
cherel transform in IlER3. Applying (3.7) and the in
variance of p-idp under Lorentz transformations, we 
deduce that 

After the orders of integration in p and k are reversed 
on the rhs of (3.22) by Fubini's theorem, (3.20) is ob-
tained as a consequence of (3.23). Q. E. D. 
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The normalization of eo o(k) could have been adjusted 
so as to make N-e

1 equal t~ the conventional factor ill 
that appears in (3.19). However, there would be no 
physical motivation behind such a choice of normaliza
tion since the quantity I/!: (ii/al)</! e is not positive definite 
on phase space, and therefore it cannot be interpreted 
as a probability density. 10 

4. COVARIANT PROBABILITY DENSITY CURRENTS 
AT STOCHASTIC CONFIGURATION POINTS 

The main conclusion we can draw from the preceding 
considerations is that on any rotationally invariant 
stochastic phase space r(;) defined in (1. 13) one can 
introduce a probability density Pe(q;p) that transforms 
as a scalar under the action of the proper Lorentz 
group. We still have to establish that the properties of 
this density are consistent with those of the conventional 
probability density I ~(k) 12 with respect to the relativis
tically invariant element of volume in momentum space. 

In the nonrelativistic case, this consistency was 
extablished by verifying that the proper marginality con
ditions in q and p were satisfied. 7.8 However, as ex
plained in the Introduction, since relationships of the 
type (2.6) do not hold in the relativistic case [except to 
an approximate degree when u2 «c2 and for X6;>(k) 
sharply peaked around p J we cannot possibly hope to 
obtain relativistic counterparts of these marginality 
conditions. Indeed, for example, we have the relation 

(4.1) 

which, as predicted, assumes approximately the form 
of a bona fide marginality property only when the leading 
contribution to the integral on its rhs comes from the 
region where "0,,, me. 

We can investigate, however, what happens in the 
limit of infinitely sharp momentum measurements by 
following the type of procedure used in the nonrelativis
tic context, 11 namely by considering Pe(q;p) for the 
optimal case, when it is derivable from the amplitude 

I/!(S) (q;p) =h-3/2(e~~i I~) (4.2) 

with e~t~ defined in (3.16), and then trying to determine 
what takes place as s - + 00. 

When p= 0 the expression (4.2) becomes equal to the 
nonrelativistic inner product of (melz-t)I/2 Ut~(k) with 
e" o(k) in (3.15). Therefore, the nonrelativistic treat
m~ntll applies when ~(k) belongs to L~ Ii L~ and is con
tinuous. Thus we get 

lim(1Tlls-2)314~,(s)(q;O) = (2me)-II2<J!(q), (4.3) 
s~ +0 

~~~ (ds2)3/41/!(s)(q;O) = (me )-112 exp ( - -Ii meqO) ~(O). 
(4.4) 

Using (2.32) and the fact that for <J!(q) defined in (3.18), 
we have 

(4.5) 

we can immediately extend (4.3) and (4.4) to arbitrary 
values of q and P by replacing in these relations $ with 
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(4.6) 

1/4 
z/!(S) (q;p). 

(4.7) 

Hence we can state the following theorem, which con
firms the consistency of the present probability-ampli
tude interpretation of z/!(S)(q;p) with the probability ampli
tude interpretation of $(p). 

Theorem 4.1: Let the probability amplitude ~(k) in 
momentum space be a continuous function belonging to 
L~ (E3) n L~ (E3), and let z/!(x) be the scalar quantity de
fined in (3.18). If 

p(s)(q;p) = 1 z/!(S) (q;p) 12 (4.8) 

is the probability density in the optimal relativistic 
stochastic phase space r~~s) defined by (1. 13) and (1. 14), 
where 

X6 m,s)(X) = (7Tns2).3/2 exp (-6) , (4.9) 

x~m,S)(k)=(7Tns.2).3/2exp (_~2 k2), (4. 10) 

and if z/!(s)(q;p) is related to $(k) by (2.26) and (3.16), 
then 

1 z/!(q) 12 = 2me lim(7Tns·2)3/2p(S) (q;p), (4.11) 
s .. +0 

1 ~(P) 12 = me lim (7Tns 2)3 /2 p(s)(q;p). (4.12) 
... +~ 

It is significant to note that although the function z/!(x) 
in (3. 18) cannot be interpreted10 as a probability ampli
tude since its L 2-norm is not state-independent, its 
square being in fact 

f 1 z/!(x) 12 ax = ~ f I$(k) 12 k'l dk, (4. 13) 

it is nevertheless the limit of bona fide probability 
amplitudes on r<e~l multiplied by the renormalization 
factors appearing in (4.6). The physical reason as to 
why 1 z/!(q) 12 itself cannot represent a probability density 
on configuration space, whereas 1 z/!(S) (q;p) 12 does rep
resent a probability density of phase space, is very 
simple: On one hand both these quantities are scalars, 
but on the other hand dq dp is in a local-frame sense4 an 
invariant under L:, whereas dq itself is not (cf. the 
Appendix for details). 

The preceding theorem suggests that one should in
troduce a probability current f. (qO, q) at the stochastic 
configuration point (q, X(~») in a manner analogous to that 
used in the nonrelativistic case. 12 Hence we set 

(4. 14) 

where the integration in the present instance is per
formed with respect to dlJ. (p) since in the relativistic 
case rldp and not dp is the invariant momentum-space 
measure. We note, however, that 
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j~(q)= f Pe(q;p)dp, (4. 15) 

so that the zeroth component of this 4-current is re
lated to the probability density Pe(q;p) by exactly the 
same formula that holds in the nonrelativistic context. 12 

Furthermore, if j:(q) corresponds to a wavepacket $(k) 
whose support is concentrated in some neighborhood of 
the origin where the last term in (2.8) can be neglected, 
and if the confidence function Xo(k) [related by (2.1) to 
the common generator of the two representation] also 
shares this feature, then (2. 17) can be applied, and we 
thus infer that j~ (q) approximately equals its nonrela
tivistic counterpart defined by Eq. (5.2) in Ref. 12. On 
the other hand, under the same circumstances, the 
space componentsj:(q), v=I,2,3, of the relativistic 4-
current become approximately equal to their nonrela
tivistic counterparts defined in Eq. (5.3) of Ref. 3 
multiplied by the factor e·1_ the presence of this factor 
being required by the relativistic version of the equation 
of continuity that is derived below, which contains a 
derivative with respect to qO instead of a derivative with 
respect to the time variable t. 

Theorem 4.2: In any relativistically covariant and 
extremal stochastic phase space representation with 
generator e(meko) the 4-current (4.14) transforms as a 
4-vector, 

(4. 16) 

(4.17) 

under proper Lorentz transformations. If in addition 
e (mekO) is a real function, then this current is 
conserved: 

a!vj:(q)=o. (4.18) 

Proof: The transformation law (4.16) is an immediate 
consequence of (2.32) and of the invariance of dlJ.(p) 
under P:: 

= f p"1 z/!(A·lq ;A·lp) 12 dlJ.(p) (4.19) 

= f (Ap')" 1 z/!e(A·1q;p') 12 dlJ.(p'). 

The verify (4.18), we express the lhs of that equation 
in the form 

(4.20) 

Upon introducing the wavefunctions ~q = D(q, 1)$, and then 
interchanging in (4.20) the orders of integration, we get 

B (k, k') = 47Tmeh·4 f (p.k)e(p·k)e(p .k')dlJ. (p), (4.22) 

where, in writing (4.22), we have taken into account the 
reality condition imposed in the function e(mekO). 

Since dlJ.(p) is an invariant under any AE L:, we have 

B(Ak, Ak') = B(k, k'). (4.23) 
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Hence, as a function of the 4-momenta k and k', B(k,k') 
depends de facto only on k·k'. Consequently, in addition 
to being real, 

B(k, k') = B(k', k), (4.24) 

and therefore B(k, k') is the kernel of a symmetric 
integral operator. But this implies that the integral on 
the rhs of (4.21) is real, and therefore that (4.18) is 
true. Q. E. D. 

The optimal stochastic phase-space representations, 
for which cq;P is given by (3.16), satisfy all the condi
tions of the above theorem, and therefore give rise to 
the covariant and conserved probability currents 

/~)(q) = J Pv p<s)(q;p) dp. 
Po 

(4.25) 

It might be expected that, just in the nonrelativistic 
case, 12 in the limit s - + 0 the above currents go over 
into the conventional configuration space current Jv(q), 
which in case of the Klein-Gordon equation has the 
components lO (modulo at will chosen factors) 

a 
r(q) =ifZifJ*(q)-a -ifJ(q). 

qv 
(4.26) 

That this cannot be so-and that consequently the re
markable parallelism between the nonrelativistic and 
relativistic cases that was very much in evidence until 
now breaks down at this point-follows from the fact 
that j <g) (q);-, 0 at every space-time point q, whereas 
that is by no means true of Jo(q), which is an indefinite 
real function. 10 Furthermore, although p(s)(q;p) multi
plied by an appropriate renormalization factor approxi
mates lifJ(q) 12 in accordance to (4.11), that is not true 
of j<g)(q) in relation to Jo(x) regardless of what kind of 
renormalization factor is employed. 

To prove that, we shall demonstrate that the differ
ence between Jo(q) and /g)(q) approaches a well-defined 
but nonzero limit as s - + O. Indeed, reexpressing the 
rhs of (4.26) in the momentum representation, we get 
for ~E L~n L~ 

Jv(q) =~ J ifJ: (k')ifJq(k) kio:okv dk'dk. (4.27) 

On the other hand, by (3.16) 

/~)(q) 

=7(1Tns-2)_3/2exp ~112~2s2) J ~;:: ~:(k')~q(k) 
(4.28) 

x J dP~~ exp {- 21:22c2n [(k'. p)2 + (k'P)2]} • 

Using the same technique as in deriving (3.4), we ob
tain 

and consequently 

Jo(q) - /g)(q) 
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21/2 3 (2 2 2) dk'dk A _ mcs m C s J __ ;7'*(k')'" (k) 
- h3/ 2 exp n koko 'l'q 'l'q 

(4.30) 

After substituting sp in place of p as variable of 
integration, the limit s - + 0 can be easily taken, and 
we obtain 

lim [Jo(q) -lg)(q)] 
s" +0 

= J dll (k')~*(k') J dll (k) exp[~q.(k' - k)]D(k', k)0(k), 
(4.31) 

where D(k', k) is the real and symmetric kernel of an 
integral operator in L~ (R 3). From (4.30) it follows that 

_ exp [- 2~~;~22J} 2dl, (4.32) 

where Z is on the light cone, i. e., ZO = Ill. 

The integral operator in question is not positive de
finite despite the fact that D(k', k) ;-, O. In fact, the rhs of 
(4.30) must at some points assume negative values 
since both Jo(q) and /g) (q) are normalized to the value 
one in configuration space, so that the integral in 
QEE,3 of both sides of (4.30) must yield zero for any 
qO EE,l. Clearly, this observation can be then extended 
to (4.31) in the process of taking the limit s - + O. 

In physical terms, the fact that the limit (4.31) does 
not equal zero has a simple interpretation: /g)(q) is a 
bona fide probability density, and that feature is being 
retained in the limit s - + 0, whereas, as generally 
agreed, 10 Jo (q) can be consistently interpreted not as a 
probability density of a one-particle system, but rather 
as a charge density in a many-body version of the 
theory. Therefore we shall call Jv(q) a "charge current," 
to distinguish it from the probability currents je" (q) and 
the limit 

jv (q) = lim/~)(q). (4.33) 
s- +0 

We can also introduce a charge current Je"(q) at the 
stochastic configuration pOint (q, X<;») by setting in 
analogy with (4.26) 

Je"(q) =N-e
1 J ifJ:(q;P)-!-ifJe(q;p) dll (p), 

qv 
(4.34) 

where the normalization constant Ne is the one provided 
by (3.21), and is chosen with (3.20) in mind. 

Theorem 4. 3: The charge current (4. 34) is covariant 
and conserved, and 

r(q) = limJe"<s)(q). (4.35) 
s'" +0 

Proof: The fact that Je"(q) transforms as a 4-vector 
under (a, A) E P: is an immediate consequence of (2.32). 
Since (2.26) and (2.28) imply that ifJe(q;p) satisfies the 
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Klein-Gordon equation in the variable q, it follows that 
J;(q) is conserved" 

To establish (4.35), we use (2.26), (3.14) and (3.21) 
to derive that 

J" (q) =-1.- r~'*(k')0 (k) ll'" + 1/ [1 - F (k k')l dkdk' 
e 2h" , 'f 0 ~ 0 "0"0 e , , 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 

where lie II" denotes the L~ -norm of co, 0(A-k
1p) =e(p· Il), 

For the optimal case presented in (3.16) we have 

I{ r S2(!,.p)2] 
x exp [2111 2C2f[ - exp 

(4.38) 

Since the integral in (4.37) is an inner product, by 
employing the Schwartz-Cauchy inequality we get that 
IFe(k,k') 1""2 for all k,k'c:lR3

, and for any generator 
e(l1Icko). The integrand of the second integral in (4.38) 
is nonnegative and approaches zero pOintwise as s - + 0. 
Hence, by Fatou's lemma, we conclude that 
Fe(sl(k, k') - ° as s - + ° for all k, k' 'c:lR3

• Comparing 
(4.36) and (4.27) we see that, due to Lebesgue's bounded 
convergence theorem, (4.35) indeed follows. Q. E. D. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The preceding considerations show that a relativisti
cally covariant formalism on stochastic phase space is 
feasible, but that the notion of nons harp pOint localiz
ability in configuration space that it implicitly gives rise 
to does not lend itself to a limiting procedure that would 
yield a covariant formalism of sharp point localizability. 
The inescapable conclusion is that the concept of sharp 
point localizability in configuration space is in the 
quantum context at odds with the principles of relativis
tic covariance. The inconsistency stems from the lack 
of invariance of the volume element dq under the action 
of pure Lorentz transformations, and it points out the 
essential role that phase space should be assigned in 
relativistic quantum mechanics on account of the covari
ance of the probability densities in (4.8). 

This role can be realized once the notion of nons harp 
simultaneous measurement of position and momentum 
is introduced in quantum mechanics after the notion of 
probability space is generalized to that of stochastic 
probability space. 1 The fact that the resulting covariant 
formalism cannot lead to the existence of a covariant set 
of position operators, although it is totally in keeping 
with the existence of a 4- momentum set of operators P", 
V= 0, ... ,3, that transform covariantly under Lorentz 
transformations, becomes obvious once it is recalled 
that for any free particle pO is a function of P, whereas 
the derivation of space- time densities from a spectral 
measure in space-time would necessitate the existence 
a set of independent and covariantly transforming 
space-time observables Q", V= 0,1,2,3, and'therefore 
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the association with each quantum state of probability 
measures that are finite over space-time. 

The conclusion that in relativistic quantum mechanics 
only localizability at spread-out (but not at sharp) 
stochastic configuration-space points is meaningful is 
in total agreement with such well-known general 
features of positive-energy solutions </J(x) in (3.18) as 
the impossibility of localizing at any instant the 
probability amplitudes2• 1o 

IJI(X)=h-3/2 Iexp (-~X.k) ~(k)'?-01l2dk 

with respect to the Newton-Wigner operator 

(5.1) 

X=i!i ('Vk -b) 2k 
(5.2) 

by setting them equal to zero together with their time 
derivatives outside arbitrarily small regions13-where
as the inclusion of negative-energy solutions into the 
picture gives rise to Zitterbewegung (cf. Ref. 13, p.65). 
The existence of the Newton-Wigner operators them
selves does not contradict this conclusion. On the con
trary, the sixtuple X, P consisting of these operators 
and of the space part P of the relativistic 4-momentum 
operator provide an irreducible representation of the 
canonical commutation relations on L~ (.lR3) , and the 
unitary operator relating this representation to the non
relativis tic Schrodinger representation on L 2 (.lR3) 
supplies a transformation that injects the nonrelativistic 
formalism on L2(.lR3) into the Hilbert space L~ (.lR3) [cf. 
Eqs. (2.7)-(2.10) in Ref. 21 without taking into account 
the requirements of relativistic covariance. Indeed, the 
formalism of Sec. 2 in Ref. 2 could be duplicated with 
dJ~s~ of Eq. (2.3) in Ref. 2 replaced by co. p introduced in 
(2: 28), thus attaching to each g,(!?) c: L~ (.IRS) the function 

(5.3) 

in accordance with (5.1) and with Eq. (2.15) of Ref. 2. 
This arrangement would indeed provide a continuous 
resolution of the identity, since it is easily verified that 

However, lJIe(q;p) does not transform covariantly under 
the action of P:. Instead, lJIe(q;p) provides an expression 
which assumes the form of a nonrelativistic wavefunction 
in the nonrelativistic region (i. e., when P'" II1U and when 
1 co, o(k) 12 is sharply peaked around the value k = 0). In 

fact, by (2.8), 

lJIe(q;p) '" h-3/2 Jexp (- ~q "1 co;o(k - p)J,(k) dk 

=h-3/2 I exp ~q'k eo;o(k- p)(ut,j!)'(k) dk, (5.5) 

and the above expression is easily recognized as being 
equal to the nonrelativistic probability amplitude (2.7) of 
Ref. 5. 

The first part of Theorem 2.1 can be interpreted to 
mean that the operator ue(qO) defined in (2.30) supplies 
a unitary mapping of L~ (.lR3) onto a closed subspace /11e 
of L2(r). Thus, the entire theory dealing with the 
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embedding into L2(r) of the wavefunction originating with 
extremal stochastic phase space representations 

(developed in Ref. 5) can be duplicated in the present 
relativistic context. Its general features, such as the 
existence of reproducing integral kernels in terms of 
which the orthogonal projectors P e onto each subspace 
lYle can be expressed as integral operators, remain 
totally unchanged in the present context. 

An essential difference emerges, however, as soon 
as it is realized that, in accordance with (2.32), in the 
present context, we are faced with a global representa
tion of the Poincare rather than of the Galilei group. 
As an immediate consequence, the time variable cannot 
be treated independently from the space variables, as 
was the case in the nonrelativistic context. Thus, to 
every element cp(q, p) of L2(r) we have to assign a 
unique function cp(q;p) of the space-time variable q in 
such a manner that the mapping 

u(n, A): cp(q;p) 1- cp'(q;p) = ~'(A-l(q - a); A-lp), (5.6) 

which obviously provides a global representation of P: 
on L2(r), leaves each /11e invariant, inducing in each 
llie the irreducible representation U e(n, A) defined by 
(2.32). 

By analogy with Eq. (3.23) in Ref. 5, let us introduce 
in L2(r) the self-adjoint operators 

P = - ili_CJ
_ 1 2 3 v CJqV' v = , , , (5.7) 

Po = (Pi + P~ + P~ + m 2c 2)1!2. (5.8) 

It is easily verified by using (2.26) and (2.28) that the 
restrictions of P v, v = 0, ... ,3, to each lYle coincide with 
u e (O)Pv u-1(O), where the operators Fv , 

(5.9) 

are the components of the 4-momentum in L~ (R3). After 
setting, by definition, 

cp(q;p) = exp (- fzPol) cp(q, p), (5. 10) 

for all cp(q,p)E L2(r), we arrive at the earlier mentioned 
extension of each element of L 2 (Ij to a function on:n4 
x V<'!'). This function is a solution of the Klein-Gordon 
equation in the space-time variables q: 

(5.11) 

Since the time evolution in (5.10) leaves lI1e invariant 
and coincides there with the time evolution determined 
by Ue(O)tJtUe(O), where [;/ is defined in (2.14), we can 
immediately conclude by comparing (2.32) with (5.6) 
that Ue (a, A) coincides with the res triction of U (a, A) to 

lI1e· 
Finally, a comment of an epistemological nature con

cerning the treatment of the time variable in the present 
stochastic phase space formalism. It might seem that 
since all position measurements considered in this 
formalism are of spread-out rather than sharp stochas-
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tic values of the position of the particle, the same 
should apply to the time variable, whose measurement 
involves the measurement of position. However, this 
measurement of position relates to that of a clock mech
anism, and can be made as precise as desired. 
Furthermore, the idealized limit leading to an infinite 
precision in the measurement of time can be always 
taken in principle, since there is no uncertainty princi
ple forbidding that. 14 This possibility is reflected by 
the mathematical fact that in both nonrelativistic and 
relativistic quantum theories the time variable is treated 
purely as a parameter. 
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APPENDIX: THE PRINCIPLES OF RELATIVITY, 
UNCERTAINTY AND COMPLEMENTARITY IN 
MEASUREMENTS WITH COHERENT ARRAYS 
OF DETECTORS 

In accordance with Bohr's ideas15 on the role of the 
apparatus in quantum measurement, an elementary 
detector J1 (X~~~) could be viewed as a classical device 
labeled at the instant t = l / c by a well-defined position 
vector q and velocity vector u in the laboratory frame, 
and consequently related to the location q' in its own 
rest-frame. By (1. 6) - (1. 9) we have 

(AI) 

<h=Q;., J3=~ =~. 
c P 

(A2) 

The relativististically invariant nature of the stochas
tic phase-space probabilities derivable from the density 
ICPe(q;p) [2 and measured with a coherent array of such 
detectors is exemplified in the following kind of mea
surement: the would-be observer sets up in phase space 
a random sample of elementary detectors that constitute 
a subset of a coherent array, and concentrates on some 
elementary detector J1(x~;:»:o Y(x~~~) at the detector's pro
per time t' =q6/c (and therefore laboratory time I =qo/d. 
Then he o?serves how many detectors -9(x~b.i' ;p.) with 
values of p' within an infinitesimal volume dp around 
11' = 0 have been triggered at that instant f' within an 
infinitesimal region of volume dq' around the value q' . 
Since 

(A3) 

in the laboratory frame the observer will measure 

dp= [Y(l+f3t~)]. dp;'dp~=ydp'. 
Po P~,=O 

(A4) 

By measuring distances in the laboratory frame at the 
instant f, in accordance with (AI) he will get dq" 
=y-1dq;', and therefore 

dqdp= (y-ldq')(ydp') =dq'dp'. (A5) 

Thus the proportion of affirmative readings he will 
obtain if the elementary detectors were triggered by an 
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ensemble of free particles in one and the same state 
1/Je (q;p) = 1/J;(q' ;p') is given by the expression 

(A6) 

for the probability over the infinitesimal region dqdp in 
r(::,). The manifest covariance of (A6) is a consequence 
of the fact that the expression on the rhs of (A6) relates 
to a specific frame4-namely the rest frame of 
y(x~~»)-and is due to the phenomenon of relativistic 
length contraction that had led to (A5). 

The uncertainty principle is reflected in the basic 
properties of the confidence functions x(.i)(x') and 
X(3')(k') of each Y(x~~i) in its own rest frame, namely 
that the product of their spreads! for allY conjugate com
ponents of position and momentum is not smaller than n. 

The complementarity principle is reflected by the 
form (q', x(;,l) x (p', £( f») of a stochastic phase space 
point in the rest frame of the detector Y(X~~b) used in its 
measurement, and is implicit in the interpretation8,l1 of 
the confidence functions x(.i) (x') and x(3') (k'). Indeed, the 
expression X(~)(x')x(6,)(k')dX'dk' is not interpreted as the 
probability of being able to detect a quantum particle 
within the phase-space volume dx'dk' if Y(X~~b) had been 
triggered (that would violate the uncertainty principle!), 
but in a different, operational sense, related to the 
accuracy calibration procedure of Y (X~~/,) (cf. the 
Appendix of Ref. 11). Therefore, we shall refer to this 
expression as a preponderancy. This interpretation 
amounts to considering X(;;;)(x')dX' by itself, and 
x~:n)(k')dk also by itself-but not their product-as 
probabilities related to the distribution in either con
figuration space or in momentum space of systems 
prepared under identical conditions with sharp values 
of position or momentum, respectively, after those 
systems have triggered identical replicas of y(x~~~) 
under identical kinematical circumstances in the rest 
frame of those detectors. If that same procedure is con
sidered in the laboratory frame, we again have to 
refer to x~;>(x, k)dxdk as a preponderancy (rather than 
a probability), i. e., interpret it in the following sense: 
The expression 

dkjx(~)(x k)dx=dk'jx(;'.')(x' k')dx' (A7) q,1J , q ,0 , 

represents the probability that Y (x~~~) had been triggered 
at the laboratory time t = qO / c by a particle whose 
laboratory-frame momentum was within the infinitesimal 
volume dk around the value k, whereas the expression 
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dXjX(?,l(X k)dk=dx'jX(;?l(X' k')dk' q,P , q, 0 , (AS) 

is the probability that Y (x~~») had been trigered by a 
particle that at the laboratory time xO / c, with xO given 
in (1. 12), was within the infinitesimal volume dx around 
the laboratory-frame position x. We note that the com
plementarity prinCiple is implicit in the either-or 
nature of these statements. 

The formula (AS) makes it clear why in the relativis
tic context 11/J(q) 12 does not have the properties of a 
conserved probability density in configuration space 
although at any fixed value of p the probability densities 
11/J(sl(q;p) 12, when renormalized in accordance with (4.6), 
do approach 11/J(q) 12: the different choices of p impose 
different rest-frames for the elementary detectors used 
in the measurement of q, and therefore, despite the 
formal covariance of 11/J(q) 12, the lack of covariance of 
dq is going to lead to conflicting values when the candi
dates 11/J' (q') 12dq' for probabilities are transferred from 
each one of these rest frames to the laboratory frame. 
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Stochastic phase space kinematics of the photon8
) 

Eduard Prugove~ki 
Department of Mathematics. University of Toronto. Toronto. Canada. M5S lAl 

A stochastic phase space description of photon states is obtained by attaching to each circular polarization 
mode a probability amplitude at stochastic phase space points that are frontally localized. The ensuing 
formalism gives rise to a probability density at such points that transforms as a scalar under proper 
Lorentz transformations. There also exist conserved covariant currents associated with these probability 
densities. The wavefunctions corresponding to all extremal stochastic phase space representations can be 
embedded in a single Hilbert space. and give rise there to irreducible representations of the proper 
Poincare group pt. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It has been shown in a previous publicationl (referred 
to hereafter as I) that the relativistic quantum theory of 
massive free particles can be embedded in a covariant 
manner in L 2 (r) space, and that the resulting formalism 
gives rise to covariant probability densities on stochas
tic phase space and to conserved and covariant probabil
ity currents on stochastic space- time. The question 
arises as to what extent these results can be extended 
to the case of particles of zero mass. In this note we 
shall study this problem in the context of the most im
portant of zero-mass particles, namely the photon, but 
the technique itself is of general validity. 

The difference in approach to stochastic phase-space 
representations in this paper as opposed to that in I 
stems from the lack of a rest frame for classical zero
mass particles. In quantum-mechanical terms, this 
means that for mass -zero particles there is no concept 
equivalent to that of an elementary detector stochastic
ally at rest in relation to the detected quantum particle 
- a concept which played such an essential role in I in 
relating the relativistic to the non relativistic treatment 
of massive particles. Thus, a covariant theory of 
stochastic phase space for zero-mass particles can be 
developed exclusively by isolating and then translating 
into the phase-space formalism only those features of 
the relativistically covariant theory for massive parti
cles which are shared by the zero-mass case, rather 
than by trying to achieve approximate concurrence at 
low laboratory-frame particle speeds between such a 
theory and nonrelativistic theories. 

This kind of procedure cannot consist of something as 
straightforward as letting m - + 0 in the formula for the 
massive case. When such an approach is applied, for 
example, to the basic formula 1(2.26) for the probability 
amplitude in stochastic phase space it yields an every
where zero result. A renormalization procedure elimi
nating the presence of mass -dependent multiplicative 
factors from the expression 1(2.28) for e. ;p(k) would not 
lead to any meaningful covariant expressions either. 
This becomes evident as soon as it is recalled that by 
Theorem 2.1 in I, the covariance of the probability 
amplitudes imposes rotational invariance on the gener
ator eo,o(k) of the representation, and that in turn leads 

a) Supported in part by a grant from the National Research 
Council of Canada. 

to 1(3.6). However, in the zero-mass case we have 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

The inequality (1.1) implies that any function e.;p(k) of 
the form 1(3.14) either vanishes almost everywhere or 
is not integrable over JR3 in either the variables p or 
the variables k. This invalidates the approach used in 
I(Theorem 3.1) for proving 1(3.2). Further considera
tions show that the very kinematics of zero-mass parti
cles interferes with any attempt to bypass this difficulty 
with any renormalization procedure based on, say, the 
introduction of momentum cutoffs. Indeed, any such 
procedure gives rise in the expression for the cutoff 
version of the integral in the lhs of (1. 1) to terms con
taining not only the factor ko but also k~l, so that no 
zero-mass counterpart of the relation 1(3.4) (which 
played an essential role in the case of massive parti
cles) can be found. 

Thus, the approach to a covariant stochastic phase
space kinematics for a massless particle, such as the 
photon, requires a rather drastic reevaluation of the 
methods used in I, and it has to take into account the 
very specific behavior under Lorentz transformations 
of lightlike vectors. In mathematical terms, the solu
tion turns out to lie in the formula 

(1.3) 

describing the transformation of the zero component 
kG = I k I of such a vector under pure Lorentz boosts in 
the direction of k. In physical terms, the procedure 
consists in adopting for prototypes elementary detectors 
which, in contradistinction to the nonzero-mass case, 
are of necessity in a state of motion with respect to the 
photon they are designed to detect. Hence, a different 
orientation of such a detector in relation to the labora
tory frame has to be adopted for every stochastic value 
(p,x p ) of some standard absolute value of the measured 
momentum, which for convenience we will choose to be 
centered at I pi = 1. The protype detector for each di
rection w of motion is then submitted to pure Lorentz 
boosts in the direction w. After this procedure is re-
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peated at all space-time points, it results in a coherent 
array of elementary detectors for each particular di
rection of motion. The stochastic phase space points 
themselves are only frontally localized, as opposed to 
the globally localized stochastic pOints used for massive 
particles. 

In Sec. 2 we describe this procedure in detail for 
photons. Thus we arrive at zero-mass counterparts of 
the formulas (2.26)- (2.28) in I for wavefunctions on 
stochastic phase space. Then in Sec. 3 we prove that 
these formulas supply a continuous resolution of the 
identity. This establishes that these wavefunctions are 
indeed probability amplitudes on stochastic phase 
spaces. In Sec. 4 we prove that the resulting probability 
densities transform covariantly under proper Lorentz 
transformation, and that they give rise to covariant and 
conserved probability currents. 

In the concluding section we consider the behavior of 
these expressions in the limit of sharp frontal stochastic 
values of position and momentum, respectively, and 
show that such limits exist and behave covariantly. 

2. STOCHASTIC PHASE SPACES CONSISTING OF 
FRONTALLY LOCALIZED POINTS 

In this section we shall construct stochastic phase 
spaces for the photon, on which probability densities 
that are covariant with respect to the proper Poincare 
group P: can be later aSSigned to every state of the 
photon. To achieve that, we shall follow as far as pos
sible the kinematical principles employed in the case of 
particles of nonzero mass. Thus, we first set up a co
herent array of elementary detector? for the photon. 

In the nonzero-mass case, the starting point of the 
construction was the origin-based elementary detector, 
which served as the prototype to which operational pro
cedures in keeping with the kinematics of the Poincare 
group were applied in order to obtain the remaining 
detectors in the coherent array. I This detector was lo
cated at the origin of the laboratory frame, and it de
tected particles that in relation to that frame were at 
rest in the stochastic sense [i. e. , whose momentum had 
the stochastic value (p, x) centered at p = 0 J. However, 
since there is no rest frame for the photon treated as 
classical particle, we have to reconcile ourselves to 
adopting as a prototype an origin-based detector which 
determines some nonzero stochastic value of momen
tum. We take that to be a detector'y (Xo;J, set up to 
detect at the instant t = 0 and at the stochastic phase
space point (O,W;)(o;",), a photon that is moving in the 
given direction w. Since this direction of motion is de
termined sharply, by the uncertainty principle the con
fidence function of the determined stochastic phase
space value must have the form 

Xo • ..,(x,k) = 62(kJX6:"1) (XII' k,) , 

k" =k'w, k" =k - }~"w. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

We shall refer to stochastic points (q, P;Xq .• ) whose 
confidence functions XI\ .• (x, k) do not depend on x" as 
fro'ltally localiz ed. The need of introducing elementary 
detectors whose confidence functions are frontally local
ized is suggested by previous work on the "front local-
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izability" of the photon,2.3 and is confirmed by later 
observations of a kinematical nature. 

To obtain a coherent array of elementary detectors 
for photons moving in the direction w, let us introduce 
(by analogy with the pure Lorentz transformation Ap 
used in the massive case) the pure Lorentz boost A ... r 
for which, by definition, 

(2.3) 

at a fixed real number r > O. Thus A ... r boosts a Zero
mass classical particle having 4-momentum w into one 
with 4-momentum fJ = rw. 

Let L {"') denote the laboratory frame of reference and 
L ;") the inertial frame of reference moving in relation 
to L ~"') in the direction w at the speed u in such a manner 
that at the laboratory time t = 0 and proper time f = 0 
ltS origin coincides with the origin of the laboratory 
frame, and its CarteSian axes are so oriented that A,., r 

represents the pure Lorentz transformation from L ;"'; to 
L i"'). If kv are the coordinates of a lightlike vector in 
L i"'), then the coordinates of the same vector equal4 

I/-y" k ---( U'k) 
0- 0 r ' ( U2)-1/2 

y= 1 -2' , 
c 

(2.4) 

,'- ( ~) 1,,, -} \.k" - r ' (2.5) 

with respect to L;"'). To relate u to rand w we note that 
(2.4) and (2.5) represent i\~~r' so that by (2.3) 

r=y(wo +~\=(£~)1/2 
c J C - lui 

and consequently 

r2 -1 
u=rr2 +1w . 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

A duplicate of the prototype elementary detector 
placed at the origin of L ;"') at t = 0 represents!) (Xo) for 
p = YW. More generally, !) (Xq) is obtained by placing 
such a prototype at the point q' of L ;w) at the instant 
/' = q~/ r, where q' =1\ ~lorq. A rohercilt array of e/ emen t
ary delee/or, for the direction w is obtained by carrying 
out this procedure for all p = rw, where r is real and 
different from zero. 

The family of frontally localized stochastic phase 
space points resulting from this procedure is 

(;~W)={(q,P;\o.q;.)lqm3, p=rw, O<y<+co}, (2.8) 

where, if we denote by A:l,r(x-q) and A:l,rk the space 
components of the 4-vectors obtained by applying A;';.r 
to the spacelike vector x - q with (A""rx)O = (A",.rq)O and 
to the lightlike vector k, respectively, we have 

As in the nonzero-mass case, the factor 2 (1 + r 2)-1 that 
appears in (2.9) is the Jacobian due to the change from 
the variables of integration XI~ and ,< to the variables XII 

and k ll , at fixed x~ =x" and k~ = k" = O. Its presence takes 
care of the correct front normalization of XQ;p(x,k). 

The set Ct-~"') in (2.8) does not as yet constitute a 
stochastic phase space since not all choices of pcC'.m3 
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have been realized. By repeating the procedure for 
every vector w on the unit sphere in IR3 we do arrive, 
however, at the stochastic phase space 

rIO) = U i.<W) 
e '-ffJ' (2.10) 

Iwl:1 

which contains frontally localized stochastic points 
(q, P;Xq) centered at all values (q, p) Er except those 
with I pi =0. The lack of elementary detectors for sto
chastic values of momentum centered at zero is, how
ever, completely in keeping with the nonexistence of 
rest frames for zero-mass classical particles, and 
therefore with the lack of frames which would be 
stochastically at rest with respect to zero-mass quan
tum particles (such as the photon). 

Following the pattern established in I, we shall attach 
now to every point of r:O

) and to every photon state an 
expression for a potential probability amplitude. 

Let us denote by JQ the conventional Hilbert space of 
the photon,3 consisting of vector-valued functions f(k) 
that satisfy the gauge condition 

(2.11) 

and in which the inner product equals 

(f 1 g) = r f*(k)' g(k)k~l dk, ko = 1 k 1 . (2.12) 

Let ~(k) and 1j(k) be any two continuous functions of k, 
assuming values in the unit sphere in IR3 and such that 
~,1) and I kl-1k are the unit vectors of a right-hand 
Cartesian coordinate system in IR3. Then 

(2.13) 

represents5 the right and left circular polarization am
plitudes, respectively. Accordingly, we shall assume 
that every elementary detector j (X ; ) consists of two 

(+) .( -) q p 

parts j (Xq;p) and j (Xq;p) that detect photons of right 
and left polarization, respectively. 

Following the guidelines set up by the case of massive 
particles treated in I, we postulate the existence of a 
stochastic phase space representation generator 

(2.14) 

associated with the prototype elementary detector 
.9(\(0;)' Then, by analogy with 1(2.9), we shall have 

X6~,)(XII' k II) = 1 ew.l (x,,) 121 Cwo! (k"W, 

(~ 1 e .. .l (k ll ) 12 dk II = 1 , 

( ) - -1/2f+~ (i )- ( ) ew • 1 x" - h _~ exp nXllkll e",ol kll dk". 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

In accordance with I(2. 28), we introduce the two fam
ilies 

(2.18) 

of vector-valued pseudofunctions (namely, de facto, (j 

measures in the variables k,), in which Ne is a normal
ization constant to be determined in the next section. By 
analogy with 1(2.26), we propose 
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(2.19) 

as candidates for probability amplitudes measured with 
j(~)(x.). 

The implicit limit in the mean with respect to ciqll is 
required by virtue of the fact that cwo! (k) contains a 0-
function in k L • Thus, (2.19) has to be interpreted in 
terms of the limit 

.) . _ (~)1/2. !:!.e..f Ie (q,p)- h 1.1.m·\S\ dkL 
s ala) S 

(2.20) 

xf+""dk k- 1 exp Ci q • k)e* (k)t<±)(k) 
_"" II 0 \ fi W t po· , 

where, by (2.5)-(2.7) and (2.18) 

- ()-- [A-1 )1-- (~+~) e""T k - ew•1 W.Tk II - e",.1 r 2 2r' (2.21) 

and the limit is to be taken over any monotonically de
creasing sequence S1 ~ S2 ~ .•. of Borel sets in JR2 which 
have in common only the zero vector (and whose 
Lebesgue measures are denoted by \ Sn I ). 

3. THE EXISTENCE OF STOCHASTIC PHASE SPACE 
PROBABILITY DENSITIES FOR THE PHOTON 

The interpretation of the expressions in (2.19) as 
right and left polarization probability amplitudes on the 
stochastic phase space r~O) defined in (2.8) and (2.10) 
can be consistent if and only if the two functions 

(3.1) 

add up to a relative probability density on r=IR6
, Le., 

if 

(3.2) 

for all qO"'IR1 and all photon states represented by a 
normalized element f(k) of J 00 In (3.2), the limit can be 
taken on any monotonically increasing sequence 
S1 c S2 C' •• of Borel sets in IR2 whose union equals JR2. 
The need to renormalize the resulting integral in qL over 
S by dividing it with the Lebesgue measure 151 of S is a 
consequence of (2.1) and (2.14), which make p;±)(q;p) 
independent of 

~ = q - (q 0 w)w, (3.3) 

and therefore interpretable only as relative rather than 
absolute probability densities. 

We shall prove now a theorem which, in view of the 
fact that 

(3.4) 

establishes that (3.2) is satisfied provided the function 
e"'ol(k ll ) in (2.14) is w-independent and Ne in (2.18) is 
appropriately chosen in relation to cwo! (k

ll
). 

Theorem 3.1: suppose there is a continuous complex 
function e(A), AEIR1, that vanishes for ,\ oS 0 and is such 
that 

(3.5) 
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for all vectors W on the unit sphere in IR3 , and further
more that e(~) approaches zero as ~ ~ ° so rapidly that 

r ~-41 e(~) 12 d>.. < + 00. (3.6) 

Then, for arbitrary f(k) and g(k) from the space] ° of 
momentum-representation photon wavefunctions, and for 
all q0E: lRl , 

(3.7) 

where w=p;/p,ei"')(q)=l if q~E:S and ei"')(q)=0 other
wise, whereas Ne in (2.18) is chosen as follows: 

Ne = (2(le(>..)12>.._4d~)-1/2. (3.8) 

Proof: Let us chose f and g so that f±) and g(±) are 
continuous, as well as integrable and square-integrable 
with respect to k~ldk for any unit vector w. Then by 
(2.20), (2.21) and (3.5), 

.fe±)(q;p) = (~r2Ne.r exp[~(qll - qo)kO} 

xe*(ta)f±)(kOW)k~l dko' 
(3.9) 

and a similar expression holds true for g!±) (q;p). Con
sequently, expressing p in spherical coordinates, so 
that dp = rdr~w, and then performing in (3.7) the q 
integration first by writing dq= dqlld~ at each fixed value 
of w, we obtain upon taking advantage of the unitarity 
property of the ensuing Fourier transform in the vari
able qll 

= 2H;J dW( r2 dr( dko 

Xk~2f±)*(kOw)g(±)(kOw) 1 e(~) 1 2
• 

Reversing the order of integration in rand kO, and 
noting that 

.( 1 e (~ ) 12r 2 dr = kUo~ I e (A ) 12 A -4 d>.. , 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

we obtain that the right-hand sides of (3.7) and (3.10) 
are equal if Ne is chosen as in (3.8). Since the set of all 
elements f(k) and g(k) of J ° that satisfy the conditions 
posed at the beginning of the proof is dense in] 0' the 
conclusion immediately extends to arbitrary f,gE:]o' 

Q.E.D. 

Comparing (3.7) with I(3. 2), we see that the essential 
mathematical difference between the massive and mass
less case resides in the non-square-integrability in 
space directions orthogonal to p of the mass-zero prob
ability amplitudes. Hence, instead of the resolution of 
identity 1(3.17) we now have 
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(3.12) 

The result is completely in keeping with such a peculiar 
feature of the photon state-space] ° as the lack of 
Newton- Wigner position operators for the photon and 
the existence instead of operators for "front" localiza
tion. 2 It has, however, the unpleasant consequence that 
the functions f e(±) (q;p) cannot be embedded in L2(r). 

To formulate a substitute for U(r) into which the 
photon probability amplitudes f.±) (q;p) on r~O) can be 
embedded, let us introduce on r the measure 

(3.13) 

where the 5 measure dJ.l o (qJ = 52 (ql)dql is chosen for the 
sake of convenience (any other finite measure on lR2 

would do). Then fe'·l EDfe'-) could be regarded as an ele
ment in the space 

(3.14) 

where L;(lR6
), as opposed to L~(lR6), is assumed to con

sist of functions f(q, p) which are not only square-inte
grable on lR6 with respect to the measure a, but also q 1-

independent at each fixed nonzero value p:=:lR3 • 

Theorem 3.2: The mapping 

(3.15) 

is a unitary operator that maps the photon state space 
J 0 onto a closed subspace Ue of] (r) in (3.14) which is 
qo-independent. 

Proof: Upon introducing the time-evolution operator 
Ut for a free photon, 

(iJtf)(k) = exp (- ~ctko)f(k), 

we see that in accordance with (2.20) 

Ue(qo)f(k) = Ue(O)[(U/)(k)] 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

Hence the range of Ue (qo) coincides at all qoclR l with the 
range of U,,(O) , which we denote by ;1) e . 

According to (2.12) and (2.13) 

(f 1 g) = J [li+) *(k).~(+)(k) +f(-) * (k)g(-) (k) ]k;/ dk . 

Combining this result with (3.7) we get 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

Hence Ue<~) provides an isometrical mapping of J 0 into 
] (r) at all ({oclR i , and consequently its range must co
incide with a closed subspace of] (r). Q. E. D. 

4. RELATIVISTIC COVARIANCE AND CURRENTS 

The gauge condition (2.11) is not relativistically in
variant. It corresponds, however, to the relativistically 
invariant Lorentz condition 

(4.1) 

for the choice fo(k)'" 0. The functions J)k) , v=O,'" ,3, 
transform as a 4-vector under proper Lorentz trans-
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formations. In fact, the family of operators U(a,A), 

(4.2) 

provide an irreducible representaion of P:. 
To have the amplitudes I'>(k) transform covariantly, 

we have to extend ~(k) and 71 (k) to 4-vectors. The in
variance of I'> (k), under the gauge transformation 

(4.3) 

can be retained for arbitrary choices of the scalar func
tion $(k) if and only if we set ~o(k) = 1)o(k) = O. If we 
agree that under the proper Lorentz transformation A 
the 4-vector functions ~ (k) and 71 (k) should transform in
to 

~~ =AJ/~y(A-lk), 1)~(k)=A"v1)V<A-lk), 

then the quantities 

f. (k) = 2-1 / 2/jY (k) Uk) ± if" (k)1)y (k)] 

transform as scalars: 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Naturally, if A is not a Euclidean rotation then ~~ t- 0 and 
1)~ t- 0, and f. (k) will not generally coincide any longer 
with the circular polarization probability amplitudes in 
the frame of reference to which A takes us. Neverthe
less, the probability density p(k) for detecting a photon 
of 3 -momentum k still equals the sum of 1 f+ 1 2 and 11_12, 

(4.7) 

and the inner product inJo can be still expressed in a 
form analogous to (3018): 

Hence we shall retain the space J (r) in (3.14) in which 
each photon momentum-space wavefunction f(k) has the 
representatives 

(4.9) 

at each qOEIW in the original laboratory frame. The 
Lorentz covariance of the theory will be establiShed by 
proving that both components 1e.(q,p) of fe(q;p) trans
for~s as scalar under P: as a result of the application 
of Uta, A) to f. (k) in accordance with (4.6). 

Theorem 4.1: The unitary image 

Ue(a,A) = Ue (O)U(a,A)U;I(O) (4.10) 

of the representation U«(I,A) of P: acting on the closed 
subspace iii e of J (r) constitutes an irreducible unitary 
representation inJ1J e under which any of the functions 
fe(q;p) in (4.9) transform as scalar quantities: 

(4.11) 

Proof: Let A-I be any proper Lorentz transformation 
that applied to the laboratory frame takes us to an iner~ 
tial frame moving at speed p. with respect to that frame. 
Upon setting 

(4.12) 
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the lightlike 4-vectors p' and p become related by (2.4) 
and (2. 5), and we note that 

P' -p A-l(~)- P A-I W - 0 pO - 0 • 

Consequently, we deduce from (2.4) that 

w'=4-A -1w, ~=y~_u.w). 
Po Po V c 

(4.13) 

(4. 14) 

Consider now a function f(k)EJ 0 that is continuous in 
kElR3 and integrable with respect to k~ldko for every w 
on the unit sphere in lR3

• Then so is f(A -1 k), and there
fore by (3.9) 

J;(q;p) = rUe (0 ,A )fe](q;p) (4,15) 

Setting k' =A -lk and noting that 

A -1 (koW) = koA -lW = k~W' 

we can rewrite (4.16) in the form 

(4.17) 

f:(q;p)=(~r2Ne( exp(~ql' k) e*('f:;)f.(k~W)~. (4.18) 

On the other hand, we obtain from (2.9) and (4.14) that 

( 
u' w) pi k' =v 1--- k =..Qk 

ole 0 Po o· 

This leads to the equalities 

~-~ ~-~ 
Po - p~ , ko - k~ , 

which, substituted in (4.18), yield 

f: (q;p) = f.(q' ;p'). 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

Thus (4.12) is established when a = 0 for the class of 
functions f(k) satisfying the conditions stipulated at the 
begir:ning of the proof. Since this class is dense in J 0' 

and U(O,A) as well as Ue(O) are unitary, the result im
mediately extends to all of /11 e' 

The proof for Ue (a,1), aC lR4
, is trivial, and since 

[;(a,A) = U(a,1)U(O,A), 

(4.11) immediately follows. 

(4.22) 

The unitary and irreducibility of Ue (a ,A) inJ1J e is an 
imIPediate consequence of the corresponding properties 
of U(a,A) inJo' and of the unitarity of Ue(O). 

Q.E.D. 

The above theorem establishes that the functions 
f. (q;P)r=;fI e transform covariantly although the measure 
a is not left invariant by Lorentz transformations. But, 
this is understandable, since the choice of a was one of 
expediency, meant to secure the square-integrability of 
functions that do not depend on CL. at any fixed choice of 
p. Any other choice would have had, however, to run 
into the same problem since it would have had to involve 
a finite measure in CL. ElR2

• Thus a totally covariant 
formulation has to fall back to the renormalization pro
cedure inherent in (3.2) and (3.7). 

The key corollary of Theorem 4.1 is that the (gauge
invariant) probability density 
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(4.23) 

of detecting a photon (of arbitrary polarization) at the 
stochastic phase space point (q,p;X.;p) transforms as a 
scalar under (a,A)c:p:: 

p;(q;p) = 61 U(a,A )le( ,,) (q;p) 12 
CIt=± (4.24) 

Consequently, p(q;p) gives rise to a covariant probabil
ity current. 

Theorem 4.2: The probability current 

'V ( ) _ r pv (.) dp J. q - iR
3 

p. q ,p pO 

transforms as a vector under (a, A) c: P:: 
j~ (q) I~ j;" (q) =A" J~(A-l(q - a». 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

If j~(q) corresponds to a photon state whose momentum 
space wavefunction f(k) is continuous and integrable in 
ffi3 with respect to the measure k;;1dk, then j~(q) is 
differentiable and 

_0 f(q) =0. 
oqV e 

(4.27) 

Proof: The covariance feature (4.26) is an immediate 
consequence of (4.12) and of the invariance of p;;1dp 
under each AC:L: 

To prove (4.27), note that by (4.23) and (4.25) 

_o_j"(q) = 2 Re6 f !(")*(q'p) 
oqV e ".; e ' 

x (_0_ +2... V )!(")(q'p) dp. 
oqO po q e ' 

(4.28) 

However, under the conditions imposed on f(k) in the 
theorem (3.9) is applicable, and consequently, 

(4.29) 

Hence, the integrand in (4.28) equals zero, and (4.27) 
fOllows Q. E.D. 

Although the formal appearance of the formulae 1-
(4.14) and (4.25) for the current in the massive and the 
zero-mass case is exactly the same, there are essential 
physical differences between these two cases. The cur
rent 1(4.14) has a time component which is a probability 
density at a bona fide stochastic configuration point when 
the particle is in a state of slow (nonrelativistic) motion 
in relation to the laboratory frame. This is not the case, 
however, with the probability current (4.25) for zero
mass particles, since no such states exist for those 
particles. Consequently, the configuration and momen
tum dependence of the confidence function of a stochastic 
phase space point are now always inseparably inter
twined. Thus, for zero-mass particles the value of 
j~(q) at any space- time point q has to be viewed as a 
superposition of probabilities at all stochastic phase 
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space points centered at points (q;p) that share the same 
space-time part q, rather than as a probability at a 
single stochastic configuration space value. 

5. DISCUSSION 

It might appear strange that the stochastic phase 
space approach permits the existence of probability cur
rents for the photon, whereas neither of the two conven
tional approaches- namely configuration space and mo
mentum space representations - allow for similar pos
sibilities [cr. Ref. 5, Sec. 4, for a discussion of the 
reasons behind the impossibility of constructing currents 
from vector potential Av(x)]. This phenomenon can be 
taken, however, to be a natural mathematical expres
sion of a fundamental physical characteristic of zero
mass particles: their localizability in space- time is 
inseparably tied in with their direction of motion, 2. 3 and 
consequently any formalism that treats position sepa
rately from momentum cannot possibly supply a consis
tent expression for a covariant current whose time like 
component would be a probability density. 

In the case of massive particles some insights were 
achieved by considering the probability as well as the 
charge current at spread-out stochastic configuration 
points originating with optimal representations, and then 
studying their behavior as we went to the limit of sharp 
configuration points. In a sense, we shall adopt the 
same tactic in the present context, but first we have to 
dispense with a technical difficulty: Since there is no 
nonrelativistic theory of the photon, there is no physical 
basis for a definition of optimality for stochastic phase
space points at which a photon might be located. Hence 
we shall have to let ourselves be quided only by formal 
analogies with the relativistic case of massive particles. 

We shall transfer the exponential behavior character
izing the generators of optimal stochastic phase space 
representations for massive particles to the photon case 
by considering in (3.5) generators of the form 

1'(5)(1<)= (Tfn-2)-1/4 exp --(1_1,)2 1:(5)(1<) [ ,2 J 
II 2tl III II ) 

(5.1) 

where t(S)(l?,,) is a smooth function which vanishes for 
I< II < ~ (s), where ds) < 1 is some positive number so that 
(3.6) is satisfied. To be more specific, we shall choose 
f(8) > 0 so small that 2£(8) < 1, and then set t(5)(I<,) 
= ('(8) for I?II > 2(8), where the magnitude of the positive 
constant ,.(5) is chosen so that the normalization condi
tion 

J II'(S)('\) 12 = 1 (5.2) 

implicit in (2.16) is satisfied. 

In letting s ~ + 00 we shall take E(S) independent of 8, 

so that on account of the well-known u-behavior of the 
exponential part of e(5)(,\) we have c(s) - 1 and N.(s) 

- 2- 1 / 2 • Consequently, for functions P')(I,ow) that are 
continuous and integrable in l?o1dl?o we get, by applying 
(3.9) , 

1 im (2h35-2)-1/4f
p 
W) (q ;p) = exp (- fr q • /)\ f (.) (p). (5.3) 

s ... +00 ') 

The above relation represents the zero-mass counter
part of 1(4.7). It shows that the probability densities 
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(4.23) at stochastic phase space points corresponding in 
accordance with (2.1) and (2.15) to the generators (5.1), 
after being appropriately renormalized, indeed approach 
the conventional density (4.7) at sharp momentum val
ues, i. e. , 

(5.4) 

in the gauge (2. 11) . 

On the other hand, in letting s - + 0, we shall also let 
E(S)- +0, so that 

(5.5) 

does exist for the same choice of f(±)(k) as above. In 
fact, we easily compute from (3.9) that 

f(W(q;p) = h-1
/

2
( exp (- ~rt • k ).r±{;: p) k~ldko' (5.6) 

Thus, we see that there is no counterpart to 1(4.6), 
since 

has no components proportional to (5.6). As a conse
quence, the current .i~ (s) (q) is not algebraically related 
to A(q) in the limit s - + 0. As a matter of fact, the lim
it itself, 
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S,,+OO 

(5.8) 
= J 7:; [[f(~+/(q;p) [2 + [f(~i (q;p) [2]dp, 

although formally covariant due to the covariance of 
(5.6), is actually represented by a divergent integral 
since f(~±/ (q;p) in (5.6) is easily seen to be independent 

of Po' 

Thus, we have to conclude that although the stochastic 
phase- space theory of zero- mass particles shares some 
common features with its nonzero-mass counterpart, 
there are also essential differences, and procedures 
that work if second case fail in the first, and vice versa. 
The concept of stochastic phase space itself has to be 
modified by the introduction of frontally localized points 
(which on the other hand cannot be related to covariant 
densities in the massive case), and emerges as being 
even more crucial to a covariant treatment of localiza
bility of zero-mass particles than it was in the case 
with massive particles. 
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Representations of the Weyl Lie algebra as models of 
elementary particles 
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Some irreducible representations of the II-parameter Weyl Lie algebra are suggested as models of 
elementary particles. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Hadron spectroscopy data indicate that hadrons have 
internal structure. In any theory of particles with struc
ture it seems inevitable to introduce an internal mani
fold to describe this structure of the particle. For the 
irreducible representations (irreps) of the Poincare 
group r: = T"?SOo(3, 1) the absence of such a manifold 
corresponds to the particle being essentially a point 
particle. The spin degree of freedom is attached to the 
particle in an abstract way. However, Wigner has 
shown l how one can associate with any m > 0, positive
energy irrep of P! a system of differential equations for 
the Casimir operators on a manifold NI5 derived from a 
manifold NI 8 = {~j", f)"} restricted by the subsidiary con
ditions {p2=m2, e=-l, p~=o}. In the rest system of 
the particle this means that the coordinates I; can be 
thought of as describing some spatial extension of the 
particle in the form of a sphere of unit radius. For 
integer spin reps the spin operators are then the ordi
nary rotation generators on the sphere" 2 

It is tempting to think of the sphere as representing 
somehow the internal structure of the particle. In this 
work we shall take this idea seriously and use an inter
nal closed space to represent the coordinates of particle 
matter, the motion of the center of energy of this 
matter being described by the 4-momentum pl-'. That 
this is a natural description of composite objects is 
heuristically digressed upon in Sec. 5. Furthermore, 
it turns out that there is a consistent division of the 
relativistic motion of such a composite object in that 
the internal motion can be described essentially non
relativistically while the center of energy motion is still 
relativistic. This is technically brought out in the three 
models of particles described below. These models 
describe families of particles as irreps of the ll-pa
rameter Weyl Lie algebra W=(I" SO(3, l).:pJR+. Each 
one of these representations is integrable on the 
Poincare subalgebra, so that global Poincare transfor
mations can be applied to the particles. In Sec. 2 we 
describe bosons and in Sec. 3 fermions. Section 4 de
scribes a model composed of two spin- ~ constituents 
(e. g., "charmonium") and the resulting energy levels. 

2. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF W WITH 
INTEGER SPIN 

The Weyl Lie algebra rp is spanned by the vectors P"', 
M"'v, and D, corresponding to translations, Lorentz 
transformations and dilatations, Besides the ordinary 
commutation relations between plL and .iH'" v, these vec
tors satisfy the relations 

[D,P"'J=-P", 

[D,1\1"'V] =0. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

Let H =L2(JR3
, d 3p/P + m~)l/2)'X)L2(S, ~x). The manifold 

S is the ball in JR3 with radius a. In H we can define a 
rep T({)/) of U' as follows. Let lj!(ji, x) =: So, the subspace 
of H obtained by restricting the lj!:s to belong to 5(JR3

) 

with respect to Ji and to C ~ and vanish together with all 
derivatives at ° and on as with respect to X. Then de
fine the following skew-symmetric operators on So: 

T(PIL)J;(Ji,,~ = iP'" c.A(]i, x), 

T(J)lj!(]i, Xl=(PX a; -xX c~ )lj!(]i, ,~, 

T(K)<J! (]i, Xl = [poa~ - Po: ma px (xx 2~) ] ~'(ji, x), 

T(D)W(ji,,0=(tX. 2~ +~) ,v(jJ,.'¥). 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

(2.3c) 

(2. 3d) 

Here Po = (ji2 + 11l~)1 /2. Let T J ( VV2) and T J (P 2
) be the 

Poincare Casimir invariants. Then - TJ (Uf2/P2
) =52

, 

where 5 = - ixX ajox, is invariant with respect to T(W), 
and has eigenvalues J(J + 1). We can then decompose /-1 
and T into reps T J on IfJ' withl-l=(DJH J • For any J, 
sonl-/ J is a dense invariant domain in 1-/ J for the rep 
T Ai)) defined as above. A basis s; of II J on which 
lIP = - P "PIL is diagonal is given by 

SJ =N'n k J(P, r, a, rp) 
If J Jt 

Here F J = (y;JJ+l!2(ya) = O} with JJ+l /2 being a Bessel 
function of the first kind corresponding to angular mo
mentum J, and cf>n{J}) are Hermite functions on JR3. The 
radial functions in this basis derive from the Sturm
Liouville expansion of L2([0, oj, rdr) with respect to so
lutions of 

(2.4) 

with boundary conditions i" (a) = ik (0) = 0. The eigen
values of M2 on S: are /v12 cl m~l<j, i? /= F J • As is shown 
in the Appendix each rep T J{[,{J) is Schur-irreducible in 
H J in the sense that every bounded operator A that com
mutes strongly with T J(P"'), T J(M"V) and weakly with 
T J(D) is a multiple of the identity operator. 

Each irrep T J{[,{J) is integrable on the Poincare sub
algebra by construction. However, the operator iT(D) 
has defect indices (0, 1) and is not s. a. in 1/ J and can 
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therefore not be integrated. The physical interpretation 
of these irreps of W can be in terms of a ball, the radi
al excitation modes of which correspond to the excited 
states of different masses. The spectrum of masses in 
f/ is shown in Fig. 1 for different values of the spin J of 
the particle. 

When space reflexion is defined by the operation 
r - - r, there is a natural grouping of states with re
spect to odd and even values of J. The fixed parity, 
fixed radial excitation modes in H will then respect the 
AJ=2 rule. 

Finally we mention that the irreps of w presented in 
Ref. 3 are closely related to these ones. If the spin 
space there is chosen as the (2S + I)-dimensional carri
er space of a DS rep of SO(3), then we obtain a system 
of particles with masses m = mok, k = 1, 2, ... and spin 
S. However, the interpretation of the model is then 
different, since the internal coordinates have no direct 
relation to each other. 

3. IRREPS WITH HALF-INTEGER SPIN 

Half-integer spin irreps can be obtained by replacing 
L = - ixx a/ax by S = - ix X a/ax + ~a in the generators 
T(J) and T(K) in Sec. 2. Here a are the Pauli matrices. 
Let the rep space beH=V(R 3 ,cJ3p/po)r7J C2. Reducing 
this rep on the Poincare algebra, there is now a degen
eracy in the mass spectrum with respect to spin, This 
degeneracy can be removed by introducing an extra term 
in the expression for T(PIJ.), giving rise to the following 
rep of W inH: 

(3.2) 

-) ,I, - (a 1) - ,/,-T(K 'l' ml(P,X) = pOap-po+m
o 

(pxiS)'I'm/P,x), (3.3) 

T(D)1/!ml(P,X)=t(xa~ +a~x)1/!m/P'Xj (3.4) 

for functions in H which have the same restrictions with 
respect to x and fi as So in Sec. 2. 

The invariants are now a2
, L2, and (L + #)2 with 

eigenvalues 1,1(1 + 1), and J(J + 1) respectively in H. 
The rep TW) is reduced by the decomposition 
/-I = t1'1 ,.rH, , J with J = 1 ± ~. For the further decomposition 

J 

4 

• 7 

.' / 

A' 
,/" 

FIG. 1. Irreducible representations ofW with integer spin. 
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of each II 1,.1 into irreducible Poincar~ reps we get the 
following eigenvalue equations for the radial functions: 

(fr +; ir _r-2(12+1+ al~1/!'+1/2(r) 

C~ +; d~ - r-2[12 + 1- a(l + In)1/! l-l!2(r) 

= - kJ,1 (Q)~ l-l!2(r). 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

For the eigenvalues of the mass operator in H, .1 with 
respect to the same boundary conditions as in Sec. 1, 
we then have 

where 

V+=[(l+~)2+QZ]1!2 forJ=l+~, 

v_=[(l+~)2_a(I+I)]1!2 forJ=I-~, l>1. 

and jv,n is the nth zero of the Bessel function J V+1 !2' The 
splitting of the levels for Q > 0 is shown in Fig. 2. 

4, A MODEL WITH CONSTITUENTS 

As a simple illustration of possible generalizations of 
the models above, we shall consider a model with 
"constituents" confined to the ball S (e. g., "charmon
ium"). We can think of x above as the coordinate for 
the distance between the "constituents, " each of which 
we take to have spin ~. We can then construct a rep 
TW) of Won the space II = L2(R\ d3p/ pO) r7JL2(S, cJ3X)0 C2 

<;)C2 • In II the generators of TW) are defined by 

T(PIJ.)~m m (P,x) 
1 2 

= - iplJ.[ - ~x + X"2(Q + 2!3L· S' + 4YSl ' S2)]~ m1m/P, x), 

(4.1) 

= (fiX a~ - i£ - is)~ mlm2(P,x) , 

rK)~ml~<P' X) 

=~oa; -po+lmoPX(i£+iS)J~mlm2(P'X)' (4.3) 

T(D)~ m m (p, X) 
1 2 

,(- a a _) (p- ;;'\ =. xax +ax x ~mlm2 ,x,. (4.4) 

Here S = Sl + S2 and £ = - ixX a/ax. When both !3 and y 

are different from zero, there is no degeneracy with 
respect to the decomposition of H into Poincare algebra 
reps. To decompose II into irreps of W, defined by the 
~igenvalues of (£ + 5')2 =J(J + 1), £2 = l(l + 1), and 
S2 =S(S + 1), we decompose L 2(S, d3x) as follows: 

~ 

V(S, d3x) = L L~([O, a], r 2dr)0D' (n, tin), 
1=0 (4.5) 

where n = as. 
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Then 

H= if> HJ",S' 
J ,1,5 

where 

X1 , ~ 

+ 

J(3
2
! 

C • 
3{2,l 

c. • 
Xl, ~ 
(. • 

:KO , ~ 
+) I C. • • 

H J, ',5 carries an irrep T J, I, 5 (t.f/) of W. This rep is 
again Schur irreducible in the same sense as in Sec. 2. 

The mass spectrum, again with respect to the same 
boundary conditions as in Sec. 1, is given by 

• 

• 

10 

(4.6) 

where J.,n is the nth zero of the Bessel function J.+ 1 / 2 

with index V= [(1 + t)2 -1]1/2, where 1 is the eigenvalue 

6 

5 

4 

3s ____ 1 

3D 
---~1"'p1 
____ 1 

• FIG. 2. Irreducible representations of W with 
half-integer spin. 

M/m a 2".2 
0 

of the operator 

Here J =L +5 and L= -ixxa/3x. 

For (3 and y small, we have 

:v1", 111 a2 j2 __ j ~ 
( 

1 dj. 
a . vo,n va va,n dv 

({3[J(J + 1) -l(l + 1) - S(S + 1)] + 2y(S(S + 1) - 1m) 
with vo=[(1 + ~}2 _ £1J1 / 2 • 

The mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. It corresponds 
by construction to the levels obtained by current non
relativistic models. 4 

FIG. :3. Mass spectrum for the 
<:omposite modcl. 

3 p 3 p ____ 0 ____ 1 

3S ____ 1 

2 

J 0 J 1 
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Again, the relative inner parity rr can be defined by 
the properties under the reflexion x - - x. The spin
statistics postulate forbids singlet states with odd pari
ty and triplet states with even parity when the constitu
ent particles are identical. This is of course not the 
case for the particle- antiparticle pair. 

5. DISCUSSION 

The models of had ron like systems considered in this 
work can be seen as variations of one and the same 
theme: realizations of Weyl Lie algebra reps that are 
Poincare integrable. To some extent these models rep
resent a new type of closed systems in relativistic par
ticle physics that seem to have a rich potential struc
ture. Earlier suggestions along the same lines are 
found in Ref. 3 and 5. The so-called dynamical groups 
are a somewhat different approach to the same idea 
and suffer from various difficulties that are not present 
for Lie algebra reps. 

The models describe the particle states with different 
mass but the same spin as radial excitations of one and 
the same object within one irrep of W. The particles 
have an inner space S in which the matter is confined. 
In order to illustrate the possible physical interpreta
tion of this, we consider two free particles with mass 
m described by the energy operator 

POIjJ(1'u 1'2)= [(m2 - ~1)1/2 + (m 2 
- ~2)1/2]<P(1'U 1'2)' (5.1) 

In the non relativistic limit we can write 

- ( 1 1)-pOIjJ(R, 1') '" 2m - -4 ~R - - ~r if;(R, y), m m 
(5.2) 

where R = to\ + 1'2) and 1'=1'1 - 1'2' 

IntrodUCing a strong central potential between the 
particles, it is reasonable to change (5.2) into 

where Al is the mass operator of the bound system, 
i. e., for </!(R, 11 = ¢(R) X (Y) we have 

(2m -~ ~r + V(r») x (1') =J'HX(1'). 

Then (5.2) becomes 

which is the nonrelativistic limit of 

p°Ij!(R, 1') = (lvJ2 - ~R)1/2I/!(R, 1'). 

Consistent with (5.6) is 

P</!(R, 1') = - iV R <PCR, 1'). 

Let 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

Then we can accordingly scale P on each irrep of the 
Poincare group, so that Eqso (5.6) and (5.7) after 
Fourier transformation read 

(5.6' ) 
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PlJij(P, 1') = hjPlJij(P, 1'). 

Identifying H with 

1 1 
H = - -2 ~r + - V(r) + 2 m m 

and defining x=: m1', we have 

1 (IXI) H=- ~ +-V - +2. 
x m m 

If we take the confining potential to be 

then 

{

- 2rn for r < a/m, 
V(r)= 

+00 forr?a/m, 

{HXi(X)=-~XX(X) forx~a, HXi(X) = 0 for x> a. 

(5.7') 

This is equivalent to H = - ~x in L2(5, d3x) in accordance 
with the models used above. 

Finally we remark that, from the pOint of view of 
representation theory for W, obviously any two rotation
ally invariant symmetrical differential operators A and 
Bin R\ with [A, B] = - B can realize a rep of W if we 
put pI> = pI> Band D =A and make the necessary changes 
in boundary conditions that make A self-adjoint. Our 
choice has been guided by the physical interpretation 
above in terms of a potential problem. The confining 
potential, represented here by a closed compact space 
S, might perhaps be an approximate description of the 
effects of some strong nonlinearity around the hadron 
matter that introduces a curved Riemann metric of 
closed type, or simply the infinite approximation to a 
finite but extremely deep potential, similar to the infi
nite square-well potential in nuclear physics. 
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APPENDIX 

Let p2 and Hf2 be the Poincare Casimir invariants. By 
construction T J( W2 / P2) has eigenvalue - J(J + 1) in II J 
and the spin is invariant under T J(DL In this case J 
therefore characterizes the rep. Let A be an arbitrary 
bounded s. a. operator on II J' We decompose II J with 
respect to Poincare algebra irreps 1-1 J m which are inte
grable due to construction, A therefor~ commutes 
strongly with TJ(PI.!)and TJ(MI.!V) on eachl-lJ,mo Writing 
T J(P2

) = L,m,spp2m2Em' where E", is a projector on IIJ 
,m 

we have 

(AI) 

in 1-1 J' Let 'hSo:! 1-1 J have the decomposition 

(A2) 
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where em is an eigenvector of T ,,(P2) with eigenvalue rn2• 
Now, we can write, according to hypothesis 

0= (cp, [AT AD) - T ,,(D)A]1P)= (Acp, T ,,(D)1P) 

- (cp, T iD)A>If) (A3) 

for cp and >If belonging to son H". Inserting (AI) and (A2), 
we get 

0= L (a m-a"..)cp:1P"..(e""T,,(D)em.). (A4) 
m,m' 

Since cp and 1P are arbitrary and son H" is dense in H", 
we have 

(A5) 

Below we shall show that (em, T J(D)em, '* O. Then (A5) 

=>a",=a"," ~A =aI. 

Relative to the basis S; we have 

(em, TJ(D)em,)=om ",' 0llll,d~ ~, 
J' J. J' J 

where 

Put 
a 

I(x) = f drrJ J +1/2(kJr)J J+l/2(xk'J r ). 
o 

Then 
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(A6) 

But 

hence 

Comparing the two expressions we find 

a 

k~ f dr-y2JJ+lf2(kJr)J.r+3/2(k~r) 
o 
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An exact solution to Einstein's equations with a stiff 
equation of state 
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A solution to the equations of general relativity is given which is spherically-symmetric and nonstatic with 
an inhomogeneous density profile p and a pressure p given by the stiff equation of state p = pc 2. The 
solution may be of use in representing collapsed astrophysical systems or the early stages of an 
inhomogeneous cosmology. 

Solutions to Einstein's equations with the "stiff" equa
tion of state p = pc2 have been considered in several 
contexts, mostly of an astrophysical nature, 1-9 

Zeldovitch showed that such an equation of state is con
sistent with a limiting velocity of sound waves equal to 
the velocity of light c in such a medium, and numerical 
work on spherically -symmetric, nonstatic p = pc2 solu
tions has been carried out by Miller7 and by Henriksen 
and Wesson. 8 One reason for studying such solutions 
is that they are believed to be relevant to collapsed 
astrophysical systems. 6,10-12 There has also been a re
cent upswing in interest in inhomogeneous cosmological 
models, and the p = pc2 equation of state is expected to 
be relevant in this connection (a review of anisotropic 
cosmology has been given by MacCallum, 13 and sub
sequent work has been reported in Refs. 14-18). A 
method for generating cosmological solutions of the type 
treated below has been developed by Wesson. 19 In the 
next three paragraphs (a) the spherically-symmetric 
equations of general relativity are put into a form suit
able for analysis, (b) a two-parameter family of solu
tions is obtained possessing the noted stiff equation of 
state, and (c) a particularly simple solution with only 
one assignable constant is isolated. 

Following Podurets, 20 a spherically-symmetric met
ric of the following form is taken, 

(1) 

Here, R is co moving but r= r(R, T) is not. The metric 
coefficients a, W, Y and the parameters of the matter 
p, p, m form six unknowns to be obtained from the field 
equations. The latter are taken in the form 2o

,21 

(2a) 

m' = 41Tprr' (2b) 

(2c) 

a' = - 2p' /(p + pc 2
), (2d) 

~ = - 2iJC2 /(p + pc 2
) - 4r/r. (2e) 

In the above (') means alaR and (.) means a/at. The 
mass m (R, t) within some coordinate distance R is de
fined implicity by these equations. The condition p(R, t) 
= p(R, 1)c2 removes one of the six unknowns, leaving 
five unknowns to be obtained from the five equations (2). 
To put (2) into a form suitable for solving under the 
p = pc2 assumption, one can assume the existence of a 

constant 10 and define three dimensionless functions as 
follows: 

81TGfr = 77(.!-.-) , 2~111 =M(.!-.-)' r=R5('!-'-). (3) 
c to c rio 1(. 

With (3), (2b) gives M = 77 immediately. Using (3) in (2) 
generally and eliminating Ai in favor of 77 gives 

(4a) 

(4b) 

a' = 2/R, (4c) 

(4d) 

These four equations have to be solved for a, w, 5, and 

77· 
The solution family is now easily obtained. Equation 

(4c) gives eO = (R/ Ct)2 where part of an arbitrary function 
exp(t / I 0) has been put equal to unity. Equation (4d) gives 
eW = 1, choosing an arbitrary function exp[,.t!(R/ clo) 1 = 77~, 
where 770 is a constant. The latter constant is defined by 
the integral of (4b), which gives 77 = (770/5)2. With the 
specified choices of the arbitrary functions of integra
tion involved, the remaining equation to be solved is 
(4a) in the form 

(5) 

Solving this equation and collecting together the other 
parameters gives the full solution family for the metric 
coefficients eO, eW, 5 and the matter properties J), p, 11/ 

as defined by (3) as follows: 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

The solution (6) is a two-parameter family depending 
on the two constants To (defined in place of 10 above) 
and 770' It represents an evolving [expanding or con
tracting' depending on the sign choice in (6b) J spheri
cally-symmetric configuration of matter with an in
homogeneous «x R-2

) density and pressure profile. 

For the special choice 770= L the solution (6) takes 
a particularly simple form which, because it is likely 
to be of more immediate use than (6) in astrophysical 
contexts, can be stated in metric form as follows: 
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ill =c c2R/8GS. (7c) 

This solution, which has only one assignable constant 
(To) and whose validity (like that of the full two -parame
ter family) may be checked by resubstitution into (2), 
is of astrophysical interest. In particular, it might be 
used in situations involving white holes, 10 lagging cores 
of a big -bang cosmology, 11,13 other condensed obj ects 
like neutron stars or the central regions of quasars, 
and the early stages of inhomogeneous cosmological 
models.l,s It is hoped that the family of solutions (6) or 
the simple form (7) will find application in one or more 
of these contexts. 
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The conserved densities of the Korteweg-De Vries 
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The conserved densities of the Korteweg-{je Vries equation are identified as energy densities associated 
with higher order equations generated from the KdV equation and governing its solutions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Miura, Gardner, and KruskaP have discovered an 
infinite number of conserved densities for the Kor
teweg-de Vries (KdV) equation in the course of their 
extens i ,'0 work on this equation. Noether's theorem2 

provides a natural way of associating a conserved quan
tity of a system with an infinitesimal transformation on 
that system. Since ill many cases there is a biunique 
correspondence between conservation law and trans
format ion,:J the conservation law can often be labeled 
or identified by its associated transformation. For ex
ample, a conserved density can be identified as an 
energy density if it is associated with time translation, 
an angular momentum density if it is associated with 
rotation. or a charge density if it is associated with a 
phase or gauge transformation. 

Steudel" has sl10wn that extended Backlund transforma
tions are associated with the infinite set of conserva
tion laws for the KdV equation, via Noether's theorem. 
The purpose of this paper is to give an alternative 
Simpler identification of these conservation laws by 
associating them with infinitesimal time translations 
on new (integrodifferentiai) equations of motion, These 
equations are higher-order KdV equations, and their 
solution sets contain the solution set of the KdV equa
tion. That is. solutions to the KdV equation must also 
be solutions to lhese higher-order equations, so that 
solutions to lhe KdV equation must obey any conserva
lion laws for the' higher-order equations. 

Hence this paper identifies each of the infinite number 
of conserved quantities for the KdV equation, as a con
served energy density for each of the infinite number of 
higher-order (integrodifferential) KdV equatiolls, which 
must be obeyed by all solutions to the KdV equation. 

It lS hoped that a similar approach will yield a gen
eral tcchnique for explaining via Noether's theorem the 
infinite sets of conservation laws associated with other 
Ilonlinear eq uati OilS, in terms of higher order equations 
whicll also govern these systems. 

A brief summary of Noether's theorem and a gen
eralized Noether's lheorem will be given in Sec. 2, 
Thc main result of this paper follows, and a corollary 
that the energy density of the 11th "generalized" KdV 
equation, discovered by Lenard (see Gardner, Greene, 
Kruskal and Miura"), is identical to the 11th polynomial 
conserved density of the KdV equatioll, is given in 
Sec. 4. 

2. NOETHER'S THEOREM AND GENERALIZATION 

Noether's theorem can be applied to a system which 
can be described by the Euler-Lagrange equation of 
motion 

where 

with the sum being over different combinations of 
{fll' 00', flaJ, and the Lagrangian density is 

L =L(x,cp, c/JIl.' q),,", 00.), 

where 

d =~ 
"1 Jx1l.1' 

Noether's theorem states that if the action integral 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

Y =.( L dx (2.3) 
v 

is invariant under the infinitesimal transformation 

then the following relation holds, 

- 6cpE(L) = d"[1T" (L)6¢+ L 6xll. + G"]' (2.5) 

where 

6U ={ d G"dx rI . v /L 

under the transformation (2.4), and 

1T"(/)'" "6 "6(-l)bd •.. d ( (lL ) 
'-- (l=O b=O iLl /..Lb O¢JJ-l,QQQ/La.,V 

Xd 0 •• d . 
J.l. b+l /.La 

(2.6) 

Note that lJ is summed over as a repeated index, and 
the (fl 1 , •• " fla) are summed over combinations. 

The relation (2.5) yields the conservation law for 
solutions to (2.1) 

(2.7) 

Noether's theorem has been generalized in such a 
way that the existence of a Lagrangian density is not 
necessary in order to associate a conservation law of 
a system of equations with an infinitesimal transforma
tion on that system, This has been done in a series of 
papers by Rosen. 6 If the equation of motion for the 
system is 

F(x,cp,cp", ···)==0 (2.8) 
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and if the relation 

-6rpF=d,,J" -K (2.9) 

holds, where K(x, rp, rp" • ••• ) is zero for solutions and 
is linearly independent of F, then the generalized_ 
Noether's theorem associates the field variation 0 rp 
with the conservation law 

d"J" =0 (2.10) 

for solutions of the equations of motion (2.8). 

Note the similarity of relation (2.9) to relation (2.5). 
Rosen has shown that if a Lagrangian density L exists 
for the system, the generalized Noether's theorem is 
equivalent to Noether's theorem, so that either method 
can be used to associate a transformation with a con
servation law. It should be noted that the relations (2.5) 
and (2.9) have to hold for all values of the field vari-
ables, not just for solutions. 

3. THE ENERGY DENSITIES OF THE HIGHER ORDER 
KdV EQUATIONS 

The higher-order KdV equations are generated from 
the KdV equation 

rpxt + rp1 rp2 + rp4 = 0, 

where 
() d) 

= -::;-,' (x, t). 
(" ' 

by operating on it 11 times in succession with 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

where the lower limit of the integral is such that rp and 
its derivatives vanish on that boundary, giving 

(3.3) 

This operator first appeared in a recursion formula 
due to Gardner, Greene, Kruskal, and Miura 5 for the 
conserved densities of the KdV equation 

(3.4) 

Their operator is equal to H within a constant number 
if their KdV equation is transformed to the form used 
in this paper. In the same paper, H is a generator for 
a class of evolution equations for the time independent 
Schrodinger equation which leave the discrete eigen
values invariant in time, and which possess the same 
set of conserved densities as the KdV equation (the 
"generalized" KdV equations) 

(3.5) 

where u = rpx' Note that these equations are partial dif
ferential,5 while equations (3.3) are integrodifferential. 
However, equations (3.3) are solved by solutions to the 
KdV equation, and Eq. (3.5) are not. Hence, a system 
with a KdV equation of motion will be governed by 
Eq. (3.3), and by their conservation laws. 

The energy vector of the nth equation (3.3) is J~ such 
that 

(3.6) 

where Kn is linearly independent of the nth equation 
(3.3). J~ is an energy vector because the generalized 
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Noether's theorem [Eq. (2,9)] associates it with the 
transformation 

Orp=-Erpt· 

That is, 

(3.7) 

which is an infinitesimal time translation (E is some 
infinitesimal parameter). 

If Kn is zero, at least for solutions to the 11th equa
tion (3.3), then J! is a conserved energy density for 
that equation. 

It will be shown that 

- rptH'(rpxt + rp1 rp2 + rp4) = dtA n•3 + d"xn.3 , (3.8) 

where the A n+3 are the conserved densities for the KdV 
equation generated by formula (3,4). Clearly, A n+3 will 
then be identified as a conserved energy density for the 
nth equation (3.3). Note that Eq, (3.8) must be proved 
for all values of the dependent variable rp; this variable 
is not required to be a solution of any of the Eqs. (3.3). 

Equation (3.8) will be proved in two parts. In part 
(a) it will be shown that 

(3.9) 

where F is equivalent to a function of rp and its deri
vatives, in a sense that will be defined in part (a). 

In part (b) it will be shown that 

- rptHn (rp1 rp2 + rp4) = dtAn•3 + d"x;"3 , (3.10) 

where X~+3 is a function of rp and its derivatives. 

This will be done using the conventional Noether's 
theorem, deriving a Lagrangian density for the lhs and 
hence the (conserved) energy density, treating 

Hn(rp1 rp2 + rp4) = 0 (3.11) 

as Euler-Lagrange equation for this purpose. 

A. Proof of the integrodifferential part 

Equation (3,9) will be proved by induction, assuming 

rptHi(rpxt)=dxFi for i=0,1,2, 00',11. 

Hence 

rptHn+1 (rp:<t) = rptH (d~n) 
The rhs can be rearranged as 

d [d 2 F - 2,t, '!:L.n. +"'- (f,t, ,t, \ f:!L.n ] 
% X n 'l'xt rpt 3 'l'2'1'tJ rpt 

+ dxFn fdxF 1 

rpt rpt 

noting that 

JdxF 1 2,t,",-/ ,t, T = rp2t + 3'1'1 rpt - 3 rp2'1't· 

Lemma 

Mark J. McGuinness 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3. 14) 

(3.15) 
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Proof: From Eq. (3.9) 

d"F"+l Jd"FI =H(d"F" ) Jd"F1 

cJ>t <fi"; cJ>t cJ>t 
and the rhs can be rearranged as 

d [d; F" Jd"FI _ cJ> d"Ft JdxFI _ dxFI !!b 
'" T q;; xt cJ>~ cJ>t <l>t cJ>t 

+t(Jd~,,) (f<l>2J~)] 
+[(~ + i<l>l - t J cJ>2) Jd~l] d~" 

which equals 

d Q + dxF" Jd"Fi +1 
x 1 .k Ci>; ----q;;- , 

where 

Q ",cP"F" jd"F1 _ <I> d"F "Id"F, _ d,F, d"F" 
I.k T <l>t xt ---qJf cJ>t cJ>t cJ>t 

Applying the lemma to the last term in expression 
(3.14) we have 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

Repeatedly applying the lemma to the nondivergence 
term 

-t-.Hn+1(-t-. )=~dQ +d"F"JdJ " ifn=2k-l (3.21) 
'Pt 'P"t 1.0" 1.n-1 cJ>t cJ>t 

or 

-t-.Hn+1(-t-. )=~dQ +d"F"+lJd"F" ifn=2k 'Pt 'P"t 1=0 x l.n-1 cJ>t T (3.22) 

so that if n = 2k - 1 

<l>tHn+1(cJ>xt)=d,,[~ Qi.n-I +t(J d"~"rJ"'d"Fn+1 (3.23) 

and if n=2k 

,;., Hn+1(-t-. )=d [2i Q +1-Q +t[(Jd"F")(J~)~ 
'Pt 'P"t "1=0 I .n-I 2 ".,,+1 cJ>t cJ>t ~ 

(3.24) 

Since 

cJ>tHD(cJ>xt) = cJ>tcJ>"t = d,,(t<l>:) 

the induction process is started and Eq. (3.9) is proved 
for any n. 

It will be noted that Q 1.11 contains the term 

(3.25) 

where the integrals are taken from - 00 to x. To obtain 
a conserved density from a conservation equation 

(3.26) 

the equation is integrated over x from - 00 to + 00, and 
the assumption that the field variables and their deri-
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vatives are zero at x =± 00 is used to obtain 

(3.27) 

hence the name "conserved density" for T. If, however, 
X contains a term like (3.25), Eq. (3.27) will not hold 
in general, since integrals of field variables do not 
necessarily vanish at infinity. One integral which ap
pears in all such terms in Fn is 

(3.28) 

It will be shown that 

d"Ft 

T 
(3.29) 

is an x-divergence for solutions to equations (3.3) for 
n.;; i. Then integral (3.28) will be equivalent to a 
localized function of cJ> and its derivatives (where 
"equivalent" means "equal to, for solutions," when 
applied to a denSity or a flux in a conservation equation, 
as in Steudel's definition3

), which will disappear when 
evaluated at the boundaries under the usual assumptions 
about the behavior of <I> and its derivatives on these 
boundaries. Hence the integral terms in FI will be 
acceptable flux terms in a conservation equation, yield
ing a conserved quantity on integration of the equation 
over x. 

To show that expression (3.29) is an x-divergence for 
solutions, Eq. (3.12) should be rearranged as 

HI ( ) - dxFI . - 0 cJ>"t - <l>t ' z - , ... , n (3.30) 

and Eq. (3.4) implies that 

HI (d,Ao) = d,Ai . (3.31) 

Hence 

HI (dxFo + d .d ) = fixF I + d .d 
cJ>t Y'2 CPt Y'/+2' (3.32) 

and since 

dx~o + d,A2 = CP"t + CP1 CP2 + cJ>4' (3.33) 

the lhs of Eq. (3.32) is zero for solutions to Eq. (3.3) 
for all n.;; i, and 

~I =d,,{-A I +2 ), i=O, ... ,n (3.34) 

for solutions. The work of Gardner, Greene, Kruskal, 
and Miura5 shows A/+2 to be a polynomial in CP" and its 
x derivatives, hence the integral (3.28) is equivalent 
to a localized function. 

B. Proof of the partial differential part 

To prove Eq. (3.10), the extensive literature on the 
KdV equation and the "generalized" KdV equations can 
be drawn upon to obtain a Lagrangian density for Eq. 
(3.11) . 

Equation (3.4) can be rewritten as 

Hn(cp1 cJ>2 + cJ>4) = d"An+2 

and Miura7 pOints out that 

Mark J. McGuinness 

(3.35) 
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6 f~ -6 Am dx = A I' U == <P u _~ m- x 
(3.36) 

within a constant number, where 6/6u is called the 
gradient or the variational derivative of the functional 
f A",dx, and is defined by 

d f6F d 
deY F[u(Q)J= &;; drY. u(cddx, 

where 

F= J G(u) dx 

and the limits of integration are such that u and its 
derivatives are zero on the boundaries. 

(3.37) 

It is noted by Kruskal, Miura, Gardner, and 
Zabusky,8 and can easily be shown from the definition, 
that 

6
0 !A_(U)dX=E [A (u)], 
U'IC u m 

where 

which is the familiar Euler-Lagrange operator. 
from Eqs. (3.35), (3036), and (3.38) 

Hn(<pI <P2 + <P4) = dJ EJAn+3(u)]}. 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

Hence 

(3.40) 

A straightforward calculation shows that, as is noted by 
Miura7 

(3.41) 

where 11 '" <Px and F(<p) is F(u) with every u replaced by 
a <p,. Then from Eqso (3.40) and (3.41) 

Hn(<pI <P2 + CP4) = - E" [A n+3 (CP)]. (3042) 

That is, - A n+3 ( cp,,) is a Lagrangian density yielding 
Hn(<p I CP2 + CP4) as an Euler-Lagrange equation. 

To use Noether's theorem to find the energy density 
from this Lagrangian density, the variation of the 
action integral:; must be determined under the in
finites imal time translation. 

6t=E, ox=O, 6cp=0, 6CP=-E<P t . (3.43) 

The variation of :; can be written 

0:; = J I oL dxdt (3044) 

= f'I"i(~ ~: oCP"l'OOO'''a J\ 't'~l,.o.r~a 
(3045) 

oL ) + ax" ox" dxdt 

= f faa~ E dxdt (3.46) 

=0, (3.47) 

since 

(3.48) 
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which has no explicit t dependence. Inserting results 
(3.47) and (3.48) into Noether's relation (2.5) gives 
Eq. (3.10), 

- <PtHn(CPI <P2 + <P4) = dt (An+3) + d)X~+), 

where 

(3.49) 

X~+3 = - 11~(An+3) CPt' 

and noting that 

11t[An+3(cp)]CPt = O. 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 

This completes the proof of Eq. (3.8), which is 
obtained by simply adding left- and right-hand sides of 
Eqs. (309) and (3.10). 

4. COROLLARY FOR GENERALIZED KdV EQUATIONS 

These results also lead to the conclusion that the 
conserved energy density associated with each "gener
alized" KdV equation (305) is identical to the nth 
polynomial conserved density for the KdV equation. 
This follows from the equation 

E,,[ - i CPxCPt - A n+3(q'l)] = CPxt + Hn(cpI <P2 + <P4) (4.1) 

and since A n+3 is independent of q'lt' the conserved en
ergy density of the nth "generalized" KdV equation is 
just An+3' 

This result is closely paralleled by Gardner's work9 

on the KdV equation as a Hamiltonian system. He shows 
that the Hamiltonian functional yielding the 11th "gen
eralized" KdV equation is 

f 
2, 

, 0 A n+3 dx (4.2) 

for periodic solutions with period 211. In theoretical 
mechanics the Hamiltonian is often defined in such a 
way that it is equal to the energy functional in the 
Lagrangian formalism. lo The equation (4.1) shows that 
Gardner's Hamiltonians are indeed equal to the (con
served) energy integrals of the "generalized" KdV 
equations which they generate. 
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The thermal spectrum of radiation, seen by suitable observers using "Unruh particle detectors," in de 
Sitter spacetime is recovered using Bogoliubov transformation techniques. Previous attempts by other 
authors at calculating particle production in de Sitter spacetime, prior to the discovery of thermal 
radiation using propagator techniques failed. The discrepancy between these previous mode mixing 
calculations, and the calculations presented here, are traced to "de Sitter invariant" versus "observer 
dependent" formalisms. One consequence is that the initial vacuum state chosen for the quantum field is 
not unique. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we analyze the relation of Bogoliubov 
transformation calculations of the Hawking effect with 
alternative propagator techniques, using de Sitter 
spacetime as an illustration. The conclusions should 
also apply to the known class of geometries in which 
an observer following the time like traj ectory of a 
Killing vector of the spacetime detects a thermal spec
trum of radiation, namely the Kerr-Newman-de 
Sitterl family and the Taub-NUT type geometries. 2 

Specifically, we shall show that, for de Sitter space
time, for which the Hawking effect has been derived 
using only propagator techniques, 1 an alternative cal
culation is possible using a Bogoliubov transformation 
between two distinct sets of modes in which the quantum 
test field rp is expanded. 

Bogoliubov or "mode mixing" calculations in de Sitter 
space have been utilized extensively by various 
authors3

-
5 prior to the Gibbons-Hawking "path integral" 

calculation; however, none of these authors predicted 
a thermal spectrum of radiation. This apparent dis
crepancy is a result of the previous author's attempts 
to construct a de Sitter group invariant method of cal
culating particle creation, in which the simple group 
structure of de Sitter space was used to select a de 
Sitter group invariant vacuum. In this paper we will 
use a "mode mixing" method of calculating particle 
production, but our results will not be de Sitter in
variant; instead they will depend on the state of motion 
of the particle detector an observer uses. The thermal 
spectrum of radiation seen by the GibbonS-Hawking 
class of observers is correctly reproduced. 

One result of the calculation is that the initial set 
of modes, and hence associated initial vacuum states, 
are arbitrary to a large degree. The possible initial 
vacuum states differ by an infinite number of particles 
(i. e., one "vacuum state" appears as a many-particle 
state relative to another choice of "vacuum state"); 
however, the "particles" are effectively redshifted 

a)Supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
b)Present address. 

out by the de Sitter event horizon and are not detected 
by a late time observer. It is essential to use a final 
vacuum state for the late time observer defined through 
use of positive frequency modes with respect to the 
locally time like Killing vector. These modes correctly 
describe particles detected by an observer using an 
Unruh detectorl who follows the trajectory of the time
like Killing vector. The phrase "observer dependence" 
will be used in this paper to refer to the necessity of 
adapting the quantum field theory discussion to the 
state of motion of an observer and his particle detector. 
The failure of previous authors to use such a formalism 
in similar calculations in de Sitter spacetime is the 
reason for the apparent discrepancy of their results 
with those of Gibbons and Hawking. 1 

In the following section we briefly review the relevant 
properties of de Sitter spacetime. 

II. DE SITTER SPACE-THE GLOBAL PROPERTIES6 

De Sitter space is an exact solution of the vacuum 
Einstein equations including the" cosmological term" 
and has constant positive curvature with a ten-param
eter isometry group. It has topology R XS3 and can be 
written in a chart which covers the whole space (apart 
from trivial polar coordinate singularities) as: 

ds 2 = - dt'2 + R2 cosh2 t' /R dQ2
3 , 

where 

dQ2
3 = dX 2 + sin2x (de2 + sin2 edrp2). 

(1) 

Constant t' sections are three spheres, where t' takes 
on all values from - 00 to + 00. X ranges from 0 to 1T, 

and due to the homogeneity of the spacetime an observer 
can always be taken to be at the origin, X = O. e and rp 
are the usual two-sphere polar and azimuthal angles. 
De Sitter space can also be written in a chart which 
does not COver the whole space: 

ds
2 

= - (1 -;; ) dt< + 1 _d~/ R2 

(2) 

There is a coordinate Singularity at r=R which repre
sents an event horizon for an observer stationed at 
r=O, following the trajectory of the Killing vector at. 
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r=CO, :;+ 

FIG. I. 

I 

IV 

r=CO, :;-

il t is normalized to unity at r=O. The Penrose diagram 
of de Sitter space is shown in Fig. 1. 

A convenient representation of de Sitter space is by 
a hyperbola embedded in a fictitious five-dimensional 
space with Lorentzian signature. A pseudo-spherical 
coordinate transformation yields Eq. (1): 

v=Rsinht'/R, 

w =Rcosht' /RcosX, 

X= Rcosht' /R sinx cose, 

y = R cosht' /R sinx sine coscp, 

z = Rcosht' /R sinx sine sincp, 

ds 2 = - dv2 + dw2 + dr + dy2 + dz 2 . 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

(3d) 

(3e) 

Taking pseudo-spherical coordinates about a different 
axis in the five-dimensional Minkowski space yields 
Eq. (2): 

V= (R 2 - r2)1/2 sinht/R, 

W= (R 2 - r2)1/2 cosht/R, 

x = r sine coscp, 

y=rsinBsincp, 

z=rcosB. 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(4c) 

(4d) 

(4e) 

Comparison of Eqs. (3) and (4) gives the transformation 
between the "globally good" coordinates t' ,X and the 
"static" coordinates t, r: 

tanht/R= (l/cosX')tanht' /R 

r=Rsinx cosht'/R. 

III. CALCULATIONS 

(5a) 

(5b) 

Unruh,7 in a gedanken experiment involving a model 
particle detector in which a quantized field in a box 
is excited to higher energy levels if a particle is 
detected, has demonstrated that the correct time de
pendence of an unlocalized mode describing a "par-
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ticle" /"antiparticle" is exp( ± iwt), where t is the 
proper time along the detector/observer world line. 
In other words, the definition of a mode describing a 
particle is logically taken to be that mode which will 
excite a particle detector, and Unruh has shown that 
this mode is necessarily positive frequency with re
spect to the observer's proper time. In de Sitter 
spacetime, an obs erver stationed at the origin and at 
rest with respect to the timelike Killing vector at, can 
therefore define a particle mode, <P"",tatlc, as a solution 
of the conformally invariant (for Simplicity) field 
equation: 

(1/0) Oa (0 g'b ilbcp) + ~ Rcp = 0, (6) 
6 

written in the "static" coordinates of Eq. (2), which 
is positive frequency with respect to the time t. We 
can write the normalized solution as 

qi'tatlc = exp(- iwt) fw,m(r) Y (e "'). 
fW y 1m' 'f' 

(7) 

Because the coordinate system defined in Eq. (2) does 
not cover the whole space but only region I of the 
figure, the mode cps, together with its complex con
jugate, does not define a complete set of modes and it 
is necessary to define modes in the othe r half of the 
spacetime. The modes in this half, region III of Fig. 1, 
will be functionally equivalent to the modes of region I, 
but will only cover region III, and be identically zero 
in reigion I. We can therefore expand the field cP in a 
complete set of modes: 

CP=~RaWRcp.,+ La+wLCPw+ h . c ., (8) 

where ·'h. c." stands for "Hermitian conjugate," the 
subscripts .. L" and" R" stand for left and right re
spectively (referring to regions III and I respectively), 
the sum over the subscript w is a shorthand for the 
appropriate sum over w, I, m (since the spacetime is 
static and spherically symmetric the sum over I and m 
will rarely be of interest), and the association of the 
modes cP and (jj with the associated annihilation and 
creation operators and Raw, La+w, is determined by 
requiring the operators to have the correct commuta
tion relations. 8 In the rest of this chapter we will be 
concerned with what an observer stationed at r = 0 
detects, and will only be interested in the mode R cP"" 
which does not cover the whole spacetime. The "out 
vacuum" will be defined with respect to this mode and 
is the state I 0.) defined by awl 0.) = O. The state 10. > 
is a "no particle" state for the observer at r = O. 

It is now necessary to define an alternative set of 
modes which cover the whole spacetime and have an 
"in vacuum" associated with them. We can then cal
culate the Bogoluibov transformation between the two 
sets of modes and obtain the particle creation rate. A 
complete set of modes which cover the whole space
time can be defined by writing the wave equation (6) in 
the globally good coordinates of Eq. (1). Such modes can 
be written as 

CPgood =AF N(t')yt3/m(x' , e' ,cp'), 

A = normalization constant, 
(9) 

where YjJ/m represents the hyperspherical harmonics 
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on a 3-sphere and F N(t') is a particular solution of the 
second order equation that results from separation of 
variables in Eq. (6): 

t' d cosh-3 --
R df 

2 
+ R2 FN=O, 

¢ = F N(t' )YWm(6, ¢, X), 

N=integerE'C (0,"'), 

l=integerc: (O,N), 

m = integerc (-l, + 0, 

t' t!:!...N + N(N + 2) F 
R dt' R 2cosh2 t'/R N 

y~3/ml Cli (sinx)1 C~+_\(cOSX)Y:!1(e, rp), 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

(lOc) 

(10d) 

(10e) 

(lOr) 

where Yl!1 is the usual two-dimensional spherical 
harmonic and c~:\ (cos X) is a Gegenbauer polynomial. 
rp can be expanded in terms of the above modes as: 

~ N 1 

¢= 00:0 (aNlmFN(t')y~3/m+h.c.), (11) 
N=O 1=0 m =-1 

where F N is a particular combination of the two linearly 
independent solutions to Eq. (10). A vacuum state, 
10_ >, will be defined when a particular F N has been 
chosen, by the condition aN1ml 0_> =0. 

We are now faced with the typical problem first 
analyzed by Parker, 9 in the context of particle creation 
in time-dependent cosmological solutions, that no 
clear cut prescription exists for choosing a F N(t'). 
Following the lead of Parker et al. ,9 one might impose 
the condition that F N diagonalize the Hamiltonian at 
some particular time, say t' = O. Thus F N would look 
"positive frequency" at t'=O: FNlt'=o=-iwNFNlt'=o, 
where if 

~(N(N+2) 2\1/2 
w,v ~ R2 + R2J 

the Hamiltonian will be diagonal. At any later time, 
t', F N will be a mixture of the positive and negative 
modes at that time, and hence the vacuum state at 
t' = 0 will be a many-particle state relative to the 
vacuum defined by Hamiltonian diagonalization at time 
t'. The heart of the calculation in this paper is to show 
that an observer at late times never sees these 
"particles" (essentially due to redshifting at the hori
zon), and therefore it does not matter which of the 
vacuum states defined by instantaneous diagonalization 
at various times is chosen to be the initial vacuum for 
the field, rp. The method will consist of showing that 
an observer at late times will see a thermal spectrum 
if (for convenience) the field is chosen to be in a 
vacuum state defined by instantaneous diagonalization 
at time t' = O. It will then be shown that a Bogoluibov 
transformation to a positive frequency mode at another 
time, t', will not affect the thermal spectrum observed 
at late times. 

We now show that an observer using the modes (7) 
detects a thermal spectrum of radiation at late times 
if the field is in the vacuum state defined by instan
taneous diagonalization at t' = O. Since the modes (9) 
are complete, one can expand cp'",tatle as 

2291 
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(12) 

so that 

(13) 

and 

(14) 

where ( , > represents the usual Klein-Gordon inner 
product. To derive the thermal spectrum, it is only 
necessary to show that I 0wNlm 12 = eXp(271WR) li3wNlm 12 
for wavepackets at late times that are peaked about a 
frequency w, since the thermal spectrum is then an 
immediate consequence by now familiar manipulations .10 

We have 

A..tatle_PWexp(_iwu)Y (6 rn) 
'+'w r 1m ,'t', (15a) 

where the retarded time u has been introduced: 

R [1 -Y/R] 
u=t-'i log 1 +r/R ; (15b) 

and thus from Eqs. (5a) and (5b) we obtain It and y re 
x' and t': 

R [cosx - tanht' /RJ [1 - sinX coshl' /RJ 
u= - 2 log 

cosx + tahnl' /R 1 + sinX coshl' /R ' (16a) 

r = R sinx coshi' /R. (16b) 

The inner products of Eqs. (13) and (14) will be taken on 
the f' = 0 space like Cauchy surface, and since late times 
are of interest one can expand ~tatle using the above, 
about t' = 0 and about X =71/2 (where the horizon intersects 
the /' =0 surface): 

A..tatle _ P w {+ iwR 1 [71/2 - X - I' /RJf7T/2 - x\ 2.} 
'+'w R exp 2 og 71/2 - X + t'/R \ 2 ) 

(17a) 

so that 

cP.tatiel =~ ¢"...,latlel • 
w t' =0 X - 71/ a t' =0 

(17b) 

We now form the inner product (13). Using Eq. (100, 
the relation FI t'=O = - iw' FI t'=O and retaining only the 
nontrivial t' ,x dependence we have (over-all real or 
pure phase factors are not essential to this calculation) 

~1.f[F Y A.' tatl e CiwNlm~2i N Nlm'+'w 

- A..tatle Y F ]sin2xsin6d6drndX 
\f/w Nlm Nlm "t' 

- (2 [sinx1 +2 0+1 (cosx) { - iwR (71/2 _ X' )iwR }o N-I 71/2 - X' 

+iW'(7T/2-X')iwR}dX. (18) 

The sinx'+2C~+_11 (COSX) can be expanded into a series of 
polynomials in exp(±ix) using the binomial theorem and 
the expansionll 

N-I 

C~+},(COSX) = 0 ANn cos(N -l- 2j)x (19) 
j=O 

(the form of the ANn will not be needed here), so that 

sinx'+2C~:\(cosx) = 0 [ajexp(ijx) + bjexp(- ijx)]' (20) 
j>O 

where for given Nand l the maximum value of j is 
N + 2. The values of aj and b J will not be needed, only 
the observation that with the above expansion the equa
tion for Oi wN1m ' (18), has the form of a finite sum of 
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Fourier transforms. The typical transform, call it T, 
looks like 

J
'!2 \l'=iwl,' or iwR-1, 

T-" 0 eXP(ijA)(lT/2-\)V dA,,/ 
) = ± integer, 

(21) 

The dependence of T on j, for very large j, will not be 
affected if the lower limit is extended to minus infinity. 
Extending the integral and introducing the integration 
variable, s=lT/2-X, leads to 

T-I exp(J(lT/2-S»(.o;-7T/2his. /cceij, 

which, by Ref. 11, can be integrated to 

T_c r(1 + 1.') (ij}-v-I exp( + ilT; /2). 

Using the above, (YwVlm can be written 

ex OJ v I -:0 a j (iwR)exp(- i}7T/2)(ij)- iwR r(iwR)[1 + w' /f 1 
. m j)n 

+ ~ h j (iu.'f{)exp(ij1T/2)( - ij)-iwR r(iwRJll - v.!' /)1. 
)() 

For wavepackets peaked at late retarded times 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

II .C 27TJI /( (II 0.= large positive integer, ( small positive 
number) and at frequency I,'l (h = positive integer) we 
should not be considering (\I OJ.VI m but rather (t kn.Nlm' 

where 

(25) 

This results from using the peaking factor exp(2lTinw/Ej 
to sum the continuum modes 'Il:,tatt c [Eq. (12) I into 
wave packets , in exactly the same fashion used 
in Hawking's original paper (c.r. Hawking, Her. 10). 
After performing the integration one sees that only 
exponentially large positive; rand hence Y. See Eq. 
(19)] contribute to (Y'""Vlm in analogy to the exponentially 
large frequency contribution of Hawking'S calculation. 
Thus for packets at late times (~w.vl m is dominated by a 
term like 

O"'Nlm-nj(iwn) exp(-ji1T'2)(i;)-,wRr(iwH)[1 +u!' )1, (26) 

where j is exponentially la1'[;e and positive. The terms 
with hj as a factor cannot contribute at late times unless 
j is exponentially large and negative, which can never 
be the case in the summation in Eq. (24). By Eq. (14) 
PwNI",-~ca._wNlm' and, using (26), we see that 

I PWVlm 12 == exp(- 27TWU) I (Y w.vl n, 12. (27) 

One must choose (ij)-iWR 0-= exp(+ lTu!H/2)t iWR in the above, 
and not exp(- 3lTwR/2),;-' wR, because expression (26) 
results from Laplace transforming a function of s that 
is zero for large negative values of s. Tllis implies the 
transform is analytic in the lower half j plane so that 
the branch cut in the function (2 )-iw1I should be taken 
just above the negative real 2 axis. Hence (i;)-i wR is 
determined by a counterclockwise rotation so that 
(ij)-iwR = (j exp(i1T/2))-i w R, not (iexp( - 31T;/2»-iwR. Thus 
we obtain expression (27). This is the typical thermal 
result, indicating that at late times an observer who 
detects particles that are positive frequency with re
spect to the Kitling time, I, will see a thermal spec
trum of radiation at temperature T = K/21T = L 21TR, if 
the state of the field is chosen to be the vacuum state 
defined by instantaneous diagonalization on the Cauchy 
surface I' ",0. 
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We now show that it was not necessary to choose the 
F,v in Eq. (11) to diagonalize the Hamiltonian at I' = O. 
The general solution F:v(t) to Eq. (lOa) can be written as 
a linear combination of the mode diagonalizing the 
Hamiltonian I' = 0 and its complex conjugate: 

F:v -- /,,,Fv + H,Ji',v, (28) 

where AN and IJN are constants. One can expand rp in 
modes with the new time dependence 

rp-C~(/'vlmPvY,vlm+(h.c.), (29) 
,VIm 

and define a new vacuum, 10') state by 

(/~lmIO') =0. 

Combining (28), (29), and (11) leads to 

({~Im = ANoN1m - (-l)mBNa~lm' 

(I::lm" ANa;l m - (- 1)mBN (/Nlm' 

(30) 

(3Ia) 

(31b) 

so upon evaluating the expectation value of the number 
operator a~'lm([~lm in the old vacuum state, one sees that 
the old vacuum state contains 1 B N 12 particles per mode 
relative to the new vacuum state. 

To show that a thermal spectrum is still observed 
when the vacuum state is defined relative to the mode 
expansion (29) by Eq. (30), we expand rp'::tlc in analogy 
to Eq. (12): 

~tatlc= 6 o~NlmF:VYNlm +/i~NlmF~YNlm' (32) 
.VIm 

If the initial vacuum state is defined by (30), then an 
observer at late times will detect a thermal spectrum 
if 

I 'j' ! 2 
~ wNZm i 

Substituting (28) in (32) results in 

(i'WNlm = (- 1 )mIJ N(Y wNI-m - ANP"'Nlm' 

(Y~Nlm =rlNCY wNI-m -BN{3wNlm(-1)m. 

(33) 

(34a) 

(34b) 

If E" tends to zero for the exponentially large N that 
predominate in packets peaked at late retarded times 
[see the remark preceeding Eq. (20)], then Eqs. (34a), 
(34b) immediately yield (33), given the previously 
proved relation (27). 

It therefore remains to show that BN tends to zero 
at large N. Clearly some type of restriction on F:v is 
necessary to prove this. Imposing the reasonable re
quirement that V" be "positive frequency" at at least 
some time, say I;, and also diagonalize the Hamiltonian 
at that time implies 

F ' I . , 1" I 
\ ' -~ -lW y '; \' • 

" I t1 ,. ti 
(35) 

or, llsing (28). 

F:vl ,-=[A.J'N+BNF",JI
I
" 

II 1 
(36) 

= - iw J A ,.F" + B .,F v 11 
H _.~ 1¥ H, ti 

where if w~ -'" iJ N(N + 2)/Rcosh/' /R, cross terms are 
eliminated in the Hamiltonian. Since extremely high N 

are of interest, we shall use the limit w.\, - S if? 
Equation (36) implies 
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F~=AJFN_~N(t~)+liN/RCOSh(t'/R)]FN(t~) FJ ,(37) 

L FNU;)+liN/Rcosh(t'/R)lFNU;) J 
which combined with the condition 

- 2i = F~F ~ - F~F~ (38) 

yields 

1 1
2 - Iii" [2 • [N independent] (39) 

B" - 1 _ I Kv I 2 factor ' 

where 

IKvI2= I ~NU;)+liN/RCOSh(t'/R)l ~"U;) 12 (40) 

FN(t~) + [iN/Rcosh(t'/R)l FNU;) 

Equation (38) results from imposing the usual commuta
tion relations on the a~lm' a~+lm of Eq. (29) at time 
I' = I;. 

It only remains to check that I K N I 2 - 0 for high N, 
which implies EN - 0, and thus the desired result, (33), 
follows. The normalized modes, F N' which are "positive 
frequency" and diagonalize the Hamiltonian at " = 0 
are solutions of the time dependent equation (lOa). It 
is not difficult to verify that for large N 

FN =_1_ cos (T/R)exp(- i(N/R)T), tanT/R = sinhl' / R 
JNiR 

(41) 

is just such a mode. Substituting (41) in (40) yields 

IKNI2 = lim I 
limN ... .x;, N_Xl 

. 1 - sinTt!fFiR cosh(tUR) 
=~l_r;; -sinTt!vNR + 2i{N!R cos Tt!cosh(t;!R) 

x exp( _ 2iN Tt!R) 12 - O. (42) 

Hence we see that an observer at late times sees a 
thermal spectrum of radiation if the initial vacuum 
state is an1' one of the possible "vacuum" states de
fined by instantaneous diagonalization on an arbitrary 
spacelike hypersurface. Each state is a "many par
ticle" state relative to another; however, an observer 
at late times never detects these ·'particles." 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Using de Sitter space-time as an example (for 
simplicity), we have recovered the thermal spectrum 
of radiation seen by an observer at late times, which 
had previously only been calculated using propagator 
techniques. The "mode mixing" calculation used here 
differs from that of other authors by being explicitly 
observer dependent and not de Sitter invariant. It was 
shown that, although the usual problem of defining a 
vacuum in time-dependent situations was present, it 
did not affect the observations at late times of an ob
server following the trajectory of the Killing vector 
at. Anyone of the infinite number of "vacuum" states 
defined by instantaneous diagonalization on some space
like Cauchy surface is a permissible initial state 
leading to observations of a thermal spectrum at late 
times. In fact, the situation is slightly more general. 
We have seen that it is the high N behavior of EN which 
determines whether a thermal spectrum will result, 
if the initial "vacuum" state, 10'), is defined via 
Eqs. (28), (29), and (30). Any state, 10'), even if it 
contains an infinite number of "particles," will lead 
to a thermal spectrum so long as the spectrum of 
"particles," I B" 1 2 , falls off rapidly enough at high N. 
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Spacetime perturbation theory is formulated in a coordinate independent way by regarding a family of 
spacetimes as a (4+ n)-dimensional manifold with a particular standard connection and deriving analogs of 
the Gauss-Weingarten equations to describe the imbedding of each spacetime in the family. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There is an increasing effort to use spacetime pertur
bation theory to calculate the gravitational radiation 
from realistic Sources. 1 Furthermore, spacetime per
turbation theory has always been used to analyze the 
stability of solutions to Einstein's equations2 and plays 
a central role in some theories of galaxy formation. 3 

Thus, it is important to have an efficient way to under
stand and organize perturbation calculations in general 
relativity. This paper provides a finite-dimensional 
geometrical framework for these calculations, a frame
work with several important advantages: 

(1) There is no need to single out a "background 
spacetime metric". 

(2) All quantities are tensorial, 

(3) Variations of tensor fields are accomplished by 
means of an operation that commutes with the space
time metric so that one can raise or lower tensor in
dexes either before or after a variation. 

(4) Gauge conditions are separated from coordinate 
conditions. 

(5) Multiparameter perturbations are easily accomo
dated. 

The proposed approach is just the natural differen
tial geometry of a (4 +n)-dimensional manifold which 
is locally an n-parameter family of spacetimes, I call 
such a manifold a "spacetime 4 +n deformation". Sec
tion II describes the local structures on such a defor
mation, These structures are essentially those intro
duced by Geroch in his earlier work on spacetime lim
its,4 The new idea in this paper is the use of a parti
cular "standard" deformation connection, which is pre
sented in Sec, IlL In this approach to spacetime per
turbation theory, the role of the spacetime metric ten
sor variation is played by the second fundamental tensor 
of spacetime, This second fundamental tensor describes 
the imbedding of a spacetime in a given deformation, It 
is related to the curvature of the deformation connection 
by a set of Gauss-Codazzi-Mainardi equations which 
are derived in Sec, IV, Section V sketches the applica
tion of this geometrical framework to regular perturba
tions of gravity and fields coupled to gravity. 

alSupported in part by the National Science Foundation: Grant 
PRY 76-20029 and in part by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. 

My sign conventions and notation are taken primarily 
from the text by Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler. 5 Some 
conventions peculiar to this paper are: A tensor field 
on a manifold!11 means a C~ cross section of a tensor 
bundle over !11, A surface L in!11 means a C" immer
sion L: M-!11 where the dimension of M is smaller than 
that of !11, The tangent space to !11 at the point P E!11 is 
denoted by T p(!11) or just T p and the corresponding 
cotangent space is denoted by T}" The derivatives of 
a map 1>:A - B which connects two manifolds A and B 

are defined as usua16 and denoted by cp*:Ta - T b' 

cp*;Tt-T:, where b=cJ>(aL 

The pointwise action of derivations and second-rank 
tensor fields on form and vector fields will usually be 
written operator style without explicit parentheses or 
evaluation points. The convention impliCit in such ex
pressions is that each operator acts on everything to 
its right, Occasionally, extra parentheses will be used 
to turn off this rule as in the expreSSion V uHV = 
(VuH)V+H'i1u V • 

In the component expressions, Greek indexes range 
from zero to three, lower case Latin indexes from zero 
to n + 3, and upper case Latin indexes in parentheses 
range from one to no Upper and lower case Latin in
dexes are related to each other by the rule: (A) = a 
corresponds to a=A+3 as in V(2)=V5

, The summation 
convention is used separately on each index type. 

II. LOCAL DEFORMATION STRUCTURE 
A. Deformation without gauge 

A 4 +n deformation is a (4 +n)-dimensional manifold 
!11 with a deformation tensor field y and a set of linearly 
independent deformation form fields eCA) such that: 

(1) y aSSigns the linear map 'Y p: T p * - T p to each 
PE!11. 

(2) For any 1-forms c!, {3, (C!, yi3)=({3, YQl), (2,1) 

(3) For any P E!11 there exists a surface L through 
P such that L*Tp=yT}" where P=L(P), (2,2) 

(4) The maximum dimension of yT';, is four, 

(5) For all (A), 

ye CA ) =0, 

(6) The deformation forms are closed: 
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(2.4) 

The surface L is the integral sur/ace of y through the 
point P. Note that the deformation forms are only re
quired to be linearly independent as fields and may be 
linearly dependent at a particular evaluation point. This 
freedom in the definition will become important in later 
papers which discuss singular perturbations. 

From these definitions, straightforward computation 
shows that 

(2.5) 

and, if U is a contractible open set in ftJ, then there 
exist functions A (A):U - R such that 

(2.6) 

The integral surfaces of y in the set Ij are then the 
level surfaces of these functions. T"e functions A (A) 

will be called perturb'1tion parameters. 

Another direct consequence of the definitions is that 
there exists a unique symmetric tensor field g which 
assigns to each P E: ftJ the linear map gp: yTf, ®yTt. 
.- R, which is defined for any vectors A and B in 
yT;, by 

gp(A, B): = (yfiA, B), (2.7) 

where 

yp-1A: = {a)A =ya}. (2.8) 

If the tensor gp has Lorentz signature (- + + +), then 
P is a spacetime point of the deformation (ftJ,y, 8). If 
L is an integral surface of y and every point of L(M) is 
a spacetime point, then a spacetime metric is induced 
on M and the surface L is called a spacetime in the 
deformation (/11, y, e). 

An important feature of the definitions given here is 
that they permit points where the dimension of yTf, is 
less than four. Such points will be called critical 
points and will playa central role in later discussions 
of singular perturbation theory. 

B. Gauge and coordinates 

In spacetime perturbation theory, the word "gauge" 
is used to mean a set of supplementary conditions that 
determine the response of spacetime coordinates to 
spacetime metric tensor variations. The corresponding 
coordinate-free structure on a spacetime 4 + n deforma
tion must supply a way to match up points on neighbor
ing spacetimes. Equivalently, it must supply a way to 
project a neighborhood of a given spacetime onto that 
spacetime, The infiniteSimal version of such a structure 
is a projection tensor field. A gauge on a 4 + n deforma
tion (ft!, y, 8) is defined to be a tensor field H which 
assigns to each P EftJ a linear map H p: T p - YT; which 
is onto and satisfies 

lf2=H, 
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(2.9) 

(2.10) 

A related tensor is the identificatian gauge 

t: = 1- H, 

which satisfies 

ty=o. 
A surface :E:: N - ftJ such that 

:'*Tp=tTp , where P=:E:(p) 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

is an identification surface through the point P. A gauge 
that admits such a surface is integrable at P. 

The action of Hand t on a I-form field will be defined 
by 

(Ha, V): = (a, HV) (2.15) 

for any vector VET p. From this definition and Eqs. 
(2.10) and (2.13) it follows that 

yH=y, (2.16) 

yt=O, (2.17) 

H8(A)=0, (2.18 ) 

t8(A) = 8(A). (2.19) 

With the gauge concept introduced in a coordinate
independent way, it is now safe to retreat from abstract 
notation and introduce coordinates. A set of coordinate 
functions {xd} on an open set U of spacetime points in a 
deformation is an aligned chari with respect to a gauge 
Hif 

axlA ) = etA) 111 (2.20) 

and 

(2.21 ) 

From Eq. (2.6), the coordinates X(A) are just the per
turbation parameters A (A) that label spacetimes. The 
level surfaces of the coordinates xiJ. are just the identi
fication surfaces. Thus, the existence of a chart 
aligned with H implies that the gauge H is integrable. 
In such an aligned chart, the only nonzero components 
of the gauge tensors are 

Hl"v=O: 

and 

III. DEFORMATION CONNECTION 
A. Definition and some/estrictions 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

A connection V on a manifold ftJ is defined to be a 
tensorial assigment of vector-field derivations to 
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vector fields o 7 The derivation assigned to the vector 
field V is V v, As usual, V is torsion-free if, for any 
vector fields A and B, 

(3,1) 

Also as usual, the action of V on a covariant tensor 
field T is defined by 

-T(VvA,B, ''')-T(A, VvB, 00')_0 ••• 

(3.2) 

A similar definition then extends V to contravariant 
and mixed tensor fields. 

A connection V on a 4 + n deformation (/fJ, y, e) is 
deformation compatible if, for any vector field V, 

(3.3) 

and 

(3.4) 

Equation (3.2) may be used to produce an alternative 
form of Eq, (3,4): 

Because HB(=yTf;, Eq, (3,5) yields the following useful 
result: 

Propositition 1: Let (JJ1, y, e) be a 4 + n deformation 
with gauge H and deformation-compatible connection 
V, For any vector fields B and V and any form field cv, 

tVvHB=O 

and 

A surface 'E: N - 11J is flat in the connection V if 
there is a frame field eon N such that the vectors 
'E * e j satisfy 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

A deformation connection V will be called gauge flat 
with respect to a gauge H if H is integrable and its 
identification surfaces are flat in V. 

Proposition 2: If a 4 + n deformation (ffj, y, e) has a 
connection V which is gauge-flat with respect to a 
gauge Hand {xa} is a chart aligned with H, then 

(3.8) 

Proof: Use Eq. (2.20) and then expand the vectors 
a/ax(A) in the covariantly constant basis. See the Ap
pendix for details. 

B. Second fundamental tensor 

The gauge H and the deformation connection V may be 
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used to define a second jimdam ental tensor h. For any 
vector fields U, V define 

hu V: = H[V BV, H]U. (3.9a) 

Because of Proposition 1, this definition is equivalent 
to 

(3.9b) 

Equation (3. 9a) is just the definition that is used in 
Riemannian geometries, stated in terms of vector 
fields and tangent projections. "Equation (3. 9b) does 
not have a Riemannian counterpart and arises from the 
fact that V is compatible with the degenerate tensor y 
instead of a Riemannian metric. Because its definition 
is the usual one, h retains several of its familiar 
properties. Il 

Proposition 3: The second fundamental tensor It of 
a 4 + n deformation (JJ1, y, e) with gauge H and deforma
tion-compatible connection V has the properties 

(3,10) 

(3,11) 

for any vector field U and form fields cv and (3, 

Proof: Equations (3.10) and (3.11) are easy conse
quences of PropOSition 1, The detailed verification of 
Eq. (3.12) is given in the Appendix. 

A familiar property of It that does not survive auto
matically in a deformation geometry is its symmetry, 
This property must be imposed as an additional condi
tion on the connection, A deformation connection V 
will be called gauge-normal with respect to a gauge H 
if the corresponding second fundamental tensor 
satisfies 

(3,13) 

for any I-forms cv and (3, If V is both gauge-normal and 
deformation-compatible, then Eqs, (3,12) and (3,13) 
yield a useful expression for h: For any I-form fields 
cv and (3, and vector field U, 

(3,14) 

The Lie derivative t.uY is essentially the usual varia
tional derivative of the inverse spacetime metric tensor.9 
Thus the second fundamental tensor Itu is the familiar 
first-order spacetime metric variation except for a 
factor of - i. 

Equation (3.14), together with the other results of 
Proposition 3, determine the behavior of the second 
fundamental tensor under a gauge transformation. 

Proposition 4: Let V and V' be torsion-free, defor
mation-compatible connections, Let V be gauge-normal 
with respect to a gauge H and let V' be gauge-normal 
with respect to a gauge H'. The corresponding second 
fundamental forms hand h' are then related by 
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a: =H-H', 

for any I-forms 0/ and f3 and any vector U, 

Proof: Write the Lie derivative in Eq. (3.14) in terms 
of the connection v, note that aUEyT"f, so that HaU=aU, 
and recall that both Hand H' reduce to the identity on 
yT"f, so that aH=O. Equation (3.15) then follows by a 
straightforward calculation which is given in the 
Appendix, 

C. Standard deformation connection 

A connection on a 4 + n deformation will be called 
standard with respect to an integrable gauge H if it is 

(1) torsion-free, 

(2) deformation-compatible, 

(3) gauge-normal with respect to H, 

(4) gauge-flat with respect to H, 

The virtue of this standard connection is that it is 
simple, exists where it is needed, and is unique where 
it exists. Thus, even if one prefers some other connec
tion, the standard connection is a reasonable starting 
point. 

Theorem 1: Let 2: be a spacetime in a 4 + n deforma
tion (/11, y, e) and let H be an integrable gauge. There is 
then a neighborhood U of 2: within which the correspond
ing standard connection exists and is unique. This 
connection acts on vector fields A and B according to 

(3.16) 

where Co=HVH is the torsion-free, metric-compatible 
connection induced on the integral surfaces of 2:, and 
IJ= tVt is the flat, torsion-free connection induced on 
the identification surfaces of H. In an aligned chart 
{x"} with e.: = ajax", the connection coefficients 

r\c:O=\dx" Veceo ) 

are given by 

For this connection, the second fundamental form 
satisfies 

for all vector fields U, V, A, B. 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

Proof: Equation (3,16) is obtained by using 1 == H + t 
to decompose the vector fields A and Eo The neighbor-
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hood U consists of aligned charts built on an atlas of 
charts on 2:. In each aligned chart, Eqo (3016), Pro
position 2, and the standard connection requirements 
yield Eqs. (3.18)_(3.20) uniquely, Equations (3,21), 
(3.22) then follow by direct computation. The details 
of the proof are given in the appendix, 

IV. DEFORMATION CURVATURE 
A. Definition and identities 

The curvature R. of a connection V is defined as 
usual: For any vector fields A, B, C 

The symmetries 

R. (A, B) = -R. (B, A), 

R. (A, B)C +R. (B, C)A +R. (C,A)B =0 

and the Bianchi identities 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(VcR. )(A, B) + (V AR. )(B, C) + (VBR. )(C,A)==O (4.4) 

follow from this definition and the assumption that V 
is torsion-free. The further assumption that V is de
formation-compatible yields the symmetry 

(4.5) 

for any 1-forms 0', f3 and the conditions 

(4.6) 

for any vector field Co 

If V is a torsion-free connection on a 4 +n deforma
tion with a gauge H, then the curvature of V is related 
to the second fundamental tensor by the Codazzi identity 
which may be stated in the form 

[R. (HA, HB), H]C == (V HAh)cHB - (V HBh)cHA (4.7) 

for any vector fields A, B, C. The proof of this identity 
is well known, 8 However, for completeness and for the 
convenience of those who are not familiar with the no
tation used here, the details are included in the 
Appendix. 

With a standard deformation connection, a full de
composition of the deformation curvature in terms of the 
second fundamental tensor and the spacetime curvature 
tensor becomes possible. The spacetime curvature 
rR. is defined by 

(4.8) 

where 

The identities which express this decomposition are , 
analogous to the Gauss, Codazzi-Mainardi, and Ricci 
equations of Riemannian Gauss-Weingarten surface 
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imbedding theory. 8 However, because of the degeneracy 
of deformation geometry, only the Codazzi-Mainardi 
equation [Eq. (4.7) above] takes its familiar Riemannian 
form. 

Theorem 2: If V is a standard deformation connection 
with respect to an integrable gauge H, then 

rf<. (A, B)C=O, (4.9) 

f<. (rA, tB)rC = 0, (4.10) 

f<. (HA,HB)HC=~f<. (HA,HB)HC, (4.11 ) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(0, f<. (yex, tB)Y{3) = (0, (V rah)BYex) - ({3, (V r.h)BYex ) 
(4.15) 

for any vector fields A, B, C and form fields ex, (3, o. 

Proof: Equations (4.9)-(4.11) follow directly from the 
standard connection requirements. Equation (4.12) is an 
alternative version of the Codazzi identity [Eq. (4.7). 
The remaining results are derived just as in ordinary 
Riemannian geometry, with the use of Eq. (3.22) to 
simplify Eq. (4.14). The details of the proof are given 
in the Appendix. 

B. Index notation 

The abstract notation that has been used up to this 
point has the advantage of keeping the geometrical con
cepts front and center. However, it does not handle 
tensor contractions and higher-order covariant deriva
tives as well as the traditional index notation. Let eo 
be a frame-field with ()" its dual coframe field and de
fine the components 

h.:::: h" .. , 

In this notation, one raises indexes with y.~. The de
generacy of the geometry prevents one from lowering 
them at all. The standard deformation-covariant de
rivative is denoted by a dot as in 

A shortcoming of the index notation is that projec-
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tions of high-rank tensors produce bewildering arrays 
of indexes. This defect can be remedied by adopting the 
convention that an index which is followed by the symbol 
t has been projected with HO ~ while an index which is 
follwed by the symboH has been projected with t. For 
example, 

I adopt the convention that a deformation-covariant 
derivative which is indicated by a dot is to be performed 
before any indicated projections. For example, the 
definition of the second fundamental tensor becomes. 

When a covariant derivation is indicated by a vertical 
bar, then all indicated projections are to be carried out 
both before and after the derivative. For example, the 
spacetime-covariant derivative of a tensor field T\ is 
defined to be 

In terms of this index notation, Theorem 2 yields 
the following decomposition of the deformation curvature 
tensor: 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4,20) 

(4.21) 

Notice that the projection indicators are omitted from 
the twice-projected derivatives in Eqs. (4.18), (4.19), 
(4.21). This omission causes no ambiguity because one 
can use the projection identities [Eqs. (3.10), (3.11)] 
of Proposition 3 to show that only one combination of 
projections, 

is not zero. 

The deformation Ricci tensor Rc.: ::: RO c.~ has the de
composition 

R\. = h;c _ hC
.;-::: h~lc _ hC •• I_ , 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

which follows directly from Equations (4.16)-(4.21) 
above. The deformation scalar curvature R: =yC~Rc. 
is just the ordinary spacetime scalar curvature ~R 
because of the degeneracy of y. 
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The index notation may be used to contract the 
Bianchi identities. One contraction yields 

(4.26) 

and a second contraction by means of the deformation 
tensor yields 

An inspection of Equations (4.16-21) reveals that 

ybe R" bde = R· d. (4.28) 

Thus, even in this non-Riemannian geometry, Eq. 
(4.27), the twice contracted Bianchi identity, takes 
the familiar form 

where 

(4.30) 

is the geometrically natural definition of the deforma
tion Einstein tensor. 

IV. DEFORMATION FIELD EQUATIONS AND 
FIRST ORDER PERTURBATIONS 
A. Gauge conditions to complete the geometry 

The gauge tensor H on a deformation is arbitrary so 
far. To fix the geometry of a deformation, one must 
impose further conditions which determine H. For a 
given fiducial gauge H', the gauge H is determined by 
the tensor a: = H - H'. Proposition 4 relates this tensor 
to the second fundamental forms h and h' corre
sponding to H and H'. In index notation, the relation is 

(5.1) 

where parentheses are being used to denote symmetriza. 
tion, This relation suggests that a can be fixed by im
posing conditions on h. There is just a one-parameter 
family of conditions that are linear in h, involve only 
first derivatives of h, and have the appropriate number 
of nontrivial components to determine a: For a constant 
k, 

Equation (5.1), the Ricci identity, and Eq. (4.9) 
(which causes a term to vanish) then yield 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

The choice k = - ~ makes this system manifestly hyper
bolic on each spacetime in a deformation. In a chart 
aligned with either H or H' the system then takes the 
spacetime-covariant form 

(5.4) 
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where the components aPes) are treated as components 
of a collection of spacetime vector fields, If the com
ponents aPes) and aPes);" are given as initial data on a 
spacelike hypersurface in each spacetime of a defor
mation, then the tensor field a and therefore the gauge 
H are determined uniquely throughout the Cauchy de
velopment of each hypersurface, 10 

The choice k = - ~ in Eq. (5.2) makes it convenient to 
define the trace-reversed second fundamental tensor 

(5.5) 

so that Eq. (5,2) becomes 

(5,6) 

In conventional treatments of spacetime perturbation 
theory, the gauge defined by this condition is called 
the "Hilbert gauge" or sometimes the "Lorentz gauge," 

Because the gauge concept has been divorced from 
coordinates and given a strictly geometrical meaning, 
one can regard the Hilbert gauge as an object that is 
every bit as respectable as the normal vector to a 
surface. The fact that there are many other gauges 
should not be any more significant than the fact that 
there are many different vectors that point out of a 
surface. Thus, I propose to adopt the Hilbert gauge 
condition, Eq. (5.6), as defining the "normal projec
tion tensor" for a spacetime in a 4 + n deformation, 
It should, of course, be remembered that this tensor 
is not determined locally as it would be in a Riemannian 
geometry but propagates according to a hyperbolic wave 
equation in each spacetime. 

B. Field equations on a spacetime deformation 

The deformation tensor y of a spacetime deformation 
is required to induce spacetime metrics which obey 
Einstein's equations in each spacetime. If the spacetime 
deformation supports nongravitational fields, then these 
are required to obey the usual spacetime-covariant field 
equations in each spacetime. To cast these requirements 
into a deformation-covariant form, notice that the 
standard deformation connection reduces to the usual 
spacetime connection whenever it acts on spacetime
tangent vector and tensor fields. Thus, require the 

contravariant form of each field to be tangent to space
times, write each spacetime-covariant field equation 
in contravariant form, and then just replace all semi
colons by dots. The resulting deformation-covariant 
field equations are then equivalent to the original space
time covariant field equations. This section gives 
several examples of this procedure. 

If each spacetime in a deformation supports a Klein
Gordon field ¢ that satisfies the field equation 

¢; jJ. jJ. ==0, (5.7) 

then regard ¢ as a function on the deformation and re
write the field equations as 

(5.8) 
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The degeneracy of the deformation tensor y then en
sures that Eq. (5.8) is equivalent to Eq. (5.7). 

If each spacetime in a deformation contains a test 
particle and the particle world lines are deformed 
continuously as one passes from a given spacetime to 
its neighbors, then these world lines form an n + 1 
surface in the deformation, On this surface there is a 
spacetime-tangent vector field u which satisfies 

within each spacetime. The deformation-covariant 
version of this requirement is therefore 

(5,10) 

If each spacetime in a deformation supports an elec
tromagnetic field, then there is a Maxwell field tensor 
Fmn = _ Fnm which is tangent to spacetimes and obeys 
the deformation-covariant field equations 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

where the vector field J is automatically tangent to 
spacetimes and obeys the conservation law 

(5.13) 

by virtue of Eq. (5.11). Thus, J represents the usual 
conserved electric current within each spacetime 
where one finds 

(5.14) 

The procedure for obtaining the deformation-covariant 
form of Einstein's equations is exactly the same as the 
procedure for nongravitational equations. If each space
time in a deformation obeys Einstein's equations, re IL

" 

= 87fT"", then the deformation obeys the system 

(5.15) 

Equations (4022) and (4.30), together with the degeneracy 
of the deformation tensor that must be used to raise 
indexes, guarantee that the deformation Einstein tensor 
em" is tangent to spacetimes and induces the usual 
spacetime Einstein tensor ~e"" on each. Thus, rmn is 
automatically tangent to spacetimes and it only remains 
to identify it with the usual spacetime stress-energy 
tensor to recover the spacetime Einstein equations. The 
deformation Bianchi identity given by Eq. (4.29) yields 
a deformation-covariant version 

Tmn =0 .n (5,16) 

of the stress-energy conservation law, 

C. Perturbation equations from Lie derivatives 

Once a system of field equations is in deformation
covariant form, its response to spacetime fluctuations 
can be obtained by differentiating both the field variables 
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and the field equations with respect to the perturbation 
parametero For example, the response of a scalar 
field cP is described by the functions 

and the field equations which determine the evolution 
of these functions can be obtained by differentiating 
Eq. (5.8) The conventional approach to perturbation 
theory corresponds to taking the derivative a(cp··.)/ilx(A). 
A more geometrical way to express this procedure is 
to say that one chooses a set of vector fields U(A) which 
satisfy (B(B), U(A» = B I~: and uses the Lie-derived field 
equations 

(5.17) 

to evolve the Lie derivatives tU(A)CP of the field. 

In order to obtain the perturbation equations in a 
useful form, one must reexpress them as restrictions 
on the Lie derivatives of the field. Thus, one must 
move the Lie derivative inside of the covariant deriva
tives that appear in Eq. (5,17). This need to interchange 
two different types of derivatives characterizes the usual 
approach to perturbation theory and makes for lengthy 
computations, Ordinarily one performs the interchange 
by expressing everything in terms of coordinates. A 
more geometrical statement of the usual procedure is 
that one expresses the covariant derivatives in terms 
of the Lie derivatives, changes the order of Lie differ
entiation, and then expresses the resulting equations 
in terms of covariant derivatives of tU(A) cpo 

D. Nongravitational perturbation equations from 
covariant derivatives 

This paper proposes to simplify spacetime perturba
tion theory by using deformation-covariant derivatives 
instead of Lie derivatives to obtain the response of a 
field to spacetime fluctuations. In this approach one 
chooses a gauge tensor H with its corresponding identi
fication gauge tensor T and represents the response of 
a scalar field cP to a spacetime fluctuation by the form 
field 'il,CP=CPoTzTal:J". One takes the perturbation equation 
to be the projected covariant derivative 

,;-,·a =0 
'Y as' (5.18) 

of the deformation-covariant field equation, In order to 
reexpress this equation in terms of the form-field 
CP.s. one first uses the Ricci identity to change the order 
of differentiation and obtain 

(5.19 ) 

Next, one uses Eq. (3.21) in the form 

t
a 
s. b = - ha 

bs 

to change the order of differentiation and projection so 
that Eq. (5.19) becomes 
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The deformation compatibility of the connection and the 
projection identities satisfied by rab, hab

s ' and Rd s 
make it possible to insert spacetime projections into 
this expression without changing anything. The per
turbation equation then becomes 

Now use Eq. (4.24) to evaluate the Ricci tensor term 
and notice that the result can be written in the form 

which the Hilbert gauge condition simplifies further to 
just 

(5.21) 

To see that my notation is not concealing any un
pleasant complications, use Theorem 1 to write Eq. 
(5.21) in an aligned coordinate system: 

(5.22) 

Here, the spacetime-covariant derivative treats 
cp • (S) as a collection of scalar fields. This result is 
not quite the same as the perturbation equation that 
one obtains from the conventional Lie derivative varia
tion procedure. The conventional procedure yields an 
equation in which the second fundamental form that 
appears in Eq. (5,22) is replaced by its trace reverse. 
The two versions of the perturbation equation agree 
when the scalar field equation is satisfied, but not 
otherwise. 

The procedure which has been illustrated here for 
a simple scalar field equation can be applied to any set 
of nongravitational field equations. It has several ad
vantages over the conventional approach: 

(1) It is entirely geometrical and does not require 
the introduction of coordinates or basis vector fields. 

(2) It saves one the trouble of varying connection co
efficients and reexpressing the result in terms of co
variant derivatives, All such computations have been 
"prepackaged" in the form of the Ricci identity and 
the Gauss-Codazzi equations of Theorem 20 

(3) Because the deformation connection is deforma
tion-compatible, one may raise and contract indexes 
on tensors either before or after varying them without 
worrying about the introduction of additional terms, 

(4) Because the Hilbert gauge condition can be re
garded as a part of the deformation geometry, one can 
use it without compromising coordinate independence. 

E. Gravitational perturbation equations from 
covariant derivatives 

The procedure for obtaining a perturbation equation 
from Einstein's field equation is similar in gene ral 
outline to the procedure for nongra vitational equations 0 

However, the presence of the curvature tensor in the 
field equation changes some of the details of the pro
cedure, As before, the perturbation equation is taken 
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to be the projected deformation-covariant derivative 

(5.23) 

Also as before, the projected derivative is to be moved 
inside of the spacetime derivatives that are already 
present in the field equation. However, the Ricci 
identity cannot be used for this purpose because the 
spacetime derivatives in Gmn are all hidden. However, 
the contracted Bianchi identity in the form 

serves the same purpose and converts the perturbation 
equation to the form 

Equation(5.20) can then be used to change the order of 
differentiation and projection with the result 

Now use the Gauss-Codazzi equation (4,24) in the form 

together with the Hilbert gauge condition and the Ricci. 
identity to obtain the perturbation equation in the form 

(5.24) 

where 'fmn denotes the trace reverse of the stress
energy tensor. 

The insertion of spacetime projections into Eq, (5,24) 
is a trivial operation that brings it into the more ex
plicit form 

(5.25) 

In an aligned coordinate system, this equation becomes 

(5,26) 

Natice the similarity between this equation and the per
turbation equation for the scalar field (5.22). 

If Eq. (5.26) is compared with the Lie deri vati ve 
perturbation equation that one normally sees,l1 one 
finds that it differs in exactly the same way as the 
scalar field perturbation: the undifferentiated second 
fundamental form has had its trace reversed. This 
change makes Eq. (5.26) somewhat simpler than the 
conventional perturbation equation. If the stress
energy components are given as particular functions, 
then the simplification is a notational illusion because, 
by Theorem 1, 

When the additional terms which have been introduced 
by the deformation connection are taken into account, 
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one may use the field equation to obtain the conven
tional perturbation equation from Eq. (5 0 26). If, how
ever the stress-energy tensor is expressed in terms 
of nongravitational fields, then the simplification is 
real because the deformation-covariant derivative 
'f'"".(S) can be computed more easily than 'f'"",(S)' 

APPENDIX 

Proof of Proposition 2 

Use the abbreviation V(C): =Va/ax(c) and note that 

=- (v(C)e(B), a/ax(A»=O. 

Expand a/ax(C) in the covariantly constant basis 
vectors e(K» 

so that 

(dx (B) V ~/i3 (A»-F (K) (dx(B) ) 
, (C)u X - (A) ,(C) , elK) 0 

(A1) 

Equation (A 1) and the linear independence of the forms 
dx(B) and the vectors elK) then imply 

F(A) (K), (C) =0 

so that the coefficients F(A) (K) are constant on each 
identification surface. But then 

Derivation of Eq. (3.12) 

(t.uy)(Ha, H(3) 

= (a, [V ya' H]tU) + (j3, [V reo H] tU) 

=(a, huy(3) + «(3, huYQ). 

Derivation of Eq, (3.15) 

From Eqso (3.14) and (A2) 

- ~Vyea(}' - tVy",a{3, U)o 

(A2) 

Here, the terms quadratic in a vanish because a anni
hilates spacetime-tangent vectors. With this expression 
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and Eqs. (3.14) and (A2) again, find 

(A3) 

But 

and, from Eq. (3,11) and the fact that aU is in YTp*, 

so that two of the terms in Eq. (A3) vanish and leave 

(a, 2(h' u- hu)y(3) = «(aH - w)(V yea + V y",(3) 

- t(V yea)O' - t(V y",a){3, U) 

- ({3, (V y",ajrU). 

But HaU = aU and, because Hand H' must both reduce 
to the identity on yT p *, aH = 0 so that at = a and there
fore (Ha - at)U = 0 which leaves 

=-H<a, (Vyea)U) + ({3, (Vy",a)U)}. 

Proof of Theorem 1 

First note that the identification surfaces can be 
used to construct an aligned chart on f)1 from each chart 
on the spacetime :E. Thus there is a neighborhood 
U of Z; which can be covered by such aligned charts. 
If Eqs. (3.18)-(3.20) hold on each such chart, then 
they define a standard deformation connection on U 
and imply Eq. (3,16). Thus the existence of the stand
ard connection is proven by construction. 

The nontrivial part of the proof is uniqueness: Assume 
that V is a standard connection and show that it must 
satisfy Eqs. (3.16)-(3.20) in each aligned chart. It is 
convenient to establish Eq. (3.16) first. Use the de
composition 1 = H + i to obtain 

(M) 

From gauge flatness, HV.AtB=O and lV.A~B=.!J.AtB so 
that V IAtB = "IAtB. From Proposition 1 [Eq. (3.6)], 
V HAHE is tangent to spacetimes so that V HAHE = nHAHB. 
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The first and last terms of Eq. (A4) have now been 
brought into agreement with Eq. (3.16). Now consider 
the term: 

From Proposition 1 [Eq. (3.6)], tVHAB=tVHAtB so that 

Because the torsion vanishes, V HAtB = V laHA + [HA, tB] 
and thus 

Another use of Eq. (3.6) then gives 

Only one term of Eq. (A4) remains to be considered. 
The techniques that have just been used reduce it as 
follows: 

and Eq. (A4) yields Eq. (3.16). Now take the vector 
fields A and B in Eq. (3.16) to be the basis vectors 
e.: = aj ax" and eb of an aligned chart. Equations (3.18)
(3.20) then follow. 

Derivation of Eq. (3.22) 

The simplest procedure is to write out the components 
in an aligned chart: 

This expression is manifestly symmetric in (A) and 
(B) which establishes Eq. (3.22). 

Derivation of Eq. (4.7) (Codazzi identity) 

Equation (4.1) and the Jacobi identity for commutators 
imply that, for any vector fields J and K, 
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= - [[V K, H], "1/] - [[H, V J], V K] 

- [VIoT,KI> H] 

=VAVK,H]- [VK,H]V/+[VIoHJVK 

Now take J = HA and K = HB and use the definition of h 
[Eq. (3.9)] to obtain [R (HA,HB),H]C=VHAhcHB 

- hVHACHB + hVHBCHA - V HBhCHA - hc[HA, HB]. Use 

vanishing torsion [Eq. (3.1)] to reexpress the last 
term: 

[R (HA,HB), H]C= (V HAhCHB- hv cHB - hcV HAHB) 
HA 

Proof of Theorem 2 (Gauss, Codazzi, Mainardi 
identiti e s ) 

To eastablish Eq. (4.9), calculate 

Deformation compatibility [Eq. (3. 3)J makes it possible 
to bring all of the derivatives outside of the inner 
products 

= ([A, B] - [A, BD (e(A), C) = o. 

Thus, Eq. (4.9) is established. 

Equation (4.10) is just a statement of gauge flatness. 

Equation (4.11) follows directly from Eqs. 3.16 
and 4.8. 

Equation (4.12) is obtained from Eq. (4.7) by re
placing the vector C by tC. 

To establish Equation (4.13), write the definition 

(A5) 

and then use the definition [Eq. (3.9)] of h together with 
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.5) and the consequence [V,y,t]=O of 
gauge flatness to commute all of the t factors in (A5) to 
the left: 

(A6) 

(A7) 

The last term in (A5) must first be Simplified by using 
vanishing torsion: 
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The last term in (A5) then becomes 

(AS) 

Now use Eq. (4.9) to obtain 

f( (HA, tB)tC = Hf( (HA, tB)tC. (A9) 

Equations (A6)-(AS) yield 

and Eqs. (A5) and (A9) then become 

which establishes Eq. (4.13). 

Equation (4.14) may be obtained from Eq. (4.13) by 
using the cyclic sum identity in the form 

f( (tA, tB)HC =(~ (HC, IB)tA - (~(HC, tA)tB. 

Equation (4.15) may also be obtained from the cyclic 
sum identity in the form 

f( (yO', tB)y{3 -(~ (y{3, tB) = f( (yO', y{3ltB. 

Use the deformation compatibility of the connection 
[Eq. (3.5) 1 to put this identity into the form 

(a, f( (YO', IB)y{3) +(0', f( (y{3, tB)ya)=(a, f( (YO', y(3ltB). 

(A10: 

Now define the quantities 

x:=(a,f((ya, tB)y{3), u:=(a,f((ya, y{3hB), 

y: = (0', f( (y{3, tB)ya), v: = (0', f( (y{3, yajrB), 

z:=({3,f((ya,lBwa), w:=({3,f((ya, yaltB), 
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and notice that a cyclic permutation of (0', (3, a) 
produces cyclic permutations of (x,y,z) and (u,v,w). 
Thus, (A10) becomes 

x+y=u 

and cyclic permutation yields 

y+z=v and z+x=w. 

Sol ve these three equations to obtain 

X=~'(ll-v+W), 

and then use Eqs, (4.5) and (4.12) to obtain Eq. (4 0 15). 
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Causality in homogeneous spaces 
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A simple proof is given of the microcausality of quantum fields defined on certain homogeneous pseudo
Riemannian spaces. The proof is group theoretic in nature and does not depend on the detailed form of the 
generalized Pauli-Jordan propagator. As an illustration, applications are given to de Sitter and anti-de 
Sitter spaces; in the latter case, it is shown that the commutator of any boson field vanishes for any pair 
of points in the space. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is of some interest to consider the quantization of 
fields in pseudo-Riemannian spaces, having in mind its 
possible application to gravitational and cosmological 
external field problems. The quantization procedure is 
free of ambiguities and permits a straightforward and 
invariant particle interpretation in the case of a space 
on which a group of isometries acts transitively; the 
quantization is formulated in such a case along group
theoretic lines, 1 and it has the additional mathematical 
interest of its applications to the representation theory 
of the corresponding group. 

The causality properties of a quantum field defined in 
that context may be studied by considering the behavior 
of the generalized Pauli-Jordan propagator ~, which is 
defined either from a differential equation point of view2 
or by group-theoretic considerations, 1 the latter aspect 
being related to the former one by means of harmonic 
analysiS on the group of isometries. 3 

In the following we give a proof of the causality of ~ 
which depends on the group invariance of ~ and its anti
symmetry, making it unnecessary to consider its explic
it form in each particular case. Such a procedure may 
be applied to certain homogeneous spaces, of which ex
amples are given. 

2. MICROCAUSALITY IN HOMOGENEOUS 
PSEUDO-RIEMANNIAN SPACES 

Let uS consider a pseudo-Riemannian space ]'v1, a 
homogeneous space of a group of isometries G. Let 0 
be an arbitrary point in ,'vI and H[J its isotropy group; we 
have .'vI "" G/H[J' Let <p(x) be a free-scalar quantum field 
defined on M. The notion of causality we are going to 
consider is that of microcausality, that is to say, 

[<p(x), <p(v»)== 0 

for spacelike separation of x and y [timelike, spacelike, 
and null separations are defined by means of the square 
of the geodesic distance between x and y on J\:I, denoted 
in what follows by r(x, y) J. On the other hand, in order 
to have the desired dynamics of the field, positivity of 
the scalar product, a particle interpretation in Fock 
space, etc., we require 

[<p(x) , <p(y)]==i~(x ,y), 

a) Pre sent address: Departamento de M~todos Matematicos 
Facultad de Ciencias Flsicas. Universidad de Madrid, ' 
Madrid-:l, Spain 

where ~ is the generalized Pauli- Jordan commutator 
function. In order to implement microcausality we must 
therefore require 

~(x,y)==O, 

for x, y spacelike. ~ satisfies the following properties: 

(i) Group invariance: 

~(x, y) == ~(g. x,g. y) for any geG 

(where we denote by g' x the group action G x;'v[ - lVI). 

(ii) Antisymmetry 

~(x,y)== - ~(y,x). 

These two properties are enough to ensure micro
causality in those homogeneous spaces which satisfy the 
hypothesis of the following lemma, independently of the 
fact that ~ is an eigendistribution of the Laplace-Bel
trami operator on ]'1'1. 

Lemma: Let I(x,y) be any group-invariant, odd func
tion (distribution) defined on jl "" G/Ho ' Let us assume 
that any point zE;'v[ which is space like with respect to 0 
satisfies z == g' 0 for some g '" G (always true by transitiv
ity) and z == h.g..IO for some lz -.:: Ho. Then f(x, Y) = 0 for 
any pair of points x, y which are spacelike relative to 
each other. 

Proof: Let x, vE;'v[ be space like . By transitivity, there 
exist gx,g,EG such that x==gx' 0, Y ==f{> n. We have 

f(x.}') == f{gx' n ,g" 0) == f(O, ,1(1 .gv. 0). (2.1) 

But 0 and g;1. g,.O are spacelike, 

r(O,g;1. gy ' 0) == r{gx' O,g,. 0) = rex ,y) 

due to the invariance of r under the group of isometries 
G. Under the hypothesis of the lemma, we have 
g;1 .g,.r2==g.O and gx·1.g,.O=h.!C10 for some !(?CG, 
hEHo. Hence 

f(n, g;1 .g,. n) =f(g" h.g:10 ) = f(h~1, g~1 fJ, g_lfJ) 

= f(O,g~10) = f(g. 0,0) ==fvr',/g,. P, n)=l(r;y. 0 ,gr' fJ) 

=f(y, x). (2.2) 

Finally, (2,1) and (2.2) imply rex, y) = 0 by the antisym
metry off(x,y). 

Remark: Let us mention that the preceding lemma 
provides a simple proof of the causality of the usual 
Pauli-Jordan propagator in Minkowski space without 
any reference to its explicit functional form or the fact 
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that it is a solution to the Klein-Gordon equation. G is 
given in the present case by L : xli' 4 

3. APPLICATION TO DE SITTER SPACE 

We may define de Sitter space M as the hyperboloid 

TJab.xa>.,-O = - 1 

embedded in a five-dimensional flat space S with normal 
hyperbolic metric: 1)ab = diag(l, - 1, - 1, - 1, - 1) (a, b, 
"'=0,1,2,3,4).4 

The isometry group SO(4, 1) xli' 5 of the embedding 
space S is restricted to SO(4, 1) on de Sitter space. The 
cor.responding Killing vectors ;~bC}' labelled by the ten 
antlsymmetric pairs of indices tbc}, have the following 
contravariant components in S, 

~'tbcl = ogxc - o~x~. 

The one-parameter subgroup generated by the Killing 
vector ;(bc) will be denoted by g(bc)(t). 

It is easily seen that the square of the geodesic dis
tance between points x and y in M is 

r(x, y) = (arccosh l1Jabxayb 1)2, 

where .xa, yO are the coordinates of x and y considered as 
pOints in S. Spacelike points x, yare therefore charac
terized by 

Let us introduce the following parametrization of 
zEM 

ZO = sinha 

Z1 = cosxcosha 

Z2 = sin8coscpsinxcosha 

Z3 = sinesincpsinxcosha 

Z4 = cos9sinxcosha , 

(3.1) 

with aElR, 0, X E [0, 1T), cp E [0, 21T), (3.1) is now written as 

I cosxcosha I < 1. (3.2) 

We choose n as the point n=(O,l,O,O,O) in the em
bedding space. Then, z =g. n with 

g=g(231(CP).g{241(1T/2 - 8)·g(121(X)·g(Q11(- Q). 

The isotropy group of n, Hn, is generated by the one
parameter subgroups 

g(02) (t), g{03} (l), g(04) (t), g(23) (t), g(24) (l), g(34) (l). 

The hypothesis of the lemma is satisfied by taking 

h=g(23}(CP).g(24)(7T/2 - e).g(02/arccosh rcos;x + coshO' J) 
\ Lcosxcosha + 1 

(3.3) 

and hence to. (x ,y) vanishes for spacelike separation of 
its arguments. The solution (3.3) given for h depends 
on (3.2); for instance, no solution can be found for 
cosxcosha + 1 = 0, according to the fact that it describes 
one sheet of the light cone of n, where to. is not supposed 
to vanish in general. 
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4. TRIVIAL NATURE OF BOSON FILEDS IN 
ANTI-DE SITTER SPACE 

In analogy with the procedure followed in the preceding 
Sec. 3, we define anti-de Sitter space as the hyperboloid 

1) abx"xb = - 1 

in a five-dimensional space with metric given by 

1)ab = diag(l, 1, - 1, - 1 , - 1) 

We choose the parametrization 

ZO = sinha cos/3 

Z1 = sinhO'sin/3 

Z2 = cosha sinBcos (fJ 

Z3 = cosha sinBsincp 

Z4 = coshQl cos e , 
with (l'C':JR, B, XE [O,1T), /3, (fJE[0,21T). 

The group of isometries is SO(3, 2). The Killing vec
tors are again of the form 

~(bC) = 1i b
axC - 1ic" X b' 

Take n=(O,O,O,O,l). The isotropy group Hn is gener
ated by 

g(Ol} (t), g(02) (t), g(03) (t), g( l2} (l), g(l3) (I), g{23} (t). 

The generiC point z is given by z = g. n with 

g=g{Olj(-P)·g{23}«fJ- 1T/2)·g{34}(- (;I)·g{04)(-a) 

We find that for all points zEM, we can find hEHn 
such that z=g.n=h.g~1n. There are three separate 
cases: 

(i) cosecoshlY + 1 < ° 
h is then given by 

h -= glOI} (- (3). g(23) (cp - 7T/2) ·g(03) 

( 
h [ coshQ + cosBl\ 

arccos - cosecoshO' + lit 
(ii) cosecoshQ + 1 > ° 

( 
h[ coshO' + cose J) 

arccos cosecoshQ + 1J . 

(iii) cosBcoshC\' + 1", ° 
h = K{ol) (- f3). g(23) «fJ + 7T/2). g(03) 

(arccosh [_ 1 ;c~~s: e j). 
We conclude that to.(n,z)=o for any z, and therefore 

to. (x , y) = ° for any pair of pOints x and y by group in
variance. This conclusion is also valid for any antisym
metric, invariant function, and as a consequence the 

, commutator of any boson field (not necessarily a scalar 
field) vanishes identically, leading to a trivial theory. 
This result should not be surprising, as there exist in 
this space closed time like curves, which spoil 
causality. 4 
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Coherent states and lattice sumsa) 

M. Boon 

Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Nijmegen. The Netherlands 

J. Zak 

Department of Physics, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel 
(Received 20 February 1978) 

The expansion of harmonic oscillator states in discrete coherent states on a von Neumann lattice leads to 
relationships between lattice sums and expansion coefficients of the Weierstrass (T function. It is shown 
that these relationships can be generalized to arbitrary lattices. Some interesting identities are obtained 
between infinite sums of different convergence rates. 

I. INTRODUCTION: THE VON NEUMANN LATTICE 

There has recently been revived interest in the 
von Neumann distrete set of coherent states. 1-4. This 
set is defined as follows. Assume that I a> is a nor
malized coherent state5 

(1) 

where a is the annihilation operator 

~ 1 (~ .,\2 ~) 
a= '\[2 X+ltfP (2) 

and a is the eigenvalue 

(3) 

Here x and p are the coordinate and momentum opera
tors, and x and p are their expectation values in the 
state lu). The constant'\ (,\2=tii11lW) is associated with 
the harmonic oscillator for which the ground state is 
the coherent state I 0) (u == 0). 

The von Neumann discrete set of coherent states 
I a mn) is obtained by defining a lattice of points (111, II 

=0, ± 1, ... ), 

in the u plane, where a is an arbitrary constant and 
the unit cell area is 7T. The states 10 mn) with urnn in (4) 
form the von Neumann set. This set was shown to be 
complete' - 3 and it can be used as a basis in which an 
arbitrary vector i f) can be expanded. 2.4 For carrying 
out such expansions a biorthogonal set of states 
{I ann)} was defined 

(um'n.lamn)=6m'm6n'n' (5) 

where the states I 0'00 ) and (0;00 I are excluded. This 
latter exclus ion is necessary because the von Neumann 
set la mn ) is overcomplete by just one state,2.3 that is, 
if one member is removed from the set, the rest are 
still complete, but this is not true if two are removed. 
Without losing generality, one can remove the state 
\ u oo). In Refs. 2 and 4 it was shown that any state I f) 
can be expanded in a series 

a) 
Supported by a grant from the United States-Israel 
Binational Science Foundation (B. S. F.). Jerusalem. 
Israel. 

If) - .0' I O! mn > (a mn In, 
m.n 

where the prime excludes the state lu oa)' For a co
herent state I a ) the coefficients ( a mn I a) are2 

(u 1<1') = (_I)m+n+mn exp(- ell et 12) 0: mna(a) 
mn 2 a (u - a mn) 

xexp(- vet 2
). 

Here a(et) is the Weierstrass a function" 

'( ()) ( a U
2

) a(<1')=o n 1-- exp - +--u (l! 2u 2 , 
m,n mn mn mn 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

where again the prime excludes u 00 = O. The constant 
v in (7) is expressed by means of the!; function in the 
following general way2 (the notations in Ref. 2 coincide 
with the ones used in the literature6 after replacing 
w, - 2wi, w2 - 2w:) 

(9) 

The definition in (9) is given for a general lattice 

(10) 

with Im(w ,/W 2) '" O. S in (9) is the unit cell area which 
for the von Neumann lattice equals IT. 

In Ref. 4, the harmonic oscillator states I X) were 
expanded in the set I (l! m") and the coefficients (iY mn I X) 
were found to be 

(0 IN)=_(_l)m+n+mn(N!)'/2 
mn ~ 

mn 

(11) 

where IN /2] equals X/2 for even N and ,Vi 2 - ~ for odd 
N, and lip are the expansion coefficients of the even func
tion 

a(a )exp(- vet 2
) t 2p 

0: = p=a (/2p Ct , 
(12) 

a =~ ~ [a(Q )exp(- vet
2
)] I 

p f)! riu P (l! 0<=0 

(12a) 

In particular, it was shown in Ref. 4 that the following 
closure relation holds 

:0' (Mlomn)(GmnIN)=6.us (13) 
m.n 

where (a I N\ is given in (11) and the well-known co
efficient (~11 ~ ) for the harmonic oscillator is·'" 

mn 

(14) 
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I t was noticed in Ref. 4 that the closure relation (13) 
together with the result (11) and the known expression 
(14) lead to some interesting identities. First by putting 
N==O and M=p in (13), (11), and (14) one finds 

5(V) '" 6' (- t)m+n+mn oP exp(-l.1 a 12) = - 0 
P m,n mn 2 mn 110 

(p?-O), (15) 

where the superscript v stands for von Neumann lattice. 
This identity holds for any positive p (for odd p, 5p is 
trivially zero). More generally, the relation (13) leads 
to the following additional relationships (see Ref. 4) 

t i1:!p5~~~2N = - 0 NO (for any N), 
p=O 

(16) 

where, in general, for any p 

5(V)=6'(_l)m+n+mna p exp(-l.lo 12). p _ 2 = (17) 
m.n 

The identities in (15) and (16) are of some very gene
ral nature. While the identities in (15) were shown 
(see Ref. 2) to lead to connections between e functions, 
those in (16) give relationships between the expansion 
coefficients i1:!p in (12a) and the sums (17). On the other 
hand, both (15) and (16) follow from the closure rela
tion (13), which holds for the von Neumann lattice when 
the unit cell area 5 = 11. Because of their general nature 
the validity of (15) and (16) could not be restricted to 
the von Neumann lattice and it should be possible to 
derive them for an arbitrary lattice. 

In this paper a derivation of the identities (15) and 
(16) is given for a general lattice (10) and some of their 
consequences are discussed in more detail. In parti
cular, some interesting relations are obtained between 
sums of quite different convergence rates. 

II. GENERAL LATTICE 

An alternative simple derivation exists for the iden
tities (15) and (16) on a general lattice (10). First we 
notice that Eqs. (9) and (12) hold for a general lattice. 
In addition, there is a well-known theorem for analytic 
functions with only simple poles that equate the function 
to an expansion in terms of the poles and residues 
(see Ref. 6, p. 134). From this theorem the following 
expansion is obtained for the inverse of the function in 
(12) [the residues can be found according to formula 
(26) of Ref. 2], 

(YM+l ! a M+1 
-,-,---;---= - 6 ( 1 )m+n+mn mn 
a(a )exp(- V~2) - - a - a mn mn 

(18) 

for any :VJ ? O. This expansion can also be rewritten as 
follows for a < 1 a mn I, 

(19) 

where the sums S.\1_2P are simple generalizations of (17) 

5 =6'(-I)m+n+mn~exp -~/a /2 OM ( ) 
M~2t> mn (a mn)2P 25 mn 

(20) 

(the superscript is omitted). 
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Let us now show that the information contained in 
Eqs. (12) and (18)-(20) is sufficient for rederiving the 
identities (15) and (16) for general lattices (10). First, 
the left-hand side of (18) equals 0MO for a =0. By 
comparing (18) for 0=0 with the definition in (20) we 
find the generalized relationship for (15), 

5 ",~'(_1)m+n+ .. naM exp(-~Ia 12)=_0 . (15a) 
M mn 25 mn .110 

For the von Neumann lattice (5==11), Eq. (15a) goes 
over into (15). 

It is also easy to rederive Eqs. (16). For this let us 
multiply both sides of (19) for .VI = 0 by the corresponding 
sides of Eq. (12). Since the left-hand sides of these 
two relations are the inverse of one another one arrives 
at the following result, 

~ 

6 a 5 a 2 (P+P')=_1 
p,p' =0 2p -2p' . 

(21) 

By putting p + p' = 1'1 and by keeping in mind that 52p = 0 
for p> 0 [See Eq. (15a)] we find from (21) 

N 

p~ i1:!p5 2P_2N = - 0 NO' (16a) 

These relationships are clearly a generalization of (16) 
for the general lattice (10). For N = 0, (16a) agrees 
with (15a) for ;VJ=O. For N*O, the Eqs. (16a) give 
connecting formulas between the expansion coefficients 
a2p of the function in (12) and the sums 52P_2N as de
fined in (20). For later reference let us write down 
explicit expressions of the Eqs. (16a) for N = 1,2,3, 
and 4: 

a4 =5:2 + 5_4 , 

a6 = 5~2 + 25_25_4 + 5_ 6 , 

as = 5~2 + 35:25_4 + 25_25_6 + 5:4 + 5_ s . 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

It can now be shown that the relationships (22)- (25) 
[and in general (16a)] establish interesting connections 
between sums of apparently quite different nature. On 
one hand, the 5_2p are given by the infinite sums (20). 
On the other hand, the coefficients a2p are in a simple 
way connected with the coefficients in the power series 
of a(a)la (Ref. 7, p. 635), 

a(a) 
-- = 1 + aa 1 + ba B + ca 8 + H. 

a 

with 

).(2 K3 C ~ _ ~ 
a = - 24 . 3 05 ' Ii = - 23.3.507 ' . - 29032.5.7 

and 

,\,1 1 
ff2 = 60 L.i -4- , 

mn Ci mn 

I 1 
g3 = 1406 -6- . 

mn t1' mn 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

From the Eqs. (26)-(29) and (12) it follows that the 
expansion coefficients a2p can be expressed in the fol
lowing way: 

(30) 
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a-_l~'~1~+lV2 
4 - 4 mn Q'~n 2 , 

I">" 1 v ,,' 1 1 a6 =- fiLl ~6~ +-4 Ll -4~ - _v3
, 

mn Ci mn rnn Q mn 6 

a __ ~5~ ('E _1~) 2 +!::. ~' _1 __ v ~' _1_ 
8- 224 mn O'~n 6 mn O'~n 8 "'" O'~n 

where the prime in the sums excludes the term with 
m=n=O. And finally, by comparing Eqs. (22)-(25) 
with (30)-(33) we find the following relations: 

1'" 1 1 ( )2 -4Ll-4~=25_2 +5_4 , 
mn G mn 

5 - - 12. 54 _ 12. 52 5 - 5 5 _!2. 52 
_8 - 28 -2 7 -2 _4 _2 -6 14 - 4' 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

Let us consider in more detail the results in (34)
(36). The first two lines express relations between sums 
of different convergence rates. While the sums on the 
left-hand side in (34), (35) converge rather slowly, 
those on the right hand contain the factor 
exp[-(71/25)IO'",nI2] and converge, in general, much 
faster. The additional relation [Eq. (36)] connects 
sums 5_2p with different indices. In fact, by using Eqs. 
(16a) and the information on the coefficients a2p one 
can express any 5_ 2P with p> 3 by means of 5_2 ,5_4 , 

and 5_6 , (36) is the corresponding expressions for 5_8 , 

The Eqs. (34)-(36) simplify considerably in the case 
of a square lattice 

0' mn = 2w (m + in) . (37) 

(The von Neumann square lattice corresponds to 
w = frr /2. ) In the case of a square lattice, v = O. This 
follows from the following considerations. First, from 
(9) we have 

iw* 
v=s[!;(w) - t(iw)]. 

Also, for w=l, t(1)=71/4 and W)=-i71/4 (Ref. 7, 
p. 680), and t(w)=wW), t(iw)=wt(i) (Ref. 7, p. 631). 
Therefore, v = O. As a consequence of this, the expan
sion coefficient CLz p in 12 will become 

1 [{[2P (a(O' »)] 
(l2p = (2p)! dO' 2p ---;- "=0' (38) 

The sums in (20) will assume the form 

5 = _1 _ ~ I (_1)m+n+mn exp[ -(71/2)(m 2 + n2
)] (39) 

-2p (2W)2P m.n (m + in)2p 

From (39) it follows that 5_2 = 0 [this also follows from 
Eqs. (22), (30), and v=O). One can also check that 
S_6=0 in (39) [this is in agreement with (24) because 
for a square lattice g3 = 0; See Ref. 7, p. 629]. The 
Eqs. (34) and (36) will turn into the following equalities 
[(35) has zeros on both sides1: 

_1~' 1 =~'(_1)m+n+mnexp[-(71/2)(m2+n2)1 
4 m.n (m + in)4 m.n (m + in)4 , 

(40) 
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In (40) we have an equality of two infinite sums of 
very different convergence rates. Because of the factor 
exp[ - (71/2)(m 2 +n2

)] on the right-hand side of (40) the 
latter converges much faster than the sum on the left
hand side. The sum Z ' m,J1/ (m + in)4] is in a simple 
way connected with g2 [see Eq. (28)] which is tabulated 
(Ref. 7, p. 680) and is known up to ten digits. The 
right-hand side of (40) was calculated on a computer8 

and the number -0.787803005384747 was found. Up to 
ten known digits it coincides with the left-hand side of 
(40) I 

Equation (41) is a consequence of (40) and the known 
recursion relations (Ref. 7. p. 636) for the expansion 
coefficients of a(~)/ ()I. More generally, (34) and (35) 
are new relations between infinite sums of different 
convergence rates while Eq. (36) is a consequence of 
the latter and the above recursion relations between 
the expansion coefficients of a(Q)/ 0'. 

Another relation that is worth mentioning is the one 
that follows from (9), (22), and (30), 

i s (dwl)wi- !;(w)w:J= -5_2 , (42) 

Together with Lagrange relation (Ref. 6, p. 446) 

( (
iii 

!; W I )W 2 - ~ W2)W I =2" (43) 

we find 

!;(w )(W*_W2W1*\ =i55 -i 2!.~ (44) 
I 2 WI) -2 2 WI 

( )( WIW2* *) '5S .71 ~ !; w 2 - WI = l • _2 - l 2- . w2 w2 

These relations lead to an alternative way of finding 
the values of !; functions at half periods by means of 
the sums 5_2 [see Eq. (20)]. 

In conclusion, we would like to point out that the 
lattice sums cons idered in this pape r [Eq. (20)] are of 
similar nature to the ones that were discussed in de
tail in a series of papers by Glasser. 9 These sums have 
recently attracted much attentionlO and they appear in 
various physical applications .lJ-14 One final point: 
Equation (21) is perfectly symmetric under exchange 
of the 5 symbols and the (l symbols, so that one can 
express the 5_ 2P in terms of the (/2p by making the sub
stitution 5_2p - (l2p in (22)- (25). Thus we can, if we 
wish, adopt the viewpoint that the new sums 5_2p are 
evaluated in terms of known quantities from elliptic 
function theory, in the spirit of Zucker's approach. 
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The Backlund problem for the equation eJ2z/ax lax 2 = f(z) is discussed for analytic functions f, using 
the procedure of Estabrook and Wahlquist, starting from a Lagrangian formulation. The condition 
d 1/ dz 2 = kf, k constant, necessary for the existence of nontrivial Backlund maps when the space of 
new dependent variables is R, is shown to be closely related to the structure of the Lie algebra SL(2,1R.). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of determining Backlund mapsi for the 
equation 

(1. 1) 

where f is an analytic function of Z is discussed in this 
paper using the procedure of Estabrook and Wahlquist. 2 

The starting point is a differential ideal of 2-forms 
na turally as sociated to (1. 1) through the Lagrangian 

GZ (lz ( ) 
{ = ";;J: -;2' + 2F Z 
,. C'X l'X 

(1. 2) 

where dF / dz = f, from which (1. 1) is derived. 

In the special case where the space of new dependent 
variables is lR, the well-known condition 

ci2f l' -=l?t dz 2 • 
(1.3) 

where k is a constant,3 appears as a condition for non
triviality of the Backlund map. For functions f which 
satisfy (1. 3) it is shown that the equations given by the 
Estabrook-Wahlquist procedure can be integrated to 
give not only the underlying Lie algebra, which is 
SL(2, lR), but also the representation of the algebra 
appropriate to the function f. The usual form of the 
Backlund map is obtained in each case, 

In the general case, the space of new dependent 
variables is lR" and the Backlund probiemi is reduced 
to the problem of finding representations of an infinite
dimensional Lie algebra associated to the function f. 
Solutions to this problem in terms of finite- dimensional 
Lie algebras are discussed. It is shown that the condi
tion (1. 3) is closely related to the structure of SL(2, lR). 
The problem of determining the class of functions which 
may be associated to other finite-dimensional Lie 
algebras in this way is briefly considered. 

2. THE GENERAL FORMALISM 

The first part of this section comprises a summary 
of the relevant definitions and notation from the theory 
of jet bundles. 4 In the second part it is shown that the 
solutions of (1. 1) can be characterized by a differential 
ideal of 2-forms naturally associated to the Lagrangian 
(1. 2). 

a)Supported by the National Research Council of Canada. 

Let C OO (lR2, lR") denote the set of Coo maps from lR2 to 
lR" and let Jk(JR2, lR") denote the k-jet bundle of these 
maps. For k> [let 1T: denote the natural projection 

Tf~ : Jk(lR 2
, lR") - J!(lR2

, lR"). 

The a-jet bundle JO(lR2
, lR") is identified with lR2 X lR". If 

xc=: lR2 and gco C~(lR2, lR"), let j~g and jkK denote the k-jet 
of g at x and the k-jet extension of K respectively. The 
source projection is the map 

O! : Jk(lR 2 , JRn) ~ lR 2 

by j~g - x. 

Let xa , (l = 1, 2, be coordinates on lR2 and let z and .1''' , 
jJ. = 1, 2, ... ,1/, be coordinates on lR and lRn respective
ly. The summation and range conventions on indices 
a, b, c and jJ., iJ will be used throughout. Standard co
ordinates on Jk(lR2

, lR) and Jk(lR2
, lR") are x", Z, za' ••• , 

za1" 'ak and xa
, -,," , .v~ , ... , V"aI" 'ak' where if f is any 

function in the equivalence class j~f, 

, ?f. iN(x) 
Z = J{x), "'n = -:::a (x), •. , ,Za "'ak = ~ al( ') ox 1 [IX X'" 3xa. 

and similarly for y", ),"a, •.. ,y"a
1
'''ak' 

In these coordinates the I-form e = dz - zadxa is by 
itself a basis for the contact module n1 on J1 (lR2, lR) and 
the I-forms B" = rlv" - y~ lix" comprise a basis for the 
contact module n2 on J 1(lR 2

, lR"). 

Let V denote the subspace of vector fields tangent to 
J1(lR2

, lR) such that O! *X = a for X (' V. The vector fields 
, ?/cza form a basis for V in standard coordinates. 

In the jet bundle formulation, the differential equation 
(1. 1) is the subset Z of J 2 (lR2

, lR) defined by L: = a where 
L: is the function given by L: = Z12 - f(z). The Lagrangian 
(1. 2) is regarded as a function on J 1 (lR2

, lR) defined by 

(2.1) 

A solution of (1. 1) is a map g(~ C~ (IR2) IR) such that 

The solution of (1. 1) may also be characterized by a 
differential ideal of 2-forms associated to I in the 
following way. 

The Cartan form associated to L (Ref. 5) is the 2-
form v defined by 

aL . of v : = L dx 1 II dx2 + -; ti f. dx2 
- -' ti A, !lx1 

• 
(,Zl ilZ2 
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From (2.1) it follows that 

e= (2F(z) - Z,Z2)dx' II dx2 + Z2 dz IIdx2 - Z, dz IIdx' • 

Let I be the module of 2-forms generated by 
{x --l de I x E V}. This module has a basis consisting of 
T', ~, and T3 where 

It is easily verified that I is a differential ideal. The 
ideal characterizes the Euler-Lagrange equation (1. 1) 
for L, in that a map gE C~(R2, R) is a solution of (1.1) 
if and only if (pg)*(I) = 0. 5 

3. THE BACKLUND PROBLEM 

In this section, the Backlund problem' for Z is 
formulated and the procedure invented by Estabrook and 
Wahlquist2 for solving this problem is briefly outlined. 

Let if, be a C~ map from J 1(R2, R) x Rn to J ' (R2, Rn) 
such that diagram (3.1) commutes 

J1(R2, R) x R n !L J1(R2 , Rn) 

(JI xidrnn \ / 
~ v/ 7T~ 

(3.1) 

R 2xRn 

In this case I/J acts trivially on R2 and Rn and the map is 
completely determined once the coordinates y~ are 
given as functions of Xb, Z, Zb' and yV, say 

y~ = I/J:(xb, z, Zb' :VV). 

If g and h are maps gE C OO(R2, R) and hE C OO(R2, Rn) 
respectively, consider the following maps from R2 to 
J ' (R2, R n): 

/h : R2 - J1(R2, Rn) by x '- Ph, 
and Ii: = I/Jo (/gXh) 0 t:;.: R2 - J 1(R2, Rn) by x'-I/J(/g, h(x)) 
where t:;. is the diagonal map t:;.(x) = (x, x). From diagram 
(3.1) it follows that/It and Ii agree iff they give the 
same prescription for y:, that is, iff 

ahiJ. ,,( b () og V() ax" = I/Ja x, g x , 27 ,h x • (3.2) 

Equation (3.2) will be satisfied only if the map I/J 
satisfies an integrability condition. In local coordinates 
this condition can be written conveniently in terms of 
the vector fields 3a defined on J 2(IR2, JR.) x IRn by 

- 0 a a 0 
aa: = ax" + za az + Zab-aZ;; + I/J~ ay" . 

The integrability condition is ' 

aral/Jtl=O, (3.3) 

where square brackets denote antisymmetrization. 

The map if is called an ordinary Backlund map for Z 
if the integrability condition (3.3) is satisfied on the 
subset i = Z x R n c J2(R2, R) x Rn. The problem of find
ing such maps is called the Backlund problem for Z. 
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In the case where the functions I/J: depend only on the 
yV, the map will be called trivial. 

If I/J : J1(JR2, JR)xJRn -J' (JR2, JRn) is given, a map 
I/J' : J2(R2, JR) x R n - J2(R2, JRn) called the first prolonga
tion of I/J can be defined. 1 This map is required to be 
such that diagram (3.4) commutes. 

J2(R2, JR)XJRn _--":'._'_~>J2(JR2, Rn) 

7T~ x idrnn 1 17T~ (3.4) 

J ' (R2, JR) x JRn ~ J1(JR2, JRn) 

It remains only to specify the coordinates Y:b and the 
appropriate choice is ' 

Y:b =: a (al/Jt) , 

where round brackets denote symmetrization. Succes
sive prolongations I/Js of if, can be defined il!.ductively. If 
for some s, the image of I/Js restricted to Z is a differ
ential equation Z' C JS·'(R2, R n), the correspondence be
tween Z and Z' is called the Backlund transformation 
determined by ;po 1 

A very efficient technique for finding solutions to the 
Backlund problem has been developed by Estabrook and 
Wahlquist. This technique, which they call prolongation 
will be referred to as the "Estabrook-Wahlquist 
procedure" in the following and the word prolongation 
will be reserved for the process described above. 
Their procedure, as it applies here, may be described 
as follows. 

Let 1 be a map, ,-,':Jl(JR2,R)xJR"-J'(R2,Rn). The 
induced map of forms ti'* pulls back the contact module 
112 on Jl(R2, Rn) to i);*(112 ) on Jl(R2, R)xRn. The I-forms 
I/J*B" = dy'" -I/J~ dxa form a basis for 11;*(112), Let I be the 
differential ideal with basis T" T2 , T3 given by (2.2) and 
denote by I' the module generated by I together with the 
I-forms I/J* B". The requirement that l' be a differential 
ideal imposes on the function I/J~ a system of partial 
differential equations. These equations are sufficient to 
ensure that the integrability condition (3.3) for I/J is 
satisfied on Z. Thus a solution of this system of equa
tions provides a solution of the Backlund problem for Z. 

4. THE ONE·DIMENSIONAL CASE 

In this section, the system of partial differential 
equations for the functions J~ is derived. The equations 
are solved in the special case of C~ maps J;, 
I/J: Jl(JR2, R) x Rn - J 1(R2, JRn) with n = 1. G The general 
case where n ~ 1 is left to section 5. For Simplicity, 
only maps which have the translational invariance of 
(1. 1) are considered; thus aI/J~/(Jxb = 0 is assumed. 

Since I is a differential ideal, I' will be a differential 
ideal iff there exist functions it and I-forms 1J~ such 
that 

3 
d(I/J*9") = 6 ftTi+1J~Ov. 

id 

It follows from (4. 1) that I/J~ must satisfy 

and 
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~ Eit _ IV a<J;~ = _ z a<J;'1 + z a<J;~ +f(z)(a<J;~ _ O<J;'1) 
2 ay" 1 ay" 2 aZ 1 OZ OZ2 (lZI' 

It is easily verified that (4. 2) is sufficient to ensure 
that the functions !fa satisfy (3.3) when z12 =/(z). Partial 
integration of (4. 2) gives 

and 

<P~ =CI> (z, y") - Z2BI> (y"), 

where 

B" aAI> -A" oBI> = aAI> 
oy" oy" oz' 

oBI> oCI> oC" 
C"-- - B" -- --

oy" oy" - oz ' 

Now specialize to the case of maps from Jl (JR2, IR) 

(4.3) 

(4.4a) 

(4.4b) 

(4.4c) 

xlR to J 1(1R2,1R). Without loss of generality, Bl(yl) ~O 
since otherwise it follows from (4.3) and (4.4) that the 
functions <P~ would depend only on yl and the Backlund 
maps would be trivial. Let y be defined by dy =dy l/Bl 
and let A and C be defined by A: =Al/Bl and C: =C 1/Bl. 
From (4.4) it follows that A and C must satisfy 

aA aA 
av =az' (4.5a) 

(4.5b) 

and 

oC oA 
Aay-Cay =2/(z). (4.5c) 

If coordinates u: = z + y and v : = Z - yare used it 
follows easily that 

and 

d
2
C =ikC 

(jJ 

d2
/ 

a?=k/, 

(4.6a) 

(4.6b) 

(4.6c) 

where k is a constant. The condition (4. 6c) has been 
derived in various ways. 3 It will be discussed further in 
section 5. 

If a function/ satisfying (4.6c) is given, then (4. 6a) 
and (4. 6b) can be integrated to give A and C as functions 
of y as well as of z. All solutions are of the form 

A = ao(z) + al (z) Y 1 (y) + a2 (z) Y2(y), 

C = co(z) + Cl (z)Y1 (y) + C2 (z) Y2(y), 

where the functions Y 1 and Y2 are such that d/dy, 
Yjd/dy, Y2d/dy is a representation of the Lie algebra 
SL(2, IR), characterized by the constant k. This is in 
contrast to the usual situation which arises in the use of 
the Estabrook-Wahlquist procedure2

• 1 in that 
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(1) the representation as well as the algebraic struc
ture is determined. 

(2) the structure constants of the algebra contain no 
"eigenvalue" parameter; the parameter (see Table I) 
arises as a constant of integration in A and C. 

The Backlund map is given by 

(4.7) 

where <P1t:=<p~/BI. The first prolongation of <J; is defined 
by Yab = 0 (.<Pb) and thus, in particular, 

- 1( ac aA) 
YI2=O(t<J;2)=2 Aay- +Cay • (4.8) 

It follows from (4. 5c) and (4.8) that 

Y12 =g(y) 

where d2g/d/=kg. If Z' is the subset of Jl(IR2,IR) de
fined by Y12 =g(y), then <P determines a Backlund trans
formation between Z and Z'. 

In Table I a summary of the results is given for 
various solutions of (4.6c). The usual form of the 
Backlund map is obtained in each case. 8 

5. THE GENERAL CASE 

In this section, the general case is considered where 
<P is a C~ map <P : Ji(IR2, IR) x IR" - Ji(1R2, IR") and n"" 1. 
In this case the solution of (4.4) involves an infinite
dimensional Lie algebra a f associated with the function 
/. The Backlund problem for Z is reduced to the prob
lem of finding representations of af or of its image under 
a Lie algebra homomorphism. It is shown that the ex
istence of a homomorphism to a finite-dimensional 
Lie algebra a requires that the function/ have a certain 
decomposition (to be defined below) with respect to a. 

It is convenient to define vector fields 

A A" 0 B" 0 C C" 0 
: = cy"' B: = oy"' and : = ayv' 

With these definitions (4.4) is equivalent to 

oA 
[B,A] = az' 

[c B]_ac 
., - oz' 

[A, C] = ~f(z)B, 

where 

o ( a Y" oX" ) a [x, Y]: = [x, Y]" oy" = X" oyl> - Y" oy" oy"' 

The solution to (5. 1a) and (5. lb) is 

A(z, yO) = exp(zB)Ao(Y) exp(- zB), 

C(z, yV) = exp(- zB)Co(y")exp(zB), 

where 

Ao(YV) : =A(O, y) and Co(yV): =C(O, yV). 

(5. la) 

(5. Ib) 

(5. Ic) 

(5.2a) 

(5.2b) 

In order to use these solutions in (5. Ic), it is con
venient to rewrite (5.2) in the form 
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TABLE 1. Backlund maps for various solutions of (4. 6cl. Note that in each instance the entries for /(z) = z are the linearized 
versions of those for /(z) = sinz and /(z) = sinhz. 

/ k Defining equation Backlund map Defining equation Representation of 
for Z for Z' SL(2, lR) 

sinz -1 zlZ = sinz Y1Z = siny . (l ) d 
2 sm oY dy , 2 cos(!y) 

~y- z) 
d d 

yz = 2a-1 sin --2- - Zz )(-
dy , dy 

Yl=a(y+z)+zl 
d 2 d d 

z 0 z12= Z Y12 =y Y dy , Y dy' dy 

yz=a-1(y-z)-zz 

z12 = sinhz 
. y+z 

Y12 = sinhy 2 sinh(J-y) ~ 2cosh(h), sinhz 1 Yl =2a smh -2- +zl 
2 dy' 

yz = 2a-1 sinh y ~ z - Zz d d x-dy , dy 

eZz z12 = e2z Yl = a exp(z+y) +zl y d e-Y d d 
4 YI2=O e dy' dy 

, dy 

yz = a-I e:xp(z - y) - z2 

~ 1 n 
A =Ao +L ,z An, 

... 1 n. 
~ 1 

C=Co+L ,zncn, 
n=1 n· 

where 

anA I An: =ij?I =adnB(Ao) 
,,=0 

and 

onC i n Cn : =3" = (- 1) ad"B(C o). 
z .=0 

The Jacobi identity together with (5.1) yields 

n, m = 0,1,2, ... , 

so that in particular 

[A",Cml=21-n-mft~)m) B, 

where /kl : = d"! /dz •• 

(5.3a) 

(5.3b) 

(5.4a) 

(5.4b) 

Let al denote the Lie algebra generated by A o, B, 
and Co. The multiplication table foral is given in part 
by (5.4b) and more of it can be deduced by using the 
Jacobi identity. Note that none of the brackets [An,Am] 
or [C.,CmJ are given explicitly, although, for example, 
[B, [An,Am]] and [C l> [An,Am]} can be computed. 

The vector fields A and C are given in terms of 
vectors fromal by (5.3). This is the usual situation 
arising from the application of the Estabrook-Wahlquist 
procedure. 2,7 

If a representation of a I or of its image under a Lie 
algebra homomorphism can be found then the Backlund 
problem for Z will be solved. If the representation is 
given by 

then the Backlund map is given by 
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1)~ =A" (z, 1)") + zt/3" (1)"), 

1)~ =C"(z, 1)") - z2B"(1)"), 
(5. 5) 

where 

and 

C"=C~+t -\ (-z)"(adnB(C o))". 
n=1 n. 

In particular, if a homomorphism It from a I to a 
finite-dimensional Lie algebra a can be found, then by 
Ado's theorem,9 a faithful finite-dimensional repre
sentation ¢ of a exists. Then ¢ 0 lz will be a representa
tion of a f and hence provide a solution to the Backlund 
problem for Z. It is this case which will be considered 
here. 

It follows from (5.4) and (5.5) that if hear) is Abelian, 
or if any of hB, hAo or !zC o is the zero of a, the 
Backlund map will not depend on z, zl> or z2 and will 
therefore be trivial. Only homomorphisms h giving 
nontrivial Backlund maps will be considered. 

If the functionf satisfies (4. 6c) the results of Sec. 4 
show that a homomorphism h: a r - SL(2, IR) exists. 
This is illustrated for fez) = sinz in Example 5.1 below. 
Conversely, if h:"'I-SL(2,IR), then by using a one-di
mensional representation of SL(2, IR) in which hB is 
represented by bey) d/dy with bey) l' 0, the arguments 
of Sec. 4 may be repeated to show that f must satisfy 
(4. 6c) for some constant k. Thus the condition 
i:r / dz 2 = k f is necessary and sufficient for the existence 
of a homomorphism h :cof - SL(2, JR). 

Example 5.1: Let 

Z2n+l 

f(z)=sinz=L (2 +1)1 (_1)n . 
• =0 n . 

From (5.4c) the multiplication table for co f is given 
in part by 
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(Ao, coJ = 2f(0)B = 0, 

lAb CoJ= (A O' Ctl=j'(O)B=B, 

[Az, Co 1= (A 1, Cd = (Ao, Czl= Y'(O)B =0 

Let Y j , Y2, Y3 be a basis for SL(2, IR) with 

(Y j , YzJ=- Y3, (Y3, Ytl=Yz, and [Yz, Y3J=Y j • 

Define h by hAO=aYb hB=1Y3, hC o = (l/a) Y j and extend 
to a Lie algebra homomorphism. Thus for example 
hAj =hlB,AoJ = [hB, hAol = (a/2) Y 2• 

Let 

and 

~ 1 
hC : = hC +:0 - z"hC • 

o "=j n 1 " 

It is easy to check that 

hA =a (cos~ Y j + sin~ Y2) 

and 

If the representation of SL(2, IR) given for /(z) = sinz in 
Table I is used, the Backlund map is 

y+z 
Yt = 2a sin -2- + z1> 

-1 . y - Z 
Y2 == 2a sm -2- - Z2· 

Similarly, a homomorphism h can be found for any of 
the functions / in Table I by working backwards from 
the basiS of SL(2,IR) given there. 

If one associates the condition (4. 6c) on the function 
f with SL(2, IR) it is natural to ask what conditions on f 
are implied by the existence of a homomorphism from 
af to some other fixed finite-dimensional Lie algebra a • 

In Example 5.2 below, it is shown that if «== SO(3), the 
function / must satisfy 

for some constant k * O. Conversely it can be shown that 
for the functions sin I k I z and cos I k I z a homomorphism 
h: a f - SO(3) can be found. 

In general the function / for which h: a f - a. exists 
must admit a decomposition with respect to a in the fol
lowing sense. 

Let Vi' i = 1, 2, .•• V be a basis for a in which hE 
= Y j and let If} be the structure constants for this basis. 
Since the Yj form a baSis, hA can be rewritten as 
hA=al(z)Yj (using the summation and range conventions 
on indices i, j, k here and in the following). Similarly 
hC=ci(z)Yj. From (5.1) it follows that a/az hA 
=[hB, hAJ and a/az hC =[hC, hB1 So that 
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and 

act 
--- ricl 2z - 11· 

Thus 

af (z) = (exp z rj)~aJ (0) 

and 

c i (z) = (exp - z r1)~C) (0) 

where Ii is the matrix with (r1)~: = rt}. 

From (5.4a) it follows that the function / must have the 
decompos ition 

(exp z rj);a l (O)(exp - z r1)~c"(0)If~ = 2f(z)1l1. (5.6) 

It is clear from (5.6) that for a given algebra a, the 
class of functions may be quite small. This is illustrat
ed in Example 5.3 where it is shown that for a certain 
nilpotent algebra the only possibility is that the function 
is constant. 

Example 5.2: Let a = SO(3) and let h : to f - a be the 
homomorphism. Let Xi> X 2 , X3 be the basis of SO(3) 
with 

[x1> x21=x3, [x3,x j l=x2, and [x2,x31=x1. 
Then hA=al(z)Xi , hE=blX j and hC=ci(z)X/. 

It is convenient to use a vector notation with 

a=(a1,a2,a3
), b=(b1,b2,b3), and e=(ct,c2,c3). 

Since ahA/az = (hE, lzA 1 it follows that 

ca - _ 
-=bxa 
2z 

and Similarly that 

(Ie - -
-=cxb oz . 

From these equations it follows that 

a=ao +a1 cos] b]z +a2 sin] b \z 

and 

where 

b xao =b xeo = O. 

Since 

and 

[ 02hA hC] =1. d'1 hE 
3z) 2 dz 2 , 

Example 5. 3: Let a be the Lie algebra with basis 
Yi., .0., Y 5, where [Yi> Y21=[Y3, Y41= Y 5 and all other 
brackets vanish. Let hAo=aly;, hB=blYj and I1C O=ci y j • 

Then 
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so that 0=hA2=hA3= .. ·, and hA=afl/+iiYsz, Similar
ly, hC=cil/ +cYsz. It follows from [hA,hCl=2f(z) hE 
that b1 = b2 = b3 = b4 = 0, and that f is the constant func
tion given by f= ~(bSrl(alc2 - a2c 1 + a3c4 _ a4c 3). 
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Path integrals with a periodic constraint SO ds = e + 27T n (n = integer) are studied, In particular, the 
path integral for a string entangled around a singular point in two dimensions is evaluated in polar 
coordinates. Applications are made for the entangled polymers with and without interactions, the 
Aharonov-Bohm effect, and the angular momentum projection of a spinning top. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The study of path integrals in the presence of topo
logical constraints is unquestionably important. It is 
known that statistical properties of polymers, such as 
the elasticity of rubber and the melting point of DNA, 
are considerably altered by entanglement of their 
polymeric constituents. 1 A path integral, if it describes 
the statistical function for an entangled polymer system, 
should be subjected to a constraint due to the entangle
ment. The soliton-soliton scattering problem may be 
another example for which the path integral approach is 
powerful. In order to select the transition between two 
correct momentum states, one must again insert a 
constraint into the path integral. 2 There are indeed a 
number of situations for which one has to deal with path 
integrals involving constraints. However, as the class 
of soluble path integrals is very limited, so is the class 
of soluble constraint problems. Therefore, any single 
example, if soluble, would be worth investigating. It 
could be a key to further extensions. 

What we shall study in the present paper are path 
integrals with a simple periodic constraint of U(l). To 
visualize the constraint best, we consider an idealized 
flexible string which, having two fixed end points, is 
entangled around a singular point in two dimensions, 
and describe the probability function for its possible 
configurations in terms of the constrained path integral. 
This is basically the same problem as that Edwards 
has formulated for an ensemble of long polymer chains 
and solved by reducing the path integral to a differential 
equation. ' However our problem differs from that of 
Edwards in the following two points. First, our main 
interest is in carrying out directly the path integration 
for the constrained system. Secondly, our path integral 
is set more general than his, so that the result may be 
useful to a wider class of problems. For the calcula
tions, we utilize the polar coordinate formulation of 
path integrals, 1,5 thus demonstrating the usefulness 
of polar coordinates in the path integral evaluation. 

In Sec. 2, we set up our problem in the path integral 
form mainly following Edwards. 3 In Sec. 3, we perform 
the polar path integration for the entangled string under 
the influence of an arbitrary central potential. The 
calculation in polar coordinates is not all trivial but far 
more advantageous than Cartesians. Section 4 is devoted 
to applications. As the first example, we deal with the 
model Edwards considered for entangled polymers and 
reproduce the result he obtained in a different manner. 
An immediate extension of the above is the second 

example which treats the path integral for extangled 
polymers with an interaction of the form V(r) = m.2 

+b/r2
• A possible application tothe Aharonov-Bohm 

effect6 is discussed as the third example; flux and 
charge qUantizations are also considered in this con
texL The final example is a spinning top (a two
dimensional rotator) which involves the nonperiodic 
radial constraint as well as the periodic angular 
constraints. 

2. PATH INTEGRAL FOR AN ENTANGLED STRING 

In order to make it easier to visualize the topological 
constraint, we consider an idealized string commencing 
at r' and terminating at r" by stipulating that a possible 
configuration of the string is given by a path of the 
random walk from r' to r". The probability that such a 
random walk is completed in a time period T is 

P(r" ,r';T) = (41TDTt l exp[ - (r" - r')2/(4DT)], (2.1) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient. If the random 
motion takes place with an average speed v, the total 
length of the path will be a=VT, Thus, by using this in 
(2.1), we obtain the probability of finding the string of 
length a in a configuration that one end of it is at r' and 
the other at r" . 

P(r" ,r';a) = (1Tlat l exp[ - (r" - r' )2/ (lall, (2.2) 

where 1= 4D/v is a constant having the dimension of 
length. In the Wiener representation, we have 

P(r" ,r';a) =A fexp [ _~;:a r2(s)ds ] Dr, (203) 

where the integral is taken over all paths r(s) such that 
r(O) = r' and ria) = r", and the normalization factor is to 
be so chosen that 

IP(r", r';O') dr" = 1 > (2.4) 

As usual, one can convert the probability function (2.3) 
into the propagator for a free particle of mass 11 in 
quantum mechanics by replacement, 

a-T, 1-2iJi/ll, 

and into the density matrix in statistical mechanics by 

(2.6) 

where p= l/(kT). The above consideration is applicable 
in a three-dimensional Euclidean space, but henceforth 
we shall confine ourselves to a two-dimensional plane 
where r = (r, el. 
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To impose a periodic constraint on the string, we 
place a singular point in the plane. Since the space 
becomes doubly connected in the presence of the 
singularity, the configuration of the string extending 
from r' to r" without encircling the singular point is 
homotopic ally inequivalent to that in which the string 
encircles the singular point. The topologically different 
configurations can be classified by the number of turns 
around the Singularity. Let the singular point be our 
coordinate origin and let tl (0 ~ e ~ 21T) be the angle 
cos-l(r' • r"). Then we have 

f: e ds = tl + 2rrn, (2.7) 

where n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, •. , ,n indicating the number of turns 
(n turns counterclockwise if n ~ 0 and n + 1 turns clock
wise if n'; - 1) around the singular point. The configura
tion with no entanglement corresponds to n = 0 or n = - 1. 

Now we incorporate into the probability function (2.3) 
the constraint 

feds = cp (2.8) 

by writing theprobability function as ( 

P~(r" ,r';a)=Afo(cp - f eds)exP[-fJo cr r2 dsJDr. 
o (2.9) 

The constraint (2. 8) selects a set of topologically 
equivalent configurations. Apparently the constrained 
probability function (2.9) satisfies the condition 

P(r" ,r' ;a) = 1.: P ~ dcp. (2.10) 

Using the relation, 

211 0(X)= f_: exp(iAx) dA, 

valid for any real number x, we express Peas 

P ~ (r" ,r' ;a) = (211)"1 [~PA (r" , r' ;a) exp(iAcp) d>.. 

with a path integral. 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

PA(r" ,r';a) =A f exp [-7icr

(r 2 + iAZe)ds]Dr. (2.13) 

Thus, we are led to evaluate the path integral (2.13). 

In comparison with the Feynman path integral,7 the 
path integral (2.13) is seen to carry an effective 
Lagrangian of the form, 

L=ir-U(r,r), (2.14) 

with an effective scalar potential, 

U(r,r)=-iiAle, (2,15) 

Edwards3 has written (2.14) in an alternative way, 

L = iP + h(Al/ g)A· r, (2.16) 

with an effective vector potential, 

A= ig( yi - xj)/(x2 + y2), (2.17) 

where g is a magnetic charge. The latter form is very 
similar in structure to the Lagrangian for a charged 
particle of a unit mass /.l = 1 in a magnetic potential. 
By analogy with the Schrodinger equation for a charged 
particle, one finds a differential equation for 
P>.(r,r';a) of (2.13) to obey 

[a! -~ (v -i 2~Ar] P>.(r,r';s -s'):=: o(r - r')o(s - s'). 

(2.18) 
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Solving this equation in polar coordinates, Edwards 3 

has obtained the constrained probability p~ of (2.12). 
In the next section, we evaluate the path integral (2. 13) 
directly without resort to the differential equation 
(2.18). 

3. EVALUATION OF THE CONSTRAINED PATH 
INTEGRAL 

To evaluate the path integral (2.13), we first write it 
in the standard time-division form, 7 

P>. (r", r';a) = limANfexp [-l~t_ S(r" riO) q: dr" (3.1) 
N_M '-I J , 

where r,=r(s,), ro=r', rN=r", sl -s,_I:=a/N and AN 
is the normalization factor in the Nth approximation. 
The effective Lagrangian (2.14) may be used to define 
the action S in (3.1). However, in order to make the 
problem slightly more general, we modify the effective 
potential (2.15) in (2.14) as 

U(r,r):=: - iiAZe + V(r) (3.2) 

by allowing the influence of a central force from the 
singular point at the origin on each small segment of 
the string. Then we attempt to carry out the integra
tions in (3.1) in polar coordinates. 

The partial action in a small interval tls J = S, -S ,-I 
= E is approximated by 

S(r" r,_I) = i(tlr,)2 /f - EU(tl8/ E, r), 

where tlr,:= r, - r,_l and tle, = B, - 8,-1' In polar 
coordinates, 

S(r j , rj_t> = i(11 + r~_l)/E - (rjr,_t!E) cos(e j - e i-I) 

+ ii>J(8, - e,_l) - ~V(r), 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

where (3.2) is explicitly used. In order to take account 
of contributions up to first order in f., we utilize the 
following approximation formulas for small E. 

(3.5) 

and 

exp(~ cose~"'(-2E )1/2 texp(ime +~ - t(m2 - t~). 
E 'l rru m=-" E U (3.6) 

The last expression follows from the expansion formula, 

ex/~ cose\ = t exp(ime) I (~) , \E ') 111=-- m € 
(3.7) 

and the asymptotic form of the modified Bessel function 
for small £, 8 

Im(~) "'(2;U) 1/2 exp(~ - i(m2 
- t)~ + O(E2»). (3.8) 

which is valid for larg(u/d 1< rr/2, The exponential of 
(3.4) can be computed as 

exp (- rS(r" r / _l ») 
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Use of (3.8) in this result enables us to put the il,tegrand 
of (3.0 in the form 

(3.9) 

where 

(3.10) 

After interchanging the multiplications and summations 
on the right-hand side of (3.9), we substitute the result 
into (3. 1) to obtain 

P).(r",r';a)=limAN 6 In[exP(imMj) 
N .. .a mlm2-oomN ):::1 J 

N-1 
XRmj').(Yj,rj-l)]jr:1 (rjdrjde). (3.11) 

The angular integrations in (3.11) can easily be 
performed if the following orthogonality relation is 
employed, 

(3.12) 

Namely we get for the angular integrations 

N N~l N-1 

J II exp[imjM.] n dej = (2rr)N-1 n 0 exp[irnN(e" - e')]. 
j=1 1 j=l 1=1 mNmj 

(3.13) 

Consequently the probability function (3.11) takes on the 
form 

P).(r",r';a)= t exp[im(8" -8')]Qm+).(r",r';a) (3.14) 
m=-ec 

with the radial probability function, 

N N-l 
Q). (r", r';ak lim(2rr)N-1A NJ n R).(Y., r j _1) [I (rlr j ). (3.15) 

N~- j=1 1 j=1 

which remains to be evaluated, contingent on specifica
tion of the interaction potential V(r). 

Now we turn ourselves to the constrained probability 
function P ~ of (2.9) which is given, upon substitution of 
(3.14), by 

P -~ 
~ - 2rr 

~ ~ 

6 exp[im(8" - 8') + i>.cp ]Qm+).dA. 
.. .a m=-.e 

(3.16) 

Changing the variable A to X - m yields 

1 'OC" P~=2rr rocm?-,~exp[irn(8"-8'-CP)+iACP]Q).dA. (3.17) 

Use of the identity, 

t exp(imB)=2rr t 0(8 + 211n), (3.18) 
m=-.. "=--0 

further reduces (3. 17) to the form 
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P ~(r", r';a) =60(e" - B' - cp + 2rrn) 
n 

xJ'~ exp(iXcp)Q (1''' r'·a)dx. .. ., A' , (3.19) 

The delta function in this expression selects out the 
probability function for a particular set of topologically 
equivalent configurations of the string with cp = 8" - 8' 
+ 2rrn; namely, 

Pn(1''' , 8" ;r', 8';a) = r: exp[iX(8" - 8' + 2rrn)] 

(3.20) 

The probability that the string can take any configuration 
is given by 

P(r" Y"a)=J~ P dcp=6P (3.21) 
" -oe 4J n n 

which is written, with the aid of the Poisson formula, 
as 

~ 

P(r" ,r';a) = 6 exp[im(e'l - 8')]Qm(Y" ,r';a). (3.22) 
m=".c 

4. APPLICATIONS 
A. Entangled polymers without interactions 

The result obtained in the previous section is of 
course immediately applicable to the Edwards model 
for the entanglement of polymer molecules in which 
no interactions between molecule chains are assumed. 
We identify the string with a flexible long molecule 
chain, and interprete the constant I as the size of each 
segmental molecule. The effective Lagrangian is 

1 (0 2 2
0

2) 1. 0 L=2 r +r 8 +2zAl8, (4.0 

and the radial function (3.10) for this system is 

R). (Yj , r j _1) = exp[ - (r; + r;_l)/lf ]il).1 (2rj rj-/IE) , (4.2) 

with which we calculate the path integral, 

Q). (r" ,r') = lim(2rr )N-1AN exp[ - (r,2 + r"2)/lE] 
N~~ 

X J exp[ - 2(ri + r~ + 0 • 0 . + r~_l)/IE 
N~I 

xi).(2ror/lE)·· ·i).(2rN~lrN/lf;) III (rjdrJL (4.3) 

In a previous paper, 5 the following has been derived, 

N~I N~l 

J
O

M 

exp( iCY. j~r;)j1iv(- i{3rJ~lrJ) HI (rJdrJ) 

N~I N~l 

= n (i/2CY.) exp{ - i[r~J~ ({3~/4CY. J) + r;"tN G' N]} 

xiv(-i{3NrOrN), (4.4) 

valid for Re(v) > - 1 and Re(G') > O. Here G'J and f3 J 
are coefficients to be determined by solving the 
algebraic equations: 

G'I=G', G'J+l=QI_{33/(4Q1J)' for j;;, 1, (4.5a) 

J 
i3I ={3, f3J+1=f3n(j3/21)1~), forj;;,l. (504b) 

~=I 

The multi-integral formula (404) enables us to write 
(4.3) as 

Q). (r", r';a) = lim(2rr)N~IANaN exp(ij Nr~ + ig Nrt) 
N~~ 

(4.6) 
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where 

N-l 

iN = t{3 -l;{ Ul~/ 4a j)' 

gN = t{3 - {32/(4a N l. 

For a = (3, (4.7a) and (4. 7b) yield, respectively, 

a j = taU + l)/j, 

(3j = ali. 
Accordingly, with a = 2i/(ld we find for (4.8) 

aN = 2(le/2)N(la)"1, 

iN = i(Za)"1, 

gN=i(Za)"1 o 

Thus we arrive at a simple expression, 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

(4.7c) 

(4.8a) 

(4.8b) 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

(4.9c) 

QX(1'", 1";a)= (rrla)"1 exp[ - (1',2 + 1'1l2)/la]I).(21"1'1l /la),(4.10) 

where we have used the normalization factor AN 
= (rrl€)"N 0 Substitution into (3,20) yields 

Pn(1'", Ii"; 1", 8';a} = (rr[a}-l exp[ - (1',2 + y II2)/la] 

x f exp[i:\(8" - Ii' + 2rrn)] 
-~ 

(4.11) 

which is identical with the result Edwards3 obtained 
from the differential equation (2.18). The total pro
bability function calculated by using (3.7) and (4.10) 
in (3.22) is 

P(r" ,r' ;a) = (lTla)"l exp[ - (r" - r,)2/l a], 

which coincides with (2.2) as expected. 

B. Entangled polymers with interactions 

(4.12) 

To be more realistic with the polymer model, we 
would have to consider an interaction between two 
molecule chains entangled with each other. Such an 
interaction must include both long range attraction and 
short range repulsion. A reasonable choice for the 
potential is 

V(1') = a1'2 + b/1'2, (4.13) 

where a and b are positive constants, Since the radial 
function (3.10) is expressible with the help of (3.8) as 

R).(1'j,1'
j

_1) = /4~)1/2 exp [_ (YJ _1'j_1)2 _ (:\2 - t) 
~ 7T1',Y,_l lE 

X_l_E _ + 2€ V(1',)] , (4.14) 
41',1'

j
_1 l 

the radial path integral (3,15) can be put in the form 

Q).(1'",1";a)= (rrl)"ljexp {-f f ~P 
-8~2(:\2_i)-V(1'~dS}f)1' (4.15) 

or more explicitly, 
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Q).(1'
1I 

,1" ;a)= (rrn-1jexp{-i-fGr2 

- ~~ (V2 - ~) - a1'
2] dS}D1' (4.16) 

with v= (:\2+8b/l 2)'/2. In an earlier paper,' the follow
ing formula has been derived,9 

jexp*f[~ My2 - 2MI1'2 (V
2 

- i) -~ MW
2
y

2
]dt}01' 

= _ i(1"1'Il)l /2 MW CSc(WT) exp[ t (iMw/II)(1',2 + 1'"2) 

xcot(wT)]IJ - i(jlW1"1''' III} CSC(WT}], (4.17) 

for Re(v) > -1. Replacing iM - - 2/l, M -1, and w 2 - 2a 
in this formula gives us the correct form of the right
hand side of (4.16), Inserting this result in (3.20), we 
get10 

Pn(1''', 8",1", 8';a) = J: (rrZ}-l!2a csc(V2aa) 

x exp[ - (12O/Z)(r,2 + 1'''2) cot(v2aa)] 

xlv ().J2(\l2a Illr'y ll csc(Y2a a)] 

Xexp[iAW' - 8' + 2rrn)] dA, (4.18) 

where v(AI) = (A 2 + 8b/[2)1/2. 

For the case of the harmonic potential V(1') = ar2, we 
put b=O in (4.18) to get 

P n = 1.: (rrZ)-l-!2r1 csc(v'2aa) exp[ - (.f2a/l)(1',2 + 1'1I2) 

xcot(V2aa}]IJ2(fia/l)Y'1'1l csc(ffa a}] 

x exp[iA(8" - Ii' + 2rrn} ]dA. (4.19) 

For the case of the inverse-square potential V(1') = b/1'2, 
we set {/ = 0 to obtain 

P n = J_: (rrla)"1 exp[ - (1"2 + y"2)/(Za)]I
V
(;\J2r'r" /la] 

Xexp[iA(8" - Ii' + 2rrn)]dA. (4.20) 

The statistical properties of entangled polymers 
described by (4.18) and subsequent specialized cases 
will be discussed elsewhere. 

c. The Aharonov-Bohm effect, flux and charge 
quantizations 

Edwards3 has exploited, in reducing the constrained 
path integral (2.13) to a different equation, the important 
fact that the constraint introduced in (2,13) behaves 
like a vector potential A of (2017). An additional 
interesting fact is that the magnetic field counterpart 
of the potential vanishes, 

(4.21) 

If the singularity at the origin is taken as representing 
magnetic flux passing through the singular point and 
if the string is interpreted as the path of an electron, 
then we have a complete setup for the measurement 
of the Aharonov-Bohm effect. 6 

By including the reduced mass M explicitly in both 
terms of (2016) instead of setting M=1, and by making 
the replacements, l - 2 ilI/ Jl, A - 2eg / elI, s - t, and 
a- T, we get 
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By the same replacements, we obtain from (4.10) 

Qx (r" ,r'; T) == (/l/21TinT) exp[ _(r,2 + r"2) /l/2i1fT] 

x 6(A - 2eg/ne )lx (- ir'r" /l/nT). (4.23) 

Thus we can write down the constrained propagator of 
the electron directly from (3.19) and (3.20) as 

K~ (r" ,r';T) ==6'1(8" - 8' - cp + 21Tn)Kn(r" ,8" ;r', O';T), 
n (4.24) 

where 

Kn(r" , 8" jr' ,0'; T) == (/l/21TinT) exp[i(r,2 + r"2) /l/2nT] 

x exp[2ieg(O" - 8' + 21Tn)ne] 

x1(2tl /h el[ - ir'r"/l/nT]o (4.25) 

The nonvanishing phase difference between the pro
pagators for two different values of n, say, n"" 0 and 
n"" -1, 

KoIK_I == exp(41Tieg/nc) , (4.26) 

suggests an observable effect of the vector potential 
A for which B == 0 though. 

Furthermore we notice that for r" = r' , 

cp ==;j)e ds == (e/nc)j) A • dr (4.27) 

describe the magnetic flux passing through the origin, 
measured in units of ne/ e. The delta function in (4.24) 
indicates that the flux must be quantized asH 

Ji A • dr = 21TnlfC / e (n = integer). (4.28) 

The full propagator evaluated from (3.22) with (4.25) 
takes on the form 

K(r" , 8" ;r', 8'; T) = (/l/21TinT) exp[ - (r,2 + r" 2) /l/2inT] 

x t 6(m - 2eg/nc)lm( - ir'r" /lInT) 
m=-oIIO 

xexp[im(e" - 8')]. (4.29) 

It is remarkable that the delta function in (4.29) implies 
nothing but the charge quantization, 12 

eg = tmnc (m = integer). (4.30) 

A detailed account of this subject will be given in a 
forthcoming paper. 

D. Spinning top 

The final example is a top spinning about its symmetry 
axis, for which the effective Lagrangian is given by 

1 (l2 0 

L = 218 - >.Ji8 , (4.31) 

where 1= r 2 /l is a constant. Imposing the radial con
straint exp[-iEV(r,)/n]=6(r-r,), we write the radial 
function (3,10) as 

Rx(r" r J- I ) = 6(r - r J ) exp[i/l(~ + r J_1
2)/2nE] 

(4.32) 

The path integral (3.15) for the radial propagator can 
be evaluated with the aid of the asymptotic formula 
(3.8) as 
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Qx(r;T)=lim(21T)N-IA
N 
r n {6(r -r

J
) (2 inE )1/2 

N-~ J 1=1 1Tr
J
r

J
_I 

xexp[i(rj ;n:J - I )2 -~ (A2 -!)} nl(r dr) 
2r

J
r

J
_

I 
4 J=I J J 

= (41T 2I)-1/2 exp( - i"A21fT/2I) , (4.33) 

where we have chosen the normalization factors 

AN = [21Tilfe exp( - ilfE! 41) ]-N /2. 

Substituting (4.33) into (3.19) and integrating over A, 
we arrive at the constrained propagator, 

K~ (8" ,8';T) =6 6(8" - 8' - cp + 21Tn)Kn(0" ,O';T), (4.34) 

with the prOjected propagator 

Kn(8" ,fj' ;T) = (21TilfT)-1/2 exp[i1(O" - 8' + 21Tn)2/2nT]. 
(4.35) 

The total propagator is also readily obtained by inte
grating (4.34) over cp as 

K(8" , e'; T) = (21TilfT)"1/ 26 exp[i1(0" - 8' + 21Tn)2/2/fT]. 
n (4.36) 

Using the theta function, 13 

!)3{Z' t}= 2: exp(2miz +im21Tt) (4.37) 
m=-.c 

and its transformation formula, 

,')3{z,t}=(-it)"1/2 exp(-iz2hrt),'l3{Z/t, -l/t}, (4.38) 

we can also put (4.36) in the form 

K(O", 8';T)= (i/21TnT)1/2 exp[i1(8" - 8')2/2l1T] 

X,'J 3{1T1(0" - B')/nT, 21T1/nT}, 

or, in the standard form, 

K(e", 8';T) = (21T)"! t exp(inm2T/2I) 
m=-.o 

Xexp[ - im(O" - 8 1
)]. 

(4.39) 

(4.40) 

It may be instructive to point out that Kn in (4.40) is not 
the proj ected angular momentum propagator. The 
integral number m appearing in (4.40) is to be under
stood as the eigenvalue of the angular momentum M. 

If we are interested in the projected angular 
momentum propagator, then we should insert 6 (M - All) 
into (4.33), identifying the running parameter)" with the 
angular momentum M divided by n, as 

Qx (r; T) = (21T )"16(M - All) exp(- iA2nT/2I). (4.41) 

From this and (3.22) readily follows the propagator for 
a fixed momentum, 

~ 

Km(8", 81 ;T) = (21f)-1 6 (M - mti) exp(im2n T/21) 
m;::".o 

Xexp[im(B" - 8')], (4.42) 

which coincides with the one that has been considered 
by Callen and Gross.2 The total propagator (4.40) can 
be recovered by integrating (4.42) over M, i. e., by 

(4.43) 

5. DISCUSSIONS 

In an effort to provide a general computational tech
nique of the path integral with a periodic constraint of 
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the U(1) type, we have evaluated the path integral for 
the string entangled around a singular point in two 
dimensions, and applied the results to such variegated 
examples as the polymer problems, the Aharonov
Bohm effect and the spinning top. 

In application to the entangled polymers, we have 
succeeded in reproducing the result reached by Edwards3 

via the differential equation (2,18). Since our problem 
has been set up so as to be formally applicable to any 
central force potential, the evaluation of the probability 
junction of entangled polymers under the influence of the 
potential V = aY- + b/r2 is a straightforward, if not 
trivial, matter. Our considerations on polymers have 
been limited to the two-dimensional cases, but the ex
tension to three dimensions is not too difficult. This and 
other related problems will be discussed elsewhere. 

The path integral calculations on the Cartesian basis 
are severely restricted to the Gaussian class. The 
harmonic oscillator with V(r)=ar2 is a typical soluble 
examplec The use of polar coordinates has made it 
possible to treat the potential V(r) = ar2 + b/r2 within 
the path integral framework, 5 Our calculations in the 
present paper show that the path integral can be per
formed for a s:ystem with a effective potential U(r, r) 
= ar2 + b/ r2 + c9, and indicate that the use of polar 
coordinates is rather comprehensive in evaluating path 
integralsc 

In general, it is not easy to handle a charge particle 
in a magnetic field B by the path integral method. For 
a uniform field, the path integral has been computed,5,11 
Since the periodic constraint behaves like a magnetic 
vector potential A, we have another soluble example 
with a vector potential. In this case, the potential is 
rotationless, so that the magnetic field counterpart B 
exists nowhere in the two-dimensional space but the 
singular point, We have exploited this particular situa
tion for considering the Aharonov-Bohm effect. It is 
interesting that the flux quantization is built in the 
present path integral formulation. The flux quantization 
and the encircling of the electron path about a singular 
point in the multiply-connected space appear to be 
mutually related. It is also surprising that the formula
tion is consistent only if Dirac's condition for the charge 
quantization is satisfied. Here we have adopted the 
Aharonov-Bohm effect as a possible application of the 
constrained path integral, and put our emphasis on the 
computational aspect. The path integral formulation of 
the Aharonov-Bohm effect and its related problems 
would deserve further investigations. They would serve 
as means to study some questions of fundamental nature 
in quantization, 

In dealing with a top rotating about its symmetry axis, 
we have demonstrated how the angular momentum pro-
j ection can be introduced in the propagator. The number 
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of entanglements corresponds to the number of rotations 
but cannot be understood as the angular quantum number. 
The entanglement number and the angular quantum num
ber are in a sense complementary to each other, In our 
treatment of the Aharonov-Bohm effect, we have used 
the B-field concentrated at a point. This special distri
bution of the B-field may seem unrealistic but does not 
harm the generality of the argument. If we wish, we may 
replace at the price of simpliCity the singular point by 
a finite circular extension in which B = O. For instance, 
the analysis applied to the spinning top can immediately 
be converted to the one appropriate for this purpose. 
The angular momentum quantization gives rise to the 
charge quantization, while the number of rotations 
corresponds to the quantized flux number. 
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By considering space-times whose metric is given by a perturbation expansion away from a background 
which admits a Killing vector, conservation equations, based on the energy-momentum tensor, are 
derived to first and second orders in the perturbation expansion. To the first order, equations are derived 
independently of the Einstein field equations, and describe secular changes in the energy-momentum 
distribution of the matter fields. To the second order, a gravitational energy-momentum contribution 
arises from the conservation equations which may be constructed from the symplectic inner product on the 
solution space of the linearized Einstein field equations. Considering a similar scheme based on the 
Bel-Robinson tensor, it is shown that whilst first order conservation equations can be formulated, the 
lack of a symplectic form for the perturbed Bel-Robinson tensor implies the nonexistence of second order 
conservation equations, except when the background is flat. The results are applied to perturbations of a 
stationary black hole, and simple expressions are found for the mass and angular momentum fluxes, 
through the event horizon, due to a gravitational perturbation. By considering a monochromatic wave, it 
is seen that the conservation of the gravitational symplectic form reduces, in suitable coordinates, to the 
Wronskian condition of Teukolsky and Press. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Conservation laws play an important role in both clas
sical and quantum physics, enabling one, for example, 
to investigate problems of interacting systems where a 
detailed knowledge of the interaction is either unknown., 
or is too complicated to have any practical value. 

In Newtonian physics, the most important conserved 
properties of an isolated system are its mass, linear 
momentum, angular momentum, and energy. The first 
three of these quantities are multipole moments of the 
system. The latter, however, arises as a useful con
cept, purely because it satisfies a conservation equation. 

The kinetic energy of a system is related to its ability 
to do work under the influence of some force. However, 
in order that energy be a conserved quantity, it must be 
generalized from merely being kinetic; in the case 
where the force derives from a potential, this is not 
difficult. 

This process of generalization is central to this paper, 
where we shall examine conservation equations in gen
eral relativity. 

Consider a space-time (loll ,gab) which admits a Killing 
vector ka , and whose matter fields are described by the 
symmetric energy-momentum tensor, Tab, which by 
virtue of Einstein's equation satisfies the divergence
free condition 

(1.1) 

Using (1.1) and Killing's equation, then we have the well 
known integrable equation 

(1.2) 

describing the conservation of the energy-momentum 
content of the matter fields, relative to the Killing vec
tor. 

a)Present address: Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory 
Meteorological Office, Bracknell, Berkshire, England. 

b) Address for reprint requests. 

When space- time does not admit a group of motions, 
then the process of generalization must include a con
tribution to the total energy-momentum content of the 
gravitational field itself. In the full nonlinear theory of 
general relativity, this process has proved difficult to 
formulate, and has led many investigators to reject the 
energy-momentum concept for a generic space- time. 
However, in a recent paper, 1 the author has shown that 
in fact these difficulties can be overcome, and meaning
ful equations for the conservation of the total energy
momentum content of a finite spacelike Euclidean 3-
volume in an arbitrary space- time, can be given. 

In this paper we consider a restrictive class of space 
- times, in order to investigate this process of gener
alization. Consider a perturbation of the nonempty space 
- time which admits a Killing vector ka • The question 
we ask is whether the divergence-free condition (1.1) 
can be expressed as an integrable conservation equation, 
and if so, under what circumstances can one educe from 
it, for each order in the perturbation expansion, an 
expression for the gravitational radiation flux through an 
arbitrary hypersurface, and when will this flux be gauge 
invariant? 

We shall see that to second order in the perturbation, 
this flux will naturally emerge in terms of the symplect
ic form on the solution space of the linearized Einstein 
equations. For this reason, in Sec. 2) we review some 
salient features on the existence and conservation of the 
symplectic form for second-order linear differential 
operators. 

In Sec. 3 we set up a perturbation scheme, and con
sider first-and second-order perturbations of (1.1» 
showing in particular how the symplectic form naturally 
arises. 

As an example where conservation equations cannot be 
formulated (due to the nonexistence of a symplectic 
form) we consider in Sec. 4, a similar scheme for the 
Bel- Robinson tensor2

•
3 T abcd ' which in vacuum satisfies 

in an analogous fashion to (1.1) the restriction 
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Va Ta&cd = O. (1.3) 

In Sec. 5 we apply the results of Sec. 3 to perturba
tions of a stationary black hole space- time, obtaining 
simple gauge invariant expressions for the energy-mo
mentum flux density through the event horizon due to a 
purely gravitational perturbation, obtaining the results 
of Hawking and Hartle4 as a special case. We also show 
that the conservation of the covariant gravitational sym
plectic form reduces in suitable coordinates to the 
Wronskian condition of Teukolsky and Press. 5 

Some concluding remarks are made in Sec. 6. 

Throughout this paper we shall employ the Battelle 
sign and index conventions of Penrose. 6 

This work is based on part of the author's doctoral 
thesis at the University of Oxford. 7 Many details may be 
found therein. 

2. THE SYMPLECTIC FORM 

It is usual to obtain the energy-momentum tensor of a 
matter field by varying the action of the matter 
Lagrangian with respect to the metric tensor. In this 
section we shall discuss an alternative though equivalent 
method for constructing the energy-momentum of a 
linear field whose field equations are determined by a 
symmetric differential operator. 

This technique for constructing an energy-momentum 
nux has been used by Ashtekhar and Magnon8 in the con
text of quantization of classical matter fieldS in curved 
space- time, and by Friedman and Schutz9 in the con
text of Lagranian perturbation theory of stationary 
fluids. 

As mentioned in the introduction, our motivation for 
discussing it here is that it will emerges as a natural 
candidate for describing the energy-momentum of gravi
tational fluxes on curved space- time backgrounds, a 
regime where there is no immediate divergence-free 
energy- momentum tensor. 

Let us start by considering a field ¢/, where I is a 
multiple index. (For example, if q/ is a tensor field of 
valence r, then III = r.) Suppose I satisfies the field 
equation 

(2.0 

(indices are raised and lowered with rf~ and gu) where 
[)IJ is a second-order linear differential operator. 
Explicitly we may put 

[)lJ = AlJabv a Vb + BIJa 'i1a + ClJ. (2.2) 

To examine the conditions under which[)IJ is sym
metric, we introduce the inner product 

(<T>I'<¥I)M =J~<T>I-.Jtldv (2.3) 

on the space- time (M ,gab)' where <T>I, -.Jt I are elements 
of the inner product space of tensor fields of valence 
III with compact support. 

Using (2.2) and (2.3), and Stokes' theorem, the con
dition that[)lJ be symmetric on this domain, i.e., that 

(2.4) 
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imposes the restrictions 

AIJab=AJ/b, 

Bu" = 2V bAlJab - BJI"' 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

ClJ =CJI - 'i1aBJIa +'i1a'i1bAlJab, (2.7) 

where, without loss generality, we may also impose the 
condition 

(2.8) 

since the term 

V1b 'i1aJ <T>I (2.9) 

is expressable in terms of <T>I and the Riemann tensor, 
and thus may be absorbed into CI J <T> J' 

Therefore, considering two solutions cp I and If!l of 
(2. 1), with symmetric.o lJ' we have for some compact 
4-volume v (with boundary ov) 

0= J (cpI[) / If! ~ -1jI [) / cp ~ )dv 
v 

= Iav{cpIAlJabV41f!~ -If!IAI/bVccpJ 

+ cpl (BlJa - B Ji ")-.JtJ}dL;a' 

Hence the sympletic form 

n(cpI,Ij!l)=J (epiAIJabVblf!J r; 
-Ij!lAlJ

ab 'i1bcpJ + 2cpIB 1IJlalj/)dL;a 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

is independent of the choice of Cauchy surface, assum
ing space- time to be globally hyperbolic, and that the 
boundary conditions on cpl and Ij!l are sufficient to ensure 
that the surface integral at spacial infinity vanishes. 
This latter condition means physically that the energy
momentum of the field is finite on ~. 

Now if the background space- time admits an isotropy 
group, so there exists a Killing vector field ka, then the 
Lie derivative, 1:. k' with respect to ka , will commute 
with[)lJ so that if cpI is a solution of (2.1), then so is 
-Lkcpl. The quantity 1n(cpI,LkCPI) is our candidate for the 
energy- momentum along ka , of the field <fl. 

As a simple example, a massive scalar field, cp, sat
isfies 

The operator is symmetric with 

A1Jab =ffb, 

BIJa=o, 

C1J =m2 • 

The symplectic form is given by 

n··O(cp,t.kcp) = Ir; (CPvt;f:,kCP -J:.kCPvacp)dLa· 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

Using Stokes' theorem, and employing suitable boundary 
conditions, one may readily show that 

n··O(-+- t. CP)=2J Ta ~dL (2.17) 
'f" k r; b a' 

where Tab is the energy-momentum tensor for cp, given 
by 

(2.18) 
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3. CONSERVATION EQUATIONS BASED ON THE 
ENERGY-MOMENTUM TENSOR 

Consider an arbitrary vector field ka defined on an 
arbitrary 4-volume v, compact with boundary, in space 
- time. From (1.1) we have the identity 

(3.1) 

Using the notation that for a derivationO, and arbi
trary valence tensor fields AI, BJ , 

N!JBJ = Nf)BJ -BJf)N (3.2) 

then the right-hand side of (3.1) may be written in the 
form 

_ 1 T 1:. <rab = _ 11:. T + 19abF T 
2 ab k"'" 4 k 4 k ab • 

Defining the quantity E(av) by 

E(dl')= IavTabkb~a' 

then using Stokes' theorem and (3.1) we have 

E(ov)= -~JTab-L~gabdv 
v 

or from (3.3) 

E(ar) = Hv(gabI;Tab -~J)dv. 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Let us now introduce a perturbation expansion. For 
any quantity Q defined on some space- time (M ,gab)' we 
assume the expansion, for some suitable E, 

(3.7) 

about the background space- time (M, gab)' For a geo
metric interpretation of this expansion see Ref. 10. In 
particular, the metric tensor, and the energy-momen
tum tensor are expanded as 

(3.8) 

and 

j' =T +ET +E2T +"'. 
ab ab 1 ab 2 ab 

(3.9) 

The vector field ka is also given by 

fI'=ka +Ek"+E2k"+oOO. 
1 2 

(3.10) 

We shall assume in the following that ka is a Killing 
vector field of the background metric. The vectors 1a , 

ka, 00 0 shall be completely undefined. 
2 

By expanding the identity 
~ A d A A 

gab = gC gcagdb (3.11) 

and equating coefficients of each power in E, the expan
sion of the inverse metric to (3.8) may be found. The 
result is 

(3,12) 

where the indices on hab and jau have been raised with the 
background metric. 

Let us now return to (3.5). Using (3.8),(3.9),(3.10), 
and (3.12) we have, retaining terms to O(E), 

E(av) = f' (Ta + lTa h)kb ~ 
1 • av 1 b 2 b a 

(3.13) 

where h = habgab . In deriving (3.13) we have used firstly 
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the fact that ka generates a group of motions in the back
ground space- time, and secondly that the terms con
taining the undefined vector field 1a canceL Indeed, it 
is clear that this cancellation will occur to all orders in 
the perturbation expansion, so that (3.10) may be re
placed by 

(3.14) 

NotiCing that Tab is dragged along ka, then from (3.13) 
we have the O(e) conservation law 

E(ov) + p(ov) = 0, 
1 1 

where 

E(ov) = J Tbkanb d
3x 

1 3v 1 a 

and 

f(av)= - ~Iav Tabhabkcnc~x, 

where we use the tensor density 

Tab =v::-jTab 

and the unit normal, na' to avo 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

For a globally hyperbolic space- time and vector 
field olav transversal to one of its Cauchy surfaces Z:, 

(3.15) may be expressed as 

d
d (E(Z:) +P(Z:»=O. 
11 1 1 

(3.19) 

This conservation equation describes secular changes 
in the energy-momentum distribution of the matter 
fields. Outside the support of the energy-momentum 
tensor, the integrands of E and P are identically zero. 
Clearly to O(E) no energy-momentum is carried away 
from the matter fields by gravitational radiation. 

To consider these radiative effects, we must retain 
terms to O(E2). However, before doing so it should be 
noted that although the integrands of E and P are not in 
general gauge invariant, an application of the Einstein 
- Klein theoremll will show that the sum (E + p) is. 

Now, from (3,6) we may put 

£(ov) =HAdv 
v 

where, using (3.14) 

A =gab-L/i'ab -.-t/r. 
Hence, using (3.12) 

A=O, 

and 

A = 2Lk(habTalJ)' 
1 

Now, using the first order field equations 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

l!-ab - ~gabIf - ~habR = - Kfab' (3.25) 

where K = 87TG/ c2 is the Einstein gravitational constant, 
then a little manipulation gives 
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(3.26) 

Furthermore since 

E(av) =H (4+~hA)dv (3.27) 
2 v 2 1 

then (3.23), (3.24), (3.26) and another small amount of 
manipulation gives 

E(ov) = H -tkQ av + (1/ 4K) J (h"b - ~hgab) 1:.kRab dv, (3.28) 
2 v v 1 

where 

Q = (2J·ab _ 2hach b + .!.hh"b)T + habT 
c 2 ab 1 ab . (3.29 ) 

Notice that the first integrand on the right-hand side of 
(3.28) is already in the form of a pure divergence. 

Concentrate on the second integral on the right-hand 
side of (3.28). Using the well known result (see for ex
ample Ref. 12) 

where 

together with the identity 

V/" akbd = V (a Va)kb d + ~Raabck/ + ~Rdakbd, 

then, in the notation of Sec. 2 we may put 

Rab =/J abCdketl' 
1 

where 

and 

f) cd =A cd(ef)V V + B cdev + C ef ab ab e f ab e ab' 

- O(a cob/egf)d, 

Babcae=o, 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

From (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7), the conditions for the 
symmetry off) a/a are satisfied. As a consequence 

(kab,f) abCd.f:.kkcd)V - (f)Ctlabkab ,1:.kkcd)V 

may be expressed as an integral on av. 

(3.38) 

From (3.28) and (2.10) we have the explicit 0(E2) con-
servation law 

- h T Vd h + hdb 7;. 'V bh + h "4 'V bkdb} d'Ea· 

(3.39) 

Outside the support of the energy- momentum tensor 
E(av)=Q=o. Only the second integral on the right-hand 
Jide of (3.39) is nonzero. This is our candidate for 
gravitational energy- momentum. Considerable light 
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may be shed on this somewhat unwieldy expression by 
imposing a gauge condition. One suitable choice would 
be the de Donder gauge, Vakab = O. In terms of the nor
mal, na' to av, another convenient choice of gauge is 

habna = 0 (3.40) 

and it is this one we shall employ in this paper. 

We may use the freedom in the choice of the normal 
na to av in the perturbed space- time to set 

(3.41) 

so that the undefined covector 1a is set equal to zero and 
also 

na = _ habn + gabnb = O. 
1 b 1 

(3.42) 

Now consider the symmetric tensor 

Kab = -t rlIab' (3.43) 

where we extend na onto an open neighborhood of av. 
Using (3.42) we have 

!["b =na(Vahab - 2V(ahb)a)' 

Also, using (3.40) 

K=_habK +gabK 
1 a b lab 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

If ka is transversal to av, we may define the extension 
of na by 

(3.46) 

If ka lies in av, our results will be extension indepen
dent. 

Defining the tensor density 

1rab = (Kab -Kgab)q 

then from (3.43), (3.44), and (3.45) 

hab .J,- 11' ={hab '";£ (V4h - 2V h (1) '4 lab k ab a b 

- h 7,. v4h + h -tk Vbhbt}..r:::g nd· 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

Comparing (3.48) with (3.39), then in the gauge given 
by (3.40), the 0(£2) conservation equation becomes 

E(av)=H Qk<f~d+81 J hab.f:.klfaLd3X. 
2 av K av 1 v 

(3.49) 

In terms of a Cauchy surface ~, suitable boundary 
conditions to ensure that the total energy- momentum 
content on ~ is finite, and a vector field a/av, trans
versal to ~, then (3.49) may be written as 

d~ [f(av) - Hr; Qk4 ~d - 8
1
K Jr;habL~abtfx ] =0. (3.50) 

Again, using the Einstein- Klein theorem, the ex
pression in square brackets may be seen to be gauge 
invariant. 

If, to 0(E2
) , space- time is vacuum, then the quantity 

(3.51) 

is independent of the choice, ~, of Cauchy surface. 
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Here, nS=2 is the spin-2 symplectic form. In terms of 
two solutions ~ab and hab of the linearized Einstein equa
tions, it may be defited by 

n,=2 (h h) = ~ r (n hab - habn )d3x 
lb' Bab 4K' C lab B A lab 

(3.52) 
A B 

We have already seen that for a scalar field 
s:::O 

ns=O(,f, 1- cb)=2/' Ta !I'd" 
'-V 'L- k ' . r: b .LJ a (3,53) 

defines a conserved energy- momentum tensor, Simi
larly, putting 

.!=2 

nS=2(h {II ) = 2 r Ta kb dY (3,54) 
l!l1o' k ab 'L b ~a 

defines a conserved energy-momentum tensor for the 
linearized gravitational field on a curved vacuum space 
- time. 

Treating h"a, the proj ection of hab onto L:, as general
ized coordinates on the space of solutions to the linear
ized Einstein equations, th en the canonical momenta are 
given by r "8,11 Introducing the Hamiltonian density, 
H (k) on ~, relative to the Killing vector k a , we have 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 

Substituting (3.55) and (3.56) into (3.51) we have, using 
(3.40) 

thus relating ns =2 with a canonical formalism. 

4. PERTURBATIONS OF THE BEL-ROBINSON 
TENSOR 

(3.57) 

Before going on to consider concrete examples where 
the conservation equations derived in the previous sec
tion apply, it is instructive to consider an example 
where integral conservation equations on space- times 
with Killing vectors cannot be extended when space 
- time is perturbed. 

In vacuum, the Bel-Robinson tensor may be defined 
in terms of the Weyl spinoI' '*' ABCD 3 so that 

Tabed='*'ABCDiJlA'B'C'D' . (4.1) 

It may be seen from (4.1) that Tabed is symmetric, 
trace-free and divergence-free [ef. (1.3)], and so if 
space-time admits the Killing vector ka than 

(4.2) 

It may be commented that (4.2) is a special case of 
an equation holding when space-time admits a confor
mal Killing tensor of valence three. A Killing tensor 
need not be reducible to three Killing vectors, an ex
ample of which being the valence two irreducible Killing 
tensor of the Kerr space-time.14 

In a similar fashion to the energy-momentum tensor 
we may put 
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(4.4) 

Perturbing away from the background space-time on 
which ka is Killing, it is straightforward to derive an 
O(E) conservation equation based on the Bel-Robinson 
tensor. 

Putting 

T abed = T abed + r abed + 0 • 0 (4.5) 

and 

Tabed=~Tabed (4.6) 

and using (3.8), (3.12), and (3.14), we have in an 
analogous fashion to (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17) 

T(i3v)+V(av)=o, (4.7) 
I I 

where 

and 

(4.9) 

However, the Bel-Robinson tensor is quadratic in 
the gravitational field variables, and insofar as it 
describes, some property of gravitational radiation, 
then conservation equations derived from it are only 
useful to O(E2) and higher. This is where the trouble 
begins. 

As with the energy-momentum tensor, the crucial 
term to study in attempting to formulate an O(E2) con
servation equation is 

(4.10) 

Writing 

(4.11) 

then the pOSSibility of writing (4.10) as a divergence 
will depend on whether (abed is a symmetric differential 
operator. 

In terms of the Riemann tensor and its left dual, then 

(4.12) 

Further, putting 

(4.13) 

we find from (4.12) that 

(4.14) 

so that, from (2.6), a necessary condition for the sym
metry of {/ is that 

(4.15) 

It is easily shown that (4.15) is satisfied (trivially) if 
and only if 

(4.16) 
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Hence, in general, the Bel- Robinson tensor does not 
yield conservation equations to O(E2) in the metric per
turbation. 

When (4.16) is satisfied, then the generalized Bel 
- Robinson tensor (for an arbitrary zero rest mass 
field r/J AB ••• D' satisfying (lA A'r/J AB .. ' D = 0) 

(4.17) 

is divergence-free on all its indices. 

These conservation equations have been investigated 
by a number of authors (e.g. see Ref. 15). In the litera
ture they are referred to as "zilch." They correspond to 
the fact that the number of quanta associated with each 
mode of a free field is a constant in time in flat space, a 
somewhat trivial property. 

The nonexistence of conservation equations derived 
from the Bel- Robinson tensor under circumstances 
where they would be of dynamical interest make it a 
rather unsatisfactory obj ect to be of importance in gen
eral relativistic situations. One might regard the exist
ence of equations derived from it when space- time 
admits a conformal Killing tensor as being an unstable 
feature on the solution space of Einstein's equations. 

5. BLACK HOLE PERTURBATIONS 

We shall now apply some of the preceding formalism 
to a situation of some astrophysical interest, by taking 
the background metric of the perturbation expansion to 
describe a stationary vacuum space- time containing a 
black hole (characterized by the existence of a regular 
event horizon). It is now well known that such a space 
- time is uniquely described by the Kerr13 metric which 
admits two commuting Killing vector fields. That 
Killing vector which is timelike at infinity and so corre
sponds to time translations is denoted by Ka 0 That Kil
ling vector which is space like and corresponds to rota
tions about the axis of symmetry is denoted by Ka. 

For simplicity, let us suppose that this space- time 
is perturbed by a purely gravitational disturbance. Fur
thermore let us take the bounding surface av to com
prise those regions of space- time in which one is most 
interested; at infinity and on the event horizon. Hence, 
we shall take 

(5.1) 

where, with a slight abuse of notation, j)' andj)- are, 
respectively, future and past asymptotic null hypersur
faces, fl· and fI- are, respectively, the future and past 
event horizons. 

With this, the O(E2) conservation equation becomes 

(5.2) 

where ka may be equal to either K" or K4. 
Let us concentrate on the gravitational flux through 

fl· which we can suppose is zero at some early (retard
ed) time, and decays away at some late (retarded) time. 
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Our contention is that the mass and angular momen
tum flux through II' are, from (5.2), given by 

and 

respectively. 

Now on II' we have 

k a d'L,a = 0 

so that, by an application of the identity 

r t. f" d'L, = r gaV fb d[, + 2[ garb dL, 
.- ega .J c bl a , d r: - ab 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

for arbitrary ga,fa, and 3-surface L" it may easily be 
shown that 

1. r 7f -, ab d3 - f Y I abd3 . 2 a,r.k 1 x- 7faliL I .\, . H+ 1 H + 1 k. 
(5.7) 

giving 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

Before preceeding with these expressions, it should 
be noted that an interpretation of the expression 

as a gravitational energy- momentum density only 
makes good phYSical sense if it is gauge invariant. 

(5.10) 

Let ~a generate an arbitrary gauge transformation. 
Then (5.10) transforms as iO 

4
17fabtkhab 1--41 (7f ab +1.t7fab)(t..khab _1.rt~ah) 
K 1 K i 

(5. 11) 

which is gauge invariant only if 

(5.12) 

From (3.43) and (3.47), (5. 12) holds if 

-tzJ{ab=O, (5.13) 

where the generator, za of!-r is an element of the 
Hawking- Hartle tetrad {za, na, ma, ma}, 4 given by 

Ia = J{a + w.J{a, (5.14) 

w. being a constant. From (5.14) we see that (5.13) and 
therefore (5.12) is satisfied, and we may therefore, 
with confidence, proceed with our analysis. 

From (3.48), and the gauge condition (3.40) which 
now reads 

(5.15) 

1 oM =4K f H• (t.J1abf..zh ab - i.khi:zh)dL, (5.16) 

1 
oJ = 4K f H. (i.;;hab-l:..lhab - -t/i hI:./h)dL,. (5.17) 
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Now in terms of the null tetrad, 

gab = 2z<anb ) _ 2m<am b). 

U sing the fact that on Ii + the Newman- Penrose16 

(5. 18) 

If the background metric is static, then on H+ we 
have 

Ka =za (5.31) 

quantities and 

then a straightforward calculation gives 

+ (, . 0 complex conj ugate), 

1 
OJ =4K JH+(O"Khmmalhm;;, - a"Kkmmo /hmm)d~ 

+ (complex conjugate), 

where 

etc. 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

In order to express (5.20) and (5. 21) in terms of 
Newman- Penrose quantities, we shall use some work 
of Chrzanowskil1 who was able to relate the perturbed 
spin coefficients and perturbed curvature scalars to 
derivatives of the metric. (In fact we must generalize 
his work very slightly as we cannot, a priori, use any 
additional gauge freedom to set h = 0; full details are in 
Ref. 7). The results we need are that 

p = arh mm (5.23) 
1 

and 

~=~o/hmm' (5.24) 

Now the O(El Newman- Penrose equation for the rate 
of change of p. along za is, on 

1 

olq=2E~ (5.25) 

so p. increases exponentially in magnitude with time. 
Thik implies that the surface area of the horizon would 
be continuously increaSing, which would not be compat
ible with the black hole returning to a stationary state 
when the perturbation died down. We must therefore 
choose the zero solution of (5.25). Hence, from (5.23) 
We have, on 

(J ,hmm = (J /h = 0 

so that 

oM = ~ S -t hab 1:. h ~ 4K H + k , ab , 

or, equivalently, 

oM = 4
1
K f H+ (J.hmmo ,hm;;, d~ 

+ (complex conj ugate), 

+ (complex conjugate). 
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(5.26) 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

(5.29 ) 

(5.30) 

(5.32) 

2 S -=- H+aa elL, , 
K 1 1 

(5.33) 

using (5.24). 

This is the famous result derived originally by 
Hawking and Hartle,4 based on calculating the area 
increase of the horizon. Hawking and Hartle's method, 
however, does not extend to calculating separate mass 
and angular momentum fluxes for a rotating black hole. 

Notice that from (5.29) and (5.30) we have the im
mediate result that 

oM + w +OJ = ~ S H+ au elL, . 
K 11 

(5.34) 

To express oM and oJ purely in terms of Newman
Penrose quantities, we may use the results of Hughston 
and SommerslB that the Killing vectors K' and Ka may 
be obtained from the irreducible Killing tensor of the 
Kerr space-time. Details of this may be found in Ref. 
7. 

For the present, let us derive coordinate expressions 
for oM and oJ. 

Teukolsky5.19 has shown that the curvature scalar 
<Po may be written in an ingoing null coordinate system 
{v, r, e, 1>} as 

<Po = f dw exp(- iwv).0 exp(im 1»5, m(e)R 1m (r), (5.35) 
, 1m 

where 5'm and R'm are solutions of ordinary differential 
equations. 

The O(E) Newman-Penrose equation for the change 
in the shear of H+ is given by 

(5.36) 

Integrating this equation, using the boundary condition 
that the perturbation dies away at late times, we have, 
using (5.35) 

a= - J dWLfl'm' 
1 'm 

where 

eol wVei m.,S 1m (e)R'm (1)) 
2E + iw - iw+m 

Hence, from (5.24) 

h 2 'J d "" aim = t WL.J • 
mm 1m w-w ... m 

(5.37) 

(5.38) 

(5.39) 

Therefore, from (5.29) and (5.30) we have, USing the 
orthogonality of the azimuthal functions, the results 

6J=~ReJ tfZJ dwJ dw'.0 _m_a'm(w)u"m (w').(5.41) 
K H+ /I'm w-w+m 
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The expression for 15J has been obtained in a completely 
different way by Prior. 20,21 

Notice that for each mode, we have the immediate 
consequence 

15M /15J == Wim. (5.42) 

So far our discussion has been confined to the event 
horizon. A similar analysis may be performed on one 
of the asymptotic null hypersurfaces. In terms of a 
suitable null tetrad on!J', and putting Ka = rf, we have 

(5.43) 

Interchanging la and na in (5.23) and (5.24) gives 

2[ -oM = - ,\,\ tiL; 
K' g. 11 

(5.44) 

which is the well known Bondi mass flUX22 expression at 
future null infinity. 

For a monochromatic wave of frequency wand azimu
thal number m, it is now completely straightforward to 
show that the covariant conservation equations (5.2) 
reduce to the Wronskian condition of Teukolsky and 
Press, that 

(5.45) 

where 

k=w-w.m. (5.46) 

At the time, Teukolsky and Press commented; 

"Although not surprising physically, this result is 
surprising mathematically, because there is no known 
divergenceless Tab for gravitational perturbation on the 
Kerr background. " 

In fact, at that time, one did exist. 23 However, we 
have shown in this paper that the symplectic form is a 
particularly simple way of representing this Tab' and 
does reduce to (5.45) for a monochromatic wave. 

As a final comment for this section, notice that whilst 

(5.47) 

it would be misleading in view of our previous analysis, 
to suppose that the conservation equation (5.45) was in 
any way related to the Bel- Robinson tensor. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

In this paper, we have seen how conservation equa
tions may be derived by perturbing the energy- momen
tum tensor of a space- time which admits a Killing 
vector, a gravitational contribution arising from the 
symplectic form on the space of solutions to the linear
ised Einstein equations. We have also seen how the 
method breaks down for the Bel- Robinson. The success 
of the methods depends on the self-adjointness of the 
field equations. In this respect the symplectic form 
unifies the concept of energy- momentum for different 
field theories. 
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In a forthcoming paper24 the author will explore the 
formal similarity, provided by the symplectic form, 
between fluxes of gravitational energy- momentum in 
Newtonian theory and in Relativity theory. These two 
fluxes have very different physical interpretations, the 
former being inductive, the latter being radiative. Con
ditions under which the relativistic flux may be consid
ered inductive will also be investigated. 

For the present, however, let us conclude by consid
ering extending the perturbation expansion to include 
terms of O(E3

). The nonlinearity of the field equations 
now becomes apparent, manifested by the fact that 

l}ab =fJ abCdjcd + J ab[hab ], (6.1) 

where) is a nonlinear differential functional of hab , 

f) abCd being given in Sec. 3. This latter term in 
(6.1) effectively destroys the elegance of our approach, 

and a certain amount of brute force and perserverence 
is necessary to obtain conservation equations to this 
order. For this reason we shall give no details here. 
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Constructing quantum fields in a Fock space using a new 
picture of quantum mechanicsa) 

M. O. Farrukhb) 

International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy 
(Received 13 December 1977) 

For any conventional nonrelativistic quantum theory of a finite number of degrees of freedom, we 
construct a picture which we call "the scattering picture," combining the "nice" properties of both the 
interaction and the Heisenberg pictures, and show that, in the absence of bound states, the theory could 
be formulated in terms of a free Hamiltonian and an effective potential. We generalize the equations thus 
derived to the relativistic case and show that, given a Poincare invariant self-adjoint operator D densely 
defined on a Fock space, there exists an interacting field which is asymptotically free and has as the 
scattering matrix the nontrivial operator S = e w, provided that D annihilates the vacuum and the one
particle states. Crossing relations could easily be imposed on D, but, apart from a few comments, the 
problem of analyticity of S is left open. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a conventional nonrelativistic quantum theory (of 
a finite number of degrees of freedom) there exist three 
well known equivalent pictures: the Schrodinger picture, 
the Heisenberg picture, and the interaction picture. 
However, trying to meet the requirements of relati
vistic invariance, the Schrodinger picture was found to 
be a "bad" picture, 1 because it treats the time coordi
nate in a way essentially different from the way in 
which it treats the other spatial coordinates. 2 Also, the 
interaction picture was found not to exist. 2 So we were 
left with one picture, i. e., the Heisenberg picture, But 
all attempts to construct a nontrivial relativistic quan
tum theory in four-dimensional space-time in the 
Heisenberg picture were not successful. 3 

The problem of constructing a nontrivial quantum 
field theory has two aspects: the kinematical aspect, 
which is the construction of the underlying Hilbert 
space with the unitary representation of the Poincare 
group, and the dynamical aspect, which is the construc
tion of the quantum field itself as a local covariant op
erator-valued distribution. However, the two aspects 
are closely related to each other, to the extent that 
solving one of them might be equivalent to solving the 
other. 

We think that this situation exists because the axioms 
of quantum field theory are too restrictiveo 2 Trying to 
see what a general quantum field theory, not necessarily 
satisfying the Wightman axioms, 2 might look like, we 
had to first study the non relativistic analog of a quantum 
theory having a finite number of degrees of freedom. 
We have found that for such a theory one may construct 
a picture, which we call" the scattering picture," having 
the following properties: 

(i) To every element cp in a subspace of the Hilbert 
space, called the subspace of scattering states, which 
in the absence of bound states is equal to the whole 
space, there corresponds another element in the Hilbert 
space denoted by cP in' 

a)\\'ork supported by the Lebanese Univesity Coundl. . 
b)Permanent address: Department of PhYSics, Faculty of SCl

ences, Lebanese University, Hadeth, Beirut, Lebanon. 

(ii) To every Heisenberg operator A(t) there corre
sponds a scattering picture operator denoted by A(t) 
satisfying AU) = exp(itHo/rz)A(O) exp(- iIHoii), where Ho 
is the free Hamiltonian. 

(iii) If cP- CPin, til - Win and A(I) -A(I) in the above cor
respondence, then 

< cP, A(!)w) = < CPin, A (t)<J!in)' 

(iv) There exists a unitary operator 5 such that for 
any bounded operator A(I) in the scattering picture 
there correspond two operators Ain(t) and Aout(t) satisfy
ing the conditions: 

(a) Ain(t) = exp(itHol 1T)A in (O) exp(- itHol m, 

(b) Aout (t) = exp(itHo I 11) Aout(O) exp(- itHol rz), 

(d) w-lim {A(t) - Ain(t)}= 0, 
t--~ 

(e) w-lim {A(t) - Aout (t)} = 0, 
t~+eo 

where "w-lim" means the weak limiL 

(v) In the absence of bound states one may introduce 
an "effective potential F(t) satisfying F(t) 
= exp(itHolrz)F exp(- itHol rz) such that the integral 
CF(t) dt = D exists, and such that the equation of 
motion of an observable in the scattering picture is 
given by A(t)= U·1(t)Ao(t)U(t), where U(t) 
=exp(iLt~F(t')dt') and Ao(t) is the equation of motion 
in the interaction picture, i. e., the "free" observa
bleo The S matrix is given by S=exp(iD). 

One may easily note that the scattering picture has 
the "mathematics" of the Heisenberg picture of a 
free theory, yet it contains all the information about 
scatteringo The states are time independent as in 
the Heisenberg picture, and the observables transform 
under the free Hamiltonian as in the interaction 
picture. Hence, using the scattering' picture instead of 
the Heisenberg picture, one can disentangle kinematics 
from dynamics, losing nothing, except of course the 
direct information about bound state, if there are any. 
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The relativistic version of the equation of motion 
of an observable in the scattering picture in the 
absence of bound states can be easily guessed. The 
underlying space is the Fock space with its "free" 
representation of the Poincar~ group. If {G(x); x E R4} 
is an integrable covariant self-adjoint operator-valued 
function over space-time, then the integral 
IyEr (,;)G(v) d 4 y, where r.(x) is the past cone of the 
point x EF, exists and is a covariant self-adjoint 
operato:.:-valued function of x E 1R4

, which converges 
strongly to zero as x goes to the infinite past along 
a timelike direction, and converges strongly to 
D = I"EIR4 G(y) d 4y as x goes to the infinite future 
along a timelike direction, The general equation of 
a field operator is rp(x) = U-1 (x)rpo(x) U(x), where rpo(x) 
is the free field and U(x)=exp(iIyEr_(x)G(y)d4y), 
This is the equation of an asymptotically free 
covariant field, where rpln=rpo(x) and rpout=S-lrpO(X)S, 
and S=exp(iD). 

One could safely say that in fact this is a theory of 
the phase matrix: For given a Poincare invariant 
self-adjoint operator D which annihilates the vacuum 
and the one-particle states, one could easily construct 
the scattering matrix S = exp(iD) and an effective 
potential density {G(x); x E :JR4} such that D=IG(x)d4x, 
from which the interacting field could be derived. The 
field theory thus constructed satisfies all the Wightman 
axioms2 except microcausality. If we try to satisfy 
this requirement too, then, as a consequence of 
Haag's theorem2

, we must take D=O. On the other 
hand, the S matrix thus constructed satisfies all the 
required axioms4 except crossing and analyticity, 
which are consequences of microcausality. 5.6 

On could think that such a theory cannot be physical 
because it violates causality. Yet, it is believed that 
the S matrix could have macrocausal aspects without 
the fields being microcausal. 7 The various conse
quences of microcausality are discussed below, 

Spin alld Statistics: The correct relation between 
spin and statistics could be derived by assuming that 
the asymptotic fields are microcausal. 8,9 According 
to an argument due to Doebner, 10 it makes sense to 
talk about the commutativity of local asymptotic 
observables for a spacelike separation, because we 
only measure these observables o However, the spin 
of a particle during the interaction might not be a 
meaningful concepL 

Crossing and PCT: It is not difficult at all to choose 
among the possible phase matrices those operators 
which satisfy the requirements of crossing and peT, 
and regard the rest as being nonphysicaL 

Analyticity: This is the hardest part of the construc
tion. It is not easy to tell what choice of the phase 
matrix would give an analytic S matrix. To a person 
who is interested in the theory itself, this would 
be the right point to tackle, while to a person who 
is interested in numerical results, microcausality 
is a tool by which the number of unknowns in the 
theory is reduced to a few numerical parameters, which 
can be fixed by comparison with experiments. It is 
not difficult at all to suggest for the D matrix schemes 
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with this property, but this still leaves open the 
question of the analyticity of the S matrix. 

I. THE SCATTERING PICTURE OF QUANTUM 
MECHANICS 

A. The theory of scattering 

This section is a revision of a work by Jauch, 11 

presented in a slightly different notation and included 
for the sake of completeness, 

Axiom I (quantum assumption): 1-1 is a complete 
Hilbert space and Ho (the free Hamiltonian) and 
H (the total Hamiltonian) are self-adjoint operators, 
densely defined on 1-1, each having a dense set of 
analytic vectors. 12 

It follows directly from Axiom I, that because both 
Ho and H have dense sets of analytic vectors, the 
series exp(itHo/ti)=t(l/n!) (itHo/n)" and the series 
exp(itH/ ti) = t;P/ n! )eitH/ n)" converge strongly on 
their respective sets of analytic vectors for every 
t E:JR. Since exp(itHo/n) and exp(itH/n) are bounded 
operators, they can be extended by continuity to all 
elements of 1-1, 

Defining V(t) =exp(itHo/n) exp(- itH/n), we can write 
the equation satisfied by the wavefunction of any system 
in the interaction picture in the form 

(1) 

Denote by 1-1+ and 1-1_ the sets of vectors rp EI-I for 
which the strong limits s-limt_,~ V(t)rp and 
s-limt_.~ V(t)rp exist, respectively, 1-1+ and 1-1_ are closed 
subspaces of 1-1. If rpln=s-limt __ ~V(t)rp, rpcl-!_, and 
rpout=s-limt_,~ V(t)rp,rp c 1-1" then the maps W_rp=rpln 
and W.rp = rpou!> called the wave operators, are unitary 
transformations from their domains 11_ and H + into their 
ranges Wjl-l J =!-Iln and w.(!-I.) =!-I0ut, respectively, 

If IA denotes the identity map on an arbitrary set 
A, then the unitarity of W_ and W. can be expressed in 
the form 

(2) 

In order to get more information, we must postulate 
something about the domains and ranges of the wave 
operator. On a physical baSiS, one can say that any 
free state may undergo some scattering process, and 
the outcomes of all scattering processes cover the 
full range of free states. Hence, we introduce the 
following axiom about the ranges of the wave operators. 

Axiom II (asymptotic completeness): 

Also, if something goes into the scattering region, 
something should come out of it, and nothing comes 
out of the scattering region unless something goes 
into it. Hence, we introduce the following axiom about 
the domains of the wave operators. 
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Axiom III (unitarity): 

To the free Hamiltonian Ho, all elements of H repre
sent free states, while to the total Hamiltonian H, 
the space H is decomposed into two orthogonal sub
spaces: the space H~e of scattering states and the 
space Hb of bound states. These two spaces are in
variant under H. On the other hand, H decomposes H 
into two orthogonal subspaces: the space He of continuous 
spectrum and the space Ha of discrete spectrum. 
Usually, axiom III is stengthened by requiring Hac 
==Hc. 

With the aid of Axioms II and III, Eq. (2) takes the 
simple form 

It follows directly from the definitions of the wave 
operators that 

exp(itHo/mW. == W. exp(itH/m, t E lR 

or, equivalently, if Do and D are the domains of Ho 
and H, respectively, then 

Recalling the definitions of CPl' and CPout for any 
cP E HSC and defining the 5 matrix by the equation 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

5cp In == cP out' it follows that 5 == W. W!. Also, if we write 
U(t) == exp(itHo/mW~ exp(- itHo/ n) defined on Hand 
ranging in H(t)cH, then, for any tElR, U(t) is a 
unitary transformation of H into H(t) with the property 

s-limU(t) ==1, s-limU(t) == 5. 
t ... eo t ... +-

(6) 

B. The scattering picture 

We derive in this section the scattering picture for 
a general quantum system satisfying the three axioms 
of the previous section. We first note that because 
U(O) == W~, we have H(O) =Hsc, and if ESC is the projec
tion operator on Hac, then E(t) == exp(itHo / til ESC 
xexp(- itHo/lf) is the projection operator on H(t). 

Let cP E H and A be an operator (densely) defined on 
H, and denote by the subscripts 5, H, and I, the 
Schrodinger, Heisenberg, and interaction pictures, 
respectively. Now, for any t E lR we have the well
known equations of motion 

cP s(t) = exp(- itH/ n)cP, 

provided we fix As(O) = Al{(O) =AI(O) =A and cP 5(0) 

(7) 

== cP l{(0) = cP 1(0) = cp. The equivalence of the three pictures 
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is established by the relation 

(cp 5 (t), As(t)1/!s(t» = (cp l{(t), A H(t)1/!H(t) 

= (CPI (t), Ar{t) 1/!I(t), 

where (, ) denotes the scalar product in II • 

(8) 

We shall write, for simplicity, A(t) instead of AH(t), 
Ao(t) instead of AI(t) and substitute for cP H(t) its 
value cpo 

Let cP, /fElIsc, then W_CP==CPI., WA=/fl" or cp=W!<A., 

1/!=~1/!ln' 
and 

(cp, A(t)l/J) == (W!cP In' exp(itH/ n) A exp(- itH/n)W!1/!ln) 

= (exp (- itH/n)W:CPln, Aexp(- itH/n)W!/fln) 

[and using (4) we get] 

= (W: exp(- itHO/n)CPln' AW! exp(- itHo/n)1/!I.) 

= (W! exp(- itHo/n)CPln' ESC AW! exp(- itHo/n)1/!ln) 

+ (W! exp(- itHo/n)cpln' (I - ESC)AW! 

(9) 

But exp(- itHo/n)CPln Ell and EscAW! exp(- itHo/n)if!ln c.J.I sc , 
hence, by unitarity of W! (between II and IISC) we get 

Also, W~exp(_itHo/n)cpl.cllscand (I-PC)AW! 
x exp(- itHo/ n)1/!ln E lib = (IISC)", hence 

(10) 

(W! exp(- itHo/n)CPln, (I - ESC)AW! exp(- itHo/n)if!ln) = 0, 

(11) 

Hence, from (9)-(11) we get 

(12) 

Using (12), we define the scattering picture operator 

A(t) == ut(t)E(t)Ao(t)U(t) (13) 

satisfying 

(14) 

and the scattering picture state CPl' = W_cP, whenever 
cP Ellsc. Hence, we have shown that to every Heisenberg 
operator A(t), there corresponds a scattering picture 
operator A(t) such that for any cP, if! Elise we have 

(15 ) 
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Going back to Eq. (13) we have 

A{t) =exp(itHo/If)W_EscA~ exp(- itHo/1f) 

= W_ exp(itH/If)WcAexp(- itH/I'i)~ 

(16) 

Hence, W.: /-I,c_/-I defines a unitary equivalence 
between WCA{t)E'C, the restriction of A(t) as a quadratic 
form to /-I'cx /-I'c, and .A(t). The inverse of (16) is given 
by 

(17) 

Although Eq. (16) defines the scattering picture 
operator A(t) in terms of the Heisenberg operator A(t), 
Eq. (17) tells us that A(t) cannot be recovered from 
A(t) except on /-I,cx/-l sc• 

C. The S matrix 

The S matrix in the interaction picture is defined 
as the unitary transformation which relates the asympto
tic behavior of a scattering state at t = + 00 to its 
asymptotic behavior at t = - 00. This gives the expres
sion S=W+~. 

In the scattering picture, the states are time inde
pendent, so we should be able to derive the S matrix 
from the observables. 

We shall prove that w-limt __ ~ {A(t) - Ao{t)} = 0 and 
w-limt_+~ {.A(t) = S-lAo(t)S} = 0, whenever A is a 
bounded operator. 

To prove the first limit, we note that 

A(t) - Ao(t) = ut(t)E{t)Ao(t)U(t) - Ao(t) 

= ut(t)E(t)Ao(t){U(t) - I} + {ut(t)E(t) - I}Ao{tL 

(18 ) 

Let f, g E /-I, then 

<f, {A.(t) - Ao(t)}g) = <f, ut(t)E(t)Ao(t){U(t) - l}g) 

+ (f, {Ut(t)E(t) - I}Ao(t)g) 

= <Ab(t)U(t)f, {U(t) - l}g) 

+ <{U(t) - 1}f, Ao(t)g). 
Hence 

IU, {A(t) - Ao(t)} g) I 

~ 1< Ab(t)U(t)f, {U(t) - l}g) I 

+ I ({U(t) - l}f, Ao(t)g) I 

(19) 

~ II A6(t)U{t)fllll{U(t) - l}g II + II{U(t) - 1}fIlIlAo{t)g II 

~ II At 1111 filII {U(t) -1}gll + II{U(t) -1}fIIIiA IIl1gll. 

(20) 

But because s-limt_Q~ U(t) =1, it follows from (20) that 
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w-limt __ ~ {A(t) - Ao(t)} = O. The proof of the other limit 
follows the same steps. Hence, the S matrix derivable 
in this picture is defined on all/-l and is identical with 
the S matrix derived in the interaction picture. How
ever, it is known1S that if A is a bounded operator on 
/-I, then the Heisenberg operator A(t) converges weakly 
on /-I" x /-Isc to an in operator as t - - 00 and to an out 
operator as t - + 00, related to each other by a different 
S matrix given by S = W!. If cp, 1/JE Hsc, then 

which is the correct formula for the transformation 
from the Heisenberg picture on H sc to the scattering 
picture on H. 

D. Pure scattering and effective potentials 

(21) 

We study in this section the special case of pure 
scattering, which means the absence of bound states. 
Mathematically, this means /-lac == H or equivalently 
Esc==l. Hence, the wave operators W. become unitary 
operators on 1-1, and U(t) becomes, for any t E lR, 
a unitary transformation of 1-1 into itself. In this case, 
the scattering picture becomes equivalent to any other 
picture, and the time dependence of an operator in 
this picture takes the form 

(22) 

To derive the other pictures from the scattering picture, 
we introduce the following table: 

Picture States Observables 

Scattering ({J A(t) 

Interaction ({JI(t) = UW ({J AI(t)= U(t)A(t) U-1(t) 

Heisenberg ({J H(t) = U(O) ({J AH(t) = U(O)A(t) U- 1(0) 

Schrodinger ({Js (tl = U(O) e-ItH /~({J As (t) = U(O) A(O) U- 1(0) 

We now proceed to analyze the family {U(t): tE lR}. 
Since W! is a unitary operator, it follows that there 
exists a unique resolution of the identity on the interval 
[0, 21T) such that14 

(23) 

Using. this we define the bounded self-adjoint operator 

(24) 

Setting A(t) = exp(itHo/If)A exp(- itHo/lf), it follows that 
exp[iA(t)) = exp(itHo/1f) exp(iA) exp(- itHo/1'i} 
== exp(itHo/I'i)w:. exp(- itHo/l'i) = U(t). We also set 
F(t) == (i/If)[Ho, A(t)), from which it follows 

A(t) - A(to) == P F(t') dt' • 
'0 

(25) 

We show in the Appendix to Sec. I that under mild 
mathematical restrictions, the strong limit of A(t) as 
t - - 00 is zero. Hence AU) == J!~F(t') dt' and thus 

U(t) == exp(iJ!~F(t') dt'). (26) 
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It is because of (26) that we call F(t) the effective 
potential, The left-hand side of (26) converges strongly 
to 5 as t - + 00. Hence, one would expect that the 
integral D = L:F(t) dt should exist. We call this quantity 
the phase matrix. However, the prescription 5 - D 
such that exp(iD) =5 is by no means unique. For, if 
N is a nonbounded operator densely defined on I-{ 
with a dense set of analytic vectors, 12 then the operator 
U=exp(iN) exists and is unitary. Hence, there exists 
a unique bounded self-adjoint operator B with spectrum 
in [0, 27T) such that U=exp(iB). Clearly, N*B. 
Because of these considerations, we are led to think 
that the effective potential could be introduced as a 
fundamental object, satisfying the condition of inte
grability over the whole real line. 

II. QUANTUM FIEL[)S IN A FOCK SPACE 

A. The FocI< space S matrix 

If we consider all stable systems and all systems 
with lifetimes much longer than the duration of the 
interaction under consideration as elementary particles, 
while considering other systems as resonances, then the 
free states could be described using one single Fock 
space. Apart from any field-theoretic considerations, 
the overall transitions could be described using one 
single unitary operator (called the 5 matrix) invariant 
under the Poincare" group. The vacuum state and all 
one-particle states are eigenstates of the 5 matrix 
with eigenvalues on the unit circle {z : z E: <r and I z I = I}. 
These multiplicative unimodular Poincar~ invariant 
constants have no physical Significance. Hence, it 
should be assumed that the vacuum state and all one
particle states are eigenstates of the 5 matrix with 
unit eigenvalue. This assumption is necessary for the 
subsequent discussion. 

Since the physics of scattering, whether elastic or 
not, could be described uSing a Single Fock space, we 
choose the relativistic Fock space as our framework 
and introduce the following axiom. 

Axiom I (relativistic Fock spcae): J is a Fock space 
and U is a unitary representation of the Poincare" 
group E(l, 3) on J. 

Notation: We use natural units in which n=c=1. 
The 4-vector x=(xo,x) where x=(xu x 2 , x 3 ). The inner 
product xy =xoYo-x 'y, where x 'Y=X1Y1 + X2Y2 + X 3Y3' 

In particular, X2=XX=X~- Ix12. If P is the 4-momentum 
of a particle, then pT = (Po, -pl. We often write Ep for 
Po. If f and g are functions of x (and other variables), 
then 

ii og of 
f(x, - l;--g(x, -) =f(x, -) ~(x, -) - ~(x, - )g(x, -). 
. uX uX uX 

Definition 1: ~ = {p : p E: R 4
, Po> 0 and p2 = m 2} is the 

mass shell of a particle of mass m ~ O. 

The Fock space J is not very suitable for the 
following discussion. We need a space with nicer 
properties. We choose a subspace S(J) C;;; J, called 
the subspace of good vectors, as follows. 

On the space 5 II (R3n) of good test functions 2 of 3n- real 
variables, we define a sequence of norms as follows: 
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where 

1011 =011 +012 +'" +OI n 

and 

Consider for Simplicity the case of a single scalar 
neutral particle and define J (n) as the subspace of 
n particles. Denote by En the projection operator on 
J (n). S(J (0») = J (0) and S(J (m») for n E: IN* is the 
subspace of J (n) consisting of vectors with good wave
functions in momentum space, Now, if ip E: J (n) with 
ij; = fp (n)~(pu P2' •• " Pn) Ipu P2' ••• ,Pn> 

J
'(n) where denotes 
p 

then 1I</>lls= 1~ls' 

Definition 2: S(J) is the set of vectors fEe J such that 
for any r, sE:IN, IIfllr.s=L~,on!llrIIEnfll~<+oo. A sequence 
{tn: nrc: IN} of elements of S(J) converges to zero in 
the 5 topology iff limn''': IN IItnll r• s = 0 for all r, s E: IN. 

As we have mentioned in the Introduction, we are 
interested in the case where 5 = exp(iD) (which is 
always possible14) with D satisfying certain conditions. 
We now prove a theorem about a special class of self
adjoint operators on J. 

Theorem 1: Let D 

(i) be a self-adjoint operator densely defined on 
J and having S(J) in its domain, 

(ii) be commuting with UtA, a) for every (A, a) C E(l, 3), 
and 

(iii) have the space J (0) Ef) J (1) as a null space, 

then there exists a densely defined operator-valued 
function {G(x) : x F R4} such that 

(a)Gt(x) = G(x) for every xC R\ 

(b) U(A, a) G(x) U-1 (A, a) = G(Ax + a), for every 
(A, a) r::: E(l, 3), and 

(c) J G(x) d 4x=D strongly on S(J). 

Proof: We shall prove the theorem for a theory of 
a single neutral scalar particle of mass m > O. The 
generalization to other cases should not be difficult. 

Let a be the annihilation operator of J. Since S(J) 
belong to the domain of D, there exists a double 
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sequence of distributions GU,k} EO S'{(v:,}J<k}; (j, k) EO INX IN 
such that on S(J} we have 

where 

Because of Bose statistics, the G(j, k) distribution 
can be taken to be symmetric in the first j and the 
last k v:, variables, without any loss of generality, 
From self-adjointness of D we have 

From translational invariance we get 

and Lorentz invariance implies 

(28) 

(29) 

for any A EO SO(l, 3}, (3D) 

But because J( 0) 8'l J (1) is a null space of D, it follows 
that 

Hence from (27), (29), and (31) we get 

,.........., 
D - ~ J(ilJ(k)F(j,k)(p' p"p } t(p') - U 1> ' , " j' 1>'" Pk a 1 

j,k=2 pl P 

X • ., at(p~}a(p1) ••• a(Pk}' 

where 
,.........., 

til Pk) '" = J{j) t k )O(4)(p; + '" + p'- P1 _ .,. _ p ). 
P'P P'P J k 

(32) 

The functions F(j,k) are well behaved square integrable 
functions (because D is an operator and not only a 
quadratic form), 

Now, define the operator-valued function 

G( )- ~ j(j)J(k)F(j,k)(p' p"p ) x - LJ l' " . '" i' 1,··'" Pk J, k=2 P' P 

xexp[i(p{ + 00, + Pi - P1 -'" - '00 - Pk)x] 

x at(pD ••• at (pj)a(p1}'" a(Pk). (33) 

This functions meets the requirements of the theorem, _ 
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We have two comments on the above theorem. The 
first is that G(x} is not unique, for if we add to 
F(J,k) in definition (33) a term of the form 

where F'{J,k) satisfies conditions (28) and (30), then 
the new function G'(x} also meets the reqUirements 
of the theorem. The second comment is about requiring 
J (0) 8'l J (1) to be a null space of D. In general, by the 
hermitiCity and Poincare invariance of D, D could 
have in addition to expression (32) a term of the form 
O! + (3N where N = Jpat (p)a(p); O!, (3 EO 1R, Such a term 
cannot be obtained by the integration of any Poincare 
invariant function, unless O! = (3 = 0, which means that 
J (0) EB J (1) should be a null space of D. 

B. The interacting fields 

In our model of field theory we do not have bound 
states in the nonrelativistic sense, because, as we 
have explained before, we consider such states either 
as elementary, and hence include them in the free 
description, or as resonances, and hence they corre
spond to peaks in the scattering amplitudes, Hence, 
the Heisenberg picture and the scattering picture are, 
in our case, equivalent. However, we prefer the 
scattering picture for two reasons. First, the equation 
of motion of any observable is known in general, and 
could be directly be written in terms of an "effective 
potential density." Second, the 5 matrix derivable from 
the scattering picture has a direct experimental inter
pretation because it is identical with the 5 matrix of 
the interaction picture. 

The fundamental object in our construction is the 
"effective potential density," 

Definition 3: For any x E: 1R\ r.(x) = h: y E 1R\ 
Yo < xo, (y - x)2 > O} is the past cone of the point x r 1R4 , 

We state without proof the following theorem, 

Theorem 2: For any nEVi and x E 1R\ the function 

1R - P (lR 4
), T - C(x + Tn), 

where P(1R 4
) is the power set of 1R 4

, is increasing, 
Moreover, 

We now introduce the following axiom. 

Axiom II: {G(x) : x E 1R4} is a densely defined operator
valued function called the effective potential density. 
It satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) GtC-r) = G(x) for any xC::: ]R4. 

(ii) UtA, a)G(x)[I'"1(A, a) = G(M + a), for any (A, a) 
E E(l, 3), 

(iii) D= J G(x)d4x, called the phase matrix, exists 
strongly on J ' 

(iv) For any f E 5(J), xE]R\ and n C VI, we have 

5 -l!~U(x + Tn)f= f and 5 - J!;r.! U(x + Tn)f 

=exp(iD)f, 
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where S-lim denotes limit in the 5 topology and U(x) 
= exp{i L€r _ (:c)G(y )d 4y}. 

We are now in a position to "define" the S matrix 
and the interacting field. 

Definition 4: The scattering matrix S =exp(iDL 

Definition 5: The interacting field cp(x) = (i1(X)CPo(x)U(x), 
where CPo is a free field. 

It can easily be verified that the S matrix defined 
above is unitary and Poincare invariant, and the inter
actering field is Poincare covariant. The family 
{U(x) : x E IR} is a relativistic generalization of the 
family {U(t) : t E R} of Sec. 1. To prove this statement, 
let x= (t, x), then, in the nonrelativistic limit as c _ "", 
r -<x) -{y : y €]R4 and Yo < t}. 

Hence, 

U(x)=U(t, x)-exp{ipdYoJ G(yo, y)tfy} 
-~ Y€IR 

= exp {i l:F (t')dt'} = U(t), 

where F(t) = f tfx G(t, x). 

We prove in the Appendix to seco II the following 
important theorem o 

Theorem 3: ] (0) EEl] (1) is a null space of G(x), for 
any X€R4. 

Definition 6: Let f€ 5a:(IR3), then the smeared field 
cpU, t) = 1 Iflx cp(x)f(xL 

Xol:I' 

Theorem 4: For any f€ .5(r(1R 3 ) , w-limt __ ~{cp(f, t) 
- CPa(f, t)}= 0 and w-limt_+~1cpU, t) - S-lcpo(j, t)S}=O 
on 5(])xS(]). 

Proof: LetA€S(](m», B€s(](n», andf€Sa:(1R3), 
then 

<A, {cp(+ )(j, t) - cp ~+) (j, t) }B) 

= f f(x)tfxf~m)A*(k')Jk(n)B(k)(k'[ 

xexp(- ix 0 P){cp(+)(t, 0) - cp~+)(t. O)}x exp(ix' P) 1 k) 

= f tfxf(x) ~~m)A* (k') Jk(n) B(k) exp(i(k - k')x)(k'[ {cp (+) (t, 0) 

- cpci+)(t, O)}\k) 

= j'm)A*(k,)tn)B(k)l(k-k')(k'l{cp(+)(t, 0) 
k' k 

(34) 

where cp(+)(x) = J a(p) exp(- ipx), the positive frequency 
component of the field. Equation (34) takes the form 

<A, {cp(+)(f, t) - cp~+)(f, t)}B) 

= J,(m)A*(k') tnt B(k)l()f. - k')(k'i U-1(t, O)cp~)(t, O){U(t, 0) 
k' k 

-I}lk) + /m)A*(k,);:<n)B(k)1()f._k')(k'[{(i1(t, 0) -I} 
k' k 
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xCP6+)(t, 0) Ik) 

= J:m)A *(k') ~(n) B(k)f(k -k')J (k' 1 (i1(t, O)a(p){U(t, 0) 

- I} 1 k) exp(- iEpt) 

+ nJ.(m)A*(k')J(n) B(k)l()f. - k') 
k' k 

x (k' 1 {(i1(t, 0) - I} 1 k)' exp(- iEk t), 
1 

(35) 

where Ik)'= Ik2 , ... ,k.,), 

Now, because 1 exp(- iEpt) l=ieXE(- iEk t) 1 = 1 and 
there exists an M€lR such that !f(k)!<l1 for all k€1R3, 

and because 5-lim, __ ",{U(t, O)-I}=O onS(]) and 
J a(p) is S-continuous, it follows from Eq. (35) that 

p 

w-limt __ ~{cp(+)(f, t) - cp~+)(f, t)} =0 on S(])xS(]). 
Now, since cp<-)(j, t)=: [cp(+)(f*, t)]t, we get w-limt __ ~ 
{cpU, t) - CPoU, t)}=0 on S(])xS(]). The other limit 
could be proved in a similar way •• 

It is well known that the free field expansion CPo(x) 
= J {a(p) exp(- ipx) + at(p) exp(ipx)} is invertible, 

p 

a(pl=iJ _. exp(iPx)? CPo(x) tfx 
"0-' uXo 

and 

-
at(p)=-iJ exp(-ipx) -ail CPo(x)d 3x, 

"0=' Xo 

In general, one defines the time t annihilation and 
creation operators as follows: 

a(p, t)=iJ exp(ipx) .,}.-cp(x) d 3x 
"o=t uXo 

and 

-
at(p, t)=-ij exp(-ipx) "}'-CP(x)d 3x 

"l=t uXo 

Theorem 5: The vacuum and the one-particle states 
are stableo 

Proof: First we notice that if \ 0) is the vacuum state 
then cp(x) 10) = CPo(x) 10), for, by Theorem 3, U(x) 10) 
= I 0). Hence, 

cp(x) \ 0) == (i1 (x)CPo(x) 10) =: (il(X) J
P 

Ip) exp(ipx) 

=Jp 1 p) exp(ipx) =: CPo(x) 10). 

Now 

a(p, t)!O)=i!.o=t exp(ipx) a!o cp(x) 10) 

= exp(ipx) 

Hence, for any t € JR, a(p, t) annihilates the vacuum 
and the vacuum is stable. Also at(p, t) 10) = at(p) 10) 
= Ip), and the creation of a particle from the vacuum 
state is t'lme independent.. • 
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C. Crossing and PCT 

We discuss how one can impose crossing relations 
on a theory of a spinless neutral particle. Assume 
that ~n is a symmetric function of n R4 variables 
with the properties: 

(i) ~:(kl>"" kn)==~n(-kl> 0 0., -kn), 

(ii) ~n(Akl , ••• ,Akn) == ~n(kl> 0 •• ,kn), A E SO(1, 3)0 

Then the function 

is symmetric in the Y variables, with the properties: 

(i) ~:(x; Yu ••• ,Yn) == ~n(x; Yu • 0 • ,Yn), 

(ii) ~n(Ax + a; AYl + a, 0 0 0 ,AYn + a) == ~n(x; Yu 0 0 0 ,Yn), 
(A, a)EE(1,3)0 

Consider the quadratic form 

We can write 

CPo(x) == 1 atp8 (Po)O(P2 - m 2){a(p) exp(- ipx) + at(p) 

xexp(px)} 

== lcrp~(p2 - m2){8(p°} a(p) + 8(_ pO) at (_ pH 

x exp(ipx)} 

Substituting (37) in (36) we get 

x exp[ik1 (Yl - x)]ooo exp[ikn(yn - x)] ~n(kl , 0.0, kn) 

xI zrPl ~(pi - m 2) .001 zrPn~(P~ - m 2): 

x {8(p~)a(pl) + 8(- p~)at (- Pl)}"o 

X{8(p~)a(Pn) + 8(_ p~)at(Pn)}: exp(- iP1Yl)'" 

x exp[i(kf +,0' + k~ - kl - 00. kn_j)x] 

x at(kD'oo at(k~)a(kl) 000 a(kn_J
). 

From (36) one gets the important formula 

F(J,/r)(pf, ••• ,Pj; Pl> ••• ,P.) 
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(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

Equation (39) connects different physical transitionso 
Although, upon integrating Qn(x) over R\ the contribu
tion from the terms with less than two creation or 
annihilation operators vanishes, the form (36) is only 
locally integrable 0 This is a consequence of Theorem 
3. 

We define the "R product" R{: CP(Yl) ,ooCP(yn):} as 
the initial product, but with the terms of less than 
two creation or annihilation operators droppedo Hence 
we now define 

Gn(x) = 1 d 4Yl 000 1 d4Yn~n(X; Yu 0 0 0 ,Yn)R{: CP(Yl) 000 cp(Y,,):} 

(40) 

and the effective potential density takes the form 
G(x) ==!;G,,(x). 

n=~ 

To prove PCT invariance, all that is necessary 
then is lin(- Pu - P2' 0 0 • , - Pn)== Iin(Pu P2' 00. ,Pn)' 
But this is a consequence of Poincar~ invariance, 
because lin should be formed by the scalar product of 
4-momentao 
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APPENDIX TO SEC. I. 

A. The asymptotic limit of nonbounded operators 

If A is a nonbounded operator and [) A is the set of all 
vectorsfEH such that II Ao(t)f II, II Ao(t)Sfll, and 
II Ab(t)U(t)fll are bounded for all tElR, then for every 
f,gE[)A' 

w-lim(J, {A(t) -Ao(t)}g) 
t"·110 

==w-lim(f, {A(t) - S-lAo(t)S}g) == O. 
t .. + 10 

The proof follows the same steps, with the exception 
of the following: 

set Mf == SUPtER II A6(t)U(t)f II and M, == sup/colRll Ao(t) R" II, 
then 

l(f, {A(t)-Ao(t)}g) 1 

<s Mfll{U(t) - l}gll + M,"{U(t) - l}jll. 

B. The integrability of the effective potential 

LetfEH, then II U(t)f-fW==(U(t)f-f, U(t)f-f) 
==2<t,f)-2 Re <t, U(t)f). Now U(t)==exp(itHo/li)w:. 
x exp(- itHo/fT) = 102r exp(i;\.) dEI..(t), where EI..(t) 
=exp(itHo/n)EI.. exp(- itHo/ m. Since s-limt __ ~U(t) = I, 
it 2fOllows that limt __ ~ Re(f, U(t)f) = (I, f)o But 
10 rd(f, EI..(t)f)==(j, E2.(t)f)-(f, Eo(t}J)==(f,f)o Hence 
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or 

(a) Assume that there exists a 6> 0 such that 
E 2 •• a =1, then 

Hence 

But, if 0,;;; X,;;; 27r-6, thenO,;;;x/(27r-6)sin6/2,;;;sinX/2, 
hence 

. J 2.-0 (21T - 6}2 • 2 X ( () 
,;;;hm . 26/2sm -2df,Extf =0. 
t· ... 0 sIn 

But 

f0
2'.\2d(j, Ex(t)f) = IIA(t)fW; 

hence 

s-limt •• ..A(t}=O and U(l)=exp{i!:F(t')dl'}. 

(b) [Weaker than (a)] Assume that for every fEH 
and E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 and 1> 0 such that for every 
t<-L, (f,E2,.0(t)f»1-E. Then, g1.venfEHand 
E> 0, one can find two numbers 6> 0 and L1 > 0 such 
that for any t < - L1 we have (f, E2 •• 0(t)f) > 1- E/81T2

• 

Also, one can find a number L 2 > 0 such that for any 
t < - L2 we have 

J 
2. 2 X ( 21T - 6 )_2 E 

o sin 2d(f,Ex(t)f)<,sin6/2 2' 

Take L =max(Lu L 2 ). Hence, for every t < - L we have 
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APPENDIX TO SEC. II. 

Proof of Theorem 3: Since G(x) is strongly integrable, 
it follows that G(x)G(v) is weakly integrable. Now, 
{(x, y): x E]R4 and y E: r jx)}<: ]R4X]R4. Hence Lc: R4 d4x 

X fYE:r _(xl d
4
y G(x)G(y) exists. But H(x) = G(x) 

x ~E:r _(xl d 4yG(y) is a covariant function of xE 1R4. 

Hence the integral I.E:]R4 H(x) cfx diverges if G(x) 

does not annihilate J (0) E!1 J (1), as can be seen 
explicitly. 
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An alternative axiomatic system describing the concept of conditioning (or preparation) of states in a 
quantum logic is proposed and its consequences developed. The main difference between this and the 
system proposed by Pool is our reliance on Mielnik's idea of transition probabilities, thereby avoiding 
some ad hoc hypotheses as well as the theory of Baer *-semigroups. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to study the change a 
state of a system has to undergo, given the occurence of 
an event, classically known as the conditioning of a 
state by the occurence of an event. In particular we wish 
to point out how the basic structure of the set L of all 
events can be recaptured, given the conditioning maps. 
We have used this point of view in Ref. 1 but in the re
stricted case of a "pure" conditioning. Pool has given, 
in Ref. 2, a discussion of this idea, and it is important 
to note the similarities and the differences. For the 
reader's convenience we have included as an appendix 
a list of Pool's axioms. The main tool used by Pool was 
the Baer *-semigroup of all operations he constructs 
using his axioms II.4 and II.5. These we shall not as
sume because their physical significance is, in the 
writer's opinion, not immediate. Instead, we shall make 
use of the concept of transition probability between two 
states, by assuming essentially an extension of Mielnik's 
axioms. 3 

In Sec. 2 we provide the basic hypotheses on Land 
derive the results we shall need later. Section 3 con
tains our discussion of the conditionin~ axioms, and 
Sec. 4 gives the characterization of the basic structural 
elements of L in terms of the conditioning maps. In Sec. 
5 we establish that Axiom II. 8 of Pool holds, from 
which the connection between semimodularity and pure 
conditionings follows. Finally, in Sec. 6 we discuss the 
consequences of the hypothesis that every state is a 
mixture of pure states, which can serve to replace 
some of our original axioms. 

2. THE BACKGROUND HYPOTHESES 

We shall assume that the set L of all events is an 
ortholattice (relative to ~ and ') and that the setln of all 
states is quite full, i. e., that for any A,B E L, if mB = 1 
for all mEn] for which mA = 1, then A ~ B. Write P for 
the set of all pure states. 

Our next assumption is the existence of a support for 
each state [Axiom I.8(a) of Pool]: Given any mE/y/, the 
event L m =inf{AlmA=l} exists and m(L m)=l. 

Proposilon 1: The Jauch- Piron - Zierler (JPZ) 
Axiom holds: if A = inf{A i} and mAi = 1 for all i, then 
mA = 1 also. 

Proof: Since mAl = 1, we have Lm ~ Ai for all i, hence 
Lm ~ A; thu's mA'" m(Lm) = 1. 

Remark: For any m,nE/h we have m(Ln)=O iff Lm1Ln 
iff 11 (L m) = ° . 

Next we assume Axiom I.9(a) of Pool: Given any A*O, 
there exists a pure state m such that mA = 1, i. e. , 
Lm~A. 

Now consider an event A * 0, and let P A be a tempo
rary notation for the set of all me P such that mA = 1; 
by the above, this is just{mEPILm~A} and is *0. 

Consider all possible subsets 5 of P A for which m, 
I1E 5, m * 11 implies Lm1 Ln; such 5 exist (Singleton sets 
for example). Hence by Zorn's Lemma we immediately 
see that there exists at least one such subset So of P A' 

maximal with respect to inclusion. 

Proposition 2: Given an event A * ° in L let {m,,} be a 
set of pure states as described above and let La be the 
support of m". Thus assume that (0 m,,(A)=l for each 
(l', (ii) L" 1 La for ct * p, and (iii) if m * m" (all ct), then 
Lm is not disjoint from all L". Then A = sup" {L,,}, and 
for any state 111 we have mA=Lm(L,,). 

" 
Proof: Since L" ~ A for all Ct, we consider an upper 

bound B of {L,,}, and assume that A/\ B *A, i. e., that 
C, defined as A /\ (A /\ B)', is * 0. Then there exists a 
pure state 11 with I1C = 1. Since C,; A we have I1A = 1, or 
I1CPA' On the other hand each L,,~A/\B, hence L"lLn 
for all (j, which contradicts hypothesis (iii). Therefore, 
C=O, orAIIB=A, i.e., A,;B, which means 
A=suP{L,,}. Now consider any state m; if mA=O, then 
m(L,,)=O also and mA=Lm(L,,) holds. So let mA*O. 
Since for any finite numb'er of indices Ctl'1)/2' ••• ,Oi

k 
we 

have LIIl(L".l=m(LL".)~ 1, we see that h Im(L,,)*O~ 
is countable: and we w'rite it as h 1> ct 2 ' • '~. Let 
D=L;L"i(~A) and E=AIID', Then mA=mD+mE, 
mD~L;I11(L",.l=~m(L,,). For "'*et i we have L",lL"., 
hence L" 1 D: which implies L" ~ E. Also {L", Icy * all Il' i ~ 
is maximal disjoint in E, because if Ln ~ E is disjoint 
from all such L"" Ln will be disjoint from all the Lr:J. 
given originally, since E 1 D = LL ",., which is impos
sible. Thus E=sup{L",IIl'*all (]Ii~,'and since I11(L,,)=O 
for (]I * Q!i we have by JPZ that mE=O. Hence 
mA = nzD = L",III (L",). 

Our major departure from Pool's system will now be 
discussed. We assume that to each pair of states m, 
l1l'c/tJ a number (m In) corresponds, which gives the 
probability of spontaneous transition. Specifically we 
assume that: 0 ~ (m Ill) ~ 1, (m i 11) = (Ill m), Since L is 
the "cause" of all events occuring with certainity tn the 
state 11, it might appear reasonable to assume that 
(min) is the same as m(Ln), i.e., to identify the occur
rence of Ln with the system's being in state 11. This, 
however, is not quite allowed. For example, it is not 
true in general that L = L implies til = tl2' and in fact 

"'1 "'2 
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the classical Hilbert space model with (m In) = Tr(TS) 
(T ,5 the density operators representing m, n) violates 
this unless n1 ,n2 are pure. We shall therefore impose 
the condition (m In) = m(Ln) only for pure states nand 
assume Mielnik's Axiom: For pure m, n we have (m In) 
= 1 iff m = n. This property justifies our identification 
of the occurrence of Ln with the system's transition to 
the state n (for n pure): 

Proposition 3: For n1 , n2 pure states we have L = L 
. ~ ~ iff n1 = n2 • 

Proof:AssumeL =L ;thenn2 (L )=n2 (L )=1, 
. "1"2"1"2 
1. e., (1~ I n) = 1 hence n1 = n2 • 

Note also that this proposition implies Mielnik's 
axiom: Suppose (m In) = 1; then m(Ln) = 1 hence Lm"::: Ln; 
by symmetry Ln"::: Lm also, hence Ln=Lm' and so n=m. 

We now summarize all our axioms. 

Axiom 1: The set L of events is an ortholattice with 
respect to ,,::: (implication) and' (complementation) with 
maximum element I and minimum element 0. 

Axiom 2: The set/Y! of states is quite full: For any 
A, B, if m B = 1 for each state for which mA = 1, then 
A":::B. 

Axiom 3: For each m=!fI, the event Lm = inf {A I mA = I} 
exists, and m(Lm) = 1. 

Axiom 4: For each A * ° there exists a pure state m 
such that rnA = 1. 

Axiom 5: To each m,nE/}j there corresponds' a num-
ber (m! n) such that: 

(i) ° ,,::: (m I n) ,,::: 1, 

(ii) (m \ n) = (n 1m;, 

(iii) For Il E P we have (m! n) = m(Ln), 

(iv) For m,n~p we have (m!n)=1 iffm=n. 

Using Axiom.s 4 and 5 we can characterize the atoms 
of L. 

Proposition 4: The event A is an atom of L iff A = L m 

for some pure state m; such a state is unique. 

Proof: ConSider a pure state m, and let B,,::: Lm' 
C = Lm i\ B' * 0; then there exists a pure state n with 
l1C = 1, hence n(L m ) = 1. But then m = n, hence mC = 1 
and so Lm"::: C, which implies that B = 0. Thus Lrn is an 
atom. Conversely, let A be an atom and consider a pure 
state m with mA=L Then Lm,,:::A and since Lm*O we 
have A = Lm' Uniqueness follows from proposition 3. 

To see that L does not determine m when m is not 
pure, let ml,m2~ 0 00 be pure states such that (mil mJ ) 

= ° for i* j and choosing a i > O,'L,a i = 1, let m ='L,aim i 
be the mixture. We shall show that Lm='L,Lm;. Let 
A = 'L,L and note that mB = 1 implies In.B = 1 or 

mj , 

Lm.~B, henceA~B. ThusA~Lm' On the other hand 
mA='L,jm(L"'j)='L,j'L,i(/imi(Lmj): but m i (L 7I )=~ii and so 
m (L"'i) = (/ j and mA = 'L, ja j = 1, 1. e. , L m ~ A. F mally note 
that changing the a i changes m [since m(L mj ) =a i ) but 
does not influence A. 

A lemma, crucial for future results, will be estab
lished now. 
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Lemma 1: Let a1(m11 n) = Goz( m21 n) for all n E/i1. Then 
a1 = Goz, and, if they are nonzero, we also have m

1 
=m2 • 

Proof: For pure n the hypothesis becomes (~ml (Ln) 
= Gozm 2 (Ln)· Consider by Zorn a set of pure states {mJ 
such that {L } are disjoint, and maximal relative to rna 
this property. Then 1= sup{ LmJ and 'L,am(Lm ) = 1 by 
Proposition 2. Thus a1 = a1 'L,m

1
(L ) = n_'L,m

2
(t ) = n_. 

a rna """20: ma ~-.l 

Now for aI' a2 * ° we get m 1 (Ln) = m 2 (L n), and using a 
maximal disjoint family {L } all contained in A, we 

n", 

obtain as before m lA =m0, for all A, hence m 1 =m 2 • 

3. THE CONDITIONING OF STATES 

We shall now assume that the occurrence of an event 
A while the system is in a state m will produce a transi
tion to a state, which we shall write as m: A , and call 
"the state m conditioned by (the occurrence of) A." To 
include the case where it is impossible for A to occur 
in a given state m, we shall augment/}] by a formal 
state e and assume the following: 

Axiom 6: For any AE L, m :=./h U {IJ} we have: 

(i) m!A = eiff meA) =0; e!A = e 

(ii) m'A:A = m 'A 

(iii) m'A=m iff m(A)=l 

(iv) (m In) = m(A) (m:A I n) for each n ~!11 with n(A) = 1. 

The interpretation of (iv) is obvious: The transition 
from m to a state n in which A occurs with certainty is 
considered equivalent to the independent concatenation 
of the occurrence of A (hence the transition to m :A) and 
the transition from m'A to n. 

Remarks: (al Such a map m- m:A completely deter
mines the event A, because if m!A = m'B for all m, then 
mA=l iff m=m'A iff m=m'B iff mB=l; but sincelfl is 
quite full, this means A =B 0 

(b) Further, such a map m~ m 'A is completely deter
mined by its fixed points, because the set {m I m = m :A} 
is {e} ~ {m!mA=1}, and the latter one determines A 
completely. 

Proposition 5: For any m, n c/fJ we have m (A)(m:A In) 
= n(A)(11 'A 1m). 

Proof: First note that we may assume not both m (A), 
n(A) to be zero. But if say, meA) =0, n(A) *0, then 
(mln:A)=m(A)(m:Aln:A) by (iv) of Axiom 6, since H:A(A) 
= 1; thus (m I n'A) = ° and the result holds. Finally let 
both m(A), n(A)*O [i.e., m'A (A)=n:A(A)=:l] and apply 
again the same axiom to obtain m (A) (m:A I n) = m (A) 
n(A)(m 'A 11l:A) = n(A) (m! n!A) =n(A)(l1:A 1m). 

Corollary: A conditioning is uniquely determined by 
its effect on pure states. 

Proof: Let fA (m) ,gA (m) be the result of conditioning m 
by the event A, according to two conditionings, and as
sume fA(n) =gA(n) for all pure 11. Then we have meA) 
X (fA (m)1 n) =n(A) (mlfA (n» =n(A) (m I !fA (n) =m(A) 

x V;A (m) I n) for all pure states. Now if mA = 0, then 
fA(m) = tI=gA(m); if mA*O, the argument in Lemma 1 
applies to yield fA (m) = gA (m). 
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We shall call a conditioning "pure" if m lA is (either e 
or) pure for each pure state m. Note that there exists at 
most one pure conditioning on a given L. In particular, 
as in Ref. 1 we have that if m lA is pure, it is the unique 
pure state in {m I mA = 1} which maximizes (m I n) under 
the constraint nA = 1. First note that for m lA pure we 
have (mlm:A)=m(A)(mIAlm:A)=mA, and so (min) 
=m(A) (mIAln)";mA=(mlm IA ), i.e., m lA maximizes 
(m In). Also, if (m I n) = (m IA I m) for some pure n with 
nA = 1, then again (m I n) = mA (m IA I n) implies (m IA 1m) 

=mA (mIAln) or m(A)=m(A)(mIAln); since mk#O (m lA 
is pure) we have (m IA I n) = 1, and since m lA' n are pure 
they are equal. 

4. THE ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE OF IN TERMS 
OF CONDITIONING 

Characterizing A' in terms of the map m - m IA is 
quite trivial. 

Theorem 1: The map m - m :A' is characterized by the 
property that its fixed pOints are the states mapped to e 
by m- m lA . 

Proof: Because m(A')=l iff mA=O. 

In case of successive conditionings it is convenient to 
omit the brackets; we shall write, e. g., m IA IB instead 
of (m:A)IB' 

Theorem 2: For any A,B E: L we have B,,; A iff m:B 
=m IBIA · 

Proof: Let B,,; A, and suppose nB = 1; then nA = 1 also, 
hence n:A =n. But if m lB *8, we have m'B(B)=l, and so 
we obtain m lBIA =m IB ; if m lB = 8 then m'B IA = 8 also. 
Conversely, if m lB =m IBIA and we consider a state m 
with mB=l, we have m lB =m, hence m'A =m'B'A =m'B 
=m, i.e., mA=l too. Thus B,,;A. 

Proposition 6: If B ,,; A, then m 'B = m 'A 'B for all m. 

Proof: We have m(B)(m,Bln)=n(B)(n'Blm)=n(B) nIB(A) 
X(n IBIA I m) since nIB(A) is either 1 or ° (since B ,,;A) and 
in either case the equality holds. But nIB (A) (nlllIAI m) 
= m(A) (m lA I n'B) = m(A) m lA (B) (m'A III I n), and so we 
have for all m,n that m(B) (m,Bln)=m(A) mIA(B) 
X(m'A'B In). Thus by Lemma 1 we obtain m(B) 
= m (A)mu (B), and if nonzero we have mlB = m lAI B' Now, 
if m(B)=m(A)mlA(B)=O, we have m lB = 8 and either 
m lA = e, or m lAIB = 8, which all lead to m'B =m:A'B 
again. 

Remark: It is not hard to see that there are several 
other ways of expressing the relation B,,; A by means 
of conditioning: "m III (A) = 1 for all m with mB = 1" is one 
and "m(B)=m(A) mIA(B)" is another; thus, in particular, 
Axiom II. 6 of Pool holds. We prefer the way stated in 
Theorem 2 because it contains only the conditioning 
maps, 

Theorem 3: For any A ,B E: L, we have AlB iff 
m:B IA = 8=rn lA lB' 

Proof: Since AlB iff A ,,; B', assume the last and note 
that for mA*O we shall have m IA (B')=I, or m'A(B)=O. 
Thus either mA =0 or m lAIB = 8; in either case mlA'B = 8. 
Since AlB is symmetric, we also have m IB IA = 8 . Con
versely, m IA IB = 8 implies 11l:A (B) = ° or m IA (B') = 1, un-
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less m lA = 8. Thus m(A) = 1 will imply m lA =m * 6 and so 
m(B')=l will hold, i.e., A,,;B' will hold .• 

Theorem 4: The events A,B are compatible iff m:AIB 
= m Ill:A for all m. In such a case A /\ B produces the 
conditioning m - m :A :B • 

Proof: Let A =Al + e ,B =B1 +e with C =A/\B, and 
ApC,BI mutually orthogonal. Then mlAIIA =mlAIAI for 
all m, and in particular we have m IB I Al IA = m IB IA IA I; 

since B lAI and Al ,,;A, we find m lB IAIAI = fI, or 
mIBIA(AI)=O. In case m lSIA *0, we have 1 =mIB:A(A) 
=m lB IA (AI +C) =m lB IA (AI) + m IB :A (C) =m lelA (e). Thus 
m lBIA ==mIBIAIC and since C ,,;A, C '" B we apply Propo
s ition 6 to obtain m:c = m:B IA • 

If m le IA = e, then m 'B lAIC = 8 too, and the same argu
ments leads to m IC = m IB IA' Thus in all cases m IC 

= m Ie IA and since compatibility is symmetric we end up 
with m lc =m:A :e also. 

Conversely now, let m.A:B =mle'A and let C =A/\B. 
We must show that A/\C' 1B ,B/\ C' 1A; by symmetry it 
suffices to establish the first. So let m(A/\C')=I, i.e., 
mA=I,mC =0. Then m:A =m, hence m lAle =m le, and 
so m:B =m:e :A. Suppose m:e * A; then m lB (A) = 1 and 
since m:B(B)=1 we have by JPZ that m:e(C)=l; but 
m(C)=m(B)m:e(C), and so O=m(C)=m(B)*O gives a 
contradiction. Therefore, m lB =8, i.e., m(B)=O, or 
m(B')=1. Thus m(A/\C')=1 implies m(B')=I, or 
A/\ C' ,,;B', which is the desired conclusion. 

5. CHARACTERIZATION OF CONDITIONINGS 

We shall now calculate the support of m:A given any 
conditioning. Even though this will not characterize the 
map m - m:A unless m'A is pure, the theorem below is 
quite useful. Note that is just Axiom II. 8 of Pool. 

Theorem 5: If mA*O, then Lm:A = (LmVA')/\A. 

Proof: Clearly L ,,; A since m'A (A) = 1. We shall m'A • 
first show that L ;,; L v A', by showing that 

m~A m 
m:A(L mVA')=I, or equivalently m:A(L~/\A)=O. Note 
that L~/\A,,; L~, hence m(L~/\A) =0. Since m(L~/\A) 
=m(A)m:A (L~/\A), while m(A) *0, we have the desired 
conclusion. So we have reached the half point: L m:A 
,,; Lm V A')/\A. For the reverse, note that if it is false, 
then by orthomodularity there is a pure state n such that 
n«L VA')/\A)=I,n(L )=0. Thus we have n(A)=I, 

m m-A 
n(Lm V A') = 1. Also n(L~. ) = ° implies n(LmlA') = 1, 
hence L ,,; L' , or m.Act ) =0; but this means (nl m.A) n mOA • n 0 

=0. Since n='n lA we use part (iv) of the conditioning 
axiom to obtain (n:Alm)=m(A)(nIAlmIA)=O, i.e., (nlm) 
=0. But again, as this means m(L)=O or m(L~)=1 or 
Lm"; L~, or n(Lm) =0, and since n(A') =0, we apply JPZ 
to obtain n(L

1II 
V A') = 0- a contradiction. 

Corollary (Pool): If a pure conditioning exists for L , 
then L is semimodular. 

Proof: The argument given by Pool still holds. For 
the converse, i.e., that on a semimodular L every con
ditioning is pure, we need to have that if L m is an atom 
of L, then m is pure. This is essentially assumed by 
Pool in the form of Axiom 1. 9 (b). It does not appear to 
follow from our axioms, but we can establish that it 
holds under another hypotheSis which at the same time 
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serves various other purposes. We discuss this in the 
next section 

It is interesting to note that in case of a semimodular 
L we can always define a map m - m;A from P to P sat
isfying the first three conditions of Axiom 6, motivated 
by the conclusion of Theorem 5. If mA = 0, i. e. , 
L -""A', we have (L v A')AA=A' AA =0, so m'A is 
n;turally defined as me; for mA *0, (Lm V A')A A 'is an 
atom, hence of the form Ln for a unique pure state n, 
which we define to be m 'A' Thus we have (i). Part (iii) 
is easy: If mA=1, then Lm-""A, hence Lm,A,A' are 
mutually compatible, and so L = (L V A') /' it 

m:A m 
= (Lm AA)V (A' AA) = L m, and by uniqueness m:A = m. On 
the other hand, if m = m:A , then Lm = (Lm v A')AA -"" A, 
hence rnA = 1. To verify m:A :A = m:A we must calculate 
{[(Lm V A')AA]VA'}AA. Now (Lm VA')AA and A' are 
disjoint, hence form a modular pair; since (L If A')AA 
-"" A, we have by semimodularity that we can distribute 
{[Lm V A')AAlv A'}/'. A ={[(Lm If A') AA} Ii (A' I.A) 
=(LmVA')AAAA=(LmVA')AA, which is precisely the 
relation m:A :A = m :A • 

6. PURE GENERATION OF STATES 

We say that a state m is a mixture of a family {mJx,x 
of states, if X carries a positive measure fl such that 
mA = Jxnix(A)dflCv;} for all A C L; we write m = 
= fxmxd/J-(x). The case of discrete mixtures is contained 
in this by considering a sequence of points tYkt in X and 
letting fl{xk}=a k • We have used such mixtures in Sec. 2, 
which we write as "Zakm

k
• 

The hypothesis mentioned in the previous section is 
the following 

(PGS): There exists a set X, and a a-algebra of sub
sets such that to each rn= ,H there corresponds a family 
{rn.}xEX in P and a positive measure fl on X with m 

= J xmxd/l(x). 

This hypothesis has an obvious physical content, and 
is implicit in all applications. The first thing to observe 
is that PGS implies Axiom 4. 

Proposition 7: Assume PGS; then, if A*O, there 
exists a pure state In with mA = 1 . 

Proof: By Gudder's argument4 there exists a state n 
for which nA = 1 (otherwise {n \ nA = 1} = cp ={III nO = 1}, 
i.e., A=O by the quite fullness of/I,). Write 111 as 
f x ll1 xd/l(x); then fxmx(A)d/J(x) =1, and since flX=1, 
Inx(A) -"" 1, we have mx(A) = 1 a. e. in X; then anyone of 
these nix will do. 

We shall now determine all A E L which are supports 
of a given m, by using PGS. First we define a family of 
atoms {AxrxEx as being measurable in case for each 
BEL the function x - II1 x (B) is measurable, where mx 
is the unique pure state having Ax as support. 

Proposition 8: The event A is the support of the state 
m if there exists a measureable family {Ax} of atoms of 
atoms in A and a (positive) measure fl on X such that: 
(i) jlE = ° implies A = suP{A) XE E}, (ii) m = Jxmxd/l(x). 

Proof: Let A = Lm and write m = J xmxd/l(x) with mx E p. 
Since mA=1, we have m x(A)=l a.e. relative to fl, and 
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suppressing the exceptional In,. will not affect the equa
tion In = f xmxdfl(x). Thus we assume mp = 1 for all x, 
and writing Ax for the support of mx' we have Ax -"" A. 
Now let flE = ° and suppose that Ax -"" B for x" E. Then 
A A B?o Ax for x ri E hence rnx(A 10 B) = 1 for xriE and since 
flE=O we have m(A/"B)=1, Le., AIoB? L =A. There
fore, B?A and so A=sup{AxlxiE}. For th~ converse 
let A = suP{A) x riE} for any E with /lE = 0, while In 

= Jxmxd fl(x) (Ax = Lm)' Since 1n~=1 a.e., we have 
mA=l, or Lm-""A. But if mB=l, then mxB=1 except 
for XE E for some E ~ X with flE =0. Thus A -"" B for 

, x 
xgE, and soA-""B for any B withmB=1. ThusA-""L, 
and Lm=A. m 

Of more immediate importance is the following; 

Proposition 9: Let PGS hold, and let Lm be an atom; 
then m is pure. Thus Axiom II. 9(b) of Pool will hold. 

Proof: Again, write In = f xmxdflCy) and note that 
mx(L ) = 1 a. e.; thus ° oS L s; L . But since L is an m In); m m 
atom we have L = La. e. ; however, t here is a pure 
state rz such thatXL =mL , and so L = L , L e .. In = 11 

a. e. But this impli~s /lin = f xlld/l(X)"':c III x;i/l(x) = II. i. e. , 
nz is pure. 

Corollavy (Pool): If PGS holds and L is semimodular, 
then any conditioning is pure, hence unique. 

Our final use of PGS will be to weaken the hypotheses 
on our transition probabilities. provided that the de
compositions of a state //I as f xlllxdflCYl are "strongly" 
measurable, L e .. not only x -'" (.ti) is measurable for 
all A" L, but also x - Il(L m ) is m'easurable for each 
IF/}I' In such a case it suffices to be given a Mielnik 
form \ I) on ;) i. e" one which satisfies 

(i) ° <~ \m : II)' 1, 

(ii) (mill) = (111m) = II(L
m

), 

(iii) \111 III) = 1 iff III = II. 

lBecause then, for arbitrary Ill, II' ,H, one writes 111 

= f xi11 xd fl(X) , II = f xllvdz;(y) and defines (III! II) to be 
f I xxx<mx In)dfl(x)dz;(y). 1 Existence is guaranteed by our 
assumptions and it is not hard to see that Axiom 5 is 
valid. 

APPENDIX 

We reproduce here for the reader's convenience the 
axioms employed by Pool, 2 stated in our notation. 

Axioms 1.1- 1. 7 amount to the assumption that L is 
an orthomodular set, closed under countable diSjoint 
suprema, with quite a full set of states closed under 
countable mixtures. Two more axioms are assumed: 

1. 8(a) Given m, the inf {A I mA = 1} = Lm exists and 
m(L m ) = 1. 

(b) If A * 0, there exists a state III such that Ii = Lm' 

1. 9(a) If A *0, then there exists a pure state III with 
rnA. = 1. 

(b) The state m is pure iff there exists an event A 
such that IlA = 1 iff II = Ill. 

The definition of a conditioning contains the following: 

II.1 For each A the domain is {III ': iliA '* 0t. 
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II. 2 If mA = 1, then m:A = m . 

II.3 m:A(A)=l for each m in the domain. 

II.4 If for all m we have m:Al:A2: .. ':Ak =mB1 :B2: ... B,,' 
then m:Ak:Ak_l: ... :Al =m:B,:B,_1: •• O:B 1' 

II.5 Given Al'Av' ",An' there exists an A such that 
{m I mA = I} is the complement of the domain of the com
position of the maps m - m :A

j
' 

II.6 If B~A, then m(B)=m(A) m,A(B). 

2345 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 19, No. 11, November 1978 

II.7 If A,B are compatible, then m:A (B)=m:A (AIIB). 

11.8 If mktO, then Lm:A, =(LmV A')IIA. 

Ip. C. Deliyannis, J. Math. Phys. 17, 653 (1976). 
2J. C. T. Pool, Commun. Math. Phys. 9, 118 (1968). 
3B. Mielnik, Commun. Math. Phys. 9, 55 (1968). 
48. P. Gudder, Pac. J. Math. 19, 81 (1968). 
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A unified radon inversion formula8
) 

Stanley R. Deansb) 

Donner Laboratory, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720 

A Radon inversion formula which holds in spaces of even or odd dimension n is obtained for functions 
which admit to a certain general decomposition. The inversion formula which is one member of a 
Gegenbauer transform pair is used to generate some interesting definite integrals involving special 
functions. Legendre and TchebychetT transform pairs are discussed as special cases of the general result. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The work reported here is part of an ongoing effortl,2 
to obtain a better understanding of the integral equations 
which emerge in a natural way when studying the Radon 
transform on Euclidean space Rn. The theory of this 
transform is the foundation for an enormous number of 
diverse applications. These range from macroscopic to 
microscopic (astrophysics and molecular biology, for 
example) and include medical applications as an inter
mediate case. In all of these applications the central 
aim is to obtain certain information about the internal 
structure of an object (or collection of objects) either 
by passing some probe (such as x rays) through the 
obj ect or by making use of the fact that the object itself 
is a self-emitting source, such as an organ in the body 
which contains a radioactive isotope or the interior of 
the earth when motions occur. Reviews of many of these 
applications may be found in the articles by Budinger 
and Gullberg,3 Gordon and Herman, 4 and Brooks and 
DiChiro. 5 

The Radon transform is not new, having originated 
with a paper by Radon6 in 1917. Since that time various 
authors have contributed to an understanding of many 
technical aspects of the transform. 1-12 Our current 
purpose is to supplement this understanding with empha
sis focused on the integral equation and special function 
aspects. The earlier work along these lines1,2 was 
primarily devoted to a study of even dimension. There 
were two main reasons for this. First, nearly all apli
cations thus far have been associated with n = 2. Second, 
the inversion formula for even dimension is somewhat 
more challenging, involving a Hilbert transform which 
does not appear in the odd n case. By making use of 
some recent work by Durand, Fishbane, and Simmons13 

it was possible to do the Hilbert transform for the even 
case and obtain a rather convenient inversion formula 
for all even dimensions. 2 

In Sec. 3 we shall show that the corresponding result 
for odd n differs only by an overall multiplicative factor 
of - 1. And in Sec. 4, we simply write down a unifica
tion formula. In retrospect, this unification appears 
reasonable and with hindsight it is possible to say, with 
some enthusiasm, that the formula (17) which holds 
for both even and odd n is just what one would expect 
since there ought not to be such fundamental differences 

alThis work was done with support from the U. S. Department 
of Energy. 

blNational Science Foundation, Fellow, University of California, 
Berkeley, CA 1977-78. Permanent address: Department of 
Physics, University of South Florida, Tampa, Florida 33620. 

between even and odd n as n gets large. In this regard 
we observe that it is especially important to have an 
expression like (17) when extending the theory to very 
large n. 

In Sec. 5 we take a close look at the special case 
n == 3, which leads to a Legendre transform pair. In 
Sec. 6 the n =4 special case is discussed. In many re
spects this is similar to the 11 = 2 case! with Tchebycheff 
polynomials of the first kind replaced by Tchebycheff 
polynomials of the second kind. Finally, in Sec. 7 we 
generalize results which appear in the special cases and 
find a rather interesting definite integral formula which 
appears to have been overlooked in the major 
tabulations. 

2. THE RADON TRANSFORM 

Let F(x) = F(Xh .•• ,xn) be a function of n real vari
ables and let x be a vector in Rn. The Radon transform 
of F is given by1 

f(~,p)=R{F}= jF(x)6(P- ~'x)dx, (1) 

where ~ is a unit vector; p is a real number, ~·x 

=~!x! + ... +~nxn' dx=dxl···dxn, /) is the Dirac /) func
tion, and the integral is over the entire space. For 
our purposes here it is assumed that F is a rapidly 
decreasing C~ function. 14 

Suppose F(x) can be decomposed in the form 

F(x) = Gz(r)S Zm(x), (2) 

where x=x/lxl, y= lxi, and Szm(x) is a real general
ized spherical harmonic. (For a full discussion of the 
S Zm, see HochstadL 15) Then it follows thatf also admits 
of a similar decomposition, 

(3) 

and gz is a rapidly decreasing C~ function. If g has 
negative argument, the defining equation is taken to be 
the symmetry condition 

g (~l( _ p) = (_ l)Z+kg (~l (P), (4) 

where 

g (~l(p) = (d~) kgz(p). (5) 

The function Gz and gz are related by2 (p? 0) 

(P) - (41T)"r(z + l)r(v) f~ r2vGz(r)CVz (tr) 
gz - r(Z+2v) 

p 

x~-~J 
v-l12 

dr, (6) 
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where v == Hn -2) and the dimensionality n may be even 
or odd. The functions c~ which appear in (6) are 
Gegenbauer polynomials of the first kind. 13 

3. THE INVERSION FORMULA FOR ODD DIMENSION 
The general inversion formula may be written as an 

integration over a unit sphere in ~ space, 11 

F(x) = J f*(~,~. x) dn~, 
[l 

where f* is found from f by the equation 

f*(~, ~. x) =='f'f(~,P). (8) 

For odd n the operator 'f' is defined by 

(_1)(n-1>/2 (0) n-l ~ 
~(Lt) 2 (21i)n-1 op f(~'P)Jp=t' (9) 

(For even n the operator 'f' involves a Hilbert transform. 
This case is discussed in detail in Ref. 2.) 

For the decompositions (2) and (4) it is straightfor
ward to obtain the equation 

·1 
(- l)(n-l) 12 ,'\11':1 f 

G/(r) = 2(271)"-1 g(ni1)(rt)C~(t)(l- rt-1/2 dt, 

-1 
(10) 

by use of the Hecke-Funk theorem. 15 In (10), the nor
malization factor }\t; is given by 

''i1': _ (41i)'T(l + 1)r(v) 
'1- r(l+2v) 

(11) 

By use of the symmetry properties of gl and c~ the 
limits of integration may be changed, J:l- 2 J6, and by 
the change of variable t - tlr we have 

G/(r) . 1 g(n-l)(t)CV_ (_1)(n-1) / 21\11': i r (t) 
(271)n-l r 0 1 , r 

v-1/2 

x (1-~) dt. 

But the integral fQ can be modified by making use of 
fO = J~ - J;. This yields 

xdt, 

where 

In the Appendix it is shown that (14) vanishes. Thus, 

(_1)(n.1)/2(_1)"-1121\1': f~ (t) 
G / (r) == (I -.::.:..L g(n_l) (t)CV -

277)n- r r I I r 
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(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

( r )V-1/2 
X ':T - 1 dt, 

r 
(15) 

or, making use of v == 1(n - 2) and (11), 

G/(r) r(l + l)r(v) [~g(n_,I) (t)Cv, (-rt) 
211"·lr(l + 2v)r 

v-1/2 

x (-?-1) dt, (16) 

for odd n. 

4. THE UNIFICATION 

In Ref. 2 the result for even n differed from (16) by a 
negative sign. Hence, it is possible to write a unified 
formula, valid for even or odd n. In terms of v =Hn - 2), 

G/(r) (;~~~;~;f;v~;r(v) [~g(zv;j)(t)C~ (;) 

v-1/ 2 

dt. (17) 

Equations (17) and (6) constitute a Gegenbauer transform 
pair. 

Ludwig l1 also observed a fundamental connection be
tween Radon and Gegenbauer transforms; however, in 
that work the inversion formula was not unified in the 
sense that it was necessary to treat the even and odd 
dimensional cases separately. Although the purpose 
here is to focus attention on results for the Radon 
transform, it may be useful to point out that the trans
form pair (6) and (17) is not the only possible Gegen
bauer transform pair and general methods (not involving 
the Radon transform) exist for deriving such pairs. In 
particular, another pair was found by Higgins, 16 and 
Sneddon1

• has given a procedure utilizing the Mellin 
transform which yields inversion formulas for integral 
transform pairs of a general kind. Finally, by the very 
nature of the method used here to obtain the pair (6) and 
(17) there is a restriction on the degree 1 and order v 
associated with C~; however, the Gegenbauer functions 
can be defined for generai degree and order, 13 and 
fractional differentiation and integration18.19 can be used 
to extend the transform to more general values of the 
indices, l> 0 and Re l/ > -~. 

5. SPECIAL CASE n = 3 

If n = 3 (or l/ =~) the Gegenbauer transform pair be
comes the Legendre transform pair. (Here x is a real 
variable and not a vector. ) 

(18) 

(19) 

Note that if 21TXG,(X) is replaced by G(x) and if g,(s) is 
replaced by g(s) we obtain the pair 
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(20) 

(21) 

It is of interest to try a direct verification that (21) does 
indeed satisfy (20). When (21) is substituted into (20) we 
obtain 

(22) 

and by changing the order of integration (22) becomes 
(0 < S < t) 

100 

dtg"(t) It dxP , (~) P, (;) . (23) 

We designate the integral on the right by K';(t, s) with 
1 

v= ;" 

After substituting (24) into (23) and doing one integration 
by parts we have 

00 

- j g'(t)dt=g(s) (25) 

as required. 

6. SPECI AL CASE n '" 4 

In n = 4, or equivalently v = 1, the Gegenbauer trans
form pair becomes the Tchebycheff pair 

gl(s)=T~liooX2G7(x)u/ (~) ~-~) 112 dx , (26) 

-1 jOOg''(t)U 1 (!\ (~-1) 1/2 dt. 
21T2([ + l)x xx) x (27) 

If, as in the previous section, we attempt a direct 
verification that (27) satisfies (26) we find, after chang
ing the order of integration, that we must evaluate the 
integral 

x (-? _ 1) 1/2 dx. 

The result is 

1( ,) _2!:( )2 ( )2 K, t,s -4'+1 t-s . 

( 
S2) 1/2 

1- -:T 
x 

(28) 

(29) 

After doing two integrations by parts the verification is 
immediate. 
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7. AN INTEGRAL FORMULA 

If a direct verification that (17) satisfies (6) is 
attempted, as was done with the n= 3 and n= 4 special 
cases, we are led to the formula (0 < s "'" t) 

v-l/2 

v-l/2 
dx 

1T [r(l + 2v) ] 2 (t- S)2v 

=~ r(l + l)r(v) r(2v+ 1) . (30) 

A search through some of the more extensive sources 
for integral formulas20,21 seems to indicate that this 
result has been overlooked in the tabulations. 

Formulas (24), (29), and (30) follow from the re
quirement that K'; yield the kernel for the Weyl fractional 
integral22 which converts g< 2Vt1) to g/. Once the general 
formula (30) is found by this "working backward" pro
cedure of insisting that (17) satisfy (6), it is possible 
to check various special cases and directly verify the 
formula by double mathematical induction. 23 
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APPENDIX 

We wish to show that the integral 1'; defined in (14) 
vanishes. Consider the integral 

( t2) v-l/2 
1-7 dt. (AI) 

Now, foroddn(3,5,7,"'), C~(X)(1_X2)"-1/2 isa 
polynomial of degree 1 + n- 3 in x. Let us designate this 
polynomial by Q,+n_3(X); then (AI) becomes 

J = f g (ni1) (t)Q/+n_3 (;:) dt. (A2) 

After doing n - 1 integrations by parts this becomes 

J=r1-nj oo" (t)Q(n-ll (!) dt. (A3) o ,-..r l+n-3 r 

Observe that the integrated part always vanishes since 
g(~l vanishes at cC, Q,+n_3(-X)=(_1)1 (,J,+n_3(X), and the 
symmetry condition (4) holds. 

Since the polynomial Qi~~:~ is of degree 1 - 2 we re
designate it by (,J 1-2 and observe that (,J /-2 ( - x) 
= (-1)1(,J,_2(x). If g, in (A3) is replaced by (6), the in
tegral J is proportional to 

( 

/2)V-l/2 
1- -:T dx. 

x 
(A4) 

If the order of integration is reversed, then 
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v-112 

(A5) 

By the symmetry of the integrand the fO integral can be 
written as ~ J:x and by a change of variable t - tx, 

J ex: [~dxx2V+1Gl(X) £+ldtQl_2 (~) C~(t)(1- t2)v-ll2. 

(A6) 

Since QI-2 is a polynomial of degree l- 2 in t it follows 
by the orthogonality property of the Gegenbauer poly
nomials that J = D. Hence, 1'; defined in (14) vanishes. 
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With generality of complex relativity, the classical theory of the electromagnetic Hertz potentials is 
outlined in terms of spinors and forms. Particularly interesting are D (0,1) and D (1,0) null Hertz 
potentials. Then, a new spinorial approach to heavens (H spaces) is proposed, which reveals in their 
structure the presence of the left null gravitational Hertz potential [of the type D(O,2)]. The relevant 
hints which follow from our results and concern the structure of the most general solutions of the Einstein 
vacuum equations (type G @ G), are discussed, in particular on the level of the linearized theory. 

1. PRELIMINARIES AND THE FORMALISM USED 

A fairly complete review of various approaches to 
electromagnetic Hertz potentials (which also includes 
the treatment employing differentials forms) can be 
found in the excellent article by Cohen and Kegels1 ; the 
older pertinent references can be also localized there. 

Our aim is to propose a new approach to the dynamical 
equations of nonlinear general relativity, founded on an 
appropriately generalized notion of Hertz potentials. 
For this purpose, we will first outline in this section 
the spino rial description of the Riemannian geometry 
of a complex space-time. Then, the classical theory of 
Hertz potentials and the basic results of the theory of 
heavens established in Ref. 2 will be examined in the 
light of the spinorial formalism" This will lead in the 
subsequent sections to some general ideas about the 
gravitational Hertz potentials. 

Thus, we will work in a complex (Riemannian) 
space-time which is a pair: a (complex) analytic 
differential manifold }\11 and the metric 

g= - ~gAB?~gAB (1, 1) 

~he;e I labelled by the spinorial indices (A = 1, 2; 
B = 1,2), gAB E Al form the base of the cotangent space" 
The spinorial indices are manipulated by Levi-Civita's 
symbols according to the usual conventions, e. g. , 
<P A = EAB~)B -1Jr; = <PBEBA. The gauge group of the theory 
g =SL(2,<I) x

o

SL(2,<I) in an obvious symbolism. In real 
relativity, SL transformations are complex conjugates 
of SL, SL = (SL)* and g maintains the hermicity of 
gAB-and thus the signature (+++-) of the real metric 
over the real manifold 11,[4' In complex relativity, the 
two copies of the SL(2,<I) group, SL and Sr:, remain 
independent. 

In the space of the multiforms, A = EB;=oAP, we have 
two basic mappings: the external differential and the 
Hodge star 

d:AP-AP+\ d2 =0, 

*: lV-A 4
.." **=id. 

(L2a) 

(1. 2b) 

alOn leave of absence from the University of Warsaw, Warsaw, 
Poland. 

We will also employ the concept of the codifferential 
defined by 

(1. 3) 

For our present purposes, it is also convenient to 
work with the concept of the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator 

~=do+Cd: iV-iV, (1. 4) 

called subsequently the "Laplacian," and the associated 
operator 

A= -do + od: AP- AP, (1,5) 

called subsequently the "anti-Laplacian." We have, of 
course, 

do =Hfj, - A), od= ~(fj, + A) 

and then 

~A_A~=O, 

fj,2 = (do)2 + (Od)2=A 2. 

(1,6) 

(1. 7a) 

(1. 7b) 

The name "anti-Laplacian" is perhaps justified by the 
fact that: 

M-dfj,=O, 

Ad +d 4=0, 

AO + 04=0, 

A* +*4=0. 

(1.8a) 

(1. 8b) 

The formalism which we use employs, with respect to 
AP-valued spinors, the covariant differential D: 

j\P - j\.p+l defined according to 

D~B ... '" d~~'" + r A 1\ TS~'" + rB'1\ ~~ ••• 
CD".. CD... S CD... S CD ... 

S ...Ail... ·S A ~~ ... -r 1\10' -r '''1~'' + ... C SD... Des... , 
(1. 9) 

where r AB = r (ABl and r A.8 = r CAB l are respecti~ely the 
left and right connection l-forms. The connectlOn forms 
we understand as determined by the gAB via the first 
structure equations: 
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(1. 10) 

Now the covariant derivatives of the connections, 
which are Cj -tensors, determine at the same time the 
left and right curvature forms: 

DrA B '= drA B + r A 5 /\ r 5 B = : RA B , 

DrA = drA • + r A• /\ r S • - . RA il- B 5 B-' B 

(1. lla) 

(lollb) 

The Bianchi identities, which are integrability condi
tions for (1. 11), are then 

DRAB =O=DRA~, (1.12) 

Observe that the general formulas 

.-AB... A 51;... RE. /\ --A~'" 
DDlcb ... =R 5/\ T cD ... + 5 lcD ... 

.-Ail... . AB •.. 
- R 5 C :\ 1'5 b ... - R 5 D /. T C 5 ... + ... , (1.13) 

take in the present formalism the role of the Ricci 
formulas, and permit us to investigate conveniently 
the integrability conditions of any equations formulated 
by the use of the D operation. 

The relation: 

gAB :\ EfD = EAC SBD + SAcEBD 

defines us the objects. 

S AB = * S AB = S (AB ) E A 2 , 

S AB = - * S AB = S <AB ) E A 2 , 

(1.14) 

(1. 15a) 

(L15b) 

which form a complete base of A 2. Knowing this, and 
using as a consequence of (1.10) DD gAB = 0 (i. e. , 
RA5/\gSB +RBS/\!fS=O), one easily shows that the 
curvature forms can be always represented as: 

RAB=-~CABCDSCD + (R/24)SAB +~CABGDSCD, (1. 16a) 

RAB = - tCABcnSCD + (R/24)SAB + tCCDABSCD, (1.16b) 

where the D(2,0) and D(0,2) objects, CABCD = C(ABCD) 
and CABcD = CUBeD» are the spinorial images of the 
self-dual and anti-self-dual parts of the conformal 
curvature tensor (C",SY6 ± * C",SY6); R is the scalar curva
ture; and C ABcD = C (AB HGD) is a D (1,1) obj ect which 
corresponds to the traceless part of the Ricci tensor. 

Our formalism employs the concept of the spino rial 
gradient, a AB' and of the covariant spinorial gradient 
\7 AB' Of course, a AB can be thought of as the base of 
the tangent space, and for every T KLoo. E A a we have 

dT KLoo. = - ~gAB aAB T KLoo. • (1. 17) 

The covariant gradient is then defined by a parallel 
formula: 

(1.18) 

Using the operator \7 AB' one easily shows that the 
Bianchi identities amount to 

(1.19a) 

(1. 19b) 

(1. 19c) 

The formalism succinctly outlined here, for the sake 
of completeness, is described more fully in Ref. 3; 
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Further developments and applications of the formalism 
are discussed in the first section of Ref. 2 and the 
subsequent papers about heavens, Refs. 4, 5 and parti
culary 6. 

We close this section by establishing our convection 
for the inner product of forms: 

a J /3: = * (a /\ * /3) 

which holds with the star so normalized that ** = 
identity. 

2. THE MAXWELL EQUATIONS AND THE 
ELECTROMAGNETIC HERTZ POTENTIALS 

(1. 20) 

In a real V4 , the 2-form of the electromagnetic field 
f = ~ f"jlXfJ. /\ dX" (in terms of the local components) 
has to fulfill the Maxwell (vacuum) equations 

(2.0 

and is supposed to be real. It can be always decomposed 
into the pure self-dual and auti-self-dual parts: 

w'=f+ * f=: 2fAB SAB , 

w=f-*f=: 2fAB SAB , 
(2.2) 

where fAB and fu, the spinorial images of the electro
magnetic field, can be thought of as objects of helicity 
+ nand - n respectively. The objects wand w then 
satisfy 

*w=w, dw=O, ow=O, 

*w=-w. dw=O, ow=O, 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

In a real V4 , W is complex conjugate of w. In a 
complex V4 , wand w became independent objects and 
(2.3a) and (2. 3b) are respectively the left ("heavenly") 
and the right ("hellish") Maxwell equations. Notice that 
with wand CJ being of definite helicity, it is enough to 
assume that either the differential or codifferential of 
wand w vanish; the others then vanish automatically. 
Notice also that, as a consequence of (2.3), we have 

Aw = 0, .... w = 0, (2.4a) 

( 2.4b) 

We can now state the bas ic idea of the Hertz potentials 
as follows: Let II, n E A 2 be forms which have a definite 
helicity and are solutions of the harmonic equation: 

*H=II, AII=O, 

*n=-II, AII=O. 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

Then, having such forms, we can construct solutions 
of the left and right Maxwell equations by writing 

w: = + odn = - don = t .... IT, 

w: = + odII '= - doII =~ .... n. 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

Indeed, the differentials and codifferentials of both w 

and w then vanish as the consequence of ~=0=02 and 
we have *w = wand *w == - w, as the consequence of 
* .... + .... * =0 and the assumed helicities for Ii and II. 

One can easily show that every left and right electro
magnetic field can be always represented through the 
corresponding Hertz potentials and, moreover, that 
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there remains a great deal of ambiguity with which 
these potentials are defined when wand ware given. 
One easily shows that the formulas (2,5) and (2. 6) stay 
unchanged with respect to such a gauge of II's that 

fI-Il+v, ~V=O=AV, 

fi-Ii +iJ, ~iJ=O=AiJ, 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

i. e. , the gauge forms v, V E A 2 being the solutions of 
the inhomogenous left and right Maxwell equations, 

*lJ=v, dlJ=i*Ofl, ov=dJl, 

*v=-iJ, diJ=-i*oiI, ov=diI, 

(2.8a) 

(20 Bb) 

where Jl, iI E JI. ° are arbitrary harmonic functions: 

(2,9) 

It is of interest to describe all this in terms of A 0-

valued spinorial images and the spino rial covariant 
gradient. The left and right Maxwell equations, (203) 
can be seen to be equivalent to 

V'SBfSA=O, 

",ASf·· - 0 Y SB - 0 

Now, with the IT's of pure parities represented 
according to 

11=2IlABS AB 

IT = 2IlHSAB 

(2. lOa) 

(2.10b) 

(2,11a) 

(2,11b) 

we can compute-by applying the spinorial Ricci 
formulas given in Ref. 6 as (2. 7a)-(2. 7b)-the 
Laplacians and anti-Laplacians of 11 'so The result is 

and 

~Il = - 2SAB{(U +R/3)l1 AB + CABCDIlCD}, 

Alb - 2S.AB{(CJ + R/3)11;E + CA~cD'IlCD}, 

All - 2V'R. 'il S• IT . s.AB - A B RS , 

-Il- -2V' NV' ~Il" ·SAB 
- - A B RS , 

where we introduced the abbreviation 

[J= lV' .V'NM. 'I.°-Ao 
- - 2 NM .1 • 

Consequently, Eqs. (2010) are satisfied by 

f 'V' NV' sn" loB ="2 (A B) R S' 

(2.12a) 

(2.12b) 

(2.13a) 

(2013b) 

(2.14) 

(2,15a) 

(2.15b) 

provided that the D(O, 1) and D(1, 0) Hertz potentials 
fulfill correspondingly 

(0 + k/3)nAB + C ABCDnCD = 0, 

(l= + k/3)IIAa'+ C ,tBcnl1CD = o. 
Now, if the gauge forms v, iJ from (2. 7) are 

represented according to 

v= 2 v .... B SloB , 

V=2V;BSAB , 

(2. 16a) 

(2.16b) 

(2. 17a) 

(2.17b) 

then Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) can be stated in the equivalent 
scalar form as 

(2.18a) 
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(2.18b) 

By using the freedom of v-gauges, one can bring the 
Hertz potentials to various plausible or useful forms. 
For the reduction of the last to the Debye potentials, 
see Ref. 1; for some applications of the Debye potentials 
in the theory of Einstein-Maxwell equations see Ref. 7. 

In heavens (in particular, in flat space-time) there 
exists a "homogeneous spinor" K;' *" 0, such that 

(2.19) 

[Indeed, according to (1. 13), the integrability condition 
of (2.19) is 0= -KERB;,; but precisely in (strong) 
heavens CABC~=CAB<;D=R=O-R;~=O]. Using then the 
freedom of iJ gauge one can bring the left [i. e. , 
D(O, 1) Hertz potential] to the particularly simple and 
plausible form of 

II ;. B = BK ;K E 

characterized by the algebraic condition 

llJll=O. 

(2.20) 

(2.21 ) 

Equation (2.16b) reduces then to the simple scalar 
equation: 

(2.22) 

For flat space-time, this specialization of the Hertz 
potential was obtained many years ago by Penrose. 8 

For the sake of completeness, we shall derive it again 
in the present notation. In flat space-time, there exists 
a frame such that . . . 

gAB = 0gAB = dXAB (2.23) 
s.1. 

with XAB E A ° being (Cartesian) coordinates. We describe 
this as a "special frame" of "s. f." The flat tetrad 
°gA~ induces, of course connections °r...i B and or loB such 
that 

(2.24) 

and in our special frame or AB = 0 = °r..i.ii. Consequently, 
we have •. ! ••• !. 

V'AB=°V' .... ii = °aAB = _2a/aXAB (2,25) 
s.t. s.f. 

in the obvious notation, so that the left Maxwell equa
tions amount to the simple 

(2.26) 

in our s. f. Let now Z A be any two (out of the four) inde
pendent variables. We have then a simple lemma: The 
condition a Ijt4- / a ZA = 0 implies (and is implied by) the 
existence of such a. iJi that iJiA = aiJi/azA. Ther:efore, 
equations afA C/axA2= 0 imp.ly fAB = aiJiB/aXA\ but because 
fAB is symmetric, iliJiA/axA2=o, and by again applying 
the lemma we infer the existence of such a scalar H 
that 

(2.27) 

Substituting in the remaining equations (a/axAi)fAc=O, 
we obtain 

(2.28) 

where °0: = _ ~0'il AB°'ilAii = - 2 (a/ilXAB)(il/ilXABj, 
s.f, 

Consequently, °OB = a(XA1), where the function of the 
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two variables Cl! is arbitrary. However, regauging H 
according to H - H + P

A 
(XB1)XA2 we le~ve (2.27) 

unchanged, while the arbitrary PA(XB1) can always be so 
choosen that the regauged H fulfills already the homo
genous equation: 

°:JH = 0. (2.29) 

It is now clear that by introducing a constant spinor 

(2.30) 

we can rewrite (2.27) in an a1'bitrary r; -frame precisely 
in the form (2.20). 

Therefore, extending the argument given above on the 
right side and summing up, we can state the following: 
In flat (possibly complex) space-time, the Hertz 
potentials for the most general (vacuum) electromagnetic 
field can be always so gauged that 

fIJ..B=HK;/'B, oDK;.=O, oc:.H=O, 

fIAB=HEAKB' °DKA=O, o:JR=O, 

(2.31a) 

(2.31b) 

with the homogeneous spinors K;. "* 0"* K A being otherwise 
arbitrary. The spino rial images of the electromagnetic 
field are then given by (2.15) [with 'VAB replaced by 
commuting 0'V AB], and, the final general solution of the 
Maxwell equations amounts to 

(2.32a) 

w--d~ ~._Og0B0'V ·(n c) (2.32b) -- , . - CB A • 

In the real case w = (w)*, and ~ = (A" + A" )dX", where 
the real A" are electric l?otentials (f"v=A",v -Av,...) 
and the pure imaginary A" are magnetic potentials 
U:v = (1/2 v - g )E~o:aj~a =-'1... ,v - Av,...]. 

Therefore, the integral varieties of the left and right 
Maxwell equations in the flat space are entirely deter
mined by the integral varieties of the simple equations 
ODl(;. = ° = o~H and °DKA =: ° = °.JR correspondingly. 

A similar calculation for II -space leads to a special 
case of the electromagnetic Hertz potential given in 
Ref. 9. 

3. A COVARIANT SPINORIZATION OF HEAVENS 
AND THE LEFT GRAVITATIONAL HERTZ 
POTENTIAL 

If one intends to extend the idea of the Hertz potentials 
to the nonlinear dynamics of the Einsteinian gravity, 
it is natural to begin by examining the simple case of 
heavens (II-spaces). These space-times (complex) 
which fulfill Einstein vacuum equations and have 
vanishing anti-self-dual part of the conformal curvature 
(Le., they are "half-flat", RAB=O), were first 
encountered by Newman10 in his study of the complex
ified asymptotics of gravitational radiation, and give 
rise to Penrose's concept of the nonlinear graviton. 11 

The II-spaces were parallelly studied in Refs. 2, 4, and 
5, where the simple results of Ref. 2 (which provides 
an explicit construction of II -spaces) were further 
developed. The results of our group were, however, 
described in a formalism which suffers some technical 
disadvantage: by freez ing the hellish si. gauge and by 
working in such r; -frame where r AB = 0, one loses 
insight into some structural properties which are 
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residual (in II -spaces) of the general structure of the 
G (9 G solutions. In this section we will be able to pro
pose a new spinorial description of heavens with an 
unfrozen hellish gauge, where the standard results 
concerning heavens will became more revealing, 
particularly from the point of view of the nature and the 
structure of the gravitational Hertz potentials. 

We begin by summarizing the basic results of Ref. 2. 
Thus, every (strong) heaven with C ABeD = C ABeD = ° = R 
can be described as follows: There exist a coordinate 
chart {X"}= {u, 11, x, y} and the key function 0 = tl(u, 11, 

x, y) such that in a special r; -frame the cotangent tetrad 
is given by 

_ 12 (- dv, dx - 0 yydu + 0 xyd1l) (3.0 
.~f. du, dy+tlxiu-0ndv . 

This formula is accompanied by the expression for the 
tangent tetrad: 

(3.2) 

The spinorial connection forms are then 

(

6 XXydU - 6 xxxdv, 6 Xyy du - eXXydt') 
(rAB ) = ./ 

s.f. / f idem , 0 yyydll - 0 ryydv 

r .. - ° ABs:-f, ' (3.3) 

if it is assumed that the key function fulfills the second 
heavenly equation2

: 

(3.4) 

The only nontrivial curvature objects which accompany 
this "heavenly tetrad" are the components of CABCLl 

given by 

C -0 C -6 
1111 s-:t. xxxx' 1112 ,,-:-10 xxxy , 

(3.5) 

C -0 
2222 .~. yyyy' 

In order to provide a fully covariant description of 
these results, introduce in the C; -frame used above a 
homogeneous hellish spinor: 

(3.6) 

(see comment after (2.19)]. Then, in the same frame of 
the spino rial gauge, we can introduce the spinorial 
coordinates labelled by the two indices: 

(OgAB) = (dXAB) = : 12 (-dV dX). 
•• f. d d u y 

(3.7) 

We can now introduce-all the time in the same C;
frame-a new D(O,2) object: 
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rr· ... - . 2eK·K·K·K· ABCD.:-r •· ABC D' (3.8) 

which, with e treated as a scalar, is then defined in any 
q -frame. 

It is then a simple algebraic exercise to show that 
(3.1) and (3.2) can be equivalently rewritten in the form 
of 

(3.9) 

and 

- ~il AB .~. (a/ilxAB) + (a/axAR)(a/axc S)(rrRSD B) 

·a/axcD• (3.10) 

At the same time, the formulas for the connections and 
the curvature assume the form: 

r AB.5.dXCD(a/axAR)(a/axBS)(a/aXCT)(rrRST ri), 

r AB = 0, 
s.t 0 

(3.11) 

and 

~c = (2/axAR)(a/axBS)(a/aXCT)(a/2XDU)rrRS:rU 
2 ABCD •• f. . • 

(3.12) 

The second heavenly equation can be then expressed 
in the terms of the object (3.8): 

4 (exu + 6 yV + eXXeyy - eXyf:Jx)K;.Ki/icKD 

= - 2(a 2/aX .axKi)rr •••• + 2(a 2rr·· . . /axK ·axL.) 
•• f. KL ABCD PO lAB P 0 

X (a2rrcDlRs/axKRaxd) ::=0. (3.13) 

The question arises whether formulas (3.9)-(3.13) 
can be written in a covariant form with respect to the 
complete gauge group, C; ::=SL xSL. An obvious manner 
of giving the positive answer to this question consists 
in using the both-sidedly flat tetrad from (3.7), defined 
through its values in our special frame. This tetrad 
[compare (2.23), (2.24), and (2.25)] induces the co
variant differential, and through it the covariant 
gradient, °DTAB'" = _ i°gR S0V'1l sTAB ... , for TABoo. E A 0. 
Because in our s. f. both or AB and or Ai vanish, it is 
clear that 

(3.14) 

It follows that we can now write our formulas which 
describe H -space in an arbitrary Cj -frame in the simple 
form of 

~B _ O~B + l.o-CD0V'A .0V' JrrBRs.) 
/5 - /5 4/5 II CS\ D , 

a . - °a . .l0V'. 0V'C . (rrRSD • loa . AB- AB-4 All S BCD' 
r - or .'co-CD0V' .0V' .0V' ·(rrRST .) AB - AB - 6 /5 All BS CT D , 

H r;'B=orAE 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3. 17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

·.0· 
C ABCD = i°V' AR°V' B lV' cT°V' DU(rrIlST U), 

CABCD =0, 

°Drr .... + .'c0V' pCV' orr·· . '0V'KR0V'L srr ... , - 0 ABCD 8 K L PO(AB CDlllS - , 
(3.21) 

where, of course, we denoted °c'" - ~oV'IlS°V'IlS 
::= - 2 (a/axJIS)(a/axll 5). (At this point, we can mention 
• f 
In' passing that if one defines the covariant codifferential 
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jj '" - i*D*, then the "covariant" Laplacia.lJ. DD + DD: 
lV - N coincides in A ° with operation '-=: of course 
working with °D we obtain then °C, ) 

We can add that by using the results of Ref. 2 con
cerning the S objects in our s. f., and then by generaliz
ing them to an arbitrary Cj -frame, we can accompany 
formulas (3.15)-(3.21) by 

SAB _ °SAB _ !OSRS 0'VA '0V'B . (IT oo:r il) 
- 4 T U IlS , (3.22) 

SAB _ °SAB + .'c°D(oJ?, .0'V 'rrAECD) 
- 4 /5 D llC 

_ 0'SAB_ .'c°sCDoorrAB .. + l.°SCD0V' R0V' srrAE .. 
- 6 CD 8 C D II S • 

(3.23) 

To close the covariant description of heavens given by 
these formulas, we must, of course, list the information 
that 

and 

H rrA:BcJ3=2eK..iBcb-is of the type N, 

with 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

0DK.=O _0V' JiK'=O jdefining a homogenous 
A A C {spinor. (3.26) 

We will now demonstrate a theorem: formulas )-
(3.15)-(3.26), which describe covariantly (with respect 
to Cj) the H-spaces, remain valid if in all terms which 
contain the object II..iBcD (or the single spinor Kj.) we 
replace the objects and operations referring to the flat 
tetrad by these referring to the complete tetrad of 
H-spaces according to the following scheme: 

0gAB - !fAB, (3.27a) 

°SAB - SAB (3.27b) 

°SAB - SAB' (3.27c) 

0 0 AB - cAB' (3.27d) 

°V'AB - V'AB' (3.27e) 

°D-D, (3.27f) 

°0- 2. (3.27g) 

We will prove this theorem in several steps. First we 
notice that because r AB'= or AB' manifestly 

(3.28) 

Then, remembering that (3.15) and (3.16) can be inter
preted in the sense that 

gAB = 0gAB + (something) . K B, 

a AB = 00 AB + (something) ·Ii B . (3.29) 

we easily infer that 

~ B(diff op)rr···· - O~B (diff op)rr .. ·· 5 . BCDE - 5 . BCDE' (3.30) 
(diff. op)rr BeDEa AB = (diff. op)rr BCDEoa AB, 

where (diff. op) can be any differential operator 
constructed from the covariant gradients 0V' AB and V' A ii 
with respect to which K;. is constant. 

In particular, applying the mechanism discussed, we 
have 
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r AB = gCD(il/axAR)(il/ilXBS)(il/ilXCT)IIRSTD• 
•• f. 

(3.31) 

Applying then the rule 

19 .lJ.gCD -15 cl5. D 
- 2 AB IJ. - A B (3.32) 

[where, of course, gAB = : gAB IJ.dXIJ. and local-coordinate 
indices are manipulated by the Riemannian metric glJ.v], 
we easily infer that 

- ~r ABlJ.glJ. cD = (il/ilXAR)(il/axBS)(a/aXcT)(IIRSTLi) 
54! • 

=(something)·Kzj. (3.33) 

We can now prove a lemma that 

for k = 1, 2, 3, 4. We prove this by induction with 
respect to k. 

For k = 1, because of (3.29) we have 

V' • II BCICzC3 - °2 'II BC lczC3 - 0V' 'II BClczc3 (3.35) 
AB .--:f. AB .--:f. AB 

We assume now (3.34) for some k? 1. Then 

V' 0V'. 0V' . II Bl ••• Bk+rCl",C3-k 
== AIBl A2B2··· A k+ 1Bk+l 

- il (0V'. 0V' . flBp •• Bk+ICI",C3-k) .-:t. AIB, A2B2'" Ak+l Bk+l 

_ r S ,y/J. 0 0V" 0V' . flBI···Bk+ICI···C3_1r 
- A21J.5 AlB I • SB2'" Ak+IB k+1 + ... , 

(3.36) 

where ( ... ) denotes the terms with rl'lJ.gIJ.A1BI , which . . 
correspondingly take care of all undotted indIces. 
Because, however, qf (3. 33), all these terms contain 
the contraction KElfl Br", and hence all vanish. Using 
thus in the term with a A ~ the second of the properties 
(3.29), we can replace it by °aA B = °V'A.iI . We have 

1 I •• f. ,..-1 
therefore 

(3.37) 

Being valid in an s.L, this covariant equation is valid 
in any frame. This concludes the inductive proof of 
(3.34). 

We still must demonstrate-as the last lemma 
necessary for our purposes-that 

CIlABCD = °OflABCD ' (3.38) 

We again prove it in our s. f. First, we have 

Ofl"" __ lV' .V'Rsfl"" - _lV' 'ilRSfl ...• ABCD - 2 R5 ABCD .--:r. 2 RS ABCD 
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where for il RS we can use (3.10), and in the last term we 
can apply (3.33). In doing so, it is relevant to remember 
a formal property of the tangent spinors 

(3.40) 

which was first clearly encountered and discussed in 
Ref. 4 [this property is important also when rewriting 
(3.9) and (3.10) in the covariant form of (3.15) and 
(3.16); (3.40) explains the necessity of an additional 
change of sign in these formulas]. We obtain, therefore, 

OflAiiCD = - 2{il/ilXRS + (il/aXRP)(a/ax/i)(II.PQu ~ )a/ilxKU} 
s.,f" 

x {a/axRS - (il/ax/I)(2/aXL,V)(rI,liNUS)CJ/axLY} 

xIIiB'c"D'+ 2 (il/ilX/)(il/axKQ)(il/aXRN)(IIPQ N.i) 

x{il/axKS - (a/ilXK,W)(il/ilXi)(fl,w;YS)il/aXL ; 

xnABcD ' (3.41) 

Executing here the differentiations, cancelling and 
dropping all terms which contain the contractions like 
K SK5, we easily find that 

(3.42) 

Valid in an s. f. , this covariant equation must also hold 
in any q -frame, and thus (3.88) is proven. [Notice 
that already in Ref. 2 treating e as a scalar it was 
established that O<:J=oLie which, with a constant K;., 
is essentially equivalent to (3.38); the present proof 
is given in order to assure the completness of this 
paper.] 

We shall see that the sequence of the lemmas 
demonstrated above proves our theorem; indeed, that we 
can replace °gAB and Oil AB by gAB and (1 AR in the right
hand members of (3. 15), (3 0 16), and (3. 17) follows from 
(3.30). That we can replace °V'AB by V'AB in all formulas 
beginning from (3. 15) to (3.23) follows from the lemma 
(3.34); then, (3.38) guarantees that we can replace 
°0 by 0 when acting on fl ABCD' As far as the operation 
°D is concerned, we have already (3.28); °D in (3.23) 
amounts to the operation on the object with pure dotted 
indices so that with r AB = °rAB it can be again replaced 
here by D. Eventually, the fact that we can replace in 
the terms with fliBCD the S's by oS's in (3.22) and (3.23) 
is the consequence of the fact S Ai = os AB + (something) 
K·K· and that °D(OgR .0V' .flABCD)-DI--R.V' _flARCD) 

A B D RC - \5 D RC 

according to our lemmas. 

The replacements of objects and operators referring 
to °gAB by those referring to gAB according to the 
scheme (3.27) in the formulas (3.15)-(3. 16)-of course, 
only in the terms involving IIABCD or KA-is therefore 
leading to valid formulas either if we execute these 
replacements only partially, i. e., in some of these 
formulas, or completely, eliminating the objects and 
operations referring to °gAB in all possible places. In 
the latter case, we obtain therefore a set of formulae 
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describing II -spaces in the form of 

o,,,AB _ crAB _ ~L.cDV'A • V' • (II Bll S .) 
b -,., 41> R CS D , 

Oil .-(> .+1V' ,V'C'(IIRSD')il • AB- 'AB 4 AR S BCD' 

or r + '"CDV' .V' .V' '(IIRST .) AB = AB 8" AR B S CT D , 

°rAE=rAE , 

C ABCD = iV' All V' BS V' ci V' D[J(IIRSTU) , 

C..iBCD=O, 

[JIl 00 •• - _ l V' P \7 OIl" •.. V'KR V'L sn .. .. ABCD- 8 K L PQ(AB CD)RS, 

°SAB _ SAB + lSR SV'A. V'B • (II . ,ifT) 
- 4 T U RS ; 

°sAE-SAB_lD1aR.V' 'H AECD ) 
- 4 \.;.., D RC 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

=sAE+~LIIAB"'SCD_lSCDV' RV' S(IlAB.o) (3 51) 
8 CD 8 CDR S' • 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

DI(.=O~V' .1(.=0 {defining a homogenous (3.54) 
A AB C spinoI' , 

It should be noted that in II spaces with RA E = 0, 
according to (2. 7) from Ref. 6, we have 

V' '\:V' 'J,B loooB2. - 4 'JCN ,/II' .. E2. (3 55 ) 
(C D)N A

1
,o.A2p - 1 CD(AI~A2oooA2p)N' • a 

V'N(C V' D ),/,B 1 oooB 2q = 0 (3. 55b) 
loot 'iAloo.A2p , 

and consequently the covariant gradients do commute 
on the objects of the type D(O,q); in particular they 
commute on II AEC b which assures the correct symmetries 
in (3.43)-(3.54). 

Our last set of formulas can be now interpreted as 
follows: In II -spaces there exists the left gravitational 
Hertz potential II ABCD -of the type D(O, 2)-which fulfills 
the wavelike equation (3.49); this equation can be seen to 
be the necessary (and sufficient) condition for °SAB 
defined as the right-hand member of (3.51) to fulfill the 
crucial algebraic condition of 5: structures discussed 
in Ref. 23: 

°SA8 i\ oS . . • ~1 . ~B . . -"- 0 CD=POv (C V D» Po+ • (3.56) 

In the terms of the graviational Hertz potential, the 
graviational field (of helicity + un C ABCD is given by 
(3.47) and fulfills the wave equation V'SA:CSBCD=O 
[compare (1. 19a)]. Moreover, the new tetrad constructed 
from the tetrad of the f/ -space and the potential, either 
in the cotangent form (3. 43) or the tangent form (3. 44), 
is flat, i. e., induces the both-sidedly flat connections 
°DorAB=O=oDorAB' The potential which assures all 
these things is selected to be of the type N, with the 
quadruple Penrose spinor being proportional to the 
homogeneous spinor. 

We should like to emphasize the striking analogy of 
this result with the description of the general left and 
right electromagnetic fields in flat space-time in the 
terms of the Hertz potentials in the null gauge, formulas 
(2.31) and (2.32). We also notice the analogy of our 
result concerning the theorem about the possibility of 
equivalently replacing objects and operators referred to 
°gAB and gAB' with similar mechanisms which one 
encounters in the theory of the Kerr-Schild metricsl2

,13 
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and, more generally, of the double K-S metrics (see 
Ref. 14 and then Ref. 15 for the general theory of the 
last metrics). 

Suppose, for example, that 

g= 0g +I(';~I( c Al (')A I, 
" 

where 0g is flat and I( Ec Al is null (i. e. , K JK = 0) and 
geodesic with respect to 0g or g. It is then null and geo
desic with respect to the both, and its optical scalars 
are the same for both metrics. The key to these 
properties (and to the similar properties of the con
gruences of null strings for the double K-S metrics) is, 
of course, the nullity of the structure which modifies the 
basic metric. In/I-spaces too, the nullity of IIABCD ' and 
the proportionality of the quadruple Penrose spinor to a 
homogeneous spinor, are the properties underlying our 
theorem, 

4. COMPLEX GRAVITY IN LINEAR APPROXIMATION 

The dynamical equations of general relativity have 
been studied in the linear approximation from many 
points of view. Our results on II -spaces suggest yet 
another approach. II -space with the tetrad oriented as 
in the previous section, provides the most general right
flat solution of Einstein's equations. Changing the 
orientation (by making a tetrad transformation of deter
minant minus one), we obtain the most general left-flat 
solution. From these solutions of the rigorous equations, 
we derive solutions to the equations of the linear 
approximation. For these equations, however, we can 
superimpose solutions. By this means, we recover the 
general solution of the linear approximation which 
Penrose" obtained from completely different 
considerations. 

Following the program outlined above, we first con
struct the most general "left-flat" solution. The null 
tetrad transformation e l 

- e 2
, ('2 - e 1

, ('3 - (,3, ('4 - ('4 

corresponds to the replacement of the dotted indices by 
undotted and vice-versa, i. e. , we obtain the hellish 
tetrad from the formulas (3.15)-(3.26) formally by 
"conjugating" and treating the objects gAB, agAB, 0V' AB 
(and 0,-,) as if they were "Hermitian". This leads to the 
following list of formulas: 

c"AB_0o-AE+l0aDCoV' BOV' '(IIARS ) 
,..., - ,..., 4 ~.., R SC D , 

, • _ °0. l°V' .0V' C(IIR SD )On • CAB - GAB - 4 RB S A ~~ DC' 

r AB = or AB' 

r .. -or .. _~OgDCo,\/ .0,\/ .0,\/ '(nRST ) AB - AB 8 RA SB TC D , 

CABCD=O, 

C ABeD = i°V' RA°'\/ S B°V' TC°'\/ UD (nRSTU ), 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

a -'l~I loV'P OMQ 11 .0MRKo,",sLll (4 7) --' ABCD=-B Ii: V i PQ<AB V V CD)RS' • 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

II ABCD = 26KAK0cKD is of the type N (4.11) 

0DK = 0 _ 0,\/ .K = 0 {defining a homogenous 
A AB C spinor (4.12) 
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It is self-evident that our theorem concerning the 
possibility of replacing objects and operators according 
tothe scheme (3.27) in all terms containing II ABCD 
(or KA ) applies also the present collection of the 
formulae. Clearly, II ABCD plays the role of the right 
(null) gravitational Hertz potential for the space f/. 

In the next step, we consider, in both sets of ,the 
formulas (3.15)-(3.26) [H] and (4.1)-(4.12) [H], the 
corresponding Hertz potentials as the quantities of the 
first order, IIABeD - o lI,{Bc Ii , II ABCD - OIIABCD (i. e. , 
e - 06, e - oe), where "0" denotes the order in the 
parameter of smallness. Then, neglecting the terms 
of higher order and superposing linearly both structures, 
we obtain for the solutions of Einstein equations which 
are both-sidely general, but only infiniteSimally deviate 
from the flatness (oG®oG solutions) the following collec
tion of formulas: 

...AB_o...AB+.l0gCn0V'A.0V' .(oIlERS.) 
5 -5 4 R CS D 

+ .lo..,[)C0V' EOV' . (ollAR S ) 
45 R S; D, (4.13) 

a ·_°0 ._.l0V' .0V'c,(oIIRSIi.)Oa . AB - AB 4 AR S B CD 

_ .l0V' .0V' C(oIIRSI) loa • 
4 RB S A DC' (4.14) 

o .00 

r AB = or AB - tO~D0V' Al(V' BS°V' d(OIIRST Ii), (4.15) 

rAE = orA B - tOgDC°V'RA°V' SB'°V' TC (OlIR ST D)' (4.16) 

C loV' .0V' .0V' .0V' . (oIIRSTU) ABCD =8 AR BS CT DU , 

CHen = t°V' RA°V' SB'°V' TeOV' un (OIIRSTU), 

°OOIIABCD = 0, 

°DOIIABCD =0, 

SAB _ °SAB _ .l°SR soV'A .oV'B • (oIl' .iu) 
- 4 T U RS 

+ .l°D(Og RoV' 'oIIABCD) 
4 D CR 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

oG®oG: _oSAB _.l0ScDoOOIIAB +.l0SRSf0V'C.0V'D. 
- 8 CD 8 ) R S 

XoIIAB _ 20V'A. 0V'B"II' .XU} CD T UC RS , (4.21) 

SAB _oSAB _ .l°SRSoV' A0V' B(Oll TU) 
- 4 T U RS 

+ .l°D(O~ '0V' 'oIIAECD ) 
4 5 D RC 

_ °SAE _ .l°SCDo DoIIAE .. + .l0SR S{0V' c0V' D 
- 8 CD 8 R S 

x OIIAE •. _ 2°V' l0V' Bon TU} CD T U RS , (4.22) 

(4.23) 
(4.24) 

OIIllicD = 20eK;KEKCKD 

onABCD = 26'0KAKBKCKD 

°DKJ. = 0 -- °V'ABKC =0 

°DKA = 0 _°V'AEKC =0 

are both of the type N, 

1 
defining two 
homogeneous 
spinors. 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

Of course, from the point of view of the nonlinear 
theory, all formulas from this collection hold with an 
accuracy of the first order in O. From the point of view 
of the equations of linearized (complex) gravity, these 
formulas provide the rigorous and most general solution 
which is determined by the integral variety of the simple 
equations: 
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°oO'0=O,oDKj,=O, 
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(4.28a) 

(4. 28b) 

the same equations which determine the integral variety 
of the Maxwell equations. This is the general solution of 
Penrose. 8 

The analogy between our oG®oG formulas and the 
description of the electromagnetic field (in vacuum) by 
the D(O, 1) and D(l, 0) null Hertz potentials is striking. 
Clearly, oIIABCD and OIIABCD play the role of the D(0,2) 
and D(2, 0) Hertz potentials for the equations of the 
linear approximation, the potentials which admit the null 
gauge, with the quadruple Penrose spinors proportional 
to homogeneous spinors. 

It should be observed that if we assume (0 that °gA~ 
is Hermitian and (ii) that (onABCD )* =OII..i.Bcb, then 
gAB from (4.13) is Hermitian; and the (approximate) 
Einsteinian metric induced by oG®oG is real. We notice 
also the interesting fact that all our oG®oG formulas 
permit us again to replace in them objects and operators 
according to the scheme (3.27) in all terms which 
involve OII AECD ' oIIABCD and K;., K A• This time this 
holds trivially because all oG ®ooG formulae are valid 
with precision up to 0(0 2

). 

5. FINAL REMARKS 

The fundamental question arises concerning how our 
oG®oG structure generalizes within the complete 
nonlinear theory. For the (complex) space-times which 
are one-sidedly flat, Le., heavens [-]®G and G®[-] 
we know the answer: One of (infinitesimal) Hertz 
potentials of the linear approximation goes to the zero 
limit, while the second potential becomes finite and 
fulfills a simple nonlinear equation with quadratic non
linearity, maintaining from the linear approximation two 
crucial properties (0 its type N, (ii) the proportionality 
of the quadruple Penrose spinor to an homogeneous 
spinor. 

In the general case of the solutions of the Einstein 
equations of the type G ® G, the present results seem to 
suggest strongly that it should be possible to describe 
entirely these solutions in the terms of some two Hertz 
potentials of the types D(0,2) and D(2,0) respectively. 
How this should be done can perhaps become more 
transparent when the basic results of this paper concern
ing the "spinorization" and "covariantization" of the 
H-spaces, will be extended to the theory of HH-spaces. 

The last spaces, being the solutions of Einstein 
(empty space) equations of the type Deg. ®Gen. , are 
entirely described in the terms of one function of four 
variables and some (gauge dependent) functions of the 
two variables. (See Refs. 9 and 16 for succinct 
resumees, and 17 for the complete proofs; Ref. 18 
contains a spinorial description of Dc;?! G spaces but with 
the SL gauge completely "frozen" from the D side and 
partially restricted from the G side; Refs. 19 and 20 
contain the generaliZation of the theory of HH spaces 
on the case of Einstein-Maxwell equations and then 
subsequent spinorial description of the results obtained; 
Ref. 21 contains comparision of the results of the 
theory of the type D solutions as stated in Ref. 22 with 
the theory of HH spaces). The HH equation-very 
similar to the second heavenly equation (3.4)-is the 
only condition on the function of four variables which 
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determines these spaces. Some work in the direction of 
the "covariantization" of the description of HH spaces 
and the identification in these spaces of the correspond
ing Hertz potentials is now in progress (jointly with 
Dr. A, Garcia). 

We also believe that some relevant hints concerning 
the structure of the G!Z:G solutions described by Hertz 
potentials can be obtained by using 5G05G structure as 
the first order approximation in a covariant approxima
tion procedure which would permit us to determine all 
pertinent quantities with the precision up to one order 
higher [up to 0(53)]0 Some work in this direction (jointly 
with Dr. S. Hacyan) is now in progress. 

It can be also noticed, that the structure equations 
with the built-in Einstein equations C ABCri = 0, 
R = - 4i\ can be stated together with Bianchi identities in 
the form of 

*R AB =RAB , 

*RAB=-RJ.Ji, DRAB=O, DRi..B=O, 

(5.1a) 

(5 0 1b) 

(where D = - i*D* is the covariant co differential) , 
becoming this way very similar to Eqs. (2.3) for the 
Maxwellian field, which suggest the usefulness of the 
electromagnetic Hertz potentials. We also consider at 
the present time whether Eqs, (5.1) can be directly 
approached as the starting point in introducing the 
corresponding gravitational Hertz potentials. 
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Quantum field theory Potts model 
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We consider a quantum field theory analog to the three states Potts model [R. B. Potts, Proc. Camb. 
Phil. Soc. 48, \06 (1952)] in two dimensions. Our model can be interpreted as a neutral vector model 
with discrete gauge symmetry. We prove the existence of the thermodynamic limit by using the lattice 
approximation and correlation inequalities. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are several extensions of the Ising model. 
One of them has been given by Potts, I In the simplest 
form (three state Potts model) the spins are two
dimensional vectors of constant length which point in 
three given directions at 0°, 120°, and 240°, There is 
nearest neighbor interaction. Parallel spins interact 
with energy EO whereas nonparallel spins interact with 
energy EI " EO. 

The classical Potts model, ferromagnetic in charac
ter, has a long standing tradition in statistical physics. 2 

At low temperatures one expects at least three phases. 
This result seems to be implied by rigorous work of 
Gertsik and Dobrushin3 and Pirogov and Sinai. 4 

We construct a Euclidean quantum field theory analog 
to the classical Potts model, Let ~(x) be a vector field 
with two components <PI(x), <P2(x). We introduce the 
Hamiltonian 

(1 ) 

and the formal Gaussian measure 

The interaction is given by P(w) + w • W, where 

P(w) = X(~2)2 + v(<p~ - 3<pI<p~) + /l~2 (3) 

and X, v, /l, W (WI> W2) are constants with X> O. 

In polar coordinates 

P(p, II) = Xp4 + vp3 cos3 II + /lP2, (4) 

P(~) has the 7:3 symmetry of the Potts model. If v= 0, 
the model has rotational symmetry, The rotational 
symmetric case was studied by Frohlich, 5 

Our model (v oF 0) can be interpreted as a neutral 
model with discrete symmetry. 

We consider the model defined by Eqs. (2) and (3) in 
the rigorous frame of constructive quantum field theory 
of Glimm and Jaffe, 6,7 

First we remark that the Z3 symmetry of the model is 
not destroyed by the Wick ordering. Indeed we have 

a) Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. 

The free measure Eq. (2) is a product of two Gaussian 
measures with mean zero and covariance (- ~ + m2rl. 
The cutoff interaction can be defined as usuaL In this 
paper we introduce the lattice approximations of the 
model and prove certain correlation inequalities (includ
ing the second GKS inequality), The existance of the 
thermodynamic limit for half-Dirichlet and Dirichlet 
boundary conditions follows by using the lattice approxi
mation and correlation inequalitites. 

Inthecasem=l, /l<0, v<O, Ivl»l, and IX//lI«l 
the function P(<p) + tm2.p2 has three deep minima sepa
rated by high barriers, We expect that the model shows 
in this case symmetry breaking and at least three 
phases. 

2. CORRELATION INEQUALITIES 

We consider a family of random twO-dimensional 
(spin) vectors SJ(s~, s~), j = 1,2" ., ,N, with joint proba
bility distribution 

1 [ N N Z exp :0 aJ 'SJ+"0 bJ«S})3_3s}(S;)2) 
J.I i.1 

(6) 

where 

Z 1 exp [ ~ a • S + ~ b j «SJI)3 - 3sJ
I (Si2)2) = 2N 0 J J 0 

m J.I j.1 

(7) 

aj(a},a;), bJ, J:. are real constants, and each Pj(s) is a 
positive measure on R2 such that fm2 exp(c 1 S 12) dpj (S) 
< 00 for all C E R, In the lattice approximation of the 
Euclidean quantum field Potts model with external field 
~k '" J jk (independent of i), JJk? 0 for j oF k and 

dpj(s) =exp[- Qj(s)]ds, (8) 

where QJ(S) collects the terms (~2)2 and ~2. Further, 
we can assume JjJ = 0 by absorbing JJJS~ into QJ' 

Let L be the family of functions 9 on (R2)N which (in 
polar coordinates) are multinomials with nonnegative 
coefficients in cos (m' 8) '" cos (ml III + ... + m NIIN) and in 
nf.,lhj(rJ), where each hJ(rJ) is nonnegative, nondecreas
ing on [0,00) and O(exp(cr2» for some c> O. 

Theorem 1: Suppose Ij, j = 1"", N are random two-
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dimensional vectors whose joint probability distribution 
is given by (6) and (7) with the measure p,(s) being 
spherically symmetric for all j = 1'0 , c , :( 

If a,ccc (aj,OHc 0, hj-:C 0, lo1;.I.c o1}k U*k), and 
01;, < o1;j for all j,", then for any F, (; c L 

(F(st, •.• , s.v) > ° (first GKS inequality), 

(F(St. ••• ,SN) G(st. •.• , 8s) 

? (F(s!> ••• ,8N)«(;(81> •• " SN) 

(second GKS inequality), 

(ga) 

(9b) 

Proof. Let C (1\') be the algebra of real continuous 
functions on a compact set 1\ with supremum norm. Let 
(J be a probability measure on K. We say that S ~ C (K) 
satisfies condition (Q3) (see Ret g, p. 311) if, for any 
finite family ft. .•• ,I" of elements in S, 

J d(J~Y:)(l (x) .. 'f"(x)? 0, 

Let (f)h=Zhl fda(x)f(x)expr-li(x)l and Zh=Jda(x) 
x exp[ - II (Y;) 1. 

We denote by q(S) the norm closure of the set of 
polynomials of elements of S and the identity 11 of C (K) 
with positive coefficients. Ginibre proves 9 that if S 
satisfies (Q3) and if -II, (, gc Q(S') , then 

first GKS inequality, 

(Mh- (j)h<g)h~' 0, second GKS inequality. 

Let 1(=[(1 X [(2 and a=a l x(J2 be the product of two 
compact sets Kl and 1\2 and the corresponding proba
bility measures, Let Sl~C(1\l)' S2LC(K2) and let 
S=-,51S2,~C(I(lXI\'2) be the set of functions of the form 
f(x1ox2) =(('(1) ((Y:2), wheref(Y:j) c:. 510 f(x2) C 52. Then if 
81> 82 both satisfy (Q3), the S also satisfy (Q3). 9 

The condition on 1\ to be compact can be weakened 
in the case K L JRN. The above results remain true if 
one replaces C (1\') by the algebra of continuous func
tions of certain growth at infinity with the adequate 
norm. This remark is implicitly contained in Ref. 10. 

Now we can take 51 to be the set of functions 
cos (1111 &1 + ... + II/ Nt! N), where 11110. 0 , , III N are integers 
and 52 the set of functions of the form njv=llz,(r,), where 
each lij(r) is nonnegative and nondecreasing on [0, oc) 
and o (exp (br2) for some b '. 0, Both 51 and 52 satisfy 
(Q3) as proved in (Ret g and Ret 10, Lemmas 1 and 
2, p. 232). Then 5= 5152 also satisfy (Q3L 

The proof follows now by remarking that the 
functions 

a,'Sj=a}1',cos8" a}'·O, 

/},«(s})3_ 3s}(s7)2)=bjv;cos38" bJ > 0, 

in (6) belong to 5. 

3. INFINITE VOLUME LIMIT 

In this section we prove the existence of the infinite 
volume limit for half-Dirichlet and Dirichlet states 
for our model with external field. We will start by con
sidering the interaction 

P(w) + w • of> (10) 

with v -" ° and w = (W1o 0) ,c·O. For this case we have 
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proved the GKS correlation inequalities in the lattice 
approximation. We remark that both half-Dirichlet 
and Dirichlet states have E3 symmetry. 

Before going to discuss the infinite volume limit we 
remark that Theorem 1 gives correlation inequalities 
for expectations of the form 

([1;(s))"1 [1 (8 j 'sJ"J"';, (11) 
J, k 

Now consider the general expectation 
1 2 

( I) (.~l)"i f.1 (.,,~)m,>. , ) 
(12) 

In (12) we pair 8;lS;2 = tr,11'j2[COS(&j1- 8d - cos(t!}1 + 8d1 
and stay with cosine terms and possible (sinE)k, 1< >" 0, 
which cannot be paired any more, We write sin2e= 1 
- cos28 and we stay possible with sine. But 

. 1"! (l.I(s;) '.'>7)=0 (13) , 

because of the symmetry pJ(Sl,s2)=p,(SI,- s2) of the 
measure. It follows that a general expectation (12) can 
always be written as a linear combination of expecta
tions (11). Now the Schwinger functions of our model 
(10) in the lattice approximation are linear combinations 
of (12) and therefore linear combinations of (11). 

We can now state the following result: 

Thcorc m 2: The quantum field Potts model in two 
dimensions, with half-Dirichlet (or Dirichlet) boundary 
conditions, has a unique thermodynamic limit. 

Proof; Consider the case v ~ 0, W = 0, The infinite 
volume (thermodynamic) limit is considered in the 
standard way. By lattice approximation and correla
tion inequalities we prove that the Schwinger functions 

(~l <Pl (g") II (<p (.1.:",) • w C!(.»> 
m,k 

(14) 

are nondecreasing in the regular cutoff and bounded 
above o This implies convergence. The rest of the 
Schwinger fUnctions are linear combinations of (14) by 
the discussion above o The case p? 0, W = ° is physi
cally equivalent to v ~ ° because the transformations 
v - - v represents a 1800 rotation of the cordinate axes 
in the spin spaceo 

The theorem is also true in the presence of an exter
nal field in the direction of a minimum of the potential 
P(w) which lowers this minimum. 

Remarks: (1) Dirichlet boundary conditions are also 
allowed because of (5). 

(2) The existence of correlation inequalities and the 
existence of the thermodynamic limit implied by them 
is a consequence of the model being "ferromagnetic" 
as can be seen from geometriC considerations. 

4. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

We have proved GKS inequalities and the existence of 
the thermodynamic limit for the quantum field Potts 
model. The cluster expansionS in the "one phase region" 
can be mimicked giving an alternative existence 
theorem. A very similar cluster expansion is used in a 
recent work of Osterwalder and Seilerll on gauge field 
theories on the lattice. 
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Because of the 1':3 symmetry the problem of phase 
transitions is expected to be simpler than in the usual 
P(4)h mOdel with at least sixth order polynomial 
interaction. 12,13 

The model is a good candidate for studying continuous 
systems with more than two phases and related prob
lems as, for instance, the Gibbs phase rule. 

The results of this paper can be easily generalized 
to the case of a Zn symmetry group. The phase transi
tion problem for certain values of the interaction 
parameters will be discussed in a subsequent paper. 
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Generating functions for (r"r m) tensors for any point group G and any pair of its irreducible 
representations r, and r m are calculated explicitly. A (r"r m) tensor transforms according to r" and its 
components are polynomials in another tensor transforming by r m' Explicit integrity bases of (r"r m) 
tensors are given for all pairs r, and r m for the groups C., D., T, and 0, and for the same groups with 
reflections. A composition rule for extending the result to reducible representations is formulated. Point 
group tensors irreducible with respect to 50(3) are obtained, together with their generating functions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Whenever a mathematical description of a physical sys
tem like a molecule or a crystal with a nontrivial point or 
space group symmetry is attempted, it becomes necessary to 
decompose various quantities in terms of point group har
monics (PGH ) corresponding to that particular group.l It 
is therefore important to know the PGH. So far only PGH of 
lower degrees are known explicitly. The present paper is de
voted to the description of PGH of any degree. 

Let us recall that PGH may be defined, for instance, as a 
system of homogeneous polynomials in Cartesian coordi
nates x,y, andz such that they span a space in which acts an 
irreducible representation r, of a point group G. For the 
purpose of this article we somewhat generalize this defini
tion. Thus by PGH we understand polynomials in coordi
nates a, /3,. .. of a general representation space Rm of a repre
sentation r m of G. Therefore PGH in this extended sense are 
defined by a pair of representations, r, and r m' of G. For 
simplicity we refer to PGH as (r r'r m) hamonics or 
( rr,r m ) tensors. In the present paper we shall not be con
cerned with their normalization and/or orthogonality. 

Our problem thus is to describe effectively the ( r "r m ) 

harmonics for any given point group G and for any pair r, 
and r m of its representations. 

In a physical context the first particular harmonics 
were found by Bethe,2 and von der Lage and Bethe. 3 Subse
quently many authors devoted their attention to other par
ticular cases of point or space group harmonics as well as to 
some aspects of the general problem ( e.g., Refs. 4-6 and 
further references therein ). 

An exhaustive description of ( r "r m) tensors of an ar
bitrary degree exists only for the particular case when 
r m=rv, where rv is the representation of G in the three
dimensional space spanned by x,y,z, andr,=rl is the iden-

• )Work supported in part by the National Research Council of Canada and 
by the Ministere de l'Education du Quebec. 

tity representative of G. s The (rhrv ) tensors are called in
variants or scalars with respect to G. 

Recently a step toward an efficient solution of the prob
lem in all its generality was made by McLellan6 who used a 
general method to solve a particular problem of integrity 
bases for polynomial functions of a symmetric second-order 
tensor which are invariant with respect to crystal point 
groups. The method described by McLellan is based on 
Burnside's7 generalization of an earlier result of Molien.' It 
proceeds in two steps. First a generating function has to be 
found for each pair of representations r, and r m of every 
point group G. That allows one to determine how many 
copies of a representation r, appear in the symmetrized ten
sor product {r min. The second step is then an explicit con
struction of homogeneous polynomials-components of 
(r "r m) tensors-which form the so-called integrity basis 
for general (rr,r m) tensors. 

The purpose of this article is to apply systematically the 
above procedure to all point groups and to their representa
tions. Namely, we find and list all generating functions for 
the point groups G=Cn,Dn, T, 0, I, and also GXP, whereP 
is the group of reflections. Then we construct an integrity 
basis for ( r r'r m ) tensors of all point groups but the icosahe
dral one. The latter group is of the least interest in solid state 
and molecular physics. ( There are no crystals and few mole
cules with that symmetry). Practically, we solve the prob
lem for all irreducible representations r,., r m and then sup
plement the procedure by composition rules which enable 
one to get the generating functions for reducible r, and rm 
from the irreducible ones. 

In Sec. II we reproduce general properties of the gener
ating functions. In Sec. III actual generating functions are 
calculated for all pairs r,., r m of irreducible representations 
of all point groups ( a generalization to reducible representa
tions r, and r m is given ). Section IV contains the integrity 
bases in an explicit form for ( r ,.,r m ) tensors, for the point 
groups en' D n, T, O. In Sec. V we give explicit integrity bases 
for the physically important case, where r m is the represen-
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tation of C n' D n' T, and 0 which acts on the Cartesian coordi
nates ( x,y,z). We treat similarly groups of the types H[ G 
and GXP, which involve reflections. In Sec. VI we find the 
generating functions and polynomial bases for irreducible 
representations ofSO( 3 ) reduced to Cn' Dn, 0, and T. Sec
tion VII contains some concluding remarks where, in par
ticular, the relation of the present results to their analogs for 
continuous groups is pointed out. 

II. PROPERTIES OF GENERATING FUNCTIONS 

In this section, following Burnside,7 we introduce first 
the generating function B (r,.,r m;A,) for tensors whose com
ponents transform irreducibly by a representation rr of a 
point group G, and are polynomials in the components of 
another given tensor which transforms irreducibly by a re
presentation r m of G. Since we want to find such generating 
functions for all pairs of representations rr' r m of all point 
groups G, we first solve the problem for irreducible represen
tations rr and r m and then formulate a composition rule 
which allows one to find B (rr,r m (B r m';A,.A') from 
B (r r ,r m ;,1 ) and B (rr.rm,;A. '). 

Let As be the matrix, in the representation r m' of an 
element of G belonging to the class s. Consider the expression 

1 

IA.nPn(¢ls;); (1) 
n=O 

¢lsi are the eigenvalues of the matrix As and Pn(¢lsi) is the sum 
of all products of powers of ¢lsi whose total degree is n. Thus 
Pn(¢lsJ is the character of the class s for the representation 
! r m J n which is the symmetric part of the direct product 
r m Ii'> r m Ii'> '" Ii'> r m of n copies of r m' 

A general expression for the generating function 
B (r,.,r m;A, ) is an immediate consequence of(1) and the orth
ogonality of characters. One has 

N • 
B (r r .,1) = ~ " sX sr (2) 

r''''' N ~det(1-A.As) 

where N is the order of the group G, Ns is the order of the 
classs of G, and X;r is the complex conjugate of the character 
Xsr ofs in rr' Obviously ~;Vs=N. Substitution of(1) into (2) 
transforms B (rr,r m'A. ) into a power series in A., 

B(rr,rm;A.)= f CnA. n. (3) 
n~O 

The tensors of type rr of degree n in the components of a 
tensor of type r m [for simplicity (r,.,r m) tensors of nth de
gree] are "counted" by the coefficients cn' Indeed, cn is equal 
to the number of linearly independent (r,.,r m )tensors of 
degree n, That is to say, a symmetrized direct product! r m J n 

of r m's contains the irreducible representation rr exactly Cn 
times. 

The generating function (2) contains more information 
than just the multiplicities of (r,.,r m) tensors of given de
gree, or, the multiplicities of representation rr in the decom-
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position of {r m J n. To see that, the finite summation in (2) 
has to be performed and the result expressed as a ratio of two 
polynomials in A., 

(4) 

It turns out that 

Dm(A.)= IT (1-A.q), (5) 
q 

where the coefficients kp are positive integers and the summa
tion and multiplication variables run through finite sets of 
integers PhP2,", and Qhq2,", respectively. For point groups 
the q's are distinct, except for the icosahedral group where q 
may take the value 3 twice. The denominator D m (A.) is com
mon to all generating functions with the same r m and G. 

An integrity basis for invariants, i.e., (rhr m) tensors 
(through this article r 1 stands for the identity representation 
of the corresponding point group G), consists of two types of 
basis tensors, rq)(rhr m) and /t-P)(rhr m); the superscript 
indicates the degree of [and E whenever it is useful. To each 
factor (1-A.~ of Dm(A.) corresponds one invariant 
rq)(rhr m)' All these tensors satisfy no polynomial relation. 
To each term kclJ of N1m(A.) correspond kp linearly indepen
dent tensors /P)(rhr m) of degree p. Obviously, the trivial 
invariant E(O)(rhr m)= 1 is always present in an integrity 
basis. Therefore, every generating function must contain a 
term equal to 1 in its numerator N1m(A. ). A general invariant, 
(rhr m) tensor, can be written as 

Po! [(q)(rhr m)J + I E(P)(rhr m)P[[<q)(Th r m)]' 

(6) 

where the summation extends over all £{p)(rhr m)'s; Po and 
P denote some polynomials in [<q)'s. 

An integrity basis for (r,.,r m) tensors, rr*rh consists 
of basis tensors £{p)(r,.,r m) only. As before, each term of 
Nrm(A.) implies the existence of kp linearly independent 
£{p)(r r,r m)'s of degree p. A general (r,.,r m) tensor can be 
brought to the form. 

(7) 

where the summation runs through all the £{p)(r ,.,r m)'s, and 
P stands for a polynomial in [<q)'s. 

Let us mention a dimensionality relation satisfied by the 
generating functions B(r,.,r m;A,), which provides a useful 
check. Suppose the dimension of ra is fa. Then 

The coefficient of A. n in the expansion of ( 1 - A.) - f m equals 
ifm + n - 1 )!/n!lfm -1 )!, the number of independent polyno
mials of degree n in!m variables. 

We conclude this section by indicating how to combine 
generating functions corresponding to irreducible represen
tations rr and r m in order to obtain those corresponding to 
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reducible representations. One has immediately 

B(Fr, $ rr"r m;Al,A2) 

= B(rr"r m;Al) . B(Fr"r m;A2)' 

From the Clebsch-Gordan series 

one concludes that 

(8) 

(9) 

is the generating function for (r "r ml Ell r m2) tensors. The 
coefficient of A. ~'A. ~' in the expansion of 
B(r "r m, Ell r m,;Al,A2) is the number of linearly independent 
(r r,r m, Ell r m) tensors of degree nl and n2 respectively in 
components of tensors transforming by r ml and r m2' For 
examples of ( 10) see Sec. V. 

In case r,=rl is the identity representation, Eq. (10) 
gives the Molien function 

(11) 

for invariants (scalars). By r; we denote the representation 
complex conjugate to rr. 

III. GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR 
IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF POINT 
GROUPS 

In this section we present the results of our computation 
of generating functions B (rr,r m;A ) for all pairs ofirreduci
ble representations r rand r m of all finite subgroups of 0(3). 
First we obtain the results for the groups en (nth order axis), 
Dn (nth order vertical axis and n second order horizontal 
axes), T(tetrahedral), o (octahedral), I (icosahedral). Subse
quently, we extend the results to the groups en XP, DnXP, 
TXP, OXP, and IXP, where P is the group of reflections. 
nr. G is isomorphic to G and hence need not be considered 
separately for the purpose of calculating generating func
tions or integrity bases for irreducible representations. 

Our task is to obtain each generating function 
B (r "r m;A ) in the form (4) starting from (2). For that it is 
necessary to perform explicitly the summation in (2). The 
vanishing of B (rr,r m;A ) implies that there are no (r "r m) 
tensors; we list only nonzero generating functions below. 

A. The group en 
The group en of rotations about an nth order axis has n 

classes and n irreducible representations each of dimension 
one. The polynomial det (i-A.As)' required in (2), corre
sponding to the sth class and mth irreducible representation 
is 

det(1-A.As)= I-A. exp!2'17'i(m -I)(s-I)ln J. (12) 
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To describe the generating function B (r "r m;A ) we in
troduce an integer 

a=a(m)=n/HCF(n,m-I) (13) 

where the denominator is the highest common factor 
(HCF) of nand m -1. Then for each 

r=p(m-l)modn+I (p=O,I, ... ,a-l) (14) 

the generation function for (r "r m) tensors is 

A.P 
B(r"rm;A) =--. 

I-A. u 
(15) 

If ris not of the form (14) there is no (r "r m) tensor. In 
deriving (15) from (2) we made use of the summation 
formula 

1 n-\ 00 A.P - L LA.q exp[21Tis(qm-q-r+ I)ln] =--u 
n s=O q=O I-A. 

(16) 

which holds for r given by (14); otherwise the sum (16) 
vanishes; a in (15) is given by (13). 

B. The group On 

It is convenient to consider separately the cases of n 
even and n odd. 

The group D n' n odd, has (n + 3)/2 irreducible repre
sentations, the first two r l and r 2 of dimension 1, the re
maining (n-l)/2 of dimension 2. The polynomials 
det( l-A.A.) are shown in Table I. Substituting that into 
( 2 ), one gets the generating functions 

I 
B (rhrl;A )=--, 

I-A. 

I 
B (rl,r2;A. ) = l-A.2 ' 

A. 
B (r2,r2;A. ) =--. 

I-A.2 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

For the remaining generating functions we first define two 
numbers a and p related to m and r, respectively, 

a=n/HCF(n,m-2), (20) 

where HCF(x,y) is the highest common factor of x and y and 

r=2+n/2-lp(m-2)modn- n/2 1, 
1<p«a-I)/2. 

Then 
I 

B (rhr m;A.)= (1_A.2)(1- A. U)' 

A. u 

B (rr2 ' r m;A ) = -(1---A.-2)(-1---A.-U-) , , 

m = 3,4, ... ,(n + 3)/2, 

A. P +A. a-p 

B (rr' r m;A)= (1_A.2)(1- A U)' 

p= 1,2, ... ,a-1. 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

The group D n' n even, has n/2 + 3 irreducible represen
tations, the first four being of dimension 1, the other n12 - 1 
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rABLE I. The group D •• n odd. Factors N, and det( I-AAJ required in (2). The characters are 
<:\IlIltllo .:odficienls of -i taken with opposite sign. 

N 1 2 n 
5 

~ ( n -1 ) Co C 5=1,2""'-2- A1 
Representation 5 

r 1 1 -;I. 1-;1. 1-;1. 

r 2 1 -;I. 1 -;I. 1+>-

r m 
(1_;1.)2 1-2;1.co5[2ns(m-2)/n]+;I. 2 1_;1.2 

n+3 
(m=3,4, .•. '-2- ) 

of dimension 2. The polynomials det(I-AAs) are again sum
marized in Table II. Substituting them into (2), one gets the 
generating functions 

1.;;;p.;;;(a-l)/2, a odd, 
1 q.;;;a/2-1, a even. 

I 
B (Florl;A )=--" 

I-A 
1 

B(r"rm;A)=--, m=2,3,4, 
l-A2 

A 
B (r m,r m;A )=--. 

l-A2 

For 5 < m <n/2+3 we define a andp by 

a=n/HCF(n,m-4), 

r=4+n/2-p(m-4)-n/21, 

Then 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 
a odd 

a even, 

TABLE II. The group D •• n even. Factors N, and det ( 1 - -iA ,) required in (2). The characters are equal 10 coefficients of -i with opposite sign. 

NS 1 2 1 n/2 n/2 

~ Co Cs (s=1 ,2 •.•.• n/2-1) 
Representation 

C n/2 A1 ';2 

f 1 1 -;I. 1-;1. 1-;1. 1-;1. 1 - A 

r 2 1-;1. 1-;1. 1-A 1+A 1 +;1. 

f3 1 - A 1_(_1)5;1. 1_(_1)n/2;1. 1 - A 1+>-

f4 1 - >- 1-(_1)5>- 1_(_1)n/2>- 1 +;1. 1 - >-

fm 
(1 -;I.) 2 1-2>-cos[2n(m-4)s/n]+>-2 1-2(-1 )mH;l.2 1_;1.2 1 _ >- 2 

(m=5.6 •••.• n/2+3) 
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TABLE III. Tetrahedral group T. Table of factors det (I-A.A,); w=exp(i21T/3). 

N s 1 3 4 

~ E C2 C3 
Representation 

f1 1-A 1-A 1- A 

f2 1 -A 1 -A 1-wA 

f3 1-A 1 - A 1_w2A 

f4 (1_A)3 (1+A)(1-A 2 ) 1_A 3 

B (Tr,r m;A )=(,{p +..1. a-p ) I (1-/1,2)(1- A a). (33) 

C. The groups T, 0, and I 

The summation (2) becomes a straightforward simpli
fication of polynomial rational expressions as soon as one 
substitutes for Ns and X rs the corresponding values and for 
det (I-AAs) the corresponding polynomial in A. For the 
tetrahedral, octahedral and icosahedral groups Ns and det 
(I-AAs) are summarized in Tables III, IV, and V. Also the 
characters X rs for each irreducible representation are con
tained in these tables because they are the coefficients of the 
linear term in det( I-AA.) taken with opposite sign. 

The generating function in the form (4) is given if the 
exponents qh q2 of the denominator polynomial D(A) are 
specified, and iffor every irreducible representation rr one 
has the exponents PI, P2," and the coefficients kpr of the nu
merator polynomial N/A). For the three groups under con-

TABLE IV. Octahedral group O. Table of factors det (I-A.A,). 

NS 1 8 

~ E C3 Representation 

f 1 1 - A 1 - \ 

f2 1 -A 1-\ 

r 3 ( 1 -A) 2 1+>.+\2 

f4 
(1 _ A) 3 1 -A 3 

f5 ( 1 _ \) 3 1_\3 
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4 

C2 
3 

1-\ 

1-w2A 

1-w\ 

1_\3 

sideration these quantities are found in Tables VI, VII, and 
VIII. In particular, the intersection of a row r m and the last 
column contains the exponents q hq2," of the denominator 
D(A). One notices repetition of the power 3 for the represen
tation r, of the icosahedral group (Table VIII). The expo
nents and coefficients of a numerator Nr(A) of B(r,.,r m;A.) 
are found at the intersection of the column rr and the row 
r m' More precisely, an entry ab indicates the presence of the 
term bAa in the numerator NrCA). 

D. Groups with reflections 

Consider now the group G X P, where P is the reflection 
group, and G is any finite rotation group. Then to each ele
ment a of G correspond two elements a and a' of G X P, 
where a' is a multiplied by the reflection. To each irreduci
ble representation rr of G correspond two irreducible repre
sentations r~ and r~ of G X P, called even and odd respec-

3 6 6 

C2 
C2 

C4 

1 - \ 1 - i. 1 - > 

1 - \ 1 +). 1 + A 

(1 _ A) 2 1 _). 2 1 _:\ 2 

(1_\)(1+:\)2 (1_\)(1+\)2 
~ 

(1-\)(1+\~) 

(1_\)(1+\)2 (1_\)2(1+\) ( 1 + A) (1 +!. 2 ) 
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TABLE V. Icosahedral group I. Table of factors det (I-AA s); m=(I+ Ys )/2, m= (1-YS )/2. 

N 1 15 20 12 12 

s 

~ C1 
C

4 
C~ C2 

C
3 ;J 

Repres. 

r 1 1-" 1-" 1 -" 1 -" 1 -" 

r 2 
(1 _,,) 3 (1-,,)(1+,,)2 1_,,3 ( 1 -,,) (1 +w" +A 2 ) - 2) (l-")(l+wA+,, 

r3 
(1 _,,) 3 (1-,,)(1+,,)2 1_1. 3 ( 1 - ,,) ( 1 +wH" 2 ) (1-A)(1+wH,,2) 

r 4 
(1 _,,) 4 (1_,,2)2 (1_,,)(1_,,3) 1+,,+A 2 +A 3+A 4 1+1.+,,2+1. 3 +,,4 

r5 (1 _,,) 5 (1_1.)3(1+1.)2 (1-1.) (1+H,,2)2 1_,,5 1_,,5 

TABLE VI. Exponents and coefficients of generating functions for irreducible representations of the tetrahedral group. For 
notation see the text. 

k 
Numerator 

Denominator 

r 1 r 2 r3 r
4 

f 1 0 - - - 1 

f2 0 1 2 - 3 

f3 0 2 1 - 3 

2,4 2 2,3,4 f4 0,6 2,4 1,2,3,4,5 

TABLE VII. Exponents and coefficients of generating functions for irreducible representations of the octahedral group. For notation see the 
text. 

~ 
Numerator 

Denominator 

f 1 f2 f3 f4 f5 

f 1 0 - - - - 1 

f2 0 1 - - - 2 

f3 0 3 1,2 - - 2,3 

f4 0,9 3,6 2,4,5,7 1,3,4,5,6,8 2,3,4,5,6,7 2,4.6 

f5 ° 6 2,4 3.4,5 1 .2,3 2,3,4 
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TABLE VIII. Exponents and coefficients of generating functions for irreducible representations of the icosahedral group. For notation see the text. 

1* 
Numerator 

Denominator 

r 1 r 2 r3 i' r5 . 4 

c 
'1 a - - - - 1 

r 2 0,15 1,5,6,9,10,14 3,5,7,8,10,12 3,4,6,7,8,9, 2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 , 2,6,10 
11 ,12 13 

r3 0,15 3,5,7,8,10,12 1,5,6,9,10,14 3,4,6,7,8,9, 2,4,5,6,7,3,9,11],11, 2,6,10 
11 ,12 13 

r 4 0,10 3,4,5 2 ,6,7 3,4,5 2 ,6,7 1,2,3,4,6,7, 2,3,4 2 ,5 2 ,6 2 ,7,8 2,3,4,5 
8,9 

r5 0,5,6 2 ,7,12 3,4 2 ,5 4 ,6 4 ,7 4 , 3,4 2 ,5 4 ,6 4 ,7 4 , 2,3 3 ,4 3 ,5 3 ,6 4 , 1,22,32,44,54,64,74, 2,3,3,4,5 

82 ,9 82 ,9 73 ,8 3 ,9 3 ,10 84 ,9 2 ,10 2 ,11 

(35) tively. For r~ the matrices representing a and at are just 
those of the corresponding representation r, of G; for r~ the 
matrix of a isjust that of r" while the matrix of a' is reversed 
in sign. 

.B(r~,r':n;A )=M.B(r "r m;A )+B([' "r m;-A »), 

(36) 
Hence we find the following rules for the generating 

functions for G X P tensors expressed in terms of those for G: 
B(r~,r':n;A )=M.B(r "r m;A )-B([' "r m;-A »). 

(37) 

(34) Incidentally, the group D2n is isomorphic to D n X Pwith 

TABLE IX. Generating elements for the irreducible representations of D n' T, and 0 of dimension greater than one. 

Group Representation Representation generating matrices 

D r (~ ~)7 (eX P[21Ti(a-2)/nJ 0 ~ a n n+3 o exp[-21Ti(a-2)/nJ (n = 3,5, ... ) (a=3,4""'-2-

D r 

C :), (eXP[21Ti(a-4)/nJ 0 ~ a n 

(n=2,4 .... ) (a=5,6,···,r 3 ) o exp[-21Ti(a-4)/n] 

(: -~ :)) (~ : ~) 
o 0-1 0 1 0 

T 

lC1 -/3) 
0 f3 t 1 0) 2 11 - 1 

o 1 ~ 

r 4 

(: 
0 

n) r 0 

:l 0 1 ) 1 0 

-1 o 0 1 

r5 '1 0 

JC 
0 

:) 0 0 0 

\0 1 1 
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the rotation 'IT about the 2nth order axis playing the role of 
the reflection, if n is odd. 

E. An example 
Let us consider a specific example. Suppose we want to 

write explicitly the generating function B(r),rs;A) for the 
(r),rs ) tensors of the icosahedral group in the form (4). At 
the intersection of column r) and row rs of Table VIII we 
find the entry 3, 42,54,64,7",82,9 which is a short notation for 
the numerator N)s(A)=A)+2A4+4As+4A6+4A7 +2A'+A9. 
The intersection of the last column and the same row con
tains 2, 3, 3, 4, 5 which are the powers of A in the factors 
(I-Aa ) of the denominator D(A). Thus finally, one has 

B(r);rs,A.) 

A J + 2A 4 + 4..1 s + 4..1 6 + 4..1 7 + 2A' +..1 9 
(38) 

Let us illustrate, on the same example, the information 
about the structure of the (r),rs) polynomials contained in 
(38). In this particular case we are interested in tensors 
whose components span a r) representation space and are 
polynomials in components of another tensor which trans
forms as rs. 

The powers of A present in the numerator of (33) sim
ply the existence of (r),rs) tensors of degrees 3, 4,5,6,7,8, 
and 9. The coefficient kp of a power AP specifies that there are 
precisely kp independent (r),rs) tensors of the same degree 
p. Thus we get one such tensor of degrees 3 and 9, two of 
degrees4and 8, and four of degrees 5, 6, and 7. Furthermore, 
only these (r),rs) tensors form the integrity basis for all 
(r»rs) tensors. That is to say, any (r»rs ) tensor can be 
written as a sum of terms each depending linearly on one 
element of the (r),rs ) integrity basis multiplied by a polyno
mial of invariants, (rhrS ) tensors, transforming according 
to the identity representation r 1 of the group f. An integrity 
basis for these (rhrS ) tensors, consisting of one invariant of 
degree 2, 4, and 5 and two invariants of degree 3, is implied 
by the powers of A of the denominator of (38). 

In order to determine how many independent (rl,rS) 
tensors of degree, say 5, there are, it suffices to expand (38) 
into a power series (assuming A < 1) and compute the coeffi
cient of AS in the expansion. One has from (40) 

B(r).r,;A ) 

=(A)+2A 4+4..1 s+4A 6+4..1 7+2A'+A 9) 

x(l +..1 2+2A )+2A 4+ ... ) 

=..1 )+2A 4+5..1 '+8..1 6+... (39) 

Hence there are 5 different (r»rs ) tensors of degree 5. Four 
of them are just the elements of the (r),rs) integrity basis 
and the fifth one is a product of the third degree (r),rs) 

tensor with an invariant [(r»rs ) tensor] of degree 2. 

IV. INTEGRITY BASES FOR IRREDUCIBLE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF POINT GROUPS 

In this section we construct the integrity bases of 
(r,..r m) tensors for the groups C n' D n' T, and 0, that is, we 
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find the basis tensors ]<q)(r m)' E (p)(r r,r m) for the irreduci
ble representations of the above groups. An integrity basis 
for invariants consists of denominator invariants f (r m) and 
possibly also the numerator invariantsE (r lor m)' An integri
ty basis for (r,..r m) tensors different from invariants, i.e., 
rr=l=rh consists only of E (r,..r m) of corresponding degrees. 
Whenever the representation r m is of dimension one, the 
integrity basis for (r "r m) tensors consists of at most one 
tensor. 

The generating function B(r "r m;A) provides the num
ber and the degree of the £{p)(r "r m) and f(q)(rhr m)' To 
find an elementary tensor of type rr and degree p in the 
components of a tensor of type r m' assume that its compo
nents are arbitrary polynomials of degree p; then impose that 
its components transform by rr when components on which 
it depends are transformed by r m' For this purpose it suf
fices to apply only the generator elements of the group G. 
The ambiguity which arises when there is more than one 
tensor of a given degree is resolved by considerations of sim
plicity, and, of course, linear independence. 

The components of arm type tensor are denoted by 
a,/3,y,. .. and correspond to the rows 1,2,.·· of the generating 
matrices in the Appendix. Separately in the subsequent sec
tion we consider the case when r m is the representation, in 
general reducible, of r v contained in the three-dimensional 
representation of 0(3 ). There we usex,y, andz instead of a, 
p, and y. 

A. C n tensors 

The irreducible tensors of Cn representations have just 
one component. So we have to consider powers of that 
component. 

For r m' 2<.m<.n, we find 

f(r ",)=aa, 
E(rr,r m)=aP , 

(40) 

and trivially 

f(r1)=a. 

B. D II tensors 

a=nIHCF(n,m-l), 
p=I,2, ... ,a-l, and r=p(m-l)modn' 

First consider the case n odd. The integrity bases for the 
invariants follow from the generating functions ( 17), (18), 
and (22). One gets 

n+3 m=3,4, ... ,--. 
2 

(41) 

here a is given in (20) as a function of m. The remaining 
integrity bases are 

(42) 

for 1<.p(m-2)mod n<.(n-l)/2 and 
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~
a-p) E(a-p)(r r )= 

r' m a-p 

for (n + I )/2<.p(m -2)mod n <.n -I, 

where the range of rand m is the same as in (41), rand pare 
related by the conditions (20), (21); otherwise there are no 
(rr,r".) tensors. 

Suppose now that n is even. The integrity bases for in
variants are: 

where m=5,6, ... ,(n+6)/2, and a is given by (28). 

The integrity bases for other tensors are then 

E(rpr)=a, j=2,3,4, 

E(r"r m)=aa _(Ja, 

(43) 

(44) 

E(P)(rr,r m)=(;:), E(a-p)(r r )=((Ja-
p

). 
r' m aa-p 

for I <.p(m-4)mod n<.(n-2)/2 and 

E(P)(r r )=((JP) E(a-p)(r r )=(aa-
p
) 

r' m a P ' r' m /3a- p 

for (n +2)/2<.p(m -4)mod n <.n-1. 

Here rand p are related by (29) and a is given in (28). The 
following integrity bases have no analog in the case n odd; 
they exist only for a even, 

E(r), r m) =aa/2_(Ja/2, 

(45) 

c. Tetrahedral tensors 

First we list the invariants E(rhr m) and I(F m) for all 
four irreducible representations of T. Their degrees are 
shown respectively in the first and last column of Table VI. 
We find 

I(r1)=a, I(F2)=a\ I(r)=a\ 

I'll (r.) =a2+(J2+y2, I(J)(r.) =a(Jy, (46) 

I!4l(r.)=a' +fJ4 + y, 

E'6'(rhr.) = (a2 - (J2)((J2 - y2)(y2 _a2); 

E'6'(r1,r4 ) is linearly independent of polynomials in I'll(r.), 
I(J'(r.), I'4>(r.), but its square is a polynomial in the lower 
degree scalars. 

Corresponding to the intersection of column r 2 and 
row r) of Table VI we find, 

E(r2,r2)=a, E(F),r)=a, 

(47) 

The degrees of tensors of type r 2, r), and r., built from 
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one of types r. are given in the last row of Table VI. One 
finds after some computation: 

and 

E"'(r"r.) = a 2 + w(J2 + w2y2, 

E W (r2,r4) =a' +wfJ4 +W2y, 

E'2'(r),r.) = a 2 + w2(J2 + wy2, 

E(4)(r),r.) =a4 +w2fJ4 +wy, 

E~3)(r.,r4) =(rt), 
ya2 

E(5)(r4,r4) = (ffr.). 
ya' 

(48) 

(49) 

The linearly independent third degree tensors are distin
guished by the subscripts a and b. 

D. Octahedral tensors 

The existence and degree of an elementary invariant 
E(r1,r m) or I(r m) of the octahedral group is shown in the 
first or last column of Table VII. We find 

I(r1)=a, I(r2)=a2, I'll(r)=a2+(J2, 

I(J)(r) = 3a2(J - (J), I'll(r.) = a 2 + (J2 + y2, 

I'4>(r.) =a4 +fJ4 + y, J'6'(r.) =a6+(J6 + y, 
(50) 

E'9'(rhr 4) =a(Jy(a2 -(J2)((J2 - y2)(y2 _a2), 

J'2'(rs) = a 2 +(J2 + y2, I(J)(rs) = a(Jy, 

l'4>(rs) = a 4 + fJ4 + y. 

The ninth degree invariant in the bases of r4 should be used 
at most linearly because its square can be expressed as a 
polynomial in lower degree invariants. 

For tensors of other types we find the following integri
ty bases: 

E(!'(r2,r2)=a, 

E(J'(r2,r) = 3a(J2 -a), 

E(!)(r),r) = ~), 

E(2)(r),rJ = C~~(J2)' 
E(J'(r2,r4) = a(Jy, 

E'6'(r2,r4) = (a 2 -(J2)((J2 - y2)(y2 - a 2) 

E"'(r),r.) = (v''3 ((J2 - Y2»), 
(J2+y2-2a2 

E'4>(rh r.) = (v''3w- y »), 
fJ4+y-2a' 
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and finally, from a Fs tensor the integrity bases for (r2,Fs), 
(F),Fs), (F4,rS ), and (Fs,Fs) tensors can be chosen as 

2371 

E(6)(F2,Fs)= (a2-fJ2)W-y)(y-a2), 

E(2)(F),rs) = (V3W- y»), 
fJ2+y-2a 2 

E(4)(F),rs) = (V3 (f3'+ - 1'»), 
/3" + l' - 2a4 

E(J)(F4,Fs) =(p<t = ~~), 
y(a 2 -fJ2) 
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(54) 

E. Integrity bases for groups with reflections 
Integrity bases for representation spaces of a point 

group GXP, which includes the reflections P, are easily ob
tained from those corresponding to G only. Recalling the 
notation re and ro for representations of G X P correspond
ing to a representation F of G (cf sec. II D) we have 

E(k)(F~,r'in)=E(k)(F r,r m)' E(k)(F~,F'in)=O, 

E(2k)(F~,r':n) =E(2k) (F r,F m)' 

E(2k+ l)(F~,F':n) = 0, 

E(2k+ 1)(F~,F':n)=E(2k+ l)(F r,F m)' 

E(2k)(F~,r':n) =0. 

(55) 

For simplicity of notation we did not distinguish the invar
iants /(k)(F1,F m) from E(k)(Fl>F m) in (55). 

As for the generating functions, the integrity bases of 
H[G are also just those of G. 

V. HOMOGENEOUS (x,y,z) INTEGRITY BASES 
FOR REPRESENTATIONS OF POINT GROUPS 

In this section we reduce the three-dimensional L = 1 
representation of O( 3) to representations Fv of a point 
group G, and use it as F m' in the formalism of Secs. III and 
IV in order to find the generating functions and integrity 
bases. When F v is irreducible the results coincide with those 
found previously (the variables a,/3,y should be replaced by 
x,y,z). Therefore, we here solve the problem only when Fv is 
reducible, i.e., for the groups C n' D n' C n [C 2n' C n [D n' 
Dn [D 2n , Cn XP, andDn XP. 

The group H[G is deriveds from a rotational group G 
which has H as its subgroup of index 2. The elements of H[ G 
are those of H together with the elements JR where R be
longs to G but not to Hand Jis the reflection of x, y, andz. As 
an abstract group H[ G is isomorphic to G; but the represen
tation Fv is not the same for H[G as for G. 

The three-dimensional representation ofO( 3) contains 
the following representations F v of point groups: 

Fv=Fl Ell F2 Ell Fn forCn 
F2E1lF) for Dn, n odd 

F2E1l F S for Dn' n even 

F4 for T, 

Fs forO, 

F2 for /, 

FnEllFn+IEIlFn+2 forCn[C2n , 

Fl Ell F) for Cn[Dn, n odd, 

for Cn[Dn, n even, 

for Dn [D2n, 

for T[O. (56 ) 

The corresponding Fv for the groups GXP, where G=Cn, 
D n' T, 0, /, is the same as in ( 56 ) except that every Fa should 
be replaced by F~ ( cf. Sec. III D ). 
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A. The generating functions 
The generating functions B (r "r v;A), where r v is given 

by (56), are read from the Tables 6,7,8 for the groups T,O,I 
and 110, because the representationr)s irreducible. For the 
groups of type TX P, 0 X P, IX P the generating functions are 
obtained from Tables VI, VII, and VIII in conjunction with 
Eq. (36) and (37). For the groups C n' D n' C n [C 2n' 

C n [D n' C n [D 2n' C n XP, andD n xP for which rv is re
ducible, the generating functions need to be calculated with 
the help of (10). Using (10) and (15), we get for Cn 

B( r "r l Ell rz Ell rn;AI,A,Z,A,n ) 

1 

( I-AI )( I-A ~ )( I-A: ) 

In the case r= 1 the second sum of (57) vanishes. Similarly 
for Dn' n odd, we get from ( 10), ( 19)-( 24). 

(A 3-2+A ~-r+2)( l-Az) 

2 2 ' ( I-A 2 )( I-A 3 )( I-A ~ ) 

with r= 3,4, ... ,( n + 3 )/2, and 

For Dn' n even, one has 

B( rprz Ell rs;Az,A,s ) 

j=3,4, 

where r=5,6, ... ,n/2+3. 

(58 ) 

(60 ) 

For C n[ C2n we have to distinguish n even and odd. For n 
odd we find 
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B( rr,rn EIlrn+ 1 EIlrn+ 2;An,A,n+l,A,n+2) 

=D-l[nf A~A~+~+P+ nf A~A~t;-n-l] 
p=o p=n-r+1 

for 1 <r<n, r odd 

[

2n-r 
=D- l ~ APAr-n-l+p 

£... n n+2 
p=o 

n-I ] 

+ ~ APAr-2n-l+p 
£... n n+2 

p=2n-r+1 

for n +2<r<2n -1, r odd 

[ 

2n-r n-I ] =D-l A ~ APAr-n-l+p+ ~ APAr-2n-l+p n+1 £... n n+2 £... n n+2 
p=o p=2n-r+ 1 

for 2<r<n -1, r even 

=D- l [A n~r AP A r-\+p n+1 £... n n+2 
p=o 

n-I ] 
+ ~ APAP+r-n-1 

£... n n+2 , 
p=n-r+1 

for n + 1 <r<2n, r even, 

where 

For Cn[C2n, n even, we have 

n-r 
+ A ~ APAr-l+p+n n+1 £... n n+2 

p=o 

2n-1 ] 
+

A ~ APAr-l+p-n 
n+1 £... n n+2 

p=n-r+1 

for l<r<n 

[

2n-r 2n-1 
-D-l ~ APA r+p- l + ~ APAr-l+p-2n 
- ~ n n+2 £.. n n+2 

p=o p=2n-r+ 1 

3n-r 
+

A ~ APAr-l+p-n 
n+1 £... n n+2 

p=o 

2n-\ ] 
+

A ~ APAr-l+p-3n 
n+1 £... n n+2 ' 

p=3n-r+ 1 

for n+ 1<r<2n, 
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where 
D=( l-A~+l)( l-A~")( l-A~~2)' (64 ) 

For the group C"[D,, with n odd we find 

B( FhFI EDF3;A.uA3 )=[( 1-,11)( l-AD( 1-,13 )]-1=1)-1, 

(65 ) 

B( Fz,rl ED F3;A.1,A,) ) =D-IA 3' 
B(F,.,FI EDF);A.I,A,) )=D-I(A;-2+ A3-r+2), 

for 3<r« n +3 )/2. 

When n is even, we obtain 

B(Fz,FI ED F,;A.I,A" )=D-IA s, 

B( r 3,FI ED F,;A.l,A" )=B( F4.r1 ED Fs;A.l,A,s )=D-IA 512
, 

B( F,.,FI ED FS;A.I,A" )=D-I(A ;-4 +,1 s-r+4), 

for 5<r<n/2+3. 

For the group Dn[D2n, n odd, we get 

B( FhF4 ED Fn+3;A.4,A,n+3 ) 

=[( l-AD( l-A~+3)( l-A~+3)rl=.D-I, 

B(r2>F4ED F n+3;A.4,A n+3 )=D-IA~+3' 

B( F),F4 ED Fn+ 3;A.4,A,,,+ 3 )=D-IA ~+3' 

B( F4,F4 ED Fn+3;A.4,A,n+3 )=D-1A4, 

B( F ,.,F4 ED F"+3;A.4,A,n+3 ) 

(66 ) 

(67 ) 

=D-I( A~::;:3+4+A~~j) for 6<r<n+3, reven, 

=D-IA4(A~::;:3+4+A~~j) for 5<r<n+2, rodd. 

For the group D,,[D2" with n even has 

B( F h r 4 EDF"+3;A.4,A,n+3 )=D-I( 1 +A~ ~+3 ), 

B( F2,F4 ED F"+3;A.4,A,,,+3 )=D-I( A ~~3 +,14,1 ~+3 ), 

B( F),F4 ED Fn+3;A.4,A,n+3 )=D-I( A ~+3 +,14,1 ~~3 ), 

B( F4,F4 Ell Fn+3;A.4,A,n+3 )=D-I( A ~+3 +,14), 

B( F,.,F4 Ell Fn+3;A.4,A,n+3 ) 

(68 ) 

-D-1( A r-4 +,1 2,,-r+4+A A n-r+4+A A ,,+r-4) - n+3 n+3 4 n+3 4 n+3 , 

for 6<r<n + 2,r even, 
-D-I( A n+4-r+ ~ n-4+r+A Ar- 4 +,1 A 2n-r+4) - n+3 /\'n+3 4 n+3 4 n+3 , 

for 5<r<n+3, rodd, 

whereD=( I-A~)( I-A~+3)( l-A~~3)' (69) 

For the group C n X P we obtain by repeated use of 
(34)-{ 37): 

B( F~,F~ Ell F~ Ell F~ ;A.1,A,2, An) 

= UB( F ,.,FI Ell F2 Ell Fn;A.I,A,2,A,n ) 

+B( F,.,FI EDr2 Ellrn;-Ah -A2,-An )], (70) 
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B( F~,F~ EllF~ EllF~;A.1,A,2,A,,) 

= ![B( F ,.,FI Ell F2 ED F,,;A.1,A,2,A,n ) 

-B( rr,rl Ellr2 Ellrn;-A h -A2,-An )]. 

Here r= 1,2, ... ,n; on the right of (70) are the generating 
functions ( 57 ) of Cn 

Finally, for DnXPwe have 
B( F~,F2 Ell r 'k;A.2,A k ) 

=![B( F,.;Fz Ell Fk;A.2,A,k) 

+B( F,.,F2 Ell Fk;-A2-Ak )], 

B( F~,F2 Ell r'k;A.2,A k ) 

=![B( F,.,F2 Ell Fk;A.z,A,k) 

-B( F ,.,rz EllFk; -,12' -Ak )], 

r= 1,2, ... ,n/2+3( k-I )/4, 

(71 ) 

where k= 3 and 5 for n odd and even, respectively. On the 
right of ( 71 ) are the D n generating functions ( 58 )-{ 60 ). 

B. The integrity bases 

We choose the nth order axis of Cn as the z direction. 
Then the coordinates corresponding to Flo F2, and Fn are 
respectively, z, x.=x+iy, andx_=x-iy. Integrity bases are 
then read off the generating function ( 15 ). The invariants 
corresponding to the denominator of ( 57 ) are 

I(n)( F )=x n 
+ v +, I~)(Fv )=x~, 

(72 ) 

while those corresponding to the numerator are, for r= I, 

E(2p )( FI,F v )=( X2+y2 )P=x':-x~, p=O,I, ... ,n-l, 
(73 ) 

and for r> I, 

E(r+2p -l)(Fr,F v )=xP+x'-+P-1, p=O,I, ... ,n-r, (74) 

E(r+2k-l-n)(F F )=XkXr+k-,,-1 
r' v - + ' 

k=n-r+ l,n-r+2, ... ,n-1. 

The situation for Cn is summarized by saying that 
x~x~zc transforms by F,., wherer=( a-b ) mod n + 1. Simi
larly for Cn [C2n the results are summarized by saying that 
x~x~zc transforms as F,., where 
r= 1 + [a( n + 1 )+b( n -I )+cn 1 mod 2n' and x., x_, z trans
forms by the representations F,,+2' Fn, Fn+ 1 respectively. 
The integrity bases are found directly from the generating 
functions (61 )-( 64). We omit the great number of trivial 
formulas. 

For D" we choose the nth order axis as the z direction 
and one of the 2nd order axes as the x direction. 

For n odd, the representation F2 transforms z, while F3 
acts in the xy plane. From ( 59 ) we read off the invariants 

I~2)( F v )=Z2, I~2)( F3) =x2+f=x.x_, 

(75 ) 
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and for the other tensors from ( 58 ) and ( 59 ), 

E(r2,rv )=z, E(n)(r2,rn )=x"t--x~, 

E(r-2)(r r )=(X,+-Z) 
r' v \xr-2' 

C
n

-
r
+

z) E(n-r+2)(r r)= -
r' v n-r+2 ' 

+ 
(76 ) 

E(r-l)(r r )=( ZX,+-2) 
r' v -ZX,,---2, 

E(n-r+3)(r r )= zx_ ( 
n-r+2 ) 

r' v -z X"t-- 2+2 , 

for r= 3,4, ... ,( n + 3 )/2. For n even the representation r 2 

acts onz while rs transforms the(x,y ) plane. From ( 60 )we 
conclude 

I~Z)(rv )=z2, I~2)(rv )=X2+y2=X.x_, 

I(n)(r )=x n +xn E(n+l)(r r )=z(xn _xn ) v + -, I, v + -, 

E(nIZ)(r3,rv )=X~2+X~12), 

E(n/2)(r r )_Xn12_XnI2 
4, v - + - , 

E(n/2+1)( r r )=Z(X n12 _X n12 ) 
3, v + -, 

E(n12+1)(r4,rv )=Z(X~2+X~2), 

g2)(r2,rv )=Z, E(n)(r2,r v )=X"t- -X~, 

E( r-4)(r r )=(x';4) 
r' v \xr-4' 

( 
Xn-r+4 ) 

E(n-r+5)(r r )=Z -
r' v n-,.+4 ' -X+ 

r=5,6, ... ,n/2+3. 

( 77) 

In the case ofC n [D n thez coordinate transforms by r 1 

and x,y transform by r3 for n odd and by rs for n even. The 
integrity bases are for n odd: 

E( r-2)( r,r )=( x ,;2 ), 
r v ( _x_y-z 

(78 ) 

for r= 3,4, ... ,( n + 3 )/2, 

and for n even: 
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E(r-4)(r r )=( X ,+-4 ) 
r' v ( -x_ y-4 ' 

E(n-r+4)(r ,r )=( x~=r+4 ), 
r v ( -x+ )"-,.+4 

for r=5,6, ... ,n/2+3. 

The integrity bases for D n [D 2n' n odd, are 

E(n)(r r )=x n _xn 2, v + _, 
E(n+l)(r r )=z(xn _xn ) ), v + -, E( 1)( r 4,rS )=Z, 

(80 ) 

E( r-4)( r r.r v )=C ~=~, 
E(n-r+4)(r r )=(x~-r+4) 

r' U \x n-r+4 ' 
+ 

where r is even and 6 <.;;r<.;;n +3; for r odd and 5 <.;;r<.;;n +2 we 
have 

E(r-3)(r r )=z( X,+-4 ) 
r' v r-4 ' -x_ 

( 
xn-r+4 ) 

E(n-r+3)(r r )=z - . 
r' v n-r+4 

-x+ 
( 81 ) 

When n is even, the integrity bases are 

1'2)(rv )=z2, 1'2)(rv )=x.x_, I(2n)(rv)=x~+x~, 

E(n+l)(r r )=z(x n _xn ) 
h V + -, 

E(2n)(r2,rv )=x~-x~, 

E(n+l )(rhr v )=z(x"t- +x~), 
E( n)( r3,r v )=x"t- +x~, 

E(2n+l )(r3,r v )=z(x~ -x~), 

E( n)( r.,r v )=x"t- -x~, 

E(2n+ 1 )( r.,r v )=z( xZ; +x~ ). 

(82 ) 

Furthermore for r even and such that 6<.;;r<.;;n + 2 we have 

E(r-4)(r r )=(X,+-4) 
r' v \xr-4' 

C
2n

- r
+

4
) E(2n-r+4)( r r)= -

r' v 2n-r+4 ' 
+ 

( 83 ) 

( 
xn+r-4 ) 

E( n+r-3)( r r )=z + 
r' v _x~+r-4 ' 

( 
xn-r+4 ) 

E( n-r+5)( r r )=z -
r' v n-,.+4 ' -x+ 

and for r odd such that 5 <.;;r<.;;n + 3 we get 
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( 
r-4) 

E(r-3)(r r )=Z x+ 
r' v r-4 ' -X_ 

E(n+r-4)(r r )= X+ C
n+r-~ 

r' v n+r-4 ' 

(84 ) 

C
n-r+~ 

E(n-r+4)(r r )= x_ 
r' v n-1'+4 ' 

+ 

( 
x2n-r+4 ) 

E(2n-r+5)(r r )=z - . 
r' v 2n-1'+4 

-X+ 

Finally, for the groups C n X P and D n X P the integrity 
bases follow immediately from those ofCn andDn and (55) 

where we put r':r, =r v' 

VI. POINT GROUP POLYNOMIAL BASES FOR 
IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF SO(3) 

The ( r ,.,r v ) tensors constructed in the preceding sec
tion transform irreducibly by the representations rr of G, 
and their components are homogeneous polynomials in 
x,y,z, coordinates of a vector from a three 3-dimensional 
space R 3. In this section we want to relate these (r ,.,rv) 
tensors to irreducible representations of the rotation group 
SO( 3 ), using the fact that the three-dimensional space on 
which r v acts is spanned by x,y,z. 

Polynomials in x,y,z of degree L (L > I ) span a 
-!( L + I )( L + 2 )-dimensional space {R3) L which is reduc
ible with respect to the group SOC 3 ). More precisely, 

(85) 

where Rd is a space of dimension d irreducible with respect to 
SO(3). 

Our task is to identify among the (r,.,rv) tensors of 
degreeL those which belong toR 2L+ 1• The methods ofSecs 
III-V are readily adapted to this problem. First we find the 
generating function qr ,.,r);A) for the multiplicities of rr in 
the SO(3) representations L acting in the space R2L+ I' and 
then we construct the basis tensors. 

In order to find qr ,.,r v;A) it suffices to notice that 
R 2L + 1 is the only subspace on the right side of (85) which 
does not contain polynomials with the SO (3) scalar 
r=x2+y2+z2 as a factor. Hence qr,.,rv;A) is obtained 
fromB(r,.,rj,,) by eliminating thefactor (I-/F)-) respon
sible for the scalar r [an SO(3 )-scalar is also an G-scalar]. 
Thus, 

qr ,.,r v;A) = (I - A 2)B(rr,r v;A). (86) 

An explicit form of qr ,.,rv;A) for the groups T, 0, and I is 
found from (56) and Tables V, VI, and VII respectively; for 
Cn it suffices to putA) =A2=An=A in (57), and for Dn to put 
A2=A3=A in (58), (59) od2=As=A in (60). In theexpan
sion of (86), 

C(r,.,rv;A) = f NrLA L, (87) 
L~O 
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thecoefficientNrL ofAL is the multiplicity of rrin the SO(3) 
representation L. 

The tensors implied by the generating function 
qr,.,rv;A) provide polynomial bases for irreducible repre
sentations of SOC 3) reduced according to G. The integrity 
basis is conveniently constructed from those of Sec. V. The 
construction proceeds in two steps. First the SO(3) scalar r 
is eliminated from the integrity basis; the remaining tensors 
are then in one-to-one correspondence with the required in
tegrity basis. However, the tensors generated by the integrity 
basis may contain admixtures of the lower subspaces of 
(85). The second step consists of projecting out the unwant
ed part of each tensor. For T, 0, I the scalar r2)(r) =r is 
straightforwardly dropped from the integrity basis. For D fI , 

we dropI~2)(rv)=z2. For C" we want to eliminate even pow
ers of z. This may be done by replacing rD(r v> =Z by 
E(J)= (r),rv)=z; the difference is that now z may appear 
only linearly. 

The tensors generated by the modified integrity basis 
are in general linear combinations of terms belonging to the 
different subspaces of (85). So far we have insured only that 
each contains a nonzero part from R 2L + I' In order to project 
out the admixture of lower subspaces we use the traceless 
boson operator technique introducd by Lohe.9 In our con
text this means making the substitution 

(88) 

where N =;:. V is the operator whose eigenvalue is the degree 
of the polynomial on which it acts. The components ofr' 
mutually commute. Polynomials of degree L in x' ,y' ,z' satis
fy Laplace's equation and transform irreducibly by the re
presentation L of SOC 3). 

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The generating functions serve here as an economic 
first step in constructing the integrity bases They are also of 
interest in their own right; they show the number of elements 
of the integrity basis, their degrees, and show which invar
iants are of type I and which of type E. We have calculated 
the generating functions for all pairs of irreducible represen
tations of all finite subgroups of O( 3), and given composi
tion rules for constructing generating functions for reducible 
representations. 

There are a number of possibilities for extending this 
work, apart from direct applications; let us mention some of 
them. 

The problems studied here for point groups are interest
ing also for double groups, space groups, and discrete groups 
in general. 

Suppose G is a continuous group with a finite subgroup 
G'. It is of interest to know G' tensors whose components are 
polynomials in the components of an irreducible G tensor. 
An expansion of the corresponding generating function pro
vides the multiplicities of G' tensors of each degree. Further, 
it would be interesting to construct generating functions 

D (rr;/-ll>".,/-lr) where the coefficient of /-l ~',,,.# ~' in the ex-
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pansion of D is the multiplicity of the irreducible representa
tion r, or G' in the irreducible representation (ab ... ,a,) ofG. 

Generating functions and integrity bases can be found 
and have proven useful for representations of continuous 
groups. Although the methods are general, they have been 
applied only to a few particular problems. 10 
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APPENDIX 
The construction of the integrity bases for (r"r m) ten

sors in explicit form requires a definite choice of the gener
ator matrices for each irreducible representaiton. In order to 
make the paper self-contained we list them in Table IX for 
representations of D n' T, and 0 of dimension greater than 
unity; for a one-dimensional representation the matrix is just 
the character. 
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The generalized momenta of a dynamical system with n degrees of freedom may be given a Clebsch 
representation in terms of independent scalar functions and gradients thereof. The canonical equations 
imply certain differential relations which must be satisfied by these scalars. If the dynamical system is 
nonrelativistic, the differential relations are shown to be a generalization of the classical Hamilton-I acobi 
theory. Similar results are obtained if the dynamical system is relativistic. A multiple integral variational 
principle, whose Euler-Lagrange equations imply the equations of motion and an equation of continuity, 
is formulated. As an example, it is shown that the Einstein field equations for an incoherent matter field 
and the geodesic equations of motion may be derived from a single fourfold variational principle. The 
usual energy-momentum tensor for such a matter field emerges as a by-product of the variational 
principle. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We shall initially be concerned with a nonrelativistic 
holonomic dynamical system with n degrees offreedom, de
fined by a Hamiltonian function H( t,xh,Ph ), h = l,··,n, 
where t denotes the time, Xh the local generalized coordi
nates, andph the generalized momenta of the system. In the 
parameter dependent Hamilton-Jacobi theory of 
Caratheodory,l it is assumed that a canonical momentum 
field Phis the gradient of a scalar function S( t,xh ). The func
tion S must then satisfy the first order partial differential 
equation known as the "Hamilton-Jacobi equation." Con
versely, if S is a solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, 
the gradient of S will define a canonical momentum field. 

The assumption that a momentum field Ph be a gradient 
is a rather severe restriction, in that it implies that the curl of 
Ph vanish identically. Recently Rund2 has developed a gener
alized parameter dependent Hamilton-Jacobi theory which 
does not suffer from this drawback. In Rund's theory the 
field Ph is given a so-called Clebsch representation in terms of 
n independent scalar functions which are referred to as the 
Clebsch potentials. This implies that the components Ph"',Pn 
are independent functions of Xh. If Ph is canonical, it is shown 
that the potentials must satisfy a system of ordinary differen
tial equations which, because they possess a structure identi
cal with that of the Hamiltonian canonical equations, are 
called the associated canonical equations. In addition, the 
potentials must satisfy a Hamilton-Jacobi type partial dif
ferential equation which is referred to as the generalized 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Conversely, if a given set of 
Clebsch potentials satisfy the generalized Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation and the associated canonical equations, then the 
potentials ( via the Clebsch representation) define a canoni
cal field. 

In this paper we shall show that the generalized 
Hamilton-Jacobi theory ofRund is valid, irrespective of any 
assumptions concerning the dependence or otherwise of 
Pl,",Pn' This is accomplished by considering the nature of 
the Pfaffian' w=p hdx h. According to the solution' of the 
"Problem of Pfaff," W may be reduced to a Pfaffian expres
sion which involves s independent functions, where 1 <,s<,n. 
It follows that Ph may be given a Clebsch representation in 

terms of s independent functions. The number s, which de
pends upon the nature of the field Ph, shall be called the 
character of Ph. If the character of Phis one, Ph has the gradi
ent representation of the ordinary Hamilton-Jacobi theory, 
whereas if the character of Ph is n,p h must have the repre
sentation assumed by Rund. The generalized Hamilton
Jacobi theory presented here encompasses both of the above 
theories, since it is valid for fields of arbitrary character. 

A field Ph does not determine a unique set of Clebsch 
potentials, and any two sets of potentials which represent the 
same field are said to be related by means of a Clebsch gauge 
transformation. 5 The relationship between Clebsch gauge 
transformations and canonical transformations of the 
Clebsch potentials is investigated in Sec. 4. When the charac
ter of Ph is odd, it is shown that any such canonical transfor
mation coincides with a Clebsch gauge transformation. If 
the character of Ph is even, a canonical transformation in
duces a representation of Ph in terms of a dependent set of 
potentials. In both cases a particularly simple form of the 
generalized theory occurs if the integrals of the associated 
canonical equations are chosen as Clebsch potentials. 

Next, we shall consider a relativistic holonomic dyna
mical system with n degrees offreedom. Since the time t is no 
longer a preferred parameter, the canonical formalism 
which describes this system should be based upon a param
eter invariant variational principle. Accordingly, we shall 
develop a generalized Hamilton-Jacobi theory within the 
framework of the so-called homogeneous canonical formal
ism.6 A canonical momentum field with character s is given a 
Clebsch representation in terms of s independent Clebsch 
potentials. It is shown that the potentials must satisfy an 
associated system of parameter invariant canonical equa
tions, together with a generalized Hamilton-Jacobi equa
tion, and conversely, these equations are sufficient to ensure 
that the potentials define a canonical field. Also, in contrast 
with the parameter dependent case, the associated param
eter invariant canonical equations are shown to imply the 
corresponding generalized Hamilton-Jacobi equation. 

An important application of the generalized 
Hamilton-Jacobi theories is that they allow one to obtain the 
single integral canonical equations of motion from a multi
ple integral variational principle. This is accomplished in 
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Sec. 6, for the parameter invariant formalism, by construct
ing a Lagrange density .!f in which the Clebsch potentials 
are treated as field variables. The Lagrange density must 
also, for dimensional reasons, contain a density function v as 
a linear factor, and v is likewise treated as a field variable. It 
is shown that the Euler-Lagrange equations which result 
from varying the Clebsch potentials and the density v, imply 
the parameter invariant canonical equations and an equation 
of continuity for v. 

For certain physical fields, the procedure outlined 
above allows us to derive the field equations and the particle 
equations of motion from a single, n-fold variational princi
ple. An example of this phenomenon is given at the end of 
Sec. 6, where the Einstein field equations and the geodesic 
equations of motion for an incoherent matter field are de
rived from a 4-fold variational principle. 7 

2. THE CLEBSCH REPRESENTATION OF A 
COVARIANT VECTOR FIELD 

We shall let Xh, h = 1,.··,n, denote the local coordinates 
of an n-dimensional differentiable manifold X no If Phis a class 
(;2 covariant vector field on X n' we may construct the invar
iant I-form 

(2.1 ) 

Now according to the solution of the classical "Problem of 
Pfaff," 4 w has one of two possible Pfaffian reductions. Either 
w may be written as 

(2.2) 

where ( ¢,QI,. .. ,Qm,P1,···,p m) are (2m + 1) independent 
functions of Xh, or w is expressible in terms of merely 2m 
independent functions of Xh, namely 

W=P1dQI+ ... + P md Qm. (2.3 ) 

If w has the reduction ( 2.2 ), the vector field Phis said to have 
character ( 2m + 1 ) whereas if Ph has the reduction ( 2.3 )the 
character of Ph is 2m. The character s, which depends upon 
the nature of the given field, may be shown4 to be equal to the 
rank of the n X ( n + 1 ) augmented matrix 

(
aP h apt ) a x / - a x h' P k = ( W /h ,P k ), 

where, for the sake of brevity, we have put 

aph apt 
w /h - -- - --. 

ax/ axh 
(2.4 ) 

It follows that s<n. 

It will prove convenient to introduce the notation 

{
O, if the character of Phis even, 

€ = 1, if the character of Phis odd. (2.5 ) 

Then, if we let the index a run from 1 to m, the representa
tions ( 2.2 ) and ( 2.3 ) may be combined into the concise 
form9 

(2.6 ) 
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Upon comparing ( 2.6 ) with our original expression ( 2.1 ) 
for w, we obtain 

(2.7 ) 

which gives a representation of Ph in terms of the ( 2m + € ) 

scalar functions ( €¢,Q a ,P a ). In the special case of n = 3, 
m = 1, and €= 1, (2.7) reduces to 

P=\l¢+P\7Q 

which is the representation usually attributed to Clebsch.lo 
For this reason, ( 2.7 ) will be called a Clebsch representation 
of Ph' and the scalars ( €¢,Q a ,P a ) shall be referred to as the 
Clebsch potentials. 

It is obvious that a given vector field does not determine 
a unique Clebsch representation. Following Rund/ we shall 
call a transformation of the form 

€¢=€ Iii< €¢,Q13 ,P 13)' Qa =Qa ( Q13 ,P 13 ), 
(2.8 ) 

- _ - 13 
P a-P a( Q ,P 13 ), 

a Clebsch gauge transformation if 

€ a¢ +P a aQa = € a¢ +Pa aQa. 
axh axh axh axh 

That is, the potentials (€¢,Qa ,P a) and (€fjj,Qa ,Pa) give 
rise to equivalent representations of the same vector field. 
Quantities which are invariant under Clebsch gauge trans
formations shall be called Clebsch gauge invariants. 

In this paper we shall identify the manifold Xn with the 
configuration space of a holonomic, dynamical system with 
n degrees offreedom. The vector fieldPh is identified with the 
canonical momentum of this dynamical system. If the char
acter of Phis one, the representation (2.7) reduces to 

a¢ 
Ph = a x h' ( 2.9 ) 

which is just the representation for fields of momenta in the 
ordinary, parameter dependent Hamilton-Jacobi theory of 
Caratheodory. I If the character of Ph is n, ( 2.7 ) becomes 

a¢ (n-E)12 aQa 
Ph=€--h + I P a --h-ax a=l ax 

(2.10 ) 

which is the representation assumed by Rund2 in his param
eter dependent generalized Hamilton-Jacobi theory. How
ever, an arbitrary momentum field will have character s, 
l<s<n. 

3. A GENERALIZED HAMIL TON-JACOBI 
THEORY FOR NONRELATIVISTIC DYNAMICAL 
SYSTEMS 

We shall now consider the (n + 1 )-dimensional differen
tiable manifold Y n + l_R X X n of the variables ( t, x h), 
where t denotes the time and thexh represent the generalized 
coordinates of a nonrelativistic, holonomic, dynamical sys
tem with n degrees of freedom. This dynamical system is 
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described by a given Hamiltonian function H (t, x I,p I ) 

where PI represents the components of a momentum vector. 
For a given momentum field Ph ( t, x I ), we may define a 
conjugate velocity field v h ( t, x I ) by means of 

h( I) _ aH [ I ( k) 
U t,x =-- t,x ,PI t,x ]. 

ap h 

(3.1) 

We shall assume that 

(3.2 ) 

for all possible arguments ( t, x h ,P h ), so that ( 3.1 ) estab
lishes a one-to-one correspondence between the velocity and 
momentum fields. In particular, ( 3.2 ) implies that H is not 
homogeneous of degree one in the variables Ph; hence the 
canonical formalism based upon the assumption ( 3.2) is 
described as "the nonhomogeneous theory" Y 

In our analysis we shall frequently be concerned with 
the differentiation of functions of the form 

F=F [t,XI,fA(t,X k )],A: l,oo.,M, 

where the lA represent M differentiable functions, and F is 
also differentiable. In such cases it is of crucial importance to 
distinguish between the partial derivative and the so-called 
"total derivative." Ifx h =x h( t ) represents a curve CinXn, 

the total derivative of Fwith respect to t along C is defined by 

(3.3 ) 

where x I = d x Iidt. Similarly, the relations 

define a surface S of dimension (n + I) in the space of the 
variables ( t, x hi A)' and the total derivative of F with re
spect to Xh along S is defined by 

dF aF M aF alA 

dx h axh + A~I alA axh . 
(3.4 ) 

A curve Xh =Xh( t ) in X n is said to be a streamline of the 
velocity field ( 3.1 ) if the functions x h( t ) satisfy the 
equations 

. h h _ aH 
x =v =-. (3.5) 

aph 

Furthermore, the field Ph( t,xl ) is said to be canonical if 

dph -aH 
--=---, 
dt axh 

(3.6 ) 

along every streamline ofuh , that is if( 3.6 ) holds as a result 
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of ( 3.5 ). The 2n differential equations 

. h aH dph aH 
x =--, --= ---

ap h dt axh 
(3.7 ) 

are called the canonical equations. We shall assume that the 
temporal evolution of our dynamical system is determined 
by ( 3.7 ). As is well known, this is equivalent to Hamilton's 
principle as applied to the Lagrange function 

L(t, Xh,xh )=-H+PhXh, (3.8) 

where it is understood that (3.2) has been used in order to 
express the Ph in terms of Xh in the right-hand side of ( 3.8 ). 

Let us suppose that we are given a canonical field 
Ph( t,xl). Then ( 3.6 ), when taken in conjunction with 
( 3.5 ), yields 

aH aH apt 
= --------, 

axh ap,ax h 

which, by virtue of the notation introduced in ( 2.4 ) and 
( 3.4 ), may be rewritten as 

aph '1 dH 
~+illthX = ---
at dx h 

(3.9 ) 

We will presently show that ( 3.9 ) gives rise to some interest
ing identities which involve the Clebsch potentials of Ph. 

First let us note that since Ph may depend explicitly 
upon t, the Clebsch potentials ( E¢,Q<',P a ) of Ph may also 
have explicit t dependence. Next, the representation (2.7) 
implies that 

(3.lO ) 

whereas ( 2.7 ) and ( 2.4 ) yield 

ill 'h X t = a Q a (d P a _ a P a ) _ a P a 

ax h dt at ax h 

x(d Qa _a Qa
) . 

dt at (3.11) 

Substitution of ( 3.lO) and ( 3.11 ) into ( 3.9 ) gives 

a ( a¢ a Qa ) dP a 
-- E-+P -- +--
ax h at a at dt 
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aQa dQa ap a dH 
x-------= --. 

a x h dt a x h d x h 
( 3.12 ) 

The form of the above relation suggests that we define a 
function T( t,xl) by 

( 3.13 ) 

Then ( 3.12) becomes 

dT d Q a a P a _ d P a a Q a 

d X h dt a x h dt a x h • 
(3.14) 

We shall now take advantage of the fact that the 
Clebsch potentials in the representation ( 2.7 ) are indepen
dent functions of Xh. Because of this, it is possible to solve the 
( 2m + E ) equations 

EIj;=EIj;(t,X h ), Qa=Qa(t,x h ), Pa=Pa(t,x h ) 

and obtain, upon relabeling if necessary, the variables 
(x 1

,. •• ,x2m H ) in terms of the potentials (EIj;,Q a,p a)' In 
fact, there will exist a one-to-one correspondence between 
the coordinates (t,xl,. .. ,xn) and the variables 
(t,EIj;,Ql,. .. ,Qm,P1, ••• , Pm,x 2m+ 1+€ ,. •• ,x n ). Thiscorrespon
dence allows us to define a function 4> by means of 

4>(t,EIj;,Qa,P a ,x2m+1+€, ... ,xn) T(t, Xl). 

Substitution of ( 3.15 ) into ( 3.14) then gives, for 
h=I,.··,2m+E, 

dQa ap a dP a aQa 
=---------, 

dt axh dt axh 

together with 

dQa ap a dP u aQu 
=---------, 

dt axh dt axh 

for h=2m+E+ 1,. .. ,n. 

( 3.15 ) 

( 3.16 ) 

( 3.17 ) 

The identity (3.16) implies that, for h = 1, .. ·,2m+E, 
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( 
a4> d P a ) a Q a 

+ aQa + ---;Jt aX h =0. 

Since the functions (EIj;,~,Pa) are independent, we may 
conclude that 

a4> 
E--=O, 

alj; 

together with 

dQa a4> 
--=--, 

dt ap a 

As a result of the above, ( 3.17 ) reduces to 

a4> =0 h=2m+l+E,. .. ,n. 
axh ' 

Thus the definition ( 3.15 ) may be replaced by 

4>( t, Qa,p a )= T( t, X I). 

( 3.18 ) 

( 3.19 ) 

(3.20 ) 

Because the relations contained in ( 3.18 ) possess the 
same structure as the canonical equations ( 3.7 ), ( 3.18 ) 
shall be referred to as the associated canonical equations. The 
function 4>( t,~,Pa) which occurs in ( 3.18 ) shall be called 
a super potential. We have shown that a superpotential may 
be defined by ( 3.13 ) and ( 3.20) for any canonical field with 
the representation ( 2.7 ). 

The relations ( 3.13 ) and ( 3.20) imply that 

4>( t, Qa,p a )=H(t,x I,E alj; +P a a
Qa

) 
axl axl 

a.l, aQa 
+E_'f' +P __ 

a t a at ' 
( 3.21 ) 

which, for a given function 4>, may be interpreted as a first 
order partial differential equation in the variables 
(EIj;,~,Pa)' In particular, if Ph has the representation (2.9) 
and if 4> is zero, ( 3.21 ) reduces to 

alj; +H(t,xl, alj;/)=O' (3.22) 
at ax 

which isjust the usual Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the so
called principal function Ij;. For this reason, ( 3.21 ) shall be 
referred to as the generalized Hamilton-Jacobi equation. 

In order to examine the relationship between the gener
alized Hamilton-Jacobi equation and the associated canoni
cal equations, let us take the total derivative of the expression 

H(t,XI,Ealj; +PaaQa)+Ealj; 
axl axl at 

with respect to Xh. This gives, after some manipulation, 
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( 3.23 ) 

From the above identity it is clear that the associated 
canonical equations ( 3.18) and the generalized Hamilton-
Jacobi equation ( 3.21 ) are sufficient to imply that the mo
mentum field Ph is canonical. 

4. CANONICAL AND GAUGE 
TRANSFORMATIONS 

As was mentioned in Sec. 2, a vector field P h( Xl ) does 
not determine a unique set of Clebsch potentials. In fact, the 
totality of all differentiable transformations of the form 
(2.8) such that 

€ a¢ + P a Q a = € a If + P a Q a , ( 4.1 ) 
axh a axh axh a axh 

constitutes an infinite group, the elements of which are 
called Clebsch gauge transformations. It can be shown' that 
the associated canonical equations (3.18) and the general
ized Hamilton-Jacobi equation (3.21) are invariant under 
such transformations. Thus the results of Sec. 3 are gauge 
independent. 

Let us consider a transformation of the form 
- - {J - - (J 
Qa =Qa( t, Q ,P (J)' P a =P a(t, Q ,P (J)' (4.2) 

We shall assume that there exist functions X( t, Q (J ,Q (J) and 
lP (t,Qa ,Pa) which satisfy 

(4.3 ) 

As is well known,'2 (4.3) represents a canonical trans
formation between the entities ( Q a ,P a' cP ) and 
(Qa ,Pa,lP). We shall make use of two important proper
ties of such transformations. First, the transformation (4.2) 
is invertible, in fact 

It thus follows that the independence of the functions 
Q a ( t, X h ),P a ( t, X h ) implies that of the potentials 
Qa( t, X h ),Pa( t, x h ). Secondly, the associated canonical 
equations ( 3.18 ) imply the equations 

dQa _ _ a_~_ 
dt ap a 

(4.4 ) 
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that is, the associated canonical equations are structurally 
invariant under ( 4.2 ). 

Now the functional dependence of the generator X in 
( 4.3 ) implies that 

aX ---= -P, 
aQa a 

(4.5 ) 

We shall use the first two members in the above in order to 
rewrite the representation (2.7) as 

Ifwedefine 

X(t,x h ) X(t,Qa(t,x h ),Qa(t,x h », 

and put 

W( t, x h ) €¢( t, x h ) + x( t ,x h ), (4.6 ) 

the above becomes 

(4.7 ) 

If the character of Phis odd, then, by virtue of the indepen
dence of the potentials ( ¢,~,P a ), the functions 
( W, Q a ,P a ) will be independent functions of position. 
Hence, ( 4.7 ) is a Clebsch representation and the canonical 
transformation ( 4.2 ) is, in actuality, just a gauge transfor
mation. When the character of Ph is even, the functions 
( W,Q'z ,p: ) will not form an independent set. In this case, we 
shall call ( 4.7 ) a dependent Clebsch representation of Ph. 

Let us now assume that Phis a canonical field. Thus the 
associated canonical equations ( 3.18 ) are satisfied, which in 
turn imply the transformed equations ( 4.4 ). If we substitute 
the representation ( 4.7 ) into the relation ( 3.9 ) and repeat 
the analysis which led to (3.14), we obtain 

This implies that 

aw P aQa H( h aw ji a Qa ) -a + a -a- + t,x '--h + a --h-
t t ax ax 

(4.8 ) 
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where, as usual, an arbitrary function of t has been absorbed 
by the Hamiltonian. Conversely, the equations ( 4.4 ) and 
( 4.8) are sufficient to guarantee that Ph is canonical. 

An important point to observe is that the function 4> is 
essentially arbitrary. In fact, as we shall see shortly, it may be 
taken to be identically zero. This is in contrast with the origi
nal superpotential t/J defined by ( 3.15 ) which, by construc
tion, cannot vanish identically. 

In order to show that t/J may be zero, it is sufficient to 
observe that the associated canonical equations ( 3.18 ) pos-

/'.. /'.. 

sess 2m independent integrals r;r,Pa , and that the solutions 
Q a ,P a of ( 3.18 ) may be written asB 

By definition, 

A. 

dQa 
--=0 

dt ' 

'" dP a 
--=0 

dt 
(4.10 ) 

as a result of ( 3.18 ), so that ( 4.9 ) may be viewed as a trans
formation between the entities ( Q a ,P a ,t/J ) and 

/'.. A. 

( Q a ,P a ,0 ) which preserves the structure of the associated 
canonical equations ( 3.18 ). From the theory of canonical 
transformations I. it follows that there exists a function 
X( t,Q a ,Qa) such that 

(4.11 ) 

where b is a nonzero constant. We may, without .!9ss of gen
erality, absorb the constant b into the variables Pa; thus 
( 4.11) reduces to ( 4.3) with ~=O. As a result, Eq. ( 4.8 ) 
becomes 

A. /'.. 

a w /'.. aQa (h aw A. a Qa ) --+Pa--+H t,x ,--+Pa-- =0. 
at at axh axh 

(4.12 ) 

It is interesting to note that the generator X must, as a 
consequence of ( 4.5 ) and ( 4.11 ), satisfy the Hamilton
Jacobi type equationl~ 

aX (a aX)_ - +t/J t,Q ,-- -0. 
at aQa 

(4.13 ) 

In summary: We have shown that the associated ca
nonical equations ( 3.18 ) and the generalized Hamilton
Jacobi equation ( 3.21) reduce to ( 4.10) and ( 4.12) respec
tively if Ph is given the representation 

(4.14 ) 

The representation ( 4.14 ) is a Clebsch representation when 
the character of Phis odd, otherwise it is a dependent Clebsch 
representation. 16 
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5. A GENERALIZED HAMIL TON-JACOBI 
THEORY FOR RELATIVISTIC DYNAMICAL 
SYSTEMS 

In a relativistic dynamical system the time t is no longer 
a preferred parameter. Instead t is taken to be one of the 
coordinates of the underlying manifold, say t=xn. Accord
ingly, it follows that a.relativistic canonical formalism 
should be based upon a parameter-invariant action integral 
of the form 

1= Ie L( X\Xh )d1', ( 5.1 ) 

where l' is an arbitrary parameter, C is a curve of the form 
x h =x h ( l' ), and x h d x h / d1' . We shall assume that 
( 5.1 ) is invariant under arbitrary class C parameter trans
formations of the form 1'=1'( u), and that the Lagrangian L 
is invariant under the arbitrary class C' coordinate transfor
mations X-h =X h (x I ). These assumptions are sufficient to 
ensure thatthe equations of motion, i.e., the Euler-Lagrange 
equations 

(5.2 ) 

which arise from ( 5.1 ) are invariant under the above men
tioned parameter and coordinate transformations. 

We shall now give a brief description of the canonical 
formalism that we will use to describe our dynamical system. 
This formalism was originally formulated by Rund, and the 
reader is referred to Ref. 17 for further details. 

Let us denote the n components of a relativistic momen
tum vector by Yh' We shall assume that our dynamical sys
tem is described by a Hamiltonian function H( Xi'YI ) which 
is numerically equal to the Lagrangian (L x l,x I ) in 
( 5.1 ).18 The parameter invariance of ( 5.1 ) implies that H is 
homogeneous of degree one in the variables YI' hence this 
particular formalism is referred to as the homogeneous the
ory. A velocity field vh( Xl ) conjugate to Y h ( X I ) is defined 
by 

h I) I k»aH( I (k» v (x H(x 'YI(X -- x 'YI X . 
aYh 

( 5.3 ) 

It is assumed that 

( 5.4 ) 

for all possible values ofxh andYh; thus ( 5.3 ) may be solved 
for the variables Yh so as to yield Y h = Y h (x I ,v I ). 

If the curve Xh =Xh( T' ) is a streamline of v"{ Xl ), that is, 

(5.5 ) 

the equality of Land H together with the assumption ( 5.4 ) 
imply the functional relation 

H(XI'YI(Xk,xk»=L(XI,xI). (5.6) 
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It may then be shown that Land H satisfy the identities 

aL Yh aL aH --=-, --= ---
axh H axh axh 

( it is tacitly assumed that H does not vanish) which allows 
us to express the equations of motion ( 5.2) as 

:r(~)=-::h' (5.7) 

The system 

x h =H aH, d (Y h ) aH 
a Y h dr H = - a x h' 

(5.8 ) 

which results from (5.3), (5.5), and (5.7), represents the ca
nonical equations of the homogeneous theory. Because of 
the homogeneity of H, the n equations in the second member 
of (5.8) satisfy the identity 

(5.9 ) 

Finally, let us assume that the field Yh( Xl) satisfies the 
relation 

(5.10 ) 

where S is a class C scalar function of position. The homo
geneity of H leads to the result 

H(XI as)=1 (5.11) 
'axl ' 

which in tum implies that Yh is canonical, i.e., Yh satisfies 
( 5.7 ) as a result of ( 5.3 ) and ( 5.5 ). For this reason Eq. 
( 5.11 ) is called the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the 
homogeneous theory. 

We shall now show that a generalized Hamilton-Jacobi 
theory results if the field Yh( Xl ) is given the Clebsch repre
sentation ( 2.7 ). 

To this end, let us consider an arbitrary momentum 
fieldYh( Xl) with character c. If Yh is canonical, the relation 
( 5.7 ) implies that 

a Y h :i' _ ~ dH = _ H aH , 
ax' H dr axh 

or 

However, ( 5.3 ) and ( 5.5 ) yield 

ay,., ay, aH 
--x =H---
axh axh ay,' 
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so that the above becomes 

( 5.12 ) 

The representation ( 2.7 ) allows us to put 

thus ( 5.12 ) may be put in the form 

1 aQa dP a dH 
------= (5.13 ) 

As in the case of the development which led to ( 3.14 ), 
we may invert the (2m +E) equations 

E¢=Et/J(X h ), Qa=Qa(xh), Pa=Pa(x h ) 

and obtain, upon relabeling if necessary, the coordinates 
(xl, .. ·,x 2mH') as functions of the potentials (E¢,Qa ,P a)' 
This allows us to define a function <P by 

<P( E¢,Qa ,P a,x 2mH'+1,. •• ,x n) H(x h,y h(X' ». 
(5.14) 

Substitution of ( 5.14) into the right-hand side of ( 5.13 ) 
then leads, by virtue ofthe independence of ( E¢,oa,P a)' 
directly to the relations 

~(Pa) 
dr <P 

(5.15 ) 

and 

We may conclude from the last relation that <P is of the form 

(5.16) 

We have shown that ifYh is a canonical field, a function 
<P, defined by ( 5.14) and ( 5.16 ), satisfies the relations 
( 5.15 ). Because the last two members of ( 5.15 ) have the 
same structure as the canonical equations ( 5.8 ), ( 5.15) 
shall be referred to as the associated canonical equations ( for 
the homogeneous theory ). As in Sec. 3, the function <P shall 
be called a super potential. It is interesting to note that a fun
damental difference between the canonical formalism pre
sented in this section and the formalism given in Sec. 3 is 
exhibited by the role of the potential ¢ in the respective asso
ciated canonical equations. 
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We shall now use ( 2.7 ) and ( 5.16 ) in order to rewrite 
the relation ( 5.14) as 

(
hat/! a Qa ) a H X ,c- +P a -- =(/)(€t/!,Q ,P a)' 

aXh aXh 
( 5.17 ) 

For a given function (/), ( 5.17 ) represents a first order par
tial differential equation in the variables ( €t/!,oa'Pa ). In par
ticular, ifYh is given by ( 5.10 ), the equation ( 5.17 ) becomes 

( 
h (I as ) Hx ,H X'YI)-- =(/), 

axh 

or, because of the homogeneity of H, 

H(xh~)=~=1 
'axh H ' 

which is the ordinary Hamilton-Jacobi equation ( 5.11 ) for 
the homogeneous theory. For this reason, ( 5.17 ) shall be 
referred to as the generalized Hamilton-Jacobi equation. 

Let us now examine the consistency of the associated 
canonical equations. With the help of ( 5.15 ) we have that 

d(/) a(/) dt/! a(/) d Q a a(/) d P a 
--=€---- + ---- + -----
dr at/! dr a Q a dr a P a dr 

= d(/) [~dt/! + P a a(/) ]. 
dr (/)2 dr (/) a P a 

Substitution of the third member of ( 5.15 ) into the above 
relation gives 

d(/) _ d(/) (~dt/! + Pad Q a ) 
dr - dr (/)2 dr (/)2 dr . 

Hence, if d(/)/dr does not vanish, we have 

(/)2 = € dt/! + P a d Q a 
dr dr 

( 5.18 ) 

However, the homogeneity of H together with ( 5.3 ) and 
( 5.5 ) imply that 

( 5.19 ) 

so that the relation ( 5.18 ) becomes 

HZ=(/)2. 

But since the replacement of (/) by - (/) does not affect 
the associated canonical equations ( 5.15 ), we may assume 
that the above implies H = (/). Thus, provided that 
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d(/)/dr =F 0, the associated canonical equations imply 
the generalized Hamilton-Jacobi equation of the homo
geneous theory. 

Finally, we shall examine the relationship between the 
canonical equations ( 5.8 ) and the associated canonical 
equations ( 5.15 ). Differentiation of the generalized 
Hamilton-Jacobi expression ( H - (/) ) with respect to Xh 
gives 

~(H-(/) = aH + aH aYI 
dx h axh aYI axh 

a(/) at/! a(/) a Q a 
-c---- - ----

at/! axh aQa axh 

(5.20 ) 

The relations ( 5.3 ) and ( 5.5 ) allow us to obtain 

aH a Y I X I ( a2t/! a P a 
aYI axh = If € ax1axh + axh 

=_I_(dY h + ap a dQa 
H dr axh dr 

_aQa dP a ). 

axh dr 

Substitution of the above into ( 5.20) gives, after a little 
rearrangement, 

+ ap a (_1_ dQa _ a(/) ) 
axh H dr ap a 

a Q a [d (P a ) a(/)J 
- a x h dr If + a Q a 

Now ( 5.21 ) is simply an identity which holds along any 
streamline of the velocity field uh • If we assume, however, 
that the Clebsch potentials satisfy the associated canonical 
equations ( 5.15 ), then, from our previous work in this sec
tion, H=(/), and (5.21) reduces to 
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Thus, the associated canonical equations imply the canoni
cal equations of the homogeneous theory. 

6. THE ASSOCIATED MULTIPLE INTEGRAL 
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 

In this section we shall show how the equations of mo
tion (5.7) of the homogeneous theory result from an n-fold 
multiple integral variational principle. 19 This is an important 
application of our generalized Hamilton-Jacobi theory, 
since it gives rise to a method whereby field equations and 
particle equations of motion may be obtained from a single 
variational principle. 

Let us suppose that we are given a Lagrange density 

.2"=.2"(x h;e A;e A'h)' A=l,.··,N 

where the e A ( X h ) represent N differentiable field func-
tions and e A 'h a e A/a x h. If G denotes a domain in X n, 

we may form the integral 

I L .2"dx1
/\· .. /\dx n 

which defines an n-fold variational principle. The corre
sponding Euler-Lagrange equations 

E ( .2" ) = ~ ( a.2" ) _ a.2" =0, ( 6.1 ) 
BA - dxh aeA'h ae A 

represent field equations for the functions eA( Xh ). 

The basic idea is to form a Lagrange density .2" in 
which the Clebsch potentials are treated as field variables. 20 

The Lagrangian .2" is chosen so that the associated canoni
cal equations ( 5.15 ) will be a consequence of the Euler
Lagrange equations which arise from .2". The results of Sec. 
5 will then imply that the equations of motion ( 5.7 ) are 
satisfied. 

To this end, let us define a function il by 

il( x h ;P a ;Et/J'h ;Q a 'h) H( x h ;Et/J'h + P a Q a 'h ). 
(6.2 ) 

Ifv(xh) denotes a density function and f/>= f/>(Et/J,oa,Pa), the 
quantity v(il - f/> ) has the dimensions of a Lagrange density. 
We shall show that if .2" is defined by 

.2"(xh;V;Et/J;Qa;p a;fCt/J'h;Qa'h )= veil-f/»~ , (6.3) 

then the field equations 

E 1'(.2") =E Q"(.2") =E p,,(.2") =E,p( .2")=0 (6.4) 

imply the equations of motion ( 5.7 ). 

First let us note that the following identities are an im
mediate consequence of the definitions (6.2) and (5.3): 

ail EV h ail aQa v h 

at/J'h = n' ap a = axh n' 

(6.5 ) 
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Furthermore, since v is a density function, the quantity 

j h (x' ) = v V h (x' ) ( 6.6 ) 

is a current density. Ifwe next substitute from ( 6.3 ), ( 6.S ), 
and ( 6.6) into the Euler-Lagrange expression in the left
hand side of ( 6.1 ), we find that 

E 1'( .2" ) = - ( H - <P ), 

E (.2")= _ ~(aQa vh _ af/> ) 
Po H axh ap a ' 

UJ P a a j' [d (P a ) h a<P] EQ,,(..z)= --- + v -- -- V + -- , 
H axl dx h H aQa 

E ajl (1 dH h af/> ) E",(.2")=---EV --v --. (6.7) 
H ax' N2 dx h at/J 

It would be easy enough to show from (6.7) that the 
field equations (6.4) imply the vanishing of the associated 
canonical equations (5.15), which in turn implies that the 
equations of motion (5.7) are satisfied. However, we may 
show this explicitly by rewriting the identity (S.21) in terms 
of the Euler-Lagrange expressions E 1'(.2"), E pJ .2"), 
E Q"( .2"), and E 1'(.2"). With the help of (5.5), the identity 
(S.21) becomes 

X (_1_ aQa Vi _~) _ aQa 
H axl JP a Jx h 

If we substitute from ( 6.7 ), the above may be rewritten as 

d 
dx h [-E1'(.2")] 

(6.8 ) 
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Thus, the field equations ( 6.4 ) imply that 

aH + ~(!:.!!...) + ~ aj' =0. 
ax h dr H vH ax I (6.9 ) 

Upon multiplying the above relation by Xh and making use of 
the identities ( 5.9 ) and ( 5.19 ), we obtain 

a· 1 

_J_=O, (6.10) 
axl 

which has the obvious interpretation of an equation of con
tinuity. Substitution of ( 6.10) into ( 6.9 ) then yields the 
equations of motion ( 5.7 ). 

As an example of the above complex of ideas, let us 
consider a general relativistic matter field with proper densi
ty v which is defined on a Riemannian manifold X., of the 
variables (X l,x2,x3,x. = t ). The metric g hk (x I ) of X., which 
is assumed to have the signature ( -, -, -, + ), must satisfy 
the Einstein field equations 

G hk =K Thk, (6.11 ) 

where Ghk is the Einstein tensor, K is a constant, and 'Pk is 
the energy-momentum tensor of our matter field. 

We shall demand that the Hamiltonian H which de
scribes our dynamical system satisfy the following three 
conditions: 

( i ) H is a scalar with respect to arbitrary class C co
ordinate transformations; 

( ii ) H is homogeneous of degree one in the variable Y h; 

( iii ) H depends on the variables Xh only through the 
metric tensor, i.e., 

H( XI'YI )=H( ghk(X I )'YI)' 

The first two assumptions are in keeping with the pa
rameter invariant formalism of Sec. 5, whereas assumption 
( iii ) is reasonable since our matter field is incoherent, that 
is, it lacks an internal structure. Together, ( i )-( iii) are suf
ficient to imply21 that H is of the form 

H( x I,y I )=k( ghly hY 1)112, (6.12) 

where k is a nonzero constant, and ghl is the inverse of gh/' 

We shall next consider the equations of motion which 
result from ( 6.12 ). According to ( 5.3 ), a velocity field 
uh( Xl) which is conjugate to Yh( Xl) is given by 

(6.13 ) 

We may solve ( 6.13 ) for YI in terms of Xh along an arbitrary 
streamline of uh and obtain 

Substitution of this result into the definition ( 5.6 ) then gives 

( 6.14 ) 

A well-known calculation then yields the Euler-Lagrange 
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equations 

%r(:h)=o, ( 6.15 ) 

where D / Dr denotes the process of absolute covariant differ
entiation. In particular, if we replace r by the so-called prop
er time s, which is defined by 

ds L( x h,d x h ), ( 6.16 ) 

then 

L(Xh dXh) =1 
, ds ' ( 6.17 ) 

and ( 6.15 ) reduces to 

~(dXh)=O 
Ds ds 

( 6.18 ) 

which are the geodesic equations of X •. 

Let us, in analogy with ( 6.3 ), define a Lagrange density 
2"0 by 

Yo=V-; v(ii-ifJ), (6.19) 

whereg =1 det(g hk )1, ifJ =ifJ( €t/J, Qa,p a) and 
ii=H( g hk(X I ),€t/J'I +P aQ a 'I)' that is, 

ii =k [g hl( €t/J'h +P a Q a 'h )( €t/J'I + P (JQ{J 'I )] 1/2. 

The Lagrangian 2" 0 depends upon the metric tensor ghk in 
addition to the variables ( V,€t/J,Q a ,P a ,€t/J'h ,Q a'h ). How
ever, this does not affect the analysis which led to the result 
( 6.8 ), namely, that the field equations 

imply the canonical equations ( 5.7 ), as well as the equation 
of continuity ( 6.10). We have seen that the canonical equa-

tions are given by ( 6.15 ), whereas the factor of V-; in 
( 6.19 ) allows us to rewrite ( 6.10 ) as 

a -
~VgvUh)=O. (6.21) axh 

In order to obtain the Einstein field equations ( 6.11 ), 
we shall consider the Lagrangian 

y V-;R- 2"o=V-;[R-v( ii-ifJ) ]. 
(6.22 ) 

Since the added term does not depend upon the Clebsch po
tentials or the scalar v, the equations ( 6.20) are equivalent 
to 

E v( 2") =E ",( 2") =E Q"( Y) =E P,,( . .51") =0. (6.23) 

Thus the field equations ( 6.23 ) imply the equations of mo
tion ( 6.15 ) and the equation of continuity ( 6.21 ). 

We must yet consider the equations which result from 
the variation of the metric tensor grs' namely, the equations 

(6.24 ) 
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It is well known that 

E rs( V-; R)= V-; G rs
. (6.25 ) 

Furthermore, from ( 6.19 ) we obtain 

(aV-;) - .. /- ail 
E rs ( .Yo) = v( H - f/J ) + v g v --. 

ag~ ag~ 
(6.26 ) 

It is easily verified that 

ail (6.27 ) 
ag rs 2 L 

and that il = f/J as a result of the field equation E.{ .Y ) = O. 
Thus ( 6.26) becomes 

E (.Y ) = V-; k 2 
V r V s • 

rs 0 2 L (6.28 ) 

Upon comparison of(6.22) with (6.25), (6.17) and (6.28), we 
see that the field equations (6.24) imply that 

G rs _ k 2v r s ---v V • 
2 

If we now identify the constant k with V"2 K, the above 
reduces to the Einstein equations 

G~ =KVVrV s =KT~, (6.29 ) 

where 

T~ =vvrv s . (6.30 ) 

It is interesting that the energy-momentum tensor (6.30), 
which is usually postulated on physical grounds, arises as a 
by-product of our analysis. Furthermore, it is straightfor
ward to show that the covariant divergence of]",s vanishes as 
a result ofthe field equations (6.23).22 
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We present an algorithm which enables us to state necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of 
generalized Hamilton-type equations of the form £(X)w = a on a presymplectic manifold (M,w) where a 
is a closed I-form. The algorithm is phrased in the context of global infinite-dimensional symplectic 
geometry, and generalizes as well as improves upon the local Dirac-Bergmann theory of constraints. The 
relation between our algorithm and the geometric constraint theory of Sniatycki, Tulczyjew, and 
Lichnerowicz is discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is generally recognizedl-4 that classically, a physical 
system can be described in terms of a symplectic manifold, 
that is, a manifold M together with a nondegenerate closed 2-
form w. Physically, M is the phase space of the system while 
w is essentially a generalization of the Poisson bracket. 

The manifold M and the symplectic form ware 
kinematical in nature; the dynamics of the system is deter
mined by specifying a real-valued functionH on phase space, 
the Hamiltonian. One then solves the Hamilton equations 

t(X)w=dH, (1.1) 

thereby obtaining the dynamical trajectories of the system in 
phase space (i.e., the integral curves of the vector field X). 
The fact that w is nondegenerate assures us that Eq. (1.1) has 
a unique solution; indeed, the nondegeneracy of w means 
that the linear map ~: TM-+ 1'* M defined by ~(X): = t(X)w is 
an isomorphism. Thus for any H we can solve (1.1) uniquely: 
X = ~ -1(dH). Once X has been determined, one appeals to the 
standard results of differential equation theory in order to 
integrate X. 

We want to consider in detail the case when w is degen
erate, in which case (M,w) is said to be apresymplectic mani
fold. This situation usually arises when the system is con
strained in some manner, and often when M is infinite
dimensional. When (M,w) is degenerate, the Hamilton equa
tions (1.1) mayor may not possess solutions (and, in general, 
even if solutions exist they will not be unique) depending on 
whether or not dH is in the range on. In the former case, the 
equations (1.1) possess non unique solutions, the nonunique
ness being characterized by kerw. It is the latter case which is 
the most interesting, for then (1.1) as it stands possesses no 
globally defined solutions. In order to "solve" the Hamilton 
equations, then, one must "modify" M, the equations (1.1), 
or both. We have developed an algorithm which enables us 
to produce and solve such a "modified" problem in both the 
finite- and infinite-dimensional cases. More precisely, we 

find whether or not there exists a submanifold N of M along 
which the equations (1.1) hold; if such a submanifold exists, 
we give a constructive method for finding it. Moreover, we 
show that this submanifold is unique in the sense that it con
tains any other submanifold along which (1.1) is satisfied 
(Sec. IV). 

This work grew out of an attempt to globalize the 
Dirac-Bergmann theory of constraints, '.6 first published cir
ca 1950. In these papers, an algorithm was developed by 
Dirac, Bergmann, and his collaborators for dealing with La
grangian systems which could not be put into canonical form 
in the usual manner owing to the fact that the momenta are 
not all independent functions of the velocities. This algo
rithm was nicely summarized by Dirac,7 who showed that 
such systems could be put into a modified canonical form 
with the motion restricted to a "constraint" submanifold. 
Requiring the equations of motion to be consistent on this 
submanifold led to a sequence of further constraint submani
folds which either terminated or restricted the system to 
such an extent that no solution of the original variational 
problem could be found. He showed further that a modified 
Poisson bracket could be defined in such a way that certain 
constraints could be effectively eliminated, the remaining 
variables falling (in principle) into two classes: (i) those 
whose time development from given initial conditions is 
completely arbitrary, and (ii) those whose evolution is well 
defined by canonical equations of motion. 

The point of developing this algorithm was not 
pedagogical, for several classical systems exist which display 
the above-mentioned feature; notably electromagnetism and 
gravity. Insofar as it is felt to be necessary to cast these theor
ies into canonical form for the purpose of quantization, the 
Dirac-Bergmann algorithm provides, in principle, a method 
for doing this and, at the same time, for identifying the 
"physical observables" or "true degrees of freedom." In fact, 
Dirac applied his technique to general relativity8 and electro
magnetism7 and showed that it was effective in isolating an 
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appropriate set of variables with which to describe the 
motion. 

While our algorithm is related to the Dirac-Bergmann 
method, there are several important differences in both the 
method and the results. 

First, although the Dirac-Bergmann algorithm is clear 
in an algebraic sense, it is hard to gain an adequate geometric 
picture of what is taking place. Thus, we have chosen to 
phrase our discussion in global terms using the language of 
infinite-dimensional symplectic geometry. This manifestly 
coordinate-invariant language is eminently suited to both 
the algebraic and geometric aspects of the problem. To this 
end, much work has been done in recent years,9-11 but the 
bulk of this has been mostly concerned with translating 
Dirac's concepts into the modern mathematical idiom and 
with symplectically reinterpreting the results of his algo
rithm. No one seems to have successfully globalized the algo
rithm itself. In Sec. III, we give a brief overview of this "geo
metric theory of constraints." 

Secondly, as Dirac himself noticed, 12 his algorithm is 
ambiguous in the following sense (to be elaborated upon lat
er): One is not certain whether or not the first-class secon
dary constraints should be included in the Hamiltonian. Put 
another way, Dirac is unable to show that the motions gener
ated by the first-class secondary constraints are physically 
irrelevant (gauge) and hence cannot identify those 
observables which correspond to "true" degrees offreedom. 
Actually, this is not so much a problem with the Dirac-
Bergmann algorithm per se as it is with its physical interpre
tation. The physical interpretation, in turn, is obscured by 
Dirac's non geometric formulation of the constraint algo
rithm. In Sec. V, we show that our geometric algorithm not 
only globalizes (and thus substantiates) Dirac's results, but 
moreover that, strictly speaking, the Hamiltonian should not 
in general contain all the first-class secondary constraints. 13 

This uncertainty concerning the first-class secondary con
straints is fairly subtle, and we shall not consider it in depth 
in this paper. This question, and the related issue of the phys
ical intepretation of our geometric algorithm will be dis
cussed from another, more fundamental point of view in a 
companion paper.14 

Lastly, our algorithm is applicable in situations consid
erably more general than those considered by Dirac. Specifi
cally, the Dirac-Bergmann algorithm can only be applied 
when the degenerate manifold M is actually a "primary con
straint submanifold" of some symplectic manifold W. The 
algorithm we propose does not require the a priori existence 
of such a nondegenerate manifold W. Physically, this may be 
of considerable importance in the case of an infinite number 
of degrees of freedom where OJ may be degenerate even if 
there are no constraints. I 5.16 The a priori presymplectic case 
is also of physical interest from the point of view of the quan
tization problem. Normally, when one quantizes a con
strained system, one relies upon Sniatycki's theorem9

•
11 to 

eliminate the second-class constraints from the theory. 
However, Sniatycki's theorem fails in the presymplectic 
case,11 leading one to question whether or not such systems 
are actually quantizable. 
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After Dirac, a number of people approached the con
straint problem from various viewpoints,18-20 but no com
pletely satisfactory analysis of the three above-mentioned 
aspects of the theory was forthcoming. (This paper amends 
an attempt made by one of us several years ago. 21) In fact, 
there have been a number ofpapersl9

•
2o which challenge the 

validity of the Dirac-Bergmann algorithm on theoretical 
grounds. As our algorithm generalizes the Dirac-Bergmann 
theory, this approach would seem to verify the correctness of 
the latter, since our derivation is from a completely different 
(viz., geometrically rigorous) point of view. Moreover, it is 
not difficult to show that although several of the issues raised 
by these authors are of importance for the elucidation of the 
theory, their objections are without content (Sec. V). 

Section II provides a very brief introduction to sym
plectic geometry and its application to Hamiltonian systems 
in an infinite-dimensional setting.22 A more comprehensive 
treatment of these topics is given in the texts by Abraham 
and Marsden, I Souriau,2 Chernoff and Marsden,16 and God
billon.4 For some of the more advanced notions and applica
tions, one should consult the lecture notes of both Wood
house3 and Weinstein. 23 The infinite-dimensional techniques 
used throughout this paper are clearly and comprehensively 
explained in the books by Marsden,15 Chernoff and Mars
den,t6 Lang. 24 In general, we shall try to keep our notation 
and terminology25 consistent with that of Refs. 1, 16,23, and 
24. 

Section III reviews the basic notions and tools of geo
metric constraint theory which are necessary for the presen
tation of the algorithm in Sec. IV and the correspondence 
with the Dirac-Bergmann theory detailed in Sec. V. Finally, 
we apply the algorithm to electromagnetism in Sec. VI as an 
example of the calculational techniques involved in the 
theory. 

II. SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY AND 
HAMILTONIAN MECHANICS1-4.15.16.23.28 

LetMbe a manifold modelled on a Banach spaceE, and 
suppose that OJ is a closed 2-form on M. Then (M,OJ) is said to 
be a strong symplectic manifold if the linear map 
p:TM---+T*M defined by p(X) xP:=t(X)OJ is an isomor
phism. However, it may happen that OJ will be injective but 
not surjective, in which case (M,OJ) is called a weak symplec
tic manifold, OJ being weakly nondegenerate. Generically, p 
will be neither injective nor surjective and OJ is then degener
ate. When E is finite-dimensional, there is of course no dis
tinction between weak and strong symplectic forms. For bre
vity, strongly symplectic manifolds will often be referred to 
simply as symplectic, while weakly nondegenerate and de
generate forms will be dubbed presymplectic. 

The simplest example of a weak symplectic manifold is 
the cotangent bundle T*Q of any Banach manifold Q. In 
fact, on T*Q there exists a canonical I-form (} defined by 

<vl(}) = <1T.Vi'rV) 

where vETT*Q, and 1T:T*Q---+Q, r:TT*Q---+T*Q are the bun
dle projections. This I-form defines the weak symplectic 
structure as follows:.{}= -dO. 
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Locally, we can find a chart UCF, whereFis the model 
space for Q, such that on U,25 

O(x,a).(a Ell1T)=<a~) 

and 

!1(x,a)·(a Ell1T,b Ell r)=<alr)-<bl1T). (2.Ia) 

If Fis finite-dimensional, this is the same as saying that there 
exist coordinates (qi,p) on U such that 

~U=Pidqi 

and 

(2.Ib) 

The weak nondegeneracy of!1 follows from the above for
mulas after a simple calculation. In fact, when Fis reflexive, 
n is strongly nondegenerate. 16 

However, not every strongly symplectic manifold 
(M,w) is a cotangent bundle norisw always exact [e.g., (,s'l,w) 
where w is a volume on ,s'l. Then w cannot be exact, and,s'l is 
of course not a cotangent bundle] although locally both 
statements are true. That a strong symplectic manifold is 
locally a cotangent bundle follows from a normal form theo
rem, called Darboux's theorem,27 which states that a chart 
always exists in which w is constant. In such a chart w must 
always have the form (2.Ia) or (2. Ib). However, this result 
need not hold in the presymplectic case. 28 This normal form 
theorem shows that strongly symplectic geometries are 
"flat" -this should be compared with the corresponding 
theorem in Riemannian geometry. 

Another contrast with Riemannian geometry can be 
obtained by examining the infinitesimal automorphisms of a 
strong symplectic structure (i.e., the locally Hamiltonian 
vector fields). These are vector fields X such that 

Lxw=O. (2.2) 

As w is closed, it is clear that X will be a locally Hamiltonian 
vector field iff dl(X)W =O.Since w is strongly nondegenerate, 
the map II will have an inverse # and consequently we see 
that if a is a closed I-form then a# will be a locally Hamil
tonian vector field. As there are many closed forms on any 
manifold, there will exist many infinitesimal symplectic au
tomorphisms. By way of contrast, in Riemannian geometry 
the existence of Killing vector fields is the exception rather 
than the rule. 

Physically, the weak and strong symplectic manifolds 
one almost always encounters are cotangent bundles. This 
comes about as follows: One describes a physical system by 
specifying a manifold Q called configuration space and a 
function L, the Lagrangian, on velocity phase space TQ. One 
then casts the theory into canonical form by "changing var
iables" from (qi,VI) to (qi ,p;) and replacingL by the Hamil
tonian H via H(q,p)=p iV i -L (q,v). Mathematically, this 
transition takes the form of a map FL: TQ~ T*Q which is 
called the Legendre transformation or the fiber derivative 1 

and is defined by 

(2.3) 
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where z,wETQ. The Hamiltonian is defined via 

HoFL (w):=<I#'L (w»-L (w). (2.4) 

[This is provided that (2.4) does in fact define a single-valued 
functionH onFL (TQ). For further discussion regarding this 
point, see Ref. 43.] Additionally, in the finite-dimensional 
case, the canonical momenta are "defined" by 

(2.5) 

One major advantage of changing a theory into Hamiltonian 
form is that T*Q canonically carries a (weak) symplectic 
structure whereas TQ does not. 

It is the weak symplectic structure on T*Q which gives 
rise to the elegant simplicity of the Hamiltonian formalism. 
For example, the Hamilton equations (1.1), when written in 
terms oflocal Darboux coordinates [i.e., canonical coordi
nates for which (2.Ib) holds] are simply 

dqi =x [qi] = aH , 
dt ap i 

dp i X [p . ] = _ aH . 
dt I aqi 

Similarly, one can use!1 (provided n is strongly symplec
tic)26 to define the Poisson bracket of two functionsf,g as 
follows 

(2.6) 

where S / =dj*. In a Darboux chart, If,g l reduces to the 
usual expression. The symplectic analog of a canonical 
transformation is a diffeomorphism r;:T*Q~T*Q such that 
r;*!1=!1. 

There do, however, exist physically interesting systems 
whose phase spaces are not cotangent bundles and whose 
symplectic forms are not exact. An example of such a system 
was given by Souriau,2 who investigated the dynamics of a 
freely spinning massive particle in Minkowski spacetime 
from a symplectic viewpoint (in this example, M =R6 X,s'l). 
Systems of this type do not possess configuration manifolds 
and consequently do not admit Lagrangian formulations (at 
least in the usual sense). 

With this in mind, it is apparent that from a geometric 
viewpoint the Hamiltonian formulation of classical physics 
is of primary importance while the Lagrangian formalism is 
an alternative construction applicable only in special cases. 

Turning now to the presymplectic case, we recall that a 
presymplectic manifold is obtained by relaxing the assump
tion that II be bijective. Presymplectic manifolds arise quite 
frequently in physics, in particular when the Legendre trans
formation (2.3) is degenerate. This means thatFL is no long
er a local diffeomorphism, but merely an into map, the range 
of which defines a submanifold M of T*Q. In more familiar 
terms, FL will fail to be a local diffeomorphism when the 
matrix 

( 
a2L ) 

a v iaV j 

is not invertible. 

This is the starting point of the Dirac-Bergmann con-
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straint theory, in which M is called the primary constraint 
submanifold. The primary constraints are a collection of 
functions on T*Q which locally define M as a submanifold of 
T*Q. One particular set of primary constraints are those re
lations (2.5) (or combinations thereof) which do not define 
the momentapi as independent functions of the velocities Vi. 

Geometrically, M will inherit a presymplectic structure 
from T*Q by pulling [J back to M via the inclusion 
j:M-T*Q. We are thus faced with the problem of determin
ing the dynamics of a physical system on the presymplectic 
phase space (M,j*[J) where the Hamiltonian H is given by 
(2.4). 

The presymplectic phase spaces of the above discussion 
are rather special in that they are naturally submanifolds of 
weakly nondegenerate manifolds. But this is not always the 
case, even in physics, as was shown by Kiinzle29 who ob
tained genuinely presymplectic phase spaces for spinning 
particles in curved spacetimes. 

Thus, from both a mathematical and physical stand
point, there is considerable justification in considering pre
symplectic geometry in its own right. The physical issue that 
one is then confronted with is the following: A system is 
described by a presymplectic phase space (M,O) and a 
Hamiltonian H on M. What does one mean by "consistent 
equations of motion" on M, and how does one obtain and 
solve such equations? The algorithm we propose will select a 
certain submanifold N of M upon which we can define and 
solve "consistent equations of motion." Before we can pro
ceed to discuss the algorithm however, we must first exam
ine the properties of such submanifolds. 

III. GEOMETRIC CONSTRAINT 
TH EORY3,8, 7 ,9-11,23 

We would like to have a classification scheme for sub
manifolds of presymplectic manifolds which is at the same 
time mathematically convenient and physically meaningful. 
Dirac' first developed a local classification of submanifolds 
of strongly symplectic manifolds which Sniatycki and 
Tulczyjew later globalized as the "geometric theory of con
straints."··lo This classification is of the utmost importance 
insofar as the physical interpretation of the algorithm is con
cerned. 14 We briefly review this classification (generalized to 
the presymplectic case) following Sniatycki, Tulczyjew, and 
Lichnerowicz. ll 

Let N be a submanifold of the presymplectic manifold 
(M,O) with inclusionj. The manifold N is called a constraint 
submanifold, and the triple (M,w,N) is called a canonical 
system. We define the symplectic complement TN1 of TN in 
TMtobe -

TN1 = I ZETMrN such that w/N (X,Z) = 0 for 
all XETNJ. 

For our purposes this is not the most convenient character
ization of TN1. We prefer that given by the following. 

2391 

Proposition 1: TN1 = IZETM/N such thatj*[l(Z)w]=Oj. 

Proof Let ZETN 1. Then for any WE TN, 

O=w/N (j. W,Z) =j*(j • W~(Z )w)=<W/j*[l(Z )w]). 
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As this is true for all WETN, it follows thatj*[l(Z)O)] =0, 
Conversely, if j*[l(Z)O)] = 0, then the equality is established 
by reversing the above calculation. Q.E.D. 

If S is a subspace of a Banach space E, we define S ~ 
CE*, the annihilator of S, to be the set ofalI/3EE*such that 
<v 1/3)=0 for all vES. Similarly, if A is a subspace of E*, we 
define A ~ C E to be the collection of all vEE such that 
< v~) = 0 for all ,.tEA. If E is reflexive, then it is possible to 
show30 that (A ~) ~ =A. We shall say that 0) is topologically 
closed provided the map p is a closed map, i.e., " maps closed 
sets into closed sets. We note that if w is strongly nondegen
erate, then it is necessarily topologically closed. We can now 
prove the following important fact3l : 

Proposition 2: If M is reflexive and w is topologically 
closed, then 
(TN1) ~ ='LU". 

Proof With obvious shorthand notation, 

WE( TN") ~¢::>OJ/N(WI TN) = fr:;::} WE TN 1 

thereby proving that ( TN") ~ = TN 1. As w is topologically 
closed.,IN" is closed in T* M. The desired result follows 
from the above by taking A = TN". Q.E.D. 

The constraint submanifold N is said to be 

(i) isotropic if!11.C TN\ 

(ii) coisotropic or first-class if TN 1 C !Ji., 
(iii) weakly symplectic or second class if TNnTN1 = 10 J , 

and -

(iv) Lagrangian if TN = TN1. 

Clearly, '[!in TN l=ke;;;;N' where kerO)N is the set of all 
WE TN such that l(W)W N =0. If N does not happen to fall 
into any of these categories, then N is said to be a mixed 
constraint manifold. 

Locally, a first-class constraint submanifold can be de
scribed by the vanishing of a collection of functions A such 
that for allfEA, W[f]/N = 0 for all WETN1. If (M,O) happens 
to be strongly nondegenerate, this is easily seen to be equiv
alent to Dirac's requirement that A be in involution, i.e., 
I f,g}/N=O for allf,gEA. 

The functionsfEA of the preceding paragraph are called 
first-class constraint functions. More generally, any function 
f(resp. 1-form r) on M such thatf/N=O (resp.j*r=O) is 
called a constraint function (resp. constraint form), and any 
function g (resp. 1-form 0) on M such that Wfg]/N =0 (resp. 
< U1a>IN =0) for all WETN1 is said to befirst class. Functions 
(resp. forms) which are not first-class are called second class. 
A second-class constraint submanifold, then, can be locally 
described by second-class constraint functions. In general, a 
mixed or isotropic constraint submanifold will require both 
first- as well as second-class constraint functions for its local 
description. 

As an example of a second-class constraint submani
fold. let C C Q, where Q is configuration space. Then T*C is a 
weakly symplectic submanifold of (T*Q,n ), hence it is sec-
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ond class. Furthermore, the constraint submanifold 
1T- I

( C) C 1'*Q is first class. The former is an example of a 
holonomic constraint. 

We have discussed some simple properties of sub man i
folds of presymplectic manifolds in the above, but we have 
not yet indicated their origin. It is to this task that we now 
turn our attention. 

IV. THE CONSTRAINT ALGORITHM 

We begin by taking a presymplectic manifold (MhwI) to be 
the phase space of some physical system. Let HI be the Ha
miltonian of the system. We inquire as to under what condi
tions and by what methods we can solve the canonical equa
tions of motion l(X)WI =dHI. Actually, we can be somewhat 
more genera!,2 and write the Hamilton equations as 

l(X)wI=ah (4.1) 

where a l is a closed I-form, the Hamiltonianform. Locally, 
as a l is closed, we can always find a Hamiltonian function 
corresponding to a l • As was mentioned in the Introduction, 
if a I is in the range of p: TM I-+ 1'* Mh then Eq. (4.1) is consis
tent as it stands and can be solved directly for X. l

] 

In the generic case, however, this will not be so. But 
there may exist points of MI (such points being assumed to 
form a submanifold M2 of M I)/4 for which a l!M2 is in the 
range of P!M2' We are thus led to try and solve Eq. (4.1) 
restrictedJ5 to M 2, i.e., 

(4.2) 

where}2: M2-+MI is the inclusion. 

Equation (4.2) evidently possesses solutions, but this is 
not the whole story. Physically, we must demand that the 
motion of the system be constrained to lie in M 2, if this con
cept is to have any meaning. Thus, the locally Hamiltonian 
vector field X appearing in (4.2) ~ust be J,.angent to M 2, that 
is, X must be of the form X=} 2.xwith XETM2, or else the 
equations of motion will try to evolve the system off M 2• 

This requirement will not necessarily be satisfied, forc
ing us to further restrict (4.1) to the submanifold Ml of M2 
defined by 

M 3:= [mEMl such that a l(m)ETM2Pj. 

We must now ensure that the solution to (4.1) restricted to 
M3 is in fact tangent to M 3; this will in general necessitate yet 
further restrictions. 

It is now clear how the algorithm must proceed. We 
generate a string of submanifolds 

···-+M3 j'-+M2j'-+MI 

defined as follows 

M[+I:= [mEM[ such thatal(m)ETMrj· 

Once the constraint algorithm so defined is set into mo
tion, only one of three distinct possibilities may occur. 36 

They are: 

Case 1: There exists a K such that M K = ifJ , 

Case 2: Eventually, the algorithm produces a submani
fold M K=I=ifJ such that dimM K = 0, and 
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Case 3: There exists a K such that M K = M K + 1 with 
dimMK=I=O. 

In Case 1, M K =ifJ means that the Hamilton equations 
(4.1) have no solutions at all in any sense. In principle, this 
means that (Mhwl,a I) does not accurately describe the dyna
mics of any system. 

The second possibility results in a constraint submani
fold which consists of isolated points. The equations (4.1) are 
consistent, but the only possible solution isX =0 and there is 
no dynamics. 

For Case 3, we have a constraint sub manifold M K and 
completely consistent equations at motion on M K of the 
form 

(4.3) 

It is this submanifold M K (thefinal constraint submanifold) 
which corresponds to the sub manifold N discussed in Sec. 
III. 

If the algorithm terminates, then by construction we are 
assured that at least one solution X to the canonical equa
tions exists and furthermore that this solution is tangent to 
M K' We note that X need not be unique, for we can add to it 
any element ofkerwlnTMK. In addition, it is obvious, again 
by construction, that the final constraint submanifold is 
unique in the following sense: if N is any other submanifold 
along which the equations (4.1) are satisfied, then NCM K' 

The algorithm we have proposed provides a geometri
cally intuitive and conceptually simple method for defining 
and solving consistent equations of motion on a presymplec
tic manifold. The algorithm is of very general applicability, 
requiring only that the phase spaces involved be Banach 
manifolds. 

For many purposes, the algorithm as presented above is 
too "abstract." More precisely, it is somewhat difficult to use 
in practice, the calculation of the constraint submanifolds 
occasionally being a rather formidable task. In addition, the 
present form of the algorithm is too awkward to be useful for 
comparison with the Dirac-Bergmann theory. Consequent
ly, we will now recast the algorithm into a form which is 
more tractable in these regards. 

We begin by recharacterizing the constraint submani
fold M 2• We can typify the inconsistency ofEq. (4.1) as fol
lows: Consider the set TM t of vector fields characterized as 
in Proposition 1. If Eq. (4.1) is to be solvable, then WETM t 
implies that the left-hand side of (4.1) vanishes and conse
quently it follows that < W ~ I) vanishes. On the other hand, 
if WETM t implies that < W ~ I) = 0, then a IE( TM t> ~. If W I 
is topologically closed and if MI is reflexive, then by Proposi
tion2 we have thatalE( TMi). Thus, the points ofMI where 
(4.1) is inconsistent are exactly those points for which 
<W~I) is nonzero. Subject to the above asumptions, then, 
Ml can alternatively characterized as follows 

M 2:= [mEMI such that <TMt~I)(m)=Oj 

with obvious shorthand notation. The consistency condi
tions <TMt~I)=O are called, after Dirac and Bergmann, 
secondary constraints. 
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Returning to the problem of solving (4.2), the demand 
that the solution X be tangent to Ml leads to further consis
tency conditions (tertiary constraints) as follows: If there 
exists an X tangent to Ml such that (4.2) holds, then for 
WETM" 

0= [l(W)l(X)Wl -l(W)al]Ojl 

= -j 2*<:i1.xll(W)WI)-<WI al)Ojl 
= -<Xljl*[l(W)WI])-<Wlal)Ojl 

whereXETM2 with X = j1.x. Consequently, consistency of 
(4.2) demands that if Wis such thatj2*[l(W)wa=0 (i.e., 
WETM/), then < WfaI)Ojl =0. This, again, may not always 
be the case and we must correspondingly restrict the equa
tion (4.2) to those points of M2 where <TM~lal)=O. 

The algorithm then proceeds as before, generating a se
quence of submanifolds 

. ,,-M3 j'-M2 j'-MI 

defined as follows 

M /+1:= [mEM I such that <TMjlal)(m)=Oj, 

where 

TM j= [ WETMI such that k I '[l(W)Wa =0 J 

for I> 1 with k /: =j2oj3 0 ".Ojl and k l: =idIMI' The constraint 
functions on M I-I which define MI are called I-ary con
straints and are always of the form <TM 1_11Ial)=0. Some
times, for convenience, all/-ary constraints are (for 1>2) sim
ply called secondary. 

If the algorithm terminates, we are faced with the same 
three possibilities as before. In the second or third case, we 
now explicitly show that (4.3) possesses solutions. We note 
that, as the algorithm terminates with M K' < TM K lla I) = O. 

Theorem: The canonical equations 

(l(X)WI =al)1M K 

possess solutions tangent to M K iff 

<TMi-IaI)=O. 

Proof => Let X ETM K be a solution, and suppose that 
WETMi-. Then 

=0 

by Proposition 1. 

<= Suppose WETMi. Then <WIaI)=O, so that 
allM~( TMi-) ~. But by Proposition 2, (TMi) ~ =T M~. 
Thus,allM~T M~, that is, thereexistsanXETMKsuch that 
[l(X)wl=aaIMK' - Q.E.D. 

It is ofinterest to note that the above theorem is actually 
independent of the constraint algorithm. In fact, if N is any 
submanifold of a presymplectic manifold (M,w), then the 
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equations (l(X)W - a)!N = 0 possess solutions tangent to N iff 
<TN11a)=0. 

We now turn to the uniqueness of the final constraint 
manifold M K' For suppose there exists some other submani
fold N along which the equations (4.1) are satisfied, that is, 

.r... '" let X =j*X, XETN be such that 

[l(X)wl-a1]!N=0, 

where j:N-M is the inclusion. Then if WETM t, we have 
from the above that < Wfal)Oj=O, so that NCM2. Let 
lz:N-M2 be the inclusion; thenj=j2oj2' For YETML 

0= [l(Y)t(X)(UI-L(y)a1]Oj 
= -<Xlj*[l(Y)W1])-<Ylal)oj 

Now j*[l(y)WI] =j 2 • OJ/ [l(Y)WJ =0 as YETM~, so 
<l1a I)oj = 0, and thus NCMJ• Continuing in this fashion, we 
see that NCMK . 

This version of the algorithm, while perhaps not quite 
as intuitive as the earlier construction, is still geometrically 
natural and much better suited to calculation. However, it is 
important to bear in mind that this version can be used only 
when the model space for MI is reflexive and WI is topologi
cally closed; otherwise one might obtain spurious results. 

The canonical system (M"w"M K) and the equations of 
motion (4.3) are the end results of the constraint algorithm. 
The further development of the theory (Dirac brackets, the 
reduced phase space, quantization) follows from the geomet
ric constraint formalism of Sniatycki, Tulczyjew and Lich
nerowicz. But now we must turn to a thorough investigation 
of our geometric algorithm vis-a-vis the Dirac-Bergmann 
theory. 

V. RELATION TO THE DIRAC-BERGMANN 
THEORY OF CONSTRAINTS5-7.14 

We now compare the constraint algorithm presented in 
the last section with the Dirac-Bergmann theory, and show 
that ours does in fact generalize the latter. We also contrast our 
our method with similar algorithms presented by 
Shanmugadhasan, Kundt, and Hinds and point out that 
these algorithms disagree with ours and consequently with 
the Dirac-Bergmann theory as well. 

We first briefly sketch the Dirac-Bergmann algorithm, 
displaying the correspondence between their techniques and 
our more geometric ones. 

We start with a Lagrangian L and a reflexive configura
tion space Q. Changing to canonical form via the fiber de
rivative FL, we find that the motion of the system is con
strained to the submanifold M 1: =FL (TQ) of the strongly 
symplectic manifold T*Q. Locally, on some neighborhood 
U, we can describe UI:=M1nUby a set of primary con
straints [¢A J. Using these, Dirac argues that the Hamilton
ian on U should be of the form 

(5.1) 

where ill is any extension to U of the Hamiltonian HI in
duced on MI by FL and the U A are yet to be determined 
Lagrange multipliers. 37 
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Translating into symplectic terms, Dirac then searches 
for solutions to 

(5.2) 

where n is the canonical symplectic form on T*Q. As n is 
nondegenerate, solutions X certainly exist, but Dirac notes 
that the constraints t/JA must be preserved, that is, 

X [t/JA 1IUI=0. Geometrically, this means that X must 
be tangent to UI • In terms of the Poisson bracket associated 
with n via (2.6), this requirement translates into a set of 
conditions 

~AIUI=O, 
where 

~ A = { t/J A ,Hd + U B { t/J A ,t/J B J . 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

The vanishing of the expressions (5.4) by virtue of(5.3) will, 
in general, give some information about the uA and will also 
give a number of additional constraints. To see this, consider 
all possible linear combinations of (5.3). Some of these linear 
combinations will be satisfied trivially, others will fix some 
of the Lagrange multipliers U B' and the remaining ones wi!! 
be independent of the U B' 

These latter conditions take the formf~ ~ A where 

f~!t/JA,t/JBJIUI=O 

by (5.4), thus yielding 

f~ !t/J A ,HdIUI=O . 

In general, of course, these last equations will not be satisfied 
except on a local submanifold U2 of UI • These conditions are 
therefore secondary constraints. 

Denoting the quantitiesf~ {t/J A ,HI J by sa, we see that 
the preservation of these secondary constraints requires that 

ta IU2=0, 
where 

As before, the linear combinations of the above conditions 
which are independent of the U B' i.e., those linear combina
tions g ~; a such that 

g~ {sa ,t/J B JIU2 =0, 

will yield tertiary constraints 

g~ {sa ,Hd IU2=0. 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

One then iterates this procedure, arriving at some final 
local constraint submanifold UK (if the problem is solvable) 
and a solution X to the equations of motion of the form 

(5.7) 

restricted to UK' where the X /L are first -class primary con
straints (the Lagrange multipliers u/L being arbitrary) and 
the Si are second-class primary constraints (the Ui being 
fixed). 38 

Furthermore, it was shown that the first-class primary 
constraints are generating functions of motions (i.e., gauge 
transformations) which leave the physical state invariant 
(this is, of course, related to the fact that the U /L are arbi-
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trary). This led Dirac to conjecture that the first-class secon
dary constraints may also generate physically irrelevant mo
tions and hence they should also (for the sake of 
completeness) be included in the Hamiltonian. 39 Dirac there
fore proposed adjoining the first-class secondary constraints 
t/P with arbitrary multipliers A. a to h thereby obtaining the 
"extended" Hamiltonian 

hE=HI + U/LX/L+UiSi+A.at/la. 

Thus, Dirac reasoned that the solutions of 

<t(X)il-dh E)IUK=O 

would give the most general evolution of the system. 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

This, then, is the essence of the Dirac-Bergmann the
ory. With regard to our construction, the first important fact 
is that each Dirac-Bergmann local constraint submanifold 
UI is an open submanifold of the MI produced by our algo
rithm. To see this, consider the I th step of the Dirac-Berg
mann algorithm, and let sa be (at most) l-ary constraints. 
Define, as n is strongly non degenerate, the vector field ya on 
~ by 

t( yaW= g~dsa. (5.10) 

Using (2.6), Eqs. (5.5) become 

0= g ~ ! S a ,t/J B II U I 

and consequently yaETUI! as the t/J B are primary con
straints. Thus, ifjl:MI_T*Q is the inclusion, 

Ulok 1)* [t( yaw] =0 

by (5.10), so that yaETut1 by Proposition 1. 
Consequently,38 

yaETUt1nTUI = TUt· 

Similarly, one can show that every vector field YET M t 
induces a condition of the form (5.6). Consequently, the 
same equations which define the local submanifold U/ also 
locally generate the constraint submanifold MI' 

Therefore, it is clear that the Dirac-Bergmann algo
rithm is just a local version of our algorithm. Even so, the 
algorithm we have presented has one significant advantage 
over the Dirac-Bergmann method in that it is of consider
ably more general applicability. It is apparent how crucially 
the Dirac-Bergmann algorithm depends upon the existence 
of the primary constraints. Our geometric algorithm, by way 
of contrast, requires only MI and its presymplectic structure 
for its utilization. The manifold MI never need be a primary 
constraint submanifold of some other strongly nondegener
ate manifold. 

But one important difference yet remains. Dirac solved 
the equations of motion on T*Q along M K' whereas we have 
done so on MI along M K' We now show that we can lift our 
equations of motion (4.3) to T*Q obtaining the equations 
(5.7) and thereby prOVing the formal equivalence of the two 
algorithms, and thus substantiating the Dirac-Bergmann 
procedure. 
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To find the analog of (4.3) on T*Q, we write 

t(X)!l-ao=fJo (5.11) 

alongM K' where X is some solution of(4.3) and a o is any 1-
form on T*Q such that a, =j,Oao. As X solves (4.3), pulling 
(5.11) back to M, givesj, *fJo= 0 so thatfJo is a primary con
straint form. Locally, fJo can be decomposed (nonuniquely) 
in the form 

fJo=1 I'dX I' +g idSi. 

Thus, (5.11) becomes locally 

t(X)f1-ao='l'dx" +g idsi. (5.12) 

Now, (4.3) only determines X up to vector fields in 
TM~erliJ,=kerliJK()kerliJ,. Letting YEkerliJ~~" we see 
that X - Y must satisfy (5.11) as well, and since t(Y)f1 is a 
first-class primary constraint form, it can be locally ex
pressed as! "dx,t. Substituting into (5.12), we can write 
alongMK 

l(X)!l=ao+(I" +!,,)dX" +g idsi. (5.13) 

From this we see that the second-class pieceg ids i of (5.12) 
is insensitive to the choice of X. Moreover, the first-class part 
I" dX" is uniquely determined only for fixed X. Consequent
ly, as X is not unique, the functions I" are arbitrary; on the 
other hand, the gi are independent of the choice of X and 
hence are completely determined. Thus, we have reproduced 
Dirac's result (5.7). 

It remains to discuss the "extended" equations of mo
tion (5.9). We notice that nowhere in (5.13) do secondary 
constraints appear, nor is there any a priori reason why they 
should, at least from the geometric arguments presented 
above. 

The ultimate resolution of this problem depends upon 
whether or not the first-class secondary constraints generate 
gauge transformations.40 This, in turn, depends crucially 
upon one's definition of "physical state" and "gauge trans
formation." In other words, how "gauge" the first-class sec
ondary constraints are depends upon the physical interpreta
tion of the algorithm and consequently is not strictly 
amenable to proof. 41 

For example, in the "orthodox" interpretation of the 
algorithm, '4 all the first-class secondary constraints I/f1 are 
assumed to be gauge. In this case, one could append these 
constraints to the Hamiltonian as in (5.8) without changing 
the physical content of the theory; however, in practice one 
may not always want to do this. The reason is that one may 
have fixed a gauge (either inadvertently or by design) in the 
Hamiltonian; some of the t/f' will then generate physically 
irrelevant motions that will not respect the gauge condition. 
If one wishes to retain this choice of gauge in the description 
of the system, then one cannot attach these constraints to the 
Hamiltonian. On the other hand, there may be certain other 
¢ a which will generate gauge transformations which do not 
break the gauge; these can be included without reservation in 
the Hamiltonian-in fact, they are "already there" in some 
sense (for an example, see Sec. VI). Thus, from the stand
point of the usual interpretation of the algorithm, one in 
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general does not need, or perhaps want, to append the first
class secondary constraints to the Hamiltonian: Some of the 
t/f' will break the gauge choice, and those that do not are 
already present in the Hamiltonian. 

There do exist other "unorthodox" interpretations of 
the algorithm in which certain of the first-class secondary 
constraints are not gauge. Consequently, these constraints 
certainly cannot be included in the Hamiltonian. The re
maining ¢ a which do generate physically irrelevant motions 
mayor may not be attached to the Hamiltonian as discussed 
above. 

For a more detailed presentation of these points and 
examples thereof, consult Ref. 14. 

In 1965, Hinds2
' presented an algorithm which, like 

ours, was stated in geometric language. Rather than consid
er this algorithm in detail, we merely point out the major 
differences between Hinds' approach and ours. Basically, 
the crux ofthe matter is that, at the 1 th step of the algorithm, 
Hinds attempts to solve the equation (liJ /: = k / *liJ, etc.) 

l(X)liJ/=a/ (5.14) 

in contrast to our equation 

[L(X)liJJ ok / =a,ok /. (5.15) 

The conditions for the existence of solutions to an equation 
of the type (5.14) are less restrictive than those required for 
Eq. (5.15). To see this, note that the sets of vector fields 
which generate Hinds algorithm are kerliJ/, whereas ours are 
TM i, and ~ , C TM t. The upshot of this is that after the 
1=2 step, Hinds' algorithm and ours diverge: The constraint 
submanifolds M, for I> 2 are no longer the same in both algo
rithms. If one attempts to reproduce the Dirac-Bergmann 
results using Hinds's scheme, one obtains 

hE =H,+ u "X" +u iSi +A a¢Q +A ABA, 

where the coefficients AA of the second-class secondary con
straints B a do not necessarily vanish. 

A simple example which illustrates the above is the fol
lowing: Take TQ= TR4 with coordinates [ q i ,v i I with 
Lagrangian 

L (q,v)= !m(v')2-!k (q')2 

-b (q3t)+!c(v4_aq2)2. 

A somewhat different scheme was proposed by 
Shanmugadhasan'9 to rectify an alleged oversight in the 
Dirac-Bergmann theory. Shanmugadhasan for the most 
part works on velocity phase space and deals directly with 
the Lagrange equations. He claims that the Dirac-Berg
mann theory overlooks certain subsidiary conditions arising 
from the degeneracy of the Hessian matrix (;YLIJv iJv j

); 

this of course is not the case as these subsidiary conditions 
are none other than primary constraints (Sec. II). Further
more, Shanmugadhasan completely ignores the possibility 
that secondary constraints might occur in the theory, and of 
course it is these which really form the core of the problem. 
In fact, Shanmugadhasan's method cannot cope with the 
perfectly consistent (if somewhat strange) Lagrangian given 
above. 
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KundfO also quarrels with the Dirac-Bergmann 
algorithm and has offered his own interpretation of their 
theory 17 which, curiously enough, requires all the primary 
constraints to be first class. Kundt's theory fails for the 
Proca field. 

VI. AN EXAMPLE: ELECTROMAGNETISM7.16 
The Maxwell theory provides a nice illustration of both 

the geometric calculations involved in the algorithm and the 
application of modern infinite-dimensional techniques to 
symplectic geometry. Throughout this section, we shall 
closely follow the notation of Chernoff and Marsden. 16 We 
shall also sacrifice mathematical rigor (i.e., we shall ignore 
certain infinite-dimensional technicalities) in favor of a 
clearer exposition. 

The 3 + 1 decomposed Maxwell Lagrangian can be 
written as 

L (A,A )=4S R' [( VA i)' 

+2(VA 1)'.4+ .4'_( VX1)~d,u, (6.1) 

where the vector potential is decomposed A =(A 1})' R3 
denotes a constant-time Cauchy surface in Minkowski 
spacetime, and,u is some measure on R 1. 

We must first decide on a choice for velocity phase 
space TQ. The configuration space should be some Hilbert 
space of all4-vectors (A l,A ). As L contains at most first spa
tial derivatives of A, an appropriate choice for Q is 

Q=HlffiHI 

with the obvious notational shorthand, where HI is the first 
Sobolev space on R 1. Velocity phase space, that is, the mani
fold of all (A,A ) is then 

TQ=Qffi(LiffiL') (6.2) 

as no spatial derivatives of.4 appear inL. The measure,u can 
then be taken to be the ordinary V measure on R3. We note 
that Q is reflexive, so that the symplectic form n on T*Q is 
strongly nondegenerate and hence topologically closed. 

To translate into the Hamiltonian language, we must 
calculate the fiber derivative FL. By definition, FLIQ=idIQ 
so 

FL (A,A ).(A,B)=(A,DL (A,A ).B), (6.3) 

where D denotes the Frech6t derivative along the fiber. An 
easy calculation shows that 

. .. --o+-r -+ ...,..Jo 

DL (A,A }B=sdA.B+(V'AJ.B]d,u. (6.4) 

If we define the natural pairing < I ):TQX T*Q-R by 

«A,A) I (A,1T»=SR,[1·11+A l1T l]d,u, (6.5) 

where (A,1T)ET*Q, then (6.3) becomes, using (6.4) 

FL(A,A)=(A,A+VA 1). (6.6) 

Defining the "canonical field momentum" 1t by 

1t:=A +VA1' (6.7) 

it is suggestive that 1Tl does not appear in (6.6). In fact, if one 
defines the projection pd on the second factor by 
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pri(A,1T)= 1T l' 

then it follows that 

prioFL (A,A )=0. (6.8) 

Thus, 1T 1 = 0 is a primary constraint. The primary constraint 
submanifold M, of T*Q is then 

(6.9) 

We now apply the algorithm. The strong symplectic 
form n on T*Q is given by (2.1a), 

n(a ffi 1T,b ffi T)=<aIT)-<b 11T) (6.10) 

with a ffi 1T, b ffi TET(T*Q).'l If}, is the inclusion of M, into 
T*Q, we havew, =},*n. Consequently, as n is topologically 
closed, w, is also. This, combined with the fact that MI is 
reflexive, allows us to use the second version of the algorithm 
presented in Sec. IV. 

The first thing we must do is calculate TM ~ = kerw I' 
That is, we search for vectors b ffi TETM, which annihilate all 
other vectors a ffi 1T in TM I • Using (6.5) and (6.10), we find 
that b ffi TETM ~ iff 

bffiT=(b 1,O)ffiO. (6. 11 a) 

In other words, 

TM~=Hlo. (6. 11 b) 

The Hamiltonian H, induced on M, by FL is, according 
to (2.5), (6.1), and (6.6) 

HM,1T)=S d~112_(VA 1)·11+ ~(VXA )']d,u. (6.12) 

Consequently, if b ffi TETM" 

dHM,1T)·(bffiT)=SR' [11·1+b iV·11)+A l(V·1) 

(6.13) 

To continue with the algorithm, it is necessary to make 
sure that the primary constraint (6.8) is preserved. Thus, we 
.demand that <TMiIdH,)=O. Letting bffiTETMt, we have 
from (6.11a) upon substitution into (6.13) 

dH,(A,1T)·(b ffi T)=S R,b iV·11)d,u. 

This expression will be zero provided 

V.1t=O, (6.14) 
as b1 is arbitrary. We thus pick up a secondary constraint, M, 
being the submanifold of M, along which (6.14) is satisfied. 

Pursuing the algorithm, we must now find ~ Ai~. For 
a ffi 1T in TM, and b ffi TETM" 

w,(;;:;; 1T,b ffi T) = S R,[I'a -1tb]d,u (6.15) 

by (6.2). In S}!n~al, the right-hand side of (6.15) will vanish 
iff 1 = 0 and b = V'g for some function g, making use of (6. 14) 
and an integration by parts. Consequently, 

TM~= IbffiOETM, such that IJ=Vg, gEH']. (6.16) 

At this point, the algorithm terminates. To see this, let 
b ffi 0 be as in (6.16). Substitution into (6.13) gives 

dHM,1T)·(b ffi O)=S R' [b1(V·11) 

+ (VxAHVxVg)]d,u. 
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The first term vanishes by (6.14) and the second also as 
curl(grad) =0. Consequently, <TM}iH1)=0 and M2 is the 
final constraint submanifold. 

Thus the Maxwell canonical system is (Mh {lh,M2). We 
now investigate the nature of this final constraint submani
fold M 2. First of all, we claim that TM ~ C TM2. Indeed, if 
b ffJ 7E TML then 71 =0 so that b ffJ TETMI and moreover, 
r= 0 so that (6.14) is satisfied. Furthermore, TM ~*T M2 . 
This is easily understood, as b ffJ (O,r) with V·r=O is a-n;m
ber of TM2 but not of TM ~ unless 1 = O. Hence, M2 is strictly 
coisotropic, and the canonical system {MhOJhM2) is first
class. In particular, the constraint V·;=O is first-class. 

The basic theorem of Sec .IV assures us that solutions to 
Hamilton's equations 

(6.17) 

exist. To find these solutions, write X =a ffJ 0', and let 
b ffJ TETMI be arbitrary, (A,1T)EM2. The equations of motion 
can then be written 

(6.18) 

Using (6.13) and (6.15), the above becomes 

S R,[l.G-iT.Ojd,u=SR,[l.iT+(b 1) (V·iT)+A1(V·1) 

+(VXAHVXb )]d,u. (6.19) 

As (A,1T)EM2, the second term on the right-hand side of 
(6.19) drops out. After a rearrangement of the last term and 
an integration by parts, the right-hand side becomes 

S R,[l.(iT- VA 1)+(V(V·A)-LiA).Ojd,u. 

Comparing the left-hand side of (6.19) with this, we obtain 
-+ 

dA -+ 
--:=G=iT-\lA1 , 
dt 

diT ---+-+-+ ---+ 
-:=a=\l(\l.A )-LiA, 
dt 

dA 1 
--:=a1 = undetermined. 
dt 

(6.20) 

These are, of course, just Maxwell's equations. Performing a 
transverse-longitudinal decomposition of A,iT we obtain 

dA 1 
--= undetermined 
dt 
dlL 
--=-\lA 1 , 

dt 
-+ 

dA T 
--=iT p 

dt 
iTL =0, 

diTT -+ 
--=-LiA T· 

dt 

(6.21) 

Consequently, these equations determine A piT T uniquely 
from given initial data, but the evolution of Aland lL is 
arbitrary. 

Let us compare the equations of motion (6.21) and the 
known gauge freedom of the electromagnetic field with the 
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predictions of the algorithm. In particular, (6.17) shows that 
the Hamiltonian vector field X is unique only up to elements 
of kerOJlnTM2=kerOJl. Consequently, vector fields in kerOJl 
necessarily generate gauge transformations; if VEkerOJ h then 

V is of the form (V1,O) ffJ 0 and its effect is to generate arbi
trary changes in the evolution of A l' This is clearly consis
tent with the field equations. Turning now to the first-class 
secondary constraint (6.14), we wonder if it is the generator 
of physically irrelevant motions. From the geometric point 
of view, we are really asking whether or not the vector fields 
in kerOJ2 = TM ~ are gauge vector fields. If W = (0, - Vg) ffJ 0, 
then 

L( W)OJ1·(b ffJ 7) = - S R,l·(Vg)d,u. 

Demanding that X - W satisfy (6.17) as well as X has the 
effect of replacing the second of equations (6.21) by 

dlL -+ -+ 

--= -\lA l-\lg 
dt 

and leaving the others invariant. As A 1 is arbitrary to begin 
with, it is evident that this e<wation is completely equivalent 
to (6.21). The addition of - \lg to the right-hand side of this 
equation has no physical effect whatsoever. Thus, kerOJ2 con
sists of gauge vector fields. 42 

From another standpoint, rather than writing 

L(X - W)OJI =dHl 

along M 2, we can put 

L(X)wl =dHl +L(W)OJ1. 

Effectively, we are adding a term g(V·1) to the right-hand 
side of (6.1~. In terms of .!,.he Hamiltonian itself, we are re
placing - (\l A l)·iT by - [\l(A 1 + g)] ·iT. An integration by 
parts finally gives 

dH l +L(W)OJ1 =d[Hl + S R,g(V·iT)d,u]. 

The function whose differential appears on the right-hand 
side of this equation is none other than the pullback to Ml to 
Dirac's extended Hamiltonian (5.8). With respect to the dis
cussion in the last section, the above arguments show that for 
ordinary electromagnetism, one can add the first-class sec
ondary constraints to the Hamiltonian since (i) these con
straints are gauge, and (ii) no choice of gauge has been fixed 
in the Lagrangian (6.1). Notice also that we know (i) to be 
true regardless of the physical interpretation of the algo
rithm; in fact, we have not really physically interpreted the 
algorithm at all. As may be expected, this is due to the fact 
that the Maxwell theory is so "simple." 

In the generic case, result (i) above will not be indepen
dent of the physical interpretation of the algorithm. Neither 
will (ii) be the case in general. One need not look far or long 
for a Lagrangian which has both of these problems, for 
consider 

L (A,A )=S RH( J I1A V)( JI1A J 

-A I1JI1¢J -4--(p> ]d,u. 

Is this Lagrangian to be regarded as electromagnetism in the 
Lorentz gauge, or is it an entirely different (masseless, diver-
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gence-free, spin 1) field? This particular Lagrangian is dis
cussed further in Ref. 14. 

One should compare the above calculation with that 
given by Dirac.7 Although this is not really a "working 
physicist" type calculation, these rigorous infinite-dimen
sional techniques are capable of rapidly producing results
in fact, they are indispensible when one discusses purely pre
symplectic systems. In finite dimensions, this geometric for
malism is every bit as convenient to use as are the standard 
techniques. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The algorithm we have presented completely solves, 
from a mathematical point of view, the problem of con
strained symplectic systems (in both the finite- and infinite
dimensional cases). Even more significantly, it allows us to 
solve the Hamilton equations in the hitherto untreated pre
symplectic case. Combined with the geometric constraint 
theory of Sniatycki, Tulczyjew, and Lichnerowicz, it fur
nishes a powerful physical tool. 

In addition to generalizing the Dirac-Bergmann theory 
of constraints, the algorithm has the advantage of being a 
global, manifestly coordinate-free theory. The algorithm is 
presented in a mathematically rigorous fashion which we 
feel is geometrically natural, intuitive, and useful from a 
practical (calculational) standpoint. 

The algorithm provides insight into the old "controver
sy" of whether or not first-class secondary constraints really 
generate gauge transformations. It can be shown!4 that the 
algorithm cannot actually prove that all such constraints will 
beget physically irrelevant motions; nonetheless, equipped 
with a suitable physical interpretation, this algorithm fur
nishes a superior framework for discussing such questions. 
Consequently, these techniques may be of great value for the 
consideration of theories whose gauge properties at this time 
are poorly understood. 

Our algorithm can also be adapted43 ... to the 
Lagrangian case. Here, the Dirac-Bergmann formalism 
cannot be applied at all, and other proposed schemes have 
met with only limited success. 1S.!9 From the standpoint of 
this paper, the Lagrangian case can be regarded as a specific 
example of a presymplectic manifold (TQ,FL * n ), where n 
is the canonical symplectic structure on T*Q and hence can 
be dealt with by the algorithm presented here. In this way the 
formal equivalence of the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian for
malisms can be established even in the degenerate case:3.4l 

Since this algorithm enables us to treat a priori presym
plectic systems as well as ordinary constrained symplectic 
systems, this work may engender motivation for inquiring as 
to how to quantize such presymplectic systems,!7 perhaps 
from the viewpoint of the geometric Kostant-Souriau quan
tization program. 46 
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A classification is made of all Lie superalgebras (graded Lie algebras) of maximum dimension four. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the rapidly growing field of Lie superalgebras (LS), 
the major effort has been directed towards establishing a 
theory for some suitable definition of simplicity. The simple 
LS have now been classified by several authors independent
ly, Refs. 1-7, and a start has been made on their representa
tion theory, Refs. 8-16. Disappointingly, perhaps, for only 
one class of simple LS, the orthosymplectic series, is it true 
that all finite-dimensional representations are completely re
ducible, see Refs. 10, 12-15. Other departures from ordinary 
Lie theory include the fact that Lie's theorem is not valid; 
that Cartan's criterion for simplicity only works in one direc
tion; that there is no obvious analog of Levi's theorem; and 
that there can exist zero divisors in the enveloping algebra. 
The emphasis in the literature on the class of simple LS is 
hardly surprising in view of the important role played in 

applications by their ordinary Lie theoretic analog. Howev
er, nonsimple LS are very plentiful and as yet have received 
little attention. In the present paper we give a classification 
of real LS, which are not Lie algebras (LA), up to dimension 
four, so providing another source of examples which exhibit 
some of the similarities and differences between LA and LS. 
We have already classified LS up to dimension three in Ref. 
17. We note that the smallest simple LS, which is not a LA, 
the so-called di-spin algebra considered in Ref. 9, has dimen
sion five. It follows that we do not encounter any simple LS 
in our classification and that all of those we classify are 
solvable. 

TABLE 1. Trivial algebras 

Type L L' 

(G.I) A AI.l 

(1,1) B A '.1 

C l 
A ,.,,A.l.4 (p= ± 1) 

p 
Aj., (pcp±l) 

(2.1) 

C2 
A "l,A, .. (p= ± I) 

p 
A"", (pcp±l) 

(1,2) 

C' A 3,1 

C' A .1,2 

C' 
A J.6 (p=G) 

p 
A" (pcpG) 3, '. 

(3, I) DI A 4,J 

D' 
" 

A4.f 

D!q A p q 
4,5 

(2,2) D' A ~,q 
D' A 4.12 

D~q A pq 
4,5 

DR p A !:{ 
D;q A Ilq,plq 

4,6 

DIO p A ~,q 

(1,3) DII pq A pq 
4,$ 

DI2 A 4.J 

DI.\ p At, 
DI4 pq A pq 

4,6 

DI' A 4 ,1 

DI' A 4,4 
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We recall that a LS L = Lo al LI consists of an even part 
Lo, which is an ordinary LA, and an odd part Lh which in 
particular is an Lo-module by restriction of the adjoint repre
sentation. We denote the elements ofLo (resp. L1) by Latin 

Relations 

[a ,a) =0 

[a,a)=a 

[a,b)=b, [a,a]=pa 

(a,a] =a,[ap\ =pf) 

[a,/1] =a 

[a,a]=a, [a,,BJ=a+f) 

[a,aj=pa-f), [a,/1]=a+pf) 

[b,c)=a, [b,aj=a 

[a,cl=a, [b,cj=a+b, [c,a]=qa 
[a,c)=pa-b, [b,c]=a+pb, [c,a]=qa 

[a,a]=a, [a,/1]=f), [b,,BJ=a 

[a,a]=a, [a,,BJ=f), [b,a] = -f), [b,,BJ=a 

[a,b]=b, [a,a]=pa, [a,/1]=q/1 

[a,b]=b, [a,a]=pa, [a,/1]=a+p/1 

[a,b)=b, [a,a]=pa-q/1, [a,/1]=qa+pf) 

[a,b] =b,[a.a] =(P+ I)a. [a,/1]=p/1, [b.,BJ=a 

[a,a]=a. [a,,BJ=pf), [a,r]=qr 

[a.a)=a. [a,r] =/1 
[a.a)=pa. [a,/1]=/1. [a.r)=b+r 

[a,a)=pa. [a,,BJ=qf)-r, [a.r]=/1+qr 

[a,/1]=a, [a,r]=f) 
[a,aj=a. [a,,BJ=a+f), [a,r]=f)+r 

0022-2488/78/1911-2400$1.00 

Comments 

Abelian 

Nilpotent 

p>G 

pcpG 

rl=G, q>G 
Nilpotent 
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TABLE II. Nontrivial algebras. 

Type 

(I, I) 

(2,1) 

(1,2) 

(3, I) 

L 

(A I.I+2A)' 
(A I.I+2A)' 

Relations 

[a,a]=a 

[a,b]=b, [a,a]=!a, [a,a]=b 

[a,a]=a, [p"B]=a 
[a,a] =a, [P"B] = -a 

[b,c]=a, [a,a]=a 

Comments 

Nilpotent 

Nilpotent 
Nilpotent 

(A 3• I +A) 

(D ;.-1/2) 
(D ~ 1/2)' 
(D 2_ 112)' 

[a,b]=b, [a,c]=pc, [a,a]=!a, [a,a]=b 
[a,b]=b, [a,c]=b+c, [a,a]=!a, [a,a]=b 
[a,b]=b, [a,c] = -b+c, [a,a] = !a, [a,a]=b 

Nilpotent 

p,*O 

(2,2) (D ill I/Z)' 

(D ill I/Z)' 

(D in I/Z)' 
(Di-p.p) 

[a,b]=b, [a,a]=!a, [a"B]=l/3, [a,a]=b, [P"B]=b 
[a,b] =b, [a,a]=!a, [a"B] = l/3, [a,a] =b, [p"B]=-b 
[a,b]=b, [a,a]=!a, [a"B]=l/3, [a,a]=b 

(D ~n) 
[a,b]=b, [a,a]=pa, [a,P']=(1-p)/1, [a"B]=b 
[a,b]=b, [a,a]=!a, [a"B]=a+l/3, [P"B]=b 

(D i12.p) 

(D6~' 
(D6~' 
(2A'.I+2A)' 
(2A 1.1 +2A)' 
(2A 1.1 +2A); 
(2A,.I+2A); 
(C:+A) 

(C:Il+A) 
(C 2

_ I +A) 

[a,b]=b, [a,a] = !a-p/1, [a,P']=pa+l/3, [a,a]=b, [P"B]=b 
[a,b]=b, [a,a] =a, [b"B]=a, [P,P'] =a, [a"B] = -!b 
[a,b]=b, [a,a] =a, [b"B] =a, [P"B]= -a, [a"B] =!b 
[a,a]=a, [p"B]=b Nilpotent 

Nilpotent [a,a]=a, [p"B]=b, [a"B]=a 
[a,a]=a, [P,P']=b, [a"B]=p(a+b) 
[a,a]=a, [p"B]=b, [a,P']=p(a-b) 
[a,b]=b, [a,a]=a, [a,P']=b 

[a,b]=b, [a,a]=!a, [a,a]=b 
[a,a] =a, [a"B] = -/1, [a"B] =b 

[a"B]=a, [p"B]=b 

p > 0 Nilpotent 
p > 0 Nilpotent 

J ordan-Wigner 
quantization, 
see Ref. 9. 
Nilpotent (C'+A) 

(C6+ A ) [a,a] = -/1, [a"B]=a, [a,a] =b, [P"B]=b 

(1,3) (A I.' +3A)' 
(A 1.1+3A)' 

[a,a]=a, [p"B]=a, [y,y]=a 
[a,a]=a, [p"B]=a, [y,y]=-a 

letters (resp. Greek letters) taken from the beginning of the 
alphabet. L possesses a bilinear bracket multiplication [ , ] 
which satisfies the following commutativity and Jacobi 
conditions: 

[a,b] = -[b,a], 

[a,a] = -[a,a], 

[a"B] = [J3,a], 

for all a,bELo, a,/3EL" and 

[[a,b],c] + [[b,c],a] + [[c,a],b] =0, 

[[a,b],a] + [[b,a],a] + [[a,a],b] =0, 

[[a,a],p.) + [[a"B],a] - [[J3,a],a] =0, 

[[a"B],y] + [[J3,y],a] + [[y,a]"B] =0, 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

for all a,b,cELo and a,/3,YELI. Note that Eq. (6) differs from 
the others in that the cyclic symmetry of its terms is broken 
by a minus sign. 

We say thatL=Lo al LI and L' =Lo' al LI' are equivalent 
if there are isomorphisms Lo-Lo' and LI_L.' which 
preserve the bracket multiplication. We can ask the ques
tion: given a LA Lo and an Lo-module M, how many in
equivalent LS Lo = Lo al LI can we construct, where LI and M 
are equivalent as Lo-modules. Answering this question in 
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Nilpotent 
Nilpotent 

low dimensional cases is the basis for our classification. We 
have found it convenient, both for the carrying out of our 
computations and for the tabular presentation of our results, 
to distinguish two types of LS: We say that L is trivial if 
[L"LI] = ! 0); otherwise L is nontrivial. The point is that a 
nontrivial algebra can be trivialized simply by putting to 
zero all of its anticommutators. The reverse process pro
duces nontrivial algebras from the set of trivial algebras, 
which are more easily classified. It is also worth noting that 
the structure constants ofa trivial LS, L say, can be inter
preted as the structure constants of an associated LA, L' say, 
provided that we replace the zero anticommutators of L by 
zero commutators ofL'. However, under this correspon
dence, inequivalent LS can lead to equivalent LA. 

2. TABULATIONS 

Here we tabulate into families of equivalence classes the 
real indecomposable LS of maximum dimension four, which 
are not LA. The trivial and nontrivial algebras are tabulated 
separately and according to dimension structure: We say 
that L=Lo al LI is an (m,n) algebra if dimLo (resp. LI) is m 
(resp. n). For the labeling of the trivial algebras, the letters 
A,B,C,D with integral superscripts i and real subscripts p,q, 
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denote the equivalence classes of algebras of dimension d, 
where d= 1 for A, d=2 for B, d=3 for C, d=4 for D. The 
superscript i is omitted whenever its range is just the integer 
one. We also give the symbols, according to Ref. 18, of the 
associated LA. For the nontrivial algebras, we add to the 
bracketed symbol for the corresponding trivial algebra, 
where necessary, an integral superscript and a real subscript. 
With a single exception, all zero commutation/anticommu
tation relations are omitted. 
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